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Abstract 
 

This thesis examines conceptions of history, memory, and identity in contemporary France 

through a site-specific study of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes. With a history of some 

seventy years of internment, the Camp de Rivesaltes spanned France’s great Twentieth 

Century conflicts: the Spanish Civil War, the Second World War, the Algerian War; 

witnessing decades of migration, internment, and displacement. Through studying the 

memorialisation of Rivesaltes’ diverse pasts, fresh perspectives are offered on the memory of 

the Vichy government, decolonisation, and France’s fraught navigation of conflicts not-quite-

past.  

 

The thesis considers the process of memorialisation both theoretically (applying theories 

adopted from the field of memory studies) and practically (through research at the site 

drawing on the principles of ethnography) to construct a study that shifts between the general 

and the particular, the local and the global. The research contributes to a growing field that 

applies theories of transnational memory to heritage sites, but, critically, tests these theories 

in relation to the experience of those people who now populate the site. Through an 

ethnographic examination of behaviour within the Mémorial and an analysis of responses to 

the site from a wide range of constituents, the thesis illustrates the difficulty of imposing a 

top-down, hegemonic understanding of French memory in the contemporary period. Rather, 

it argues that the site be considered through the lens of multidirectional memory, considering 

the potentially productive ways that memories of diverse conflicts and multiple sites of 

violence can be brought together in one place.  

 

Where the literature is well developed on the memory of France’s Second World War and 

Algerian War experiences, this thesis examines a site that has, as yet, been under-represented 

in studies of these periods. As such, this thesis provides a contribution to the knowledge that 

is at once particular to the Camp de Rivesaltes, and general, concerning the memorialisation 

of conflict in contemporary France. Through the use of varied archival sources, it explores 

the voices of those interned onsite, bringing them into dialogue with museum practitioners, 

architects, and visitors, in order to challenge any single reading of the camp landscape or of a 

singular ‘French’ memory. Through an analysis of the processes that underpinned the 

eventual creation of the Mémorial, various ‘stages of memory’ are revealed at specific 

periods in time. Such an examination suggests the resurgence of particular memories at 
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particular times, aligned with local, national, and international events. It shows that these 

memories, whilst intensely local, are equally tangled and intertwined with memories of other 

times and places, and points to the difficulty of saying that these pasts have passed. 
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Introduction 

Setting the Framework 
 

This thesis assesses the relationship between history, memory and identity in contemporary 

France.1 Through a site-specific study of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, this project 

provides an original contribution to the literature on memorialisation, at a site that has yet to 

be considered in the field.  Memorials have particular import for how societies remember the 

past, bringing historical legitimacy to the identities of social groups,2 whilst offering insights 

into the ways in which nations conceptualise their past and mourn their losses.3 In an era that 

has been described as a high point of memorialisation, in which remembrance of the past has 

emerged in France (as elsewhere) with a new intensity,4 the study of a site intimately linked 

with France’s tortuous 20th Century has particular relevance. Rivesaltes’ import for 

conceptions of identity, as a site where notions of complicity, nation, and the Other were 

contested again and again is particularly pressing at a time that has been described as 

witnessing a crisis of French identity.5  

 
1 The field was pioneered by Henry Rousso, whose Le syndrome de Vichy, (Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1990) 
inspired significant debate on the enduring legacies of the Vichy regime. See also: Eric Conan and Henry 
Rousso, Vichy, un passé qui ne passe pas, (Paris: Editions Gallimard, 1994); Henry Rousso, Face au passé: 
Essais sur la mémoire contemporaine, (Paris, Editions Belin, 2016); Olivier Wieviorka, La mémoire désunie: Le 
souvenir politique des années sombres, de la Libération à nos jours, (Paris : Editions du Seuil, 2010); Pierre 
Laborie, Le chagrin et le venin : occupation. résistance. idées reçues, (Paris : Editions Bayard, 2014); Richard 
Golsan, Vichy’s Afterlife: History and Counterhistory in Postwar France, (Lincoln, NE: University of Nebraska 
Press, 2000). Golsan’s work provides a useful insight into the links between memories of Vichy and the 
Algerian War, especially his chapter on Maurice Papon (pp.156-181). Martin Evans similarly draws upon links 
between the memories of the two conflicts; see: The Memory of Resistance: French Opposition to the Algerian 
War, (Oxford: Berg, 1997). On the memory of Algeria, Benjamin Stora is perhaps the pre-eminent scholar; his 
La gangrène et l’oubli, (Paris: La Découverte, 2005) adopts a similar psychological methodology to that used by 
Rousso to ‘diagnose’ France’s memorial maladies. See also: Benjamin Stora, Le transfert d’une mémoire: De 
‘l’Algérie française’ au racisme anti-Arabe, (Paris: La Découverte, 1999); Benjamin Stora and Alexis Jenni, 
Les mémoires dangereuses: De l’Algérie coloniale à la France d’aujourd’hui, (Paris: Editions Albin Michel, 
2015); Pascal Blanchard, Nicolas Bancel, and Sandrine Lemaire (eds.), La fracture coloniale: La société 
française au prisme de l’héritage colonial, (Paris: Editions La Découverte, 2006). 
2 Derek H. Alderman and Joshua F.J. Inwood, ‘Landscapes of Memory and Socially Just Futures’ in Nuala C. 
Johnson, Richard H. Schein and Jamie Winders (eds.) The Wiley-Blackwell Companion to Cultural Geography, 
(Oxford: Wiley Blackwell, 2013), pp.186-197 (p.189). 
3 Nuala Johnson, ‘Cast in Stone: Monuments, Geography and Nationalism’, Environment and Planning D: 
Society and Space, 13 (1995), pp.51-65 (p.54). 
4 Fiona Barclay, 'Introduction: The Postcolonial Nation' in Fiona Barclay (ed.) France's Colonial Legacies: 
Memory, Identity and Narrative, (Cardiff, University of Cardiff Press: 2013), pp.1-26 (p.1). 
5 Alice Pitoizet, ‘Ce qu'il faut retenir de l'intervention de François Hollande’, France Inter, 05/01/2015, 
[Online], <http://www.franceinter.fr/depeche-ce-quil-faut-retenir-de-lintervention-de-francois-hollande> 
[Accessed 09/02/2016]; Steve Nadjar, ‘Benjamin Stora : « On assiste à une crise de l’identité française »’, 
Actualité Juive, 31/12/2014, [Online], <http://www.actuj.com/2014-12/france/benjamin-stora-on-assiste-a-une-
crise-de-l-identite-francaise> [Accessed 09/02/2016];  Anon, ‘Manuel Valls : "La France vit une crise 
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Applying a combination of historical and anthropological techniques, outlined below, I will 

consider how the memorial contributes to discourse about the past, conveys a sense of 

meaning to visitors and articulates conceptions of identity. In this, I respond to Duncan 

Light’s call to bridge critical literatures in memory studies and anthropology, examining sites 

in both their political and ideological contexts as well as through the eyes of multiple users 

and stakeholders.6 Throughout, I will situate Rivesaltes in relation to specifically French 

discourses of memory, but also consider Rivesaltes’ particular significance as a site of 

transnational memory. While France, the French, and their struggles to come to terms with 

their past, forms the wider socio-political frame of my study, my specific focus is on the 

histories of the Camp de Rivesaltes, the discursive and material processes of commemoration 

onsite, and how the various stakeholders negotiate the problems of dealing with Rivesaltes’ 

so-called ‘difficult heritage’.7 Where other studies seek to provide a similar reckoning on 

French memorial sites, particularly those associated with the Second World War,8 the 

Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes provides a unique and unstudied case, addressing multiple 

20th Century traumas in a single site.  

Thesis Outline 
 

In Chapter One I outline the theoretical approaches that underpin my reading of Rivesaltes’ 

contemporary landscape. Taking as its starting point Pierre Nora’s concept of lieux de 

mémoire, this chapter situates the thesis within a wider body of literature that concerns itself 

with representations of memory in public space. Within this context, the Mémorial du Camp 

de Rivesaltes is discussed as a potentially significant lieu de mémoire, situated in relation to 

other key ‘sites of memory’ within France and beyond. Taking issue with Nora’s nation-

centric approach to memory, attention is drawn instead to theories of transcultural memory as 
 

d'identité"’, France TV Info, 29/07/2013, [Online], <http://www.francetvinfo.fr/politique/manuel-valls-la-
france-vit-une-crise-d-identite_379720.html> [Accessed 09/02/2016]. 
6 Duncan Light, ‘Progress in Dark Tourism and Thanatourism Research: An Uneasy Relationship with Heritage 
Tourism’, Tourism Management, 61 (2017), pp.275-301 (p.295). 
7 Sharon Macdonald, Difficult Heritage: Negotiating the Nazi Past in Nuremburg and Beyond, (Abingdon: 
Routledge, 2009), p.4. 
8 See, for instance: Sarah Farmer, Martyred Village: Commemorating the 1944 Massacre at Oradour-sur-
Glane, (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 2000); Peter Carrier, Holocaust Monuments and National 
Memory Cultures in France and Germany Since 1989: The Origins and Political Function of the Vel d’Hiv’ in 
Paris and the Holocaust Monument in Berlin, (New York: NY, Berghahn Books, 2005); Caroline Wiedmer, 
Representations of the Holocaust in Contemporary Germany and France, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
1999). On Algeria, see: Robert Aldrich, Vestiges of the Colonial Empire in France: Monuments, Museums and 
Colonial Memories, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005) - Aldrich successfully combines both historical 
research and ethnographic attention to the sites he studies. 
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more appropriate vehicles for interpreting the camp landscape at Rivesaltes. As such, I argue 

against a competitive conception of memory at the site, exploring the progressive potential 

that theories of the transcultural could bring to the site.  

 

Central to the continuing discussion, and my reading of Rivesaltes’ memorial landscape, I 

explore the concept of multidirectional memory, and how such an understanding of the 

dynamics of memory can contribute to understandings of physical heritage sites. Having 

established this framework for conceiving of the site, the chapter concludes with a case study 

of Charlie Hebdo’s reporting on the opening of the Mémorial. This analysis opens up a 

discussion of the potential for empathetic encounters with the ‘Other’ which is further applied 

in considering the memorial space in the following chapters.  

 

Chapter Two takes as its focus the multiple histories of the Camp de Rivesaltes. Drawing on 

the existing historiography that surrounds internment camps in France, I set the framework 

for my own analysis of the camp’s history. Where the existing literature provides an 

understanding of the ways in which the camp operated from a broadly-speaking top-down 

approach, this chapter deploys the concept of an ‘integrated history’, bringing together the 

voices of those interned to construct a narrative that creates history from, rather than 

imposing history upon, the people whose lives I recount. Using previously unexplored 

accounts from the Mémorial’s own collections and the University of Southern California’s 

Visual History Archive, areas of commonality, but, equally, difference are suggested. This 

points to the difficulties of commemorating such a past, whilst outlining some of the key 

frameworks that have underpinned the ways in which the camp has been remembered.  

 

Central to this discourse is the framing of the ‘camp’ space. Though successive generations of 

prisoners at Rivesaltes shared the same geographies of internment, the historical 

circumstances of their incarceration were fundamentally different. In spite of this, the ways in 

which these experiences of internment have come to be understood have arguably been 

shaped through their interaction with each other. Consequently, I present an analysis of the 

ways in which discourse surrounding ‘camps’ has changed throughout the 20th Century and 

how history, geography, and politics have contributed to different understandings of the camp 

as a system of internment. 

 

Chapter Three begins my formal analysis of the process of memorialisation at Rivesaltes. 
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Beginning with a consideration of the multiple sites that have, at one time or another, been 

considered as loci of memory within the locality, this chapter explores the ways in which 

local, national, and international frames of memory have shaped the unfolding of memorial 

practice in Rivesaltes. Each developmental stage is thus considered in relation to wider 

patterns of remembrance and the ways in which the past has been used as an anchor for 

conceptions of identity. My discussion of the memorialisation at Rivesaltes provides a 

practical case study for the ways in which broader discourses about the past have been played 

out in public space. This particular, local context provides an insight into the varied scales on 

which memories take shape and the ways in which the local, national, and international 

intersect in memorial discourse. 

 

In Chapter Four, my discussion turns to the present day and the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes as a functional heritage site. A visit to the site is, broadly speaking, broken into 

two distinct elements: an exterior walkway through the ‘authentic’ remnants of the camp 

landscape, and the central exhibition space that charts the history of the camp. Consequently, 

Chapter Four takes as its focus the camp’s exterior elements, situating the Mémorial with 

relation to the wider landscape of which it is part. This landscape was central in shaping the 

experiences of internees and continues to inform contemporary interactions with the camp. 

With this in mind, the chapter begins with a discussion of how the interaction between land 

and climate was imagined, both as an instrument of power by those in authority, and by those 

interned, going on to become a key vector in memories of the camp.  

 

Following this outline, Chapter Four continues by examining Rivesaltes’ pasts, as represented 

through the extant camp landscape. The preceding environmental history informs a 

discussion of preservation at the site and how its ruins are deployed as vehicles for the 

multiple temporalities contained at Rivesaltes. Central to this process is the act of passing 

through the space; walking as an act of memory. Visitors’ experience is therefore discussed 

with reference to the ways in which it is routed and rooted in what remains of the camp 

landscape.   

 

The chapter continues with a discussion of the ways in which the past is represented through 

the Mémorial’s architecture. In this section, I analyse the ways in which the past is 

represented through Rudy Ricciotti’s architectural vision, considering the manifestations of 

present politics in Rivesaltes’ most recent historical sedimentation.  
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The chapter concludes with a discussion of the ways in which the process of arrival at the site 

is harnessed in order to construct an affective relationship with the histories represented in the 

memorial itself. These spaces are conceived of as ‘liminal’, acting as spatial and temporal 

thresholds that mediate between history and memory, conditioning the visitor for the journey 

to come.  

 

Having considered the ways in which the past is framed through the remains of the camp 

above ground, and the spaces that take shape between the site’s architecture and landscape, 

Chapter Five takes as its focus the interior spaces of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes. 

Here, the central exhibition space is analysed with reference to the ways in which Rivesaltes’ 

multiple pasts are conveyed to those visiting the site. This analysis focuses on a variety of 

different media within the Mémorial and the ways in which they are consumed and 

understood by visitors.  

 

Beginning with a discussion of the ways in which the architecture of the Mémorial itself 

structures visitor experience, I go on to discuss the key narratives that shape the exhibition’s 

content. Given the diversity of those interned onsite, a central, structuring narrative risks 

imposing a competitive framework of memory. With this in mind, various key themes are 

developed, with consideration given to the ways in which these themes reflect upon 

contemporary understandings of France’s defining conflicts. Though the Mémorial is 

necessarily about the site’s history, it is as much representative of the present as it is the past 

and, indeed, provides suggestions for better imagined futures. In this respect, the site is 

analysed as a historical referent for the contemporary world, developing Chapter One’s 

discussion of multidirectionality.  

 

In keeping with a focus on the ways in which the site is used and received by visitors, I 

develop an understanding of the ways in which historical actors and present day visitors are 

framed within the context of the exhibition. Responding to Susanne C. Knittel’s suggestion 

that there is ‘a significant lack of serious scholarship on the representation and role of 

perpetrators at sites of memory’,9 this chapter considers the various historical and 

contemporary subjectivities the Mémorial represents. Drawing on a discussion of 
 

9 Susanne C. Knittel, The Historical Uncanny: Disability, Ethnicity, and the Politics of Holocaust Memory, 
(New York, NY: Fordham University Press, 2015), p.290. 
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representations of ‘perpetrators’, ‘victims’, and ‘bystanders’, I develop the idea of 

‘complicity’ within the memorial, outlining the ways in which visitors are drawn into acts of 

past violence and made complicit in ongoing acts of violence against refugees. In this way, 

visitors are implicated in the making of ‘future histories’, responsible in their actions for the 

ways in which the history of the future will be written.  

 

Though such lofty aims are imbricated in the heart of the Mémorial’s structure, it is not 

necessarily evident that they are received by those who visit. By drawing attention to the 

accounts of visitors, and through my own observations of those who visit, the utopian ideals 

that the literature on transcultural memory, and, indeed, the Mémorial itself, can be said to 

presume, are challenged.    

Methods and Methodology 
 

My approach in this research is fundamentally interdisciplinary. Where I adopt my primary 

methodologies from the fields of history and anthropology, my research draws upon theories 

from tourism studies, cultural geography, literary theory and heritage studies. My historical 

approach, informed by my academic background, is supplemented by these additional 

disciplines, providing for a more nuanced study of the site, impossible using the techniques of 

history alone. After Saul Friedländer I adopt the concept of an ‘integrated history’ in my 

discussion of the Camp de Rivesaltes, addressing a significant gap in the existing literature by 

deploying the voices of the internees in a way that is not found elsewhere.10 Too often in 

accounts of the camp’s history, the camp as institution and the power structures underlying its 

use take precedence over the experience of the prisoners. In order to understand how we 

might go about conceptualising the memory of the camp, we must first understand the stories 

of those who lived there. My intention in adopting the techniques of anthropology is, in many 

ways, similar to my reason for adopting the model of an integrated history, in restoring 

something of the agency of the individuals who today populate the Camp de Rivesaltes. 

Without making fundamental assumptions and broad-brush abstractions, the relationship 

between the conceptual frames of this research - French memory, history, and identity on the 

one hand, and how they are encoded at the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes on the other - 

cannot be interrogated without concerted attention to the ways in which the space is used and 

 
10 Saul Friedländer, Nazi Germany and the Jews: The Years of Persecution, 1933-1939, (London: Phoenix, 
1998), p.1. 
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consumed by its publics. Anthropological attention to the ways in which sites are used and 

interpreted is, again, rare in the existing literature on France, making the present study a 

timely addition to the literature.     

 

In adopting the interdisciplinary methodology outlined above, my research assesses 

Rivesaltes’ ‘dialogic’ function,11 examining not just the aesthetic form of the memorial, but 

also how the site’s meaning comes to be constructed through visitor interaction, media 

coverage, and political discourse.12 Such sites come into being through this dialogue, taking 

on meaning through what Kenneth Foote refers to as an ‘iterative process’ whereby ‘debate 

leads to interpretation, and interpretation reshapes place over and over again.’13 This research 

will explore this process, considering the shaping and reshaping of Rivesaltes’ memorial 

landscape through the ‘dialogues’ it engenders.  

 

As a specifically ‘site’ based study, this research cannot help but be influenced by the work of 

Pierre Nora, whose multi-volume study Les lieux de mémoire (Sites of Memory) focused 

particular attention on the role of specific ‘sites’ in the articulation of national identity and 

collective memory. Whilst Nora’s work has had significant impact, inspiring a methodology 

and approach to memory that has been influential across the social sciences,14 his work has 

also drawn a significant amount of criticism, most pertinently for its polarisation of history 

and memory,15 and for the noticeable absence of so-called ‘lieux d’oubli’,16 particularly 

 
11 See: James E. Young, The Texture of Memory: Holocaust Memorials and Meaning, (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press,1993), pp.xii-xiii; Michael Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory: Remembering the Holocaust in 
the Age of Decolonization, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2009), p.5; Carrier, Holocaust Monuments 
and National Memory, p.5. 
12 Johannes Heuman has similarly pointed to a site’s ‘constructive’ features (the construction of an agreed 
narrative about the past) and ‘reception’ (how communicated perceptions of the past are actually received.) See: 
‘Promoting Glocal Holocaust Memory in the Era of the Cold War: The Tomb of the Unknown Jewish Martyr in 
Paris’, History & Memory, 27.1 (2015), pp.116-153 (p.118). 
13 Kenneth E. Foote, Shadowed Ground: America’s Landscapes of Violence and Tragedy, (Austin, TX: 
University of Texas Press, 2003), p.6. 
14 Stephen Legg, ‘Contesting and Surviving Memory: Space Nation and Nostalgia in Les Lieux de Mémoire’, 
Environment and Planning D: Society and Space, 23 (2005), pp.481-504 (p.482). 
15 See: Dominick LaCapra, History and Memory After Auschwitz, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1998), 
p.19; Marita Sturken, Tangled Memories: The Vietnam War, The AIDS Epidemic, and the Politics of 
Remembering, (Berkeley, CA: California University Press, 1997), p.5; Michael Rothberg, ‘Introduction: 
Between Memory and Memory: From Lieux de Mémoire to Noeuds de Mémoire’, Yale French Studies, 118/119 
(2010), pp.3-12 (p.4). 
16 See: Nancy Wood, Vectors of Memory: Legacies of Trauma in Postwar Europe, (Oxford: Berg, 1999), p.10 
(Wood specifically outlines both Vichy and Algeria in the French case as representative) and Stephanie 
Bostock, ‘Sites of Remembering and Forgetting: Memory Work in 1950s Museums in France and Germany’, 
Journal of History and Cultures, 5 (2015), pp.23-40 (p.27). 
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France’s colonies and the chaotic end to her colonial adventure.17  

 

Through this study I hope to be able to both work within and challenge Nora’s framework, 

presenting the memorial museum at Rivesaltes as a potential remedy to the absence of 

(de)colonial sites in Nora’s project, but also argue that Nora’s framework be 

reconceptualised. Here, James E. Young’s argument that Nora’s observations cut two ways 

when considering memorial sites like that at Rivesaltes seems particularly relevant. Where 

these memorial sites exist only because of their ‘capacity for metamorphosis’ and an active 

‘will to remember’ on the behalf of the state, it is precisely because of this capacity to change  

that they ‘begin to assume lives of their own, often as resistant to official memory as they are 

emblematic of it.’18 It is through a people’s intention to remember, through the interpretations 

of visitors and publics that these sites become lieux de mémoire; without these elements, as 

Young reminds us, sites ‘remain little more than inert pieces of the landscape, unsuffused 

with the meanings and significance created in our visits to them.'19  

 

The nostalgic, homogeneous and ultimately republican view of French memory offered up in 

Nora’s work does not fit with such a pluralistic and fluid reading, particularly when 

considering Rivesaltes’ broad spectrum of victims. With the agency of those who use these 

sites reshaping and remaking them, we must recognise ‘the production of memory as an 

ongoing process involving inscription and reinscription, coding and recoding.’20 At a site 

such as Rivesaltes, with a transnational plurality of group memories, homogeneity is 

impossible. Instead, this thesis argues, it embodies what Debarati Sanyal refers to as the 

‘centrifugal impetus of contemporary memory studies’: a globalised world where memory 

has been released from ethnic, national and territorial particularism to form transnational and 

cosmopolitan flows.21 Such a situation challenges ‘the notion of uniqueness, autonomy and 

homogeneity of individual and collective memory’ within national frameworks, implicitly 

 
17 See: Hue-Tam Ho Tai, ‘Remembered Realms: Pierre Nora and French National Memory’, The American 
Historical Review, 106.3 (2001), pp. 906-922 (p.910); Barclay, ‘Introduction: The Postcolonial Nation’, p.2; 
Richard L. Derderian, ‘Confronting the Past: The Memory Work of Second-Generation Algerians in France’ in 
Patricia M. Lorcin (ed.) Algeria & France, 1800-2000: Identity, Memory, Nostalgia, (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse 
University Press, 2006), pp.247-256 (pp.254-256); Rothberg, ‘Introduction: Between Memory and Memory’, 
pp.6-7. 
18 Young, The Texture of Memory, p.120. 
19 Ibid., p.119. 
20 Rothberg, ‘Introduction: Between Memory and Memory’, pp.8-9. 
21 Debarati Sanyal, Memory and Complicity: Migrations of Holocaust Remembrance, (New York, NY: Fordham 
University Press, 2015), p.4. 
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contesting Nora’s formulation.22 Arguing against Nora, Levy and Sznaider have made the 

case for a ‘cosmopolitan memory’, which they define as a ‘future-oriented’, reconciliatory 

form of remembrance, incorporating the memories of various ‘Others’ to reflect modern, 

globalised societies and push us towards a more universal, humanist future.23 According to 

Entrikin, concern for such a future would seem to encourage the creation of ‘overlapping, 

differentiated places of attachment with relatively permeable boundaries’,24 whilst Silverman 

similarly argues for ‘[a] paradigm of hybrid and overlapping rather than separate pasts, 

between the particular and the universal’, what he refers to as a ‘cosmopolitical’ memory, 

‘commensurate with the interconnected world of the new millennium.’25  

 

As such, I explore Rivesaltes’ commemorative landscape through the work of Silverman and 

Rothberg, conceiving of the memorial as a multidirectional, palimpsestic site where the 

borders between histories, memories and identities are jagged,26 creating a cross-referencing, 

entangled spectrum. Throughout the memorial, layers of meaning are assembled through the 

interaction of media, landscape, and narratives, to compose a site that collapses rigid 

boundaries between time and space, history and memory, creating the conditions for what Till 

and Kuusisto-Arponen refer to as ‘respectful spaces of encounter’.27 In creating these spaces, 

where hosts, victims, and visitors can engage critically with each other and their shared 

memories, there exists the hope that diverse communities can begin to care for each other, 

with the intention of imagining more just futures.28 It is my contention that the Mémorial du 

Camp de Rivesaltes is a self-conscious attempt at creating such a ‘respectful place of 

encounter’, and goes some way towards establishing a more ethical site of memory as posited 

by Max Silverman;29 a ‘cosmopolitan place’ that goes beyond simple archiving, documenting 

and exhibiting, to create a progressive place of toleration.30  

 
 

22 Max Silverman, Palimpsestic Memory: The Holocaust and Colonialism in French and Francophone Fiction 
and Film, (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2013), p.176. 
23 Daniel Levy and Natan Sznaider, ‘Memory Unbound: The Holocaust and the Formation of Cosmopolitan 
Memory’, European Journal of Social Theory, 5.1 (2002), pp.87–106. 
24 J. Nicholas Entrikin, ‘Political Community, Identity and Cosmopolitan Place’, International Sociology, 14.3 
(1999), pp.269-282 (p.279). 
25 Silverman, Palimpsestic Memory, p.179. 
26 Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory, p.5. 
27 Karen E. Till and Anna-Kaisa Kuusisto-Arponen, ‘Towards Responsible Geographies of Memory: 
Complexities of Place and the Ethics of Remembering’, Erkunde, 69.4 (2015), pp.291-306 (p.303). 
28 Ibid.; Alderman and Inwood, ‘Landscapes of Memory’, p.195. 
29 Silverman, Palimpsestic Memory, p.179. 
30 Karen E. Till, ‘Resilient Politics and a Place-Based Ethics of Care: Rethinking the City Through the District 
Six Museum in Cape Town, South Africa’, in Bruce Evan Goldstein (ed.) Collaborative Resilience: Moving 
Through Crisis to Opportunity, (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2012), pp.283-307 (p.292). 
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While I do not seek to use such theories uncritically, my intention is to probe the utility of 

such a body of literature, responding to Richard Crownshaw’s call to scrutinise the ways in 

which intersecting histories are memorialised, historicising local and particular forms of 

memory in the face of globalisation, whilst considering the empathetic possibilities such 

entanglement entails.31 Of course, spaces such as Rivesaltes are infinitely open to the 

interpretations of those who use them. For every person who sees in the memorial ‘the past 

catching up with our present’,32 there will be someone who considers it ‘trite’ and 

‘featureless’.33  As will become clear in later chapters, the dynamics of multidirectionality 

offer no guarantees. As Jessica Rapson notes, every individual landscape is open to a 

multitude of readings, each dependent on the way that site is approached. Yet, as Rapson 

argues, it is precisely through this openness to interpretation that such sites are rendered 

productive, refusing the possibility of ‘a massive, passive memory awaiting us when we 

confront the past.’34      

On Historical Method 
 
Given the contemporary context of this thesis, and the continued importance of the 

commemorated past at Rivesaltes, additional reflection on the process of historical research is 

warranted. In that which follows, I consider the historical methodologies that underpin this 

research, as well as building a case for a multidirectional understanding of the development 

of memory that will shape my account. Furthermore, I will explain my interdisciplinary 

approach, supplementing historical methods with those drawn from the field of anthropology. 

Given the intersubjective nature of this research, I will explore my own role in this research 

process, which necessarily impacts upon both my encounters with others, and my historical 

writing: no historian is able to write in a vacuum, nor isolate him/herself from the times and 

politics in which and from which they are writing. The traditional avoidance of employing 

the first person pronoun in academic writing obscures the extent to which the position of the 

 
31 Richard Crownshaw, ‘History and Memorialization’ in Stefan Berger and Bill Niven (eds.) Writing the 
History of Memory, (London: Bloomsbury, 2014), pp.219-237 (p.233). 
32 J7021WYdaniele, ‘Devoir de memoire’, TripAdvisor, 21/08/2016 
<https://www.tripadvisor.fr/Attraction_Review-g1202684-d8761007-Reviews-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
03/11/2016]. 
33 Laurent_1701, ‘Quelle déception’, TripAdvisor, 08/03/2016 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.fr/ShowUserReviews-g1202684-d8761007-r353741747-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html#REVIEWS> 
[Accessed 02/11/2016]. 
34 Jessica Rapson, Topographies of Suffering: Buchenwald, Babi Yar, Lidice, (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2015), 
p.203. 
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researcher significantly impacts upon the research produced.     

 

In adopting a postmodern aesthetic, James E. Young argues for a re-centralising of the 

historian in historical writing,35 a recognition, as Christopher Browning would have it, of the 

constant dialectical interaction between what the historian brings to the research, and how the 

research affects the historian.36 Instead of trying to remove all trace of their presence and the 

present moment in their writings, Young argues that historians should ‘reveal their writing 

hands’, thereby acknowledging their role in the shaping of any written history and removing 

the ‘rhetorical dishonesty’ inherent in the pretence of independence from his own 

judgement.37 Rather, Young proposes a more ‘modest’ and, he concedes, not entirely new aim 

for written histories, where the worth of any account is based not in claims to a disinterested 

objectivity, but rather on logic, reason and rigorous argumentation.38 In offering a similar 

conclusion, Martin Jay acknowledges the importance of intersubjectivity and a process 

whereby accounts gain credibility through a process of corroboration, avoiding the temptation 

of assuming that history is pure mimetic reproduction.39     

 

Building on the work of Saul Friedländer, Young argues for a historiography that consciously 

and deliberately foregrounds the sound of the historian’s own, self-conscious voice, thus 

reminding readers that such a history is being told and remembered by someone in a specific 

time and place, the product of human agency, not the disembodied, omniscient account of 

‘History’.40 What seems to be missing, Young suggests, is history-telling ‘that includes both 

the voice of the historian and the memory of survivors, commentary and overt interpretation 

of events that deepen the historical record and resist “hasty ideological closure.”’41 Such an 

approach would have the effect of disrupting facile, linear progressions in the narrative, 

introducing alternative interpretations and actively questioning conclusions from the very 

 
35 James E. Young, ‘Toward a Received History of the Holocaust’, History and Theory, 36.4 (1997), pp.21-43 
(p.33). 
36 Christopher Browning, ‘German Memory, Judicial Interrogation, and Historical Reconstruction: Writing 
Perpetrator History From Postwar Testimony’ in Saul Friedländer (ed.) Probing the Limits of Representation: 
Nazism and the “Final Solution”, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992), pp.22-36 (p.31). 
37 Young, ‘Toward a Received History’, pp.33-34. 
38 Ibid., p.34. 
39 Martin Jay, ‘Of Plots, Witnesses, and Judgments’ in Saul Friedländer (ed.) Probing the Limits of 
Representation: Nazism and the “Final Solution”, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992), pp.97-
107 (p.107). 
40 Young, ‘Toward a Received History’, p.38. 
41 Ibid., pp.37-38. 
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moment at which they begin to be drawn.42  

 

Critical to such accounts, and the basis of Friedländer’s articulation is a recognition of what 

Eric Hobsbawm has referred to as the ‘twilight zone’ that exists between history and memory: 

between a past that is open to relatively dispassionate inspection, and the past as background 

to, or indeed part of, one’s own life.43 A radical separation between history and memory is 

simply not possible, Friedländer argues, particularly in the case of a recent past, and those 

events that are of cardinal relevance to the identity of any given group.44 Artificial 

distinctions between history and memory have had the effect of diminishing the voice of the 

survivor and the importance of their memories to the historian:45 by integrating both the voice 

of the historian and the voice of those who experienced the events under consideration, we go 

some way to creating a more democratic history. Of course the memory of the survivor is 

contingent, but let us not pretend that the voice of the historian is not equally so, embedded, 

as it is, within its own specific memory culture. Rather than opposing forces, Friedländer 

proposes the notion of a continuum, with the constructs of memory at one end and 

‘dispassionate’ history at the other: the closer one moves to the middle ground, toward a 

general interpretation of the past, the more the two areas become intertwined and interrelated. 

This entanglement, Friedländer writes, is the domain of ‘historical consciousness’: ‘the 

necessary conjunction of both extremes in any significant attempt at understanding, 

explicating, and representing the yesterday that affects the shaping of today.’46 This is the 

practice of reflective history: a creative, reflexive entanglement of self-conscious historical 

narrative and the received accounts of those who lived through that past.     

 

In keeping with Friedländer’s conception of historical writing, I have attempted to situate my 

own work firmly in the middle ground of this continuum. My account of the camp’s history 

builds upon archival research, the accounts of other historians and the received testimonies of 

those who lived through the camp’s period of operation. In this, I have made use of the 

 
42 Saul Friedländer, ‘Trauma, Transference and “Working through” in Writing the History of the “Shoah”’, 
History & Memory, 4.1 (1992), pp.39-59 (p.53). 
43 Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire, 1875-1914, (London: Abacus, 1994), p.3. 
44 Saul Friedländer, Memory, History and the Extermination of the Jews of Europe, (Bloomington, IN: Indiana 
University Press, 1993), p.viii. This is an explicit attack on the work of Pierre Nora - for further discussion of 
Nora’s work, please see Chapter One. 
45 Young, ‘Toward a Received History’, p.37. 
46 Friedländer, Memory, History and the Extermination of the Jews of Europe, p.viii. Jeffrey K. Olick makes a 
similar argument: ‘Introduction’ in  Jeffrey K. Olick (ed.) States of Memory: Continuities, Conflicts, and 
Transformations in National Retrospection, (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2003) 
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Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes’ own collection of testimony, the University of Southern 

California’s Virtual History Archive, local archives, and the published accounts of those 

interned at Rivesaltes. I have equally made use of the archived collection of Anne-Laure 

Boyer’s Lettres de Rivesaltes project: an art installation that brought together the memories 

and experiences of people from across Europe, with Rivesaltes as their theoretical anchor.  

 

Whereas written historical accounts of the camp are relatively few in number, particularly in 

English translation, the available testimonies are extensive. As such, my account cannot claim 

to be exhaustive - as Annette Wieviorka suggests, no researcher can ever make claim to a 

mastery of the innumerable recorded testimonies.47 This is doubly, triply, the case when the 

site under study has incarcerated so many different victims. Following Friedländer, I make no 

claim to an illusory closure that is in no way possible, nor desirable.48 The accounts of 

witnesses problematise facile conclusions and simplistic narratives, a constant reminder that 

people do not live their lives in a comfortable, distanced and deterministic hindsight. People 

laughed, cried and died in Rivesaltes. They played games, got married and practised their 

religion. They escaped, they worked, they were deported. Their individual accounts give a 

sense of immediacy, but also warn against superficial generalisations, tearing through ‘the 

smugness of scholarly detachment.’49 By foregrounding the account of the witness in all its 

subjectivity, the historian restores a degree of contingency to history as it unfolded, providing 

the possibility for causes and effects, unexpected moments and the conclusions drawn from 

them, that would otherwise be lost in the totalising explanation and overarching 

metanarratives of History.50  

 

That being said, one must also recognise, as Annette Wieviorka emphasises, that whilst the 

account of the survivor demonstrates the fact that each experience of a given event is unique, 

their retelling of that event is shaped by the time in which they are telling it, the questions 

that they are asked and the expectation that they feel is placed upon them. In this way, the 

witness is contributing to wider discourses of collective memory that vary in their form, 

 
47 Annette Wieviorka, The Era of the Witness (trans. by Jared Stark), (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
2006), p.xi. 
48 Friedländer, ‘Trauma, Transference and “Working through”’, p.52. 
49 Saul Friedländer, ‘An Integrated History of the Holocaust’, [Online] 
<http://archiv.eurotopics.net/en/home/presseschau/archiv/magazin/gesellschaft-
verteilerseite/holocaust_leugnung_2007_04/apuz_holocaust_geschichte_friedlaender/1> [Accessed 03/08/2016] 
For an account that consciously adopts the model of ‘integrated history’, see: Nikolaus Wachsmann, KL: A 
History of the Nazi Concentration Camps, (London: Little, Brown, 2015), particularly: p.17. 
50 Young, ‘Toward a Received History’, p.39. 
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function and the aims they set. Just as the witness is subject to the wider culture in which they 

find themselves, so the historian is present in the same world of newspapers, television 

programmes, polemics and politics: ‘[t]heir memories are imprinted with the same images.’51  

 

With this in mind, my approach builds upon Friedländer’s concept of historical 

‘commentary’, interjecting my own voice throughout the narrative as well as those of the 

people who have experienced Rivesaltes. By appropriating the methods of anthropology, my 

research is an attempt at an integrated historical commentary, that gives rise both to the 

memories of those victimised, but also to the voices of those receiving such testimony and 

those who would seek to write it. It is important to note, in this sense, that my research is 

‘multi-temporal’: where my work takes a primarily chronological approach to Rivesaltes’ 

history, the process of constructing my narrative has been shaped by my interaction with the 

contemporary site and its present occupiers. Borrowing a model advocated by Sharon 

Macdonald, my account is intentionally disrupted by ‘interventions’ from the present that 

supplement or disrupt the main narrative.52 This technique speaks directly to Friedländer’s 

concept of historical commentary, but also reflects my reading of the site as palimpsest. An 

ideal reading of the palimpsest, as Sarah Dillon notes, would result in a simultaneous reading 

of the entwined texts, with each layer interrupting the other;53 through these interventions I 

consciously construct my own palimpsest, creating an account where present and past can 

only be read in relation to the other. The first of these is presented below, representing an 

encounter with an English visitor to the Mémorial. His views on the site reflect/refract what 

follows in my own understanding of my positionality within the research project. 

 

 
51 Wieviorka, The Era of the Witness, pp.xii-xiii. 
52 See: Macdonald, Difficult Heritage, p.22. 
53 Sarah Dillon, The Palimpsest: Literature, Criticism, Theory, (London: Continuum, 2007), p.11. 

 
BT is an English visitor to the Mémorial, visiting the site for 
the second time with his wife and sister. As an Englishman 
with a house in the area, BT felt that the Mémorial’s attempts 
to come to terms with the past were something that Britain 
ought to learn from. In his opinion, the French have a ‘visceral 
understanding’ of the horrors of war and were (at the very 
least) trying to uncover some of the darkest areas of France’s 
past. In Britain, he felt, narratives of the past are coloured by 
having ‘won’ the Second World War, a position at the victors 
table far more ambiguously held in France. For BT, everything 
in the Mémorial was underscored with the perception that ‘this 
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On the Positionality of the Author  
 

If conscious self-reflection has, in the historical profession at least, been lacking, for a 

number of years, the question of positionality has held particular relevance in the fields of 

geography and anthropology.54 In a much-cited paper on the positionality of the researcher, 

Kim England suggests that the academic researcher cannot simply parachute into the field 

with an empty head, a few pencils in hand, ready to record facts. Instead, England argues, 

researchers are ‘differently positioned subjects with different biographies...not 

dematerialized, disembodied entities.’55 In a similar sense, Susannah Radstone describes 

research into memory as a ‘deeply located practice’: 

 

The story...that I’ve started to tell pretends to a degree of objectivity and neutrality. 
One of the fundamental insights provided by memory research, however, is that 
memory constructs the past in the present. So any story that I might tell...will be a 
story that I tell from, and inside, not just the present, but my present.56 

 

Inasmuch as the story the researcher tells relates to the past, it is, as Richard Terdiman argues 

the ‘present past’57 of which they speak. Equally, as Radstone argues, the researcher is 

situated within their own memory culture, embedded in specific intellectual histories, that are 

potentially very different to those of the context which they are studying,58 as would appear 

to be the case in my own situation. The position of the researcher in relation to the researched 

is, as England implies, of critical importance, a dialogical interaction between the identity of 

researcher and researched that has significant bearing in the shaping of fieldwork.59  

 

 
54 See, for instance: Kim England, ‘Getting Personal: Reflexivity, Positionality, and Feminist Research’, The 
Professional Geographer, 46.1 (1994), pp.80-89; Gillian Rose, ‘Situating Knowledges: Positionality, 
Reflexivities and Other Tactics’, Progress in Human Geography, 21.3 (1997), pp.305-320; Chasca Twyman, 
Jean Morrison and Deborah Sporton, ‘The Final Fifth: Autobiography, Reflexivity and Interpretation in Cross-
Cultural Research’, Area, 31.4 (1999), pp.313-325; Paul Cloke et al, ‘Ethics, Reflexivity and Research: 
Encounters with Homeless People’, Ethics, Place & Environment: A Journal of Philosophy & Geography, 
3.2(2000), pp.133-154; Sarah Moser, ‘Personality: A New Positionality?’, Area, 40.3 (2008), pp.383–392. 
55 England, ‘Getting Personal’, pp.84-85. 
56 Susannah Radstone, ‘What Place Is This? Transcultural Memory and the Locations of Memory Studies’, 
Parallax, 17.4 (2011), pp.109-123 (p.114; pp.111-112). 
57 Richard Terdiman, Present Past: Modernity and the Memory Crisis, (Ithaca, NY:Cornell University Press, 
1993). 
58 Radstone, ‘What Place is This’, p.117. 
59 England, ‘Getting Personal’, p.80. 

could all happen again, if it isn’t already happening now.’ 
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As such, my own position within this research project is worthy of some scrutiny. Why, as I 

was asked early in my research by a member of staff at the memorial, would a young 

Englishman be interested in French history, much less in the histories of Rivesaltes? Perhaps 

more pertinently, what assumptions and preconceptions do I bring to this research? How have 

they shaped the questions I am asking and the evidence that I have sought? As E.H. Carr put 

it in his famed dictum: ‘[s]tudy the historian before you begin to study the facts’.60  

Entente Cordiale? 
 

If France has been slow to react to the ‘colonial fracture’ diagnosed by Blanchard, Bancel and 

Lemaire,61 then surely Britain has been even slower. In a recent article, Neil MacGregor has 

categorised British approaches to the past as being wilfully forgetful, demonstrating an 

inability and lack of appetite to look dispassionately at the past.62 Where Niall Ferguson is 

perhaps at the extreme in his ‘confidently rosy’ view of British imperialism as fundamentally 

a ‘Good Thing’,63 there is certainly a tendency in Britain, as David Anderson suggests, to 

consider that retreat from the colonies was dignified and orderly: ‘Talks at Lancaster House, 

constitution-mongering, and deals struck in smoke-filled rooms were the stuff of British 

decolonisation.’64 Where Holocaust deniers have to resort to extensive falsification, most 

Britons, as George Monbiot argues, don’t seem to be aware that there is anything that needs 

to be denied.65   

 

Britain’s memory of the Second World War and growing Holocaust consciousness has been 

suggested as functioning as something of a screen memory for the crimes of empire and the 

process of decolonisation,66 a writing out of history that demonstrates a fundamental inability 

to come to terms with the fact of the loss of empire and the ushering in of a globalised, 

transnational world. In diagnosing what he refers to as ‘postcolonial melancholia’, Paul 

 
60 E.H. Carr, What is History, (New York, NY: Vintage Books, 1961), p.26. 
61 Blanchard, Bancel, and Lemaire (eds.), La fracture coloniale. 
62 Quoted in: Tim Adams, ‘Neil MacGregor: ‘Britain forgets its past. Germany confronts it’’, The Observer, 
17/04/2016,  [Online], Available at: <http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2016/apr/17/neil-macgregor-britain-
germany-humboldt-forum-berlin/> [Accessed 11/05/2016]. 
63 Niall Ferguson, Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World, (London: Penguin, 2007), p.xvii; p.xxi. 
64 David Anderson, Histories of the Hanged: Britain’s Dirty War in Kenya and the End of Empire, (London: 
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2005), p.5. 
65 George Monbiot, ‘Deny the British empire's crimes? No, we ignore them’, The Guardian, 23/04/2016, 
[Online] <https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/apr/23/british-empire-crimes-ignore-atrocities> 
[Accessed 05/08/2016]. 
66 Dan Stone, History, Memory and Mass Atrocity: Essays on the Holocaust and Genocide, (London: Valentine 
Mitchell, 2006), pp.184-186. 
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Gilroy suggests that such a condition can trigger feelings of guilt and self-loathing, but can 

also encompass positive moments, of which the invented memory of the Second World War is 

a particularly emblematic example: ‘a powerful filter to be deployed against the things that 

make [the British] uncomfortable as well as a way to defend the guilty pleasures they derive 

from their imagined victimhood.’67 Insidiously symptomatic of the condition is a knee-jerk 

‘xenophobic response’ to the strangers who have intruded upon what was once Great about 

Britain, ignoring any form of common historical, political or social connection between 

communities.68 

 

Writing this thesis in the midst of Britain’s decision to leave the European Union, Gilroy’s 

diagnosis seems remarkably prescient. Reflecting on the rhetoric that surrounded the 

referendum, it is perhaps unsurprising the extent to which the voices of veterans were 

deployed by both camps in the lead up to Britain’s referendum on membership of the 

European Union, with contested histories of the Second World War forming the backdrop to 

many public debates - the EU as Hitlerian superstate,69 David Cameron as Neville 

Chamberlain,70 the European Union as safeguard against the past and the totalitarianisms of 

the future.71 Calls to ‘take back control’ and ‘make Britain great again’ that either explicitly, 

or implicitly, referenced the Second World War, arguably demonstrate the extent to which 

memory of the conflict has been used as a ‘rejection or deferral of...present problems’, 

manifesting a desire to return to a time when national culture was comprehensible, habitable 

and (at least as far as it is perceived) homogenous, with a consequent rejection of 

multiculturalism, immigration and pluralism.72 The only recourse in this ‘chaotic, 

multicultural present’73 is to a more reassuring past, a time when people ‘put aside their 
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everyday involvements and individual concerns, joined hands, and came to the nation’s 

defence.’74      

Leaving my research in France to make my vote in the referendum, I found myself wondering 

how my world would change in the next 24 hours, how my friends and colleagues in France 

would look upon me were we to leave the European Union. Britain’s decision to leave the 

European Union seems, to me, to underline the hypocrisy I already felt at writing about 

another country’s dirty laundry when I myself wear the sullied clothes of a nation unwilling 

to confront its own troubled place in the modern world, much less address the route it took to 

get there. The rhetoric in the lead up to the referendum and its eventual result demonstrated a 

multitude of social factors: disaffection with Conservative austerity measures, a growing 

divide between Britain’s cityscapes and rural areas and fractious differences between the 

composite parts of the ‘United’ Kingdom. More problematically, it also revealed the extent to 

which communities felt divided along national and ethnic lines; a fear of immigration and 

difference that resulted in reports of hate crime increasing 57% in the aftermath of the 

referendum result.75   

 

Reflecting on the result of the EU referendum from across the channel, Charlie Hebdo’s 

scathing editorial seemed to speak for many in Britain:  

The most astonishing thing in this campaign was discovering the existence in England 
of a rhetoric that was clearly and openly racist and xenophobic… [It was] As if, by 
some magic worthy of Harry Potter, European continental racism disappeared when it 
crossed the Channel. For years now, they have rubbed our noses in it, telling us that 
over there, in England, they don’t have problems with integration like in France and 
Europe… The English are sick of foreigners. The English will no longer tolerate 
seeing their ‘identity’ conceded to new arrivals... 

Juxtaposed against Riss’s strident commentary is a cartoon - a Tommy fires an anti-aircraft 

gun, captioned: ‘70 years ago, Britain saved Europe’. Beneath, David Cameron detonates a 

bomb marked ‘Brussels’, with the description: ‘70 years later, England destroys Europe!’.76 

Elsewhere, Foolz’s cartoon takes inspiration from France’s battles of decolonisation, as 

Britons with a second home in France are given the stark choice between ‘the coffin or the 
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suitcase’.77  

Such multidirectional linkages draw attention to the ways in which (inter)national memories 

of the past are deployed in the present. Further, they emphasise the problematic histories at 

the heart of the entente cordiale and the inherent difficulties of my own position in relation to 

such a research project. As Juliette Pattinson has argued, factors such as social status and 

generation, as well as gender, can have a significant effect on the results of research.78 I 

would posit that my Englishness is equally noteworthy, my generational and social status as a 

part of this Englishness responsible for a set of preconceptions and preoccupations that will 

unavoidably shape my work, as well as shaping the ways in which people have engaged with 

me. I cannot claim to represent the French anymore than the ‘I’ with which I write can be 

claimed to be anything less than that of a white-British son of Hampshire. My encounters and 

readings are necessarily the product of translation, itself an inherently creative process: ‘the 

negotiation of meaning between producers and receivers of texts.’79 As the preceding 

discussions suggests, this process of translation is as much cultural as it is linguistic.  

In many ways, as Martin Francis notes, Britain is a long way behind France in exploring the 

ways in which the legacies of the Second World War have come to inform the nation’s 

understanding of the struggles of decolonisation.80 Whilst the extent to which this is the case 

in France itself could be argued - much of the exemplary work has been carried out by 

Anglophone scholars81 - the underlying point remains valid. If the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes is long delayed, at least it in some way serves to confront particularly painful 

episodes in France’s history. 

In arguing against Gilroy’s reading, Francis argues for what he concedes may be seen as an 

obvious point - there was no singular memory of the Second World War in postwar Britain 

and its colonial dominions. Furthermore, he argues, memory of the conflict and the end of 
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empire have been read as two separate scripts, rarely coming together on the same page.82 In 

arguing against Gilroy’s suggestion that Britain’s postcolonial conflicts have mysteriously 

disappeared from the national consciousness,83 Francis suggests that memories of both the 

anti-Nazi struggle and the era of decolonisation are irretrievably linked and entangled.84 In 

this he mirrors the work of Michael Rothberg, whose concept of multidirectional memory 

explicitly denies the ‘zero-sum logic’ which Francis believes Gilroy deploys.85 Using 

Rothberg to critique Gilroy is perhaps slightly disingenuous, given Rothberg’s repeated 

assertions of the extent to which Gilroy’s work has influenced his own.86 But I believe the 

allusion to multidirectional memory is constructive, helping the historian not to dismiss the 

dominant narratives of the past out of hand, but rather ‘to be a little more mindful of how 

they pay attention, and what they choose to pay attention to.’87 As Dan Stone notes, growing 

awareness of the Holocaust has promoted an attendant rise in the perception of a need to 

understand other traumatic instances, a reminder that collective memory is not a ‘simple, 

monolithic thing’; instead it is negotiated, constructed and contested by the groups of which 

society is composed.88 A logical consequence of such thinking is thus an analysis not just of 

the forms and representations of the commemorated past (the memorial museum), but also its 

reception and effects (visitor interaction).89  

Constructing a Research Project 
 

With the opening of the new memorial museum at Rivesaltes, France is entering new 

territory. Whilst there are numerous memorials to the Second World War, monuments to the 

victims of the Shoah, indeed, memorials to those involved in the Retirada, sites recalling the 

Algerian War, and particularly the plight of the Harkis, remain underrepresented. In this 

context, Rivesaltes’ particular commitment to composing a multivocal narrative of the past 

makes it a unique site of memory, as the President of the Région Languedoc-Roussillon, 

Damien Alary explains: ‘This memorial will be unique in France…at this time there is no 
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other place in existence that tells of the fate of the Harkis and the way they were treated.’90 

Memorial director Agnès Sajaloli goes further, suggesting that Rivesaltes is ‘a unique case in 

Europe’, the largest internment camp in Western Europe, covering three wars: a civil war, a 

colonial war and a world war.91 This conflation of both time and space mark Rivesaltes’ 

‘trump cards’ for Denis Peschanski, head of the historical committee at the memorial: 

 

The Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes [is] at the confluence of all cultures. At the 
confluence of Europe, because the victims came from north and south, from east and 
west. At the confluence of the Mediterranean, because the story told there evokes 
France as well as Algeria. At the confluence of the world, because this was the 
domain of outreach workers and aid agencies.92 
 

In creating both literal and metaphorical space in the French memorial landscape for 

otherwise marginalised groups, the memorial museum therefore sets itself apart as one of 

France’s premier sites of memory, a veritable ‘nerve centre for the memory of internment in 

France’.93  

 

Through a concurrent study of the process of memorialisation at Rivesaltes, I interrogate the 

ways in which contested memories are framed and consumed at the memorial, at the very 

moment of their development, thereby constructing a specific snapshot of French memory in 

the 21st Century. This study comes at a time that straddles the critical moments that Peter 

Carrier identifies as defining and determining the reception of a historical monument: the 

moment of the historical event (i.e. the Retirada, Holocaust or Algerian War), the conception 

and creation of the monument (the processes underlying the memorial being constructed) and 

the moment of reception, framed by debate, political discussion and public perception (the 

present context).94 The period of my research has coincided with both the conception/creation 

stages and the early stages of reception by wider publics. Whilst this timeframe necessarily 

limits extended analysis of the memorial’s reception, working at such a time also has inherent 

advantages: the memorial has yet to be studied in an academic context, making this study a 

significant contribution to the literature on memorialisation in France. Indeed, as Vered 
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Vinitzky-Seroussi explains, a concurrent study of the process of commemoration as it 

develops offers an insight into what can be a transient set of phenomena, ‘encourag[ing] the 

exposure of nuances, negotiations, frustrations, and compromises that are later erased and 

expunged from the record.’95  

 

Whilst historical distance allows for a certain degree of reflection, it also allows for the 

imposition of myths and dogma, mistakes to be erased and difficulties passed over. A study of 

Rivesaltes’ early development will reveal the difficulties inherent at a site with such contested 

meanings. This is particularly relevant given the site’s unique and innovative commitment to 

equal representation for all the groups interned onsite. My research will thus interrogate the 

links between these entwined histories, exploring how the new museum project negotiates 

these pasts and how they are conveyed in the present.  

 

With this aim in mind, my research goes beyond existing scholarship on the Camp de 

Rivesaltes by discussing for the first time the process of memorialisation onsite, assessing 

memorial representations of the camp landscape, with critical reference to the ways in which 

such forms are consumed and interpreted by visitors. What form does the memorial take? 

How does the memorial portray the histories of the Spanish Civil War, the Second World 

War and the conflict in Algeria through its exhibitions, printed materials and events? How do 

survivors, or, indeed, their families respond to the museum? How do ‘ordinary’ visitors to the 

museum interpret and consume the site? What does this suggest about their respective 

understandings of French history, memory and identity? The present study determines the 

memorial’s function in contemporary France, assessing the meaning that contested histories 

have for the present day.      

 

Inherent to any attempt at understanding the legacies of the past and their contemporary 

representations is a detailed understanding of the present day context. Attitudes to French 

history, particularly the Vichy period and the Algerian War, have always been amorphous, 

dependant to a great deal on the politics of the day. A variety of phenomena continue to shape 

contemporary attitudes to the past. Anti-Semitic attacks - the 2012 attack on a Jewish school 

in Toulouse; the 2015 attack on a kosher supermarket in Paris; the 2016 stabbing of a Jewish 

teacher in Marseille - have contributed to continued debate about the legacies of the Vichy 
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regime and contemporary attitudes towards Jews. Fundamentalist terror attacks perpetrated 

against Charlie Hebdo, in the Bataclan theatre, and on the promenades of Nice have 

highlighted questions of immigration, integration, and identity, with particular focus on the 

legacies of colonialism. The crisis in the Mediterranean and the closure of the Calais ‘Jungle’ 

camp have provoked questions about French attitudes to migration and the enduring presence 

of migrant retention centres. All of these factors shape political discourse: with the resurgence 

of far-right politics and the global success of populist discourse, history, memory, and identity 

have become key battlegrounds once again.     

 

Following Ashworth, Graham and Tunbridge’s assertion that heritage is ‘present-centred’, 

being created and curated with reference to the present day,96 attention to this contemporary 

context is imperative when assessing the inscribed meaning of a site such as Rivesaltes. Here, 

as Maoz Azaryahu argues, to create a shared consciousness amongst visitors, memorial sites 

‘actualise’ the commemorated past in the contemporary landscape, as such ‘conflat[ing] the 

past and the present in terms of historical memory.’97 This ‘actualisation’ functions in both a 

temporal and a representative sense, making the past ‘present’ and ‘tangible’ to modern day 

witnesses. Switzer and McDowell build on this theme, suggesting that memorial sites 

contemporise perceptions, narratives and experiences of the past,98  foregrounding the lived 

experience of our forefathers in the landscapes of our everyday. Such arguments reflect 

Lowenthal’s assertion that fragments from the past are testament to both initiator and 

inheritor, bearing both the spirit of the past and the perspectives of the present.99 This 

past/present relationship is particularly complicated and it is difficult to extricate the one 

from the other. This is self-evident at Rivesaltes, a site that is at once demarcated as a 

memorial (Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes), ostensibly takes the form of a museum, and is 

ultimately situated within the remains of the historic camp. Particular awareness of the 

contemporary context is invaluable when assessing such a multifaceted landscape. Where 

guide ropes prevent visitors to the site from accessing the crumbling barracks, present 

intrusions upon the past are not so apparent elsewhere.  

 

Consideration of this contemporary context forces reflection on a critical question when 
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assessing such a memorial: why now, and, indeed, why not then? If memorials testify as 

much to their present as to their past, what are the particular conditions that have made the 

memorialisation of a contentious site such as Rivesaltes possible in 2015? In his work on the 

American memorial landscape, Kenneth Foote argues that commemoration of any given 

event cannot occur until that event is deemed worthy of remembrance; indeed, that a lack of 

memorialisation could indicate a lack of resolution.100 Mirroring James E. Young’s worries 

over Berlin’s Monument to the Murdered Jews of Europe,101 Foote suggests that communities 

can move too fast to achieve an illusory suggestion of ‘closure’, when tragedy may 

reverberate for centuries to come.102 Such a line of argument has significant import when 

considering the development of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, drawing attention to 

critical strands in French historiography. If closure is indeed ‘one of the most common 

desires expressed by both developers and visitors to trauma sites’,103 the opening of the 

memorial at Rivesaltes could suggest a critical shift in conceptions of France’s past, marking 

the end of the vexed Vichy/Algeria Syndromes that have for so long dominated French 

historiography. One of the “closure criteria” so long lacking in memory of the Algerian War 

has been a site deemed sufficient to effectively mourn loss.104 If the creation of such a site is 

not already indicative of a paradigm shift in memory of the Algerian War and its aftermath, 

perhaps Rivesaltes is a site of sufficient importance to account for that lack and help bring 

about a sense of reconciliation? Perhaps it is a simple question of enough time having passed; 

as Germaine Tillion suggested to Michel Cornaton when writing of the Algerian internment 

camps: ‘silence lasts for a generation.’105  

 

In the case of Vichy, commemorations at sites such as the Vel d’Hiver have been suggested as 

potentially marking the transition from obsession to reconciliation in French memory of the 

Holocaust.106 For both Vichy and Algeria, Rivesaltes has potential to create a similar 

transitional shift. Conversely, as Foote and Young allude to, if true closure is always illusory, 

the memorial nevertheless speaks to a certain set of conditions that have led to its creation 
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that may say more about the present than the commemorated past. As Carrier suggests, the 

effectiveness of a memorial is often determined by ‘the ideological benefit gained by evoking 

the event in the present.’107 Why the complex is deemed a necessary part of the 21st Century 

memorial landscape speaks to a particular set of ideological and historiographical conditions.  

 

Sites such as Rivesaltes necessarily reflect/refract contemporary attitudes to the past through 

the eyes of multiple stakeholders: those who have deemed the creation of a memorial 

museum necessary; those who were interned here; those visiting the site. As such, Rivesaltes 

will ‘act as a prism for understanding successive historical and political contexts in which 

memory cultures evolve’,108 framing the ideas and interpretations of those stakeholders as 

they contribute to an evolving memory culture. It is this prismatic function that this study 

investigates, considering the site, its actors and visitors and how presentation, aesthetics and 

behaviour reflect attitudes to wider societal issues.  

 

Such an approach is at once both local and global in its scope, framing issues that are both 

general (the production and processes of collective memory, national identity, political 

ideology) and particular (the commemoration of Rivesaltes’ past). As Sharon Macdonald 

suggests, such sites are never limited to their immediate environment:  

 

they are are simultaneously local and beyond local. That is, they involve specific local 
conditions and actors but these never act in a vacuum, even when they are actively 
producing ‘locality’. Instead…local actions are frequently negotiated through 
comparisons with other places, through concepts and ideas produced elsewhere and 
that may even have global circulation, and through the sense of being judged by 
others. They are also negotiated in relation to legislation, political structures and 
economic considerations which are rarely exclusively local.109  

 

Through the study of a specific case, my intention, after Geertz, is to make ‘thick description’ 

possible: by examining an individual case in both its particularities and its context, we can 

avoid the potential pitfalls of thinking of approaching history, memory or identity in the 

abstract.110 Rather, as Geertz argues, thick description allows us to confront these grand 

realities ‘in contexts obscure enough...to take the capital letters off them’ - by approaching the 
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abstract through the familiar we are able to render history, memory or identity far more 

meaningful.111 Inasmuch as this is the case, I am inclined to agree with Wagner-Pacifici and 

Schwarz that the general and the particular are best approached with reference to each 

other;112 through studying the local context in Rivesaltes we will be better equipped to 

approach the (inter)national context: History, Memory and Identity with their capital letters 

restated. In this way, I will be able to study the memorial both as a source for understanding 

the emergence and articulation of political discourse,113  as well as understanding how 

citizens ‘interpret, use and contest their...public spaces.’114 To neglect either would be to 

impoverish both, providing for a limited and superficial account. The study of a single site 

therefore helps to disrupt ‘generalising’ accounts by reference to the particular,115 but equally 

allows access to commemorative practice that explores the relationship between local, 

national and transnational.116  

 

The particularities of visitor interpretation have long been noted by scholars. Although 

authorities may ascribe a site with a particular meaning, this is not to say that visitors will, in 

turn, be receptive to such intentions. Two brief case studies, from Budapest and Harburg 

respectively, demonstrate the importance of the interplay between decision makers, creators 

and visitors in determining the meaning of any particular site.  

 

In his 2003 work, Holocaust City: The Making of a Jewish Ghetto, Tim Cole discusses the 

processes and power structures that led to the creation of the Budapest ghetto. Discussing the 

Memorial for Jewish Martyrs erected in 1949 on the outskirts of Budapest, Cole outlines the 

ways in which visitors to the site have shaped and remade place. Interpreting the site as a 

symbolic tomb for those who were victims of the genocide, some visitors to the memorial 

have laid flowers, others stones, physical representations of the permanence of memory, 

invitations for others to come and mourn. More unusual is the presence on the memorial of 

graffiti, visitors to the site adding new names to those originally grafted and re-recording 
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those that have worn away with the passage of time. Through this ritual act of (re)inscription, 

visitors to the site are contributing to a growing evolution of the memorial, constantly re-

evaluating a site that has stood for over sixty years.117   

 

If the Memorial for Jewish Martyrs is an inadvertent example of the ways in which visitors 

shape and interpret memorials, a more deliberate attempt was made in the form of Jochen 

Gerz and Esther Shalev-Gerz’s ‘Harburg Monument against Fascism, War and Violence— 

and for Peace and Human Rights’. Taking the form of a twelve metre high obelisk, plated in 

soft lead, the memorial invited visitors to inscribe their names onto the memorial, in so doing, 

committing themselves to ‘remain vigilant’: 

 

As more and more names cover this 12-meter tall lead column, it will gradually be 
lowered into the ground. One day it will disappear completely, and the site of the 
Harburg Monument against Fascism will be empty. In the end, it is only we ourselves 
who can rise up against injustice.118   
 

On 10th November 1993, the obelisk descended for the final time, leaving only a small 

observation window and a chronology outlining each stage of its entombment.  

 

The intent of such a memorial was to give the citizens of Harburg an opportunity to 

remember past wrongs, whilst turning memory into action, each individual actively 

embodying the monument’s memorial imperative.119 Through recreating traditional forms, 

inverting and refocusing them, the memorial was intended to ‘pass back the task the 

monument was meant to perform to the people’, seducing them into articulating a form of 

collective remembrance.120 In a playfully subversive response to the postmodern crisis of 

representation, the Harburg monument deliberately counteracted traditional memorial 

convention - transient, demanding interaction, the memorial refused to accept the burden of 

memory, instead throwing responsibility back to those who visited.121  

 

But what responsibility did visitors and residents feel? Names, slogans, gang signs, Stars of 

David, spray paint all combined to create what was repeatedly denounced by local residents 
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as ‘senseless scrawl’ written on their ‘column of disgrace.’122 More insidiously, and, perhaps, 

inevitably, the memorial also quickly attracted the attention of neo-fascist groups; the 

swastikas that covered the column reflecting, in the words of James Young, not only what 

happened, but what still remains: the monument as ‘social mirror’.123  

 

Responding to negative perceptions of the graffiti, Irit Rogoff suggests that messages 

announcing that ‘Erich loves Kirsten’ do not necessarily trivialise the Nazi period, but can 

instead be read in a number of different ways: a manifestation of banality, of the over-

saturation of culture, or of anxiety brought about by a need to respond without having a 

discourse of response. However conceived, Rogoff argues, these engravings are a form of 

‘active engagement’ rather than the expected ‘pious genuflection’ when confronted with 

memorial forms.124 And yet, as Noam Lupu points out, the resentment that the memorial 

generated amongst the people of Harburg indicated it was precisely ‘pious genuflection’ that 

was expected when discussing the ‘“untouchable” meta-narrative of the Third Reich.’125  

 

Both Budapest’s ‘Memorial for Jewish Martyrs’ and Harburg’s ‘Monument against Fascism, 

War and Violence’ demonstrate the conscious and unconscious ways in which visitors shape 

and remake memorials. They also indicate that memorials are not always received and 

understood in the ways in which artists or commissioners expect. Both sites draw attention to 

the necessity identified by Cole for a greater anthropological attention as to how memorial 

sites are consumed by their different publics,126 as well as Till’s call, previously cited, to 

consider the ways in which people interpret and consume public space. Furthermore, they 

draw attention to the fact that, whilst groups are expected to remember/respond in a particular 

way, the homogeneity of such groups, and thus, their responses, is never guaranteed.127   

  

Within the context of a museum exhibition, just as within a memorial space, objects, text and 

recordings can have little significance without the presence of those people who set them out 

and those who in turn consume them. Instead, meaning is constructed through ‘the symbolic 

 
122 Lupu, ‘Memory Vanished’, pp.140-141. 
123 Young, The Texture of Memory, p.35. 
124 Irit Rogoff, ‘The Aesthetics of Post-History: A German Perspective’ in Stephen and Bill Readings (eds.), 
Vision and Textuality, (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1995), p.133. 
125 Lupu, ‘Memory Vanished’, p.144. 
126 Cole, Holocaust City, p.241. 
127 See: Wulf Kansteiner, ‘Finding Meaning in Memory: A Methodological Critique of Collective Memory 
Studies’, History and Theory, 41.2 (2002), pp.179-197. 
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capacities of the object itself and from the perceptual apparatus of those who experience the 

object.’128 The meaning of such a place can therefore be said to be found in a series of 

interactions between object and observer, curator, artist and visitor and the webs of 

significance that they construct for themselves and the site. Karen Till, in her discussion of 

‘biographies of site’, argues that places such as Rivesaltes ‘have meanings that exceed their 

forms as authored representations of the past because of the ways individuals experience 

them affectively’,129 drawing attention to the critical importance of visitor interpretation in 

any study of sites of memory.   

 

My work on Rivesaltes is directly influenced by such considerations, studying the memorial 

complex at Rivesaltes both in its functional and representational modes, but also developing 

an anthropological understanding of the site, considering how people make use of the space 

and interpret their surroundings and the histories they convey. Such a project requires the 

consideration of a variety of different sources, drawing on methods from a variety of different 

disciplines.  

 

Considering visitors’ actions within the museum space, I will draw upon ethnographic 

techniques, adopted from the field of anthropology. Developed by the likes of Malinowski, 

the central aim of ethnography is ‘to grasp the native’s point of view, his relation to life, to 

realize his vision of his world’,130 building a picture of the people under study by spending 

time immersed in their environment. According to Hammersley and Atkinson, the 

ethnographer participates in people’s daily lives, watching what happens, listening to what is 

said, collecting data from the proceeds of everyday life.131 In so doing, an attempt is made by 

the ethnographer not only to observe behaviour, but to go beyond that behaviour, inquiring 

about its meaning, for the person themselves and for others within the broader social arena.132 

Such research is deliberately open ended and unstructured, with the categories for 

interpreting the data emerging from the process of data analysis itself: the ethnographic 

orientation is an exploratory one, with the initial interests and questions that structured the 

 
128 Wendy Griswold, ‘The Fabrication of Meaning: Literary Interpretation in the United States, Great Britain, 
and the West Indies’, American Journal of Sociology, 92.5 (1987), pp.1077-1117 (p.1079). 
129 Karen E. Till, ‘Memory Studies’, History Workshop Journal, 62.1 (2006), pp.325-341 (p.330). 
130 Bronislaw Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific, (London: Routledge, 1922), p.25. Malinowksi’s 
statement is clearly gendered, a criticism that could be leveled at much of his work. 
131 Martyn Hammersley and Paul Atkinson, Ethnography: Principles in Practice, (London: Routledge, 2007), 
p.3. 
132 James P. Spradley, Participant Observation, (Orlando, FL: Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich Inc., 1980), p.5. 
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research being changed and refined as the project develops.133 Such a methodological 

approach deliberately leaves the researcher free to search for the concepts or categories that 

seem meaningful to the subjects of their study.134 As Clifford Geertz suggests, the 

ethnographer acts not in search of law, but is rather interested in an interpretive search for 

meaning.135  

 

My ethnographic research consists of participant observation, carried out over a series of site 

visits at various times during the year (Autumn 2015, Spring 2016, Summer 2016, Summer 

2017). James P. Spradley identifies participant observation as having two main purposes: 

‘engag[ing] in activities appropriate to the situation and...observ[ing] the activities, people, 

and physical aspects of the situation.’ This, Spradley suggests, entails a simultaneous 

adoption of both ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ status, engaging as those under study would also 

engage, but nevertheless continuing the process of research.136 Through observations of 

visitors as they tour the site I will achieve a richness of detail that goes beyond what people 

say about the site, investigating their behaviour and interpretation of the site, against the set 

forms designated by museum management - layout of physical space; rules and regulations; 

sites of interest. Nancy Wood suggests that memory is a performative phenomenon, exhibited 

by groups through specific memorial activity:137 through studying behaviour and the 

performative aspect of visitors’ encounters with the camp space, I hope to arrive at an 

understanding of how visitors interpret the site. 

 

The act of observation gives the researcher direct access to those groups he seeks to study, 

minimising the effects of ‘shifts in opinion, self-evaluation, manipulation of self-presentation, 

embarrassment, and outright dishonesty’,138 relying instead on the researcher’s judgement. 

Where such subjectivity has been criticised by some researchers,139 as Wolcott suggests, as 

with all research, objectivity is illusory; acknowledging and revealing the researcher’s 

subjectivity maximises the potential of fieldwork as personal experience.140 Observation’s 

 
133 Hammersley and Atkinson, Ethnography, p.3. 
134 Patricia A. Adler and Peter Adler, ‘Observational Techniques’ in Norman K. Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln 
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135 Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures, p.5. 
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137 Wood, Vectors of Memory, p.2. 
138 Adler and Adler, ‘Observational Techniques’, p.389. 
139 See, for instance: Norman K. Denzin, The Research Act: A Theoretical Introduction to Sociological Methods, 
(New Brunswick, NJ: Aldine Transaction, 2009), pp.23-24. 
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particular strength, as Adler and Adler have argued, is as an integrated research method, 

combining with other approaches to create a complementary methodological spectrum.141 

With this in mind I will combine observational work with the historical methodologies 

outlined above, along with self-reflexive field notes taken during my time at the memorial, a 

technique that James Clifford identifies as opening a forum for the discussion of a range of 

epistemological, existential and political issues.142   

 

In order to gauge public reception of the memorial, I will draw upon a varied selection of 

recorded reactions: press articles, letters to the editor and the memorial guestbook as well as 

new media sources: travel blogs, review sites and social media. These sources, as Noam Lupu 

suggests, are by no means comprehensive - particularly given the predilection (exacerbated 

further by social media) for criticism to be voiced more readily than support - but 

nevertheless give a window into the site as a ‘social figure’,143 representing what Miriam 

Bratu Hansen refers to as ‘the predominant values of public memory’.144 If, as Karen Till 

writes, public memory takes place in the cultural arena, then media productions, such as those 

listed above ‘are places where collective memories are framed, negotiated and entangled.’145 

Andrea Smith argues that websites can create conditions for disparate individuals to come 

into contact with each other, constructing what could be described as virtual lieux de 

mémoire.146 Dieter De Bruyn has similarly described the potential of social media to create 

new ‘virtual communities’ with significant ‘pedagogical, ethical or political’ functionality.147 

Critical attention to these developing practices of memory will reveal new avenues of 

academic enquiry. As with the recorded accounts of survivors previously discussed, there is a 

significant amount of online material, with more and more commentary generated every day. 

Any account is therefore necessarily limited and selective.  

 

Writing in 2010, Martin Winstone suggested that Rivesaltes ‘is today the most extraordinary 
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Holocaust site in France, perhaps in Europe.’ The camp’s size, extant features and visionary 

approach to memorialisation casts Rivesaltes as ‘a site unlike any other in Europe.’ However, 

it is clear from Winstone’s account that what makes Rivesaltes unique is the compression of 

time that the camp’s sorry barracks represent. The camp is a unique Holocaust site, not 

because of what it witnessed during the 1940s, but because of its prior and subsequent 

histories.148 This enduring presence makes Rivesaltes the ideal testing ground for some of the 

most important debates in contemporary French studies.  
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Chapter One: Memory 

Introduction 

The field of memory studies has for many years focused on the nation as the ‘master unit of 

analysis’ when considering cultural memory.1 More recent scholarship has sought to show 

how, rather than bonded within the confines of nation states, memory is inherently a 

transnational, transcultural phenomenon. In this chapter I discuss the developing theories of 

transnational memory with critical reference to Rivesaltes as a ‘site of memory’. After Astrid 

Erll, I take issue with Pierre Nora’s classic nation-state oriented approach to lieux de mémoire 

as ‘an old-fashioned concept of national culture and its puristic memory.’2 Instead, I explore 

transnational theories of memory, conceiving of the camp in a dual capacity as both 

geographically rooted territory and as a coordinate in wider global memory trajectories.3  

The central mnemonic event in the ‘transnational turn’ has been the Holocaust; a ‘new 

cosmopolitan memory’,4 that has become the ‘entry ticket’5 or ‘gold standard’ of the Western 

memory regime.6 Consequently, the discussion which follows draws heavily on the work of 

scholars that have used the Holocaust in such a ‘paradigmatic’ way.7 Particularly when 

dealing with a site such as Rivesaltes, I am conscious of the potential for a universalisation of 

Holocaust memory. Whilst I am indebted to the theoretical insights provided in this 

developing field, as I hope will become clear, it is my contention that Rivesaltes’ multiple 

histories/memories ought to be read with reference to each other, not subordinated (as could 

be said of much of the existing literature about the site) to its function as a Holocaust 

landscape. With this in mind, I explore the literature on transnational memory, outlining a 

case for conceiving of Rivesaltes as a multidirectional, palimpsestic site, encouraging 

potentially significant empathetic encounters.   

 
 

1 Dirk Moses and Michael Rothberg, ‘A Dialogue on the Ethics and Politics of Transcultural Memory’ in Lucy 
Bond and Jessica Rapson (eds.) The Transcultural Turn: Interrogating Memory Between and Beyond Borders, 
(Berlin: De Gruyter, 2014), pp.29-38 (p.29). 
2 Astrid Erll, ‘Travelling Memory’, Parallax, 17.4 (2011), pp.4-18 (p.7). 
3 Rapson, Topographies of Suffering, p.10. 
4 Daniel Levy and Natan Sznaider, The Holocaust and Memory in the Global Age (trans. by Assenka Oksiloff), 
(Philadelphia, PA: Temple University Press, 2006), p.4. 
5 Judt, Postwar, p.903. 
6 Moses and Rothberg, ‘A Dialogue on the Ethics and Politics of Transcultural Memory’, p.29. 
7 See: Rebecca Jinks, Representing Genocide: The Holocaust as Paradigm, (London: Bloomsbury, 2016). 
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Pierre Nora: Les lieux de mémoire 
 

The figure of Pierre Nora looms large over any study of memorial landscapes and particularly 

those located in France. Spanning seven volumes and a hugely diverse range of subjects, 

Nora’s Lieux de mémoire project has had a significant impact upon the field of memory 

studies, creating, in the words of Benoît Majerus, a ‘meta-concept able to unite the growing 

studies on memory’,8 the work representing, for Nancy Wood, ‘nothing less than a radical 

upheaval in the way the phenomenon of “collective” memory can henceforth be conceived.’9 

Such has been the success of Nora’s project that the term ‘lieu de mémoire’ has been 

enshrined in French intellectual culture with its consecration in the Grand Robert de la 

Langue Française, defined as: ‘significant items of physical or metaphorical character, of 

which human desire or the work of time have shaped a symbolic element for a given 

community.’10 These lieux, far from limited to spatialised ‘sites’ that the English translation 

would have one believe, include diverse symbols, institutions and concepts that constitute 

rallying points for the national imaginary, ‘identity projection screens’11 from the Panthéon to 

the Tour de France, Descartes to the Gallic coq.  

 

Nora’s project finds its intellectual underpinning in the work of Maurice Halbwachs, whose 

On Collective Memory posited, contra-Freud and an individual conceptualisation of memory, 

that memory of the past is shaped by social milieu, a ‘collective memory’ that helps binds 

communities together. Thus, ‘[w]e can understand each memory as it occurs in individual 

thought only if we locate each within the thought of the corresponding group’ with the 

consequence that ‘the framework of collective memory confines and binds our most intimate 

remembrances to each other.’12 To an extent presaging Nora, Halbwachs suggests that we 

anchor such collective recollections in ‘landmarks’ that we carry with us, nascent lieux de 

mémoire that situate us in relation to the groups in which we find ourselves.13 For Halbwachs, 

whilst it is individuals who remember, this memory is shaped by the collective: ‘the 

individual remembers by placing himself in the perspective of the group...the memory of the 

 
8 Benoît Majerus, ‘Lieux de mémoire - A European Transfer Story’ in Stefan Berger and Bill Niven (eds.) 
Writing the History of Memory, (London: Bloomsbury, 2014), pp.157-172 (p.157). 
9 Nancy Wood, ‘Memory’s Remains: Les lieux de mémoire’, History and Memory, 6.1 (1994), pp.123-149 
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11 Majerus, ‘Lieux de mémoire’, p.158. 
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group realizes and manifests itself in individual memories.’14 Inasmuch as each person finds 

himself attached to a variety of groups, it is this shared memorial inheritance that provides a 

sense of coherence and belonging. Where Halbwachs argues that there are as many memories 

as there are groups, history is, for him, instead characterised in the singular, a scientific, 

objective counterpart to the malleability of memory.15 History and memory are therefore 

posited as existing in a state of opposition, where history creates national master narratives, 

the impositions of a group mentality obligates individuals ‘not just to reproduce in thought 

previous events of their lives, but also to touch them up, to shorten them, or to complete them 

so that...we give them a prestige that reality did not possess.’16  

 

In conceptualising his project, Nora follows a Halbwachsian separation between history and 

memory, suggesting that memory ‘nourishes recollections that may be out of focus or 

telescopic, global or detached, particular or symbolic’, where history is an ‘intellectual and 

secular production’, calling for analysis and criticism.17 In that memory is created through an 

individual’s membership of a particular group, there can therefore be as many memories as 

there are groups, where history instead belongs to everyone and to no one, giving rise to 

claims of universal authority.18 Nora positions history as inheriting death - where memory is 

a perpetually live phenomenon, carried by living societies, history pieces together and 

(re)presents the past, a process that begins when ‘authentic’ cultures of memory die out.19  

 

For Nora, writing in the late 1980s, French society was emblematic of such a decline, with 

authentic milieux de mémoire (environments of memory) wiped out by modernist society, 

globalisation and the mass media.20 To compensate for the lack of true environments of 

memory, and anchor societies in the ‘dislocations of modernity’,21 Nora suggests that 

societies instead look to a historicised, archival and ultimately artificial form of memory that 

 
14 Ibid., p.40. 
15 On Halbwachs’ assertion, see: Stefan Berger and Bill Niven, ‘Writing the History of National Memory’ in 
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19 Ibid., p.8. 
20 Ibid., p.7. 
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‘crystallizes and secretes itself’ at particular sites: lieux de mémoire.22 With history’s 

‘suppress and destroy’ mission marking an aggressive erosion of true collective memory, for 

Nora, lieux de mémoire are created out of ‘a will to remember…to stop time, to block the 

work of forgetting…’.23 Such sites, through their ability to create emotional affect, come to 

embody and instil certain memories and provide for an idealised vision of the nation.24 For 

sites to be considered as lieux de mémoire, they must at once have material, symbolic and 

functional value whilst also representing a specific ‘will to remember’.25 This intention to 

remember distinguishes lieux de mémoire from lieux d’histoire; sites deliberately invested 

with memorial meaning rather than the unreflective sites ‘where-it-happened’.  

 

Where Nora’s collection provides a heterogenous and at times metaphysical interpretation of 

sites of memory, his work has commonly been applied by geographers, historians and 

sociologists to memorials and museums. Such sites, as Stephanie Bostock argues, implicitly 

embody Nora’s tripartite definition of sites of memory (material, symbolic, functional), 

marking them out as ‘privileged lieux de mémoire’: 

 

As physical entities and repositories of material objects, museums are by nature 
characterized by materiality… As storehouses of, and bridges to, the past, all 
museums are invested with a particular kind of symbolic aura and can represent sites 
of symbolic actions, such as commemorative events and interaction between different 
groups of people...as sites based on the safeguarding and transmission of cultural 
memories, museums constitute the foundations of the memorial heritages and 
identities of national memory communities.26   

 

Characterised by a self-evident intention to remember, replete with symbolic significance and 

a desire to archive the material ‘things’ of the past, it is clear that museums can be conceived 

of as potentially significant lieux de mémoire. Inasmuch as they can be said to portray an 

overarching historicised narrative, there is equally the suspicion that museums conform to 

Nora’s antagonistic history/memory dichotomy, acting, in the words of Daniel Sherman as 

‘instruments of the campaign of critical history to bring memory into its own domain’ - 

hegemonic institutions that quash authentic memory.27 This, one could argue, is particularly 
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the case where the monument or museum recalls past violence. Such sites have acted as 

fundamental repositories of the kind of top-down nationhood evoked by Nora’s work, evident 

in Les Lieux de mémoire’s chapters on the likes of Verdun and the mur des Fédérés.   

 

Such an interpretation has been taken up by the French government, whose list of ‘hauts lieux 

de mémoire’, administered by the Ministry of Defence, gives protected status to a collection 

of museums and memorials that ‘incarnate national memory’,28 serving to commemorate 

diverse pasts through a specifically nationalistic framework. In order to be considered for 

protection, such sites must be: 

 
• Linked to the memory of contemporary conflicts since 1870. 
• Of national nature and emblematic of an aspect of those contemporary 

conflicts. 
• To be maintained by the Ministry of Defence or under its responsibility in 

order to perpetuate the memory of contemporary conflicts and to maintain the 
link between army and nation.29    

 

Currently included on the list are varied sites from the battlefields of Verdun (La Nécropole 

nationale de Fleury-devant-Douaumont) to concentration camps (Natzweiler-Struthof), 

memorials to the landing of French troops in Provence (Le Mémorial du débarquement allié 

de Provence du Mont Faron) to the memorial at the foot of the Eiffel Tower commemorating 

the Algerian War and those who fell in Morocco and Tunisia (Le Mémorial de la guerre 

d’Algérie et des combats du Maroc et de la Tunisie) Each site is accompanied by the specific 

memorial imperative underpinning their inscription, thus: Le Cimetière national de Notre-

Dame-de-Lorette is included ‘in recognition of the soldiers who died for France alongside 

their allied brothers in arms (1914-1918)’; Mont Valérien is included ‘in recognition of the 

repression operated by the German authorities during the Occupation (1940-1944) and the 

France that fought’; Le Mémorial des martyrs de la deportation is included ‘in memory of 

those who were deported’.30 These sites clearly fit into Nora’s categorisation of self-

conscious lieux de mémoire, having significant symbolic, material and functional import as 

‘sites of ceremony and reverence, but also sites for the transmission of memory...’.31  

 
28 Ministère de la Défense, September 2013, Les lieux de mémoire, [Leaflet], [Online] 
<http://www.cheminsdememoire.gouv.fr/sites/default/files/editeur/Les%20lieux%20de%20m%C3%A9moire%
20vo2013.pdf> [Accessed 20/03/2016]. 
29 Ministère de la Défense, ‘Arrêté du 20 mars 2014 portant définition et fixant la liste des hauts lieux de la 
mémoire nationale du ministère de la défense’, Journal Officiel, 70, 01/04/2014, Text Number 53. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Ministère de la Défense, Les lieux de mémoire. 
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It is clear that the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes similarly fits into Nora’s framework, 

indeed, it is cited by the French Ministry of Defence as making claim to join those sites 

outlined above as a ‘haut lieu de mémoire’.32 William Kidd has noted Rivesaltes as a 

potentially significant site of memory for the successively diverse populations who lived 

there,33 Abderahmen Mounen has outlined Rivesaltes’ importance as an ‘open-air lieu de 

mémoire’,34 and Francie Cate-Arries has noted the French internment camps as profound sites 

of memory for the Spanish Republican exile community,35 all of which clearly places the 

Memorial Museum within the scope of Nora’s project. The Memorial Museum has 

significant symbolic value as a site of commemoration, protest and interaction between 

diverse publics, significant material value as a repository of treasured relics and haunted 

barracks that are seen in some way to evoke a sense of the past, and significant functional 

value as a site through which visitors are able to ‘understand a century of international 

history, from 1918 to the present day.’36 It is clear from the site’s very existence, and 

protection on the inventaire supplémentaire des Monuments Historiques (Supplementary 

Inventory of Historic Monuments) as an evidential site, ‘highly charged with memory’,37 that 

there is a very specific intention to remember here. It therefore seems that Rivesaltes could 

satisfactorily be considered for entry into Nora’s canon; perhaps more pertinent is the 

question as to whether such an inclusion is in any way desirable.  

 

Where Nora’s undertaking has been hugely significant and entered academic discourse as a 

standard reference point, his work has also proven divisive, his ‘sites of memory’ becoming a 

significantly contested concept. Critics of his work have taken aim at a number of perceived 

shortcomings in the project, spanning objections to the theoretical underpinnings of the 

project, to its application in real-world environments. Perhaps some of these criticisms can be 

explicated by a certain terminological and theoretical laxity throughout the work, noted by 
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Stephen Englund, who pointedly asks ‘[w]hat isn’t a lieu?’,38 Hue-Tam Ho Tai, who detects a 

certain ‘fuzziness’ in Nora’s definition of history and memory,39 and Benoit Majerus, who 

suggests that the impact of such conceptual malleability is a disjointed project, consisting not 

of a radical collection reconceptualising the interface between history, memory and identity, 

but rather one that reads as a collection of specialists writing on a given subject.40 The 

imprecise definition of Nora’s concept could be argued to be the root cause of what Michael 

Rothberg refers to as ‘the central irony’ of the project - that a collection, premised on the 

demise of memory instead created a colourful and vibrant debate,41 the ‘memory boom’ as 

defined by Jay Winter.42 Such imprecision on Nora’s part arguably created the conditions 

whereby he could bemoan his concept’s becoming ‘the instrument of commemoration par 

excellence’43 - with lieux de mémoire characterised only by a ‘will to remember’, the whats 

and whoms of remembrance seem open to interpretation, meaning that almost anything could 

be considered for inclusion. The disparate, heterogeneous collection of articles contained in 

Les lieux de mémoire seems to bear out such a suspicion. 

 

In and of itself, the term ‘lieu’ is problematic, as Stephanie Bostock points out, given the 

term’s implicit link to the concept of place, the fact that many of the chapters within Les lieux 

de mémoire make no reference to a physical site appears somewhat misleading.44 As Tony 

Judt explains, surely part of this difficulty is linguistic, the difficulties of translating lieux 

(sites/places/realms) giving a concrete locatedness that Nora never intended.45 Indeed, as 

Nora himself originally explained, this linguistic difficulty emphasised the uniquely French 

character of the project: ‘Neither in English, nor German, nor Spanish can one find a 

satisfactory equivalent. Doesn’t this difficulty in moving into other languages already suggest 

a sort of singularity?’46 If, as Benoît Majerus suggests, Nora’s view softened somewhat in his 

 
38 Stephen Englund, ‘Review: The Ghost of Nation Past’, The Journal of Modern History, 64.2 (1992), pp.299-
320 (p.305). 
39 Ho Tai, ‘Remembered Realms’, p.915. 
40 Majerus, ‘Les lieux de mémoire’, p.158. 
41 Rothberg, ‘Introduction: Between Memory and Memory’, p.4. 
42 See: Jay Winter, Remembering War: The Great War Between Memory and History in the Twentieth Century, 
(New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2006). 
43 Pierre Nora, ‘L’ère de la commémoration’ in Pierre Nora (ed.) Les lieux de mémoire, Vol. 3, Part 3, (Paris: 
Editions Gallimard, 1992), pp.977-1012 (p.977). 
44 Bostock, ‘Sites of Remembering and Forgetting’, p.25. 
45 Tony Judt, ‘À la recherche du temps perdu: France and Its Pasts’ in Tony Judt (ed.) Reappraisals: Reflections 
on the Forgotten Twentieth Century, (London: Vintage, 2009), pp.196-218 (p.207). 
46 Pierre Nora, ‘La notion de ‘lieu de mémoire’, est-elle exportable?’ in Pim den Boer and Willem Frijhoff (eds.) 
Lieux de mémoire et identités nationales, (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1993), pp.3-10 (p.4). 
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conception of national singularity,47 focus on linguistic shortcomings arguably undermines an 

important shortfall in Nora’s conception of spatiality.     

 

As Tim Cole and Nuala Johnson suggest,48 Nora’s claim that statues and monuments to the 

dead could be relocated without altering their meaning,49 is somewhat implausible, showing a 

lack of attention to the importance of place when considering ‘sites of memory’. Such a 

misapprehension is compounded in Nora’s concluding remarks, where he argues that the 

heuristic value of a given space is as a ‘symbolic instrument rather than a physical site.’50 As 

Cole has shown elsewhere, the situatedness of site and observer is of critical importance, with 

significant consequences for the performance of identity.51 This is particularly significant for 

survivors of historical trauma. On returning to Auschwitz, Vera Eden, a survivor of the 

Theresienstadt ghetto, Bergen-Belsen and Birkenau, was shocked to visit the commemorative 

site of Auschwitz I: ‘I was not in Auschwitz. I was in Birkenau! This was not where I 

was…we had to ask and we had to ask and would you believe, nobody knew! About the fifth 

person directed us to the right place, which we finally found.’52 Where the suitcases, shorn 

hair and reconstituted gas chamber ‘endow the commemorative camp with the history of the 

nearby murder machinery’,53 acting as ‘symbolic instruments’ to convey histories of 

genocide, their dislocation from their home environment is disconcerting for survivors and 

disorientating for visitors. Many leave not knowing that Auschwitz I and Birkenau are two 

separate sites.54 To suggest that the physical site has no import is patently false. In harrowing 

footage, Renée Firestone, filmed for her Shoah Foundation Archive interview visiting the 

ruins of the crematoria at Birkenau, demonstrated the critical importance of place, conceiving 

the ruins of the gas chamber as a site of intense memorial interaction: ‘If there is such thing 

as a soul, I hope that my mother and my sister can hear me now...I want them to hear me say 

 
47 Majerus, ‘Les lieux de mémoire’, p.159. 
48 Cole, Holocaust City, p.225; Johnson, ‘Cast in Stone: Monuments, Geography and Nationalism’, p.55. See 
also: Seth Dixon, ‘Mobile Monumental Landscapes: Shifting Cultural Identities in Mexico City’s “El 
Caballito”’, Historical Geography, 37 (2009), pp.71-91 (p.86) and Richard S. Ebenshade, ‘Remembering to 
Forget: Memory, History, National Identity in Postwar East-Central Europe’, Representations, 49 (Winter 
1995), pp.72-96. 
49 Nora, ‘Between History and Memory’, p.22. 
50 Nora, ‘L’ère de la commémoration’, p.1006. 
51 Tim Cole, ‘Crematoria, Barracks, Gateway: Survivors' Return Visits to the Memory Landscapes of 
Auschwitz’, History and Memory, 25.2 (2013), pp. 102-131. 
52 USC 16503, Interview with Vera Eden. 
53 Deborah Dwork and Robert Jan van Pelt, Auschwitz 1270 to the Present, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1996), p.365. 
54 Robert Jan van Pelt, ‘Of Shells and Shadows: A Memoir on Auschwitz’, Transactions of the Royal Historical 
Society, 13 (2003), pp.377-392 (p.378). 
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that I will never forget them.’55 Here, the locatedness of bodies and gas chamber is critical in 

the memory of loved ones, to the extent of indivisibility.   

 

These two, brief, examples demonstrate the importance of physical location in the 

construction of a lieu de mémoire. Perhaps what they are also able to underline is the critical 

importance of those interacting with such a site, over and above the symbolism of the site, the 

‘rhetoric of commemoration’,56 as Stephen Heathorn highlights: ‘the significance of a 

physical site of remembrance is based on how observers have perceived and interpreted the 

meaning of the object.’57 Alon Confino similarly draws attention to the issue of reception, 

without which the historian is at risk of an arbitrary interpretation of evidence and begging 

his or her own question.58 Without considering the reception of lieux de mémoire, Nora’s 

collection reads as top-down, monolithic and hegemonic, devoid of any form of engagement 

on the behalf of the people consuming and represented by such sites. The ‘collective’ it 

seems, is rather read as the ‘national’,59 denying individuals and groups agency beyond the 

framework of the nation state.60  Indeed, as Elizabeth Rechniewski argues, it seems that Nora 

attributes agency to memory itself, rather than any individual, in his description of lieux de 

mémoire as sites where ‘memory crystallizes and secretes itself’, as if an ethereal, 

disembodied national consciousness dictated the selection of specific sites.61 ‘France’ as a 

nation is similarly embodied, described as giving of itself something to each of these sites;62 

as if Marianne were bestowing the relics of her person upon some secular cathedral. As 

Joanna Bourke cautions, it is individuals who remember, repress, forget and are traumatised, 

rather than societies or nations;63 the personification of a nation in such a way is distinctly 

 
55 USC 151, Interview with Renée Firestone. 
56 Patrick H. Hutton, History as an Art of Memory, (Hanover, NH: University of New England Press, 1993), 
p.120. 
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Review, 102.5 (1997), pp.1386-1403 (pp.1395-1396). 
59 Eldridge, ‘We’ve Never Had a Voice’, p.91. 
60 Jay Winter and Emmanuel Sivan, ‘Setting the Framework’ in Jay Winter and Emmanuel Sivan (eds.) War and 
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questionable.64      

 

Nora’s vision of France leads Ho Tai to suggest that the vision of the French nation 

constructed throughout Nora’s collection is a given, rather than a project; this France is one 

and indivisible.65 As such, Lieux de mémoire reads as a nostalgic vision of the past,66 Nora’s 

project representing ‘a reified and ironically celebratory image of the nation-state it set out to 

deconstruct’.67 Thus, whilst there are many perspectives presented in the collection, their 

starting point remains a particular conception of the French nation state.68 Such an 

interpretation, as Wulf Kansteiner points out, is very much a construction of the elites, whose 

‘invented traditions’ served to maintain their own idealised vision of the national.69  

 

It is perhaps not surprising, given their absence from wider discourses of memory,70 that the 

Roma community do not feature in Nora’s work.71 More startling by their absence from his 

conception of nationhood are the people and sites emblematic of France’s colonial past, with 

no consideration given for the ways in which the processes of colonisation and the collapse of 

empire have shaped the Hexagon.72 As Perry Anderson summarises: ‘What are the lieux de 

mémoire that fail to include Dien Bien Phu?73 Such an approach naturally excludes a 

significant number of people from playing a formative role in national identity,74 thus serving 

to reinforce a static, homogenous vision of French nationhood. In this, as Blanchard, Bancel 

and Lemaire indicate, Nora is far from unique, his project representing a wider 

predisposition, where ‘the “colonial aspect” of French history is reduced, almost forgotten.’75  

 

Nora has variously explained the absence of a colonial presence in Les lieux de mémoire as 

 
64 William B. Cohen, ‘The Algerian War and French Memory’, Contemporary European History, 9.3 (2000), 
pp.489-500 (p.492). 
65 Ho Tai, ‘Remembered Realms’, p.910. 
66 See: Sturken, Tangled Memories, p.5 and Legg, ‘Contesting and Surviving Memory’. 
67 Rothberg, ‘Introduction: Between Memory and Memory’, p.6. 
68 Ho Tai, ‘Remembered Realms’, p.910. 
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Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, The Invention of Tradition, (Cambridge: CUP, 1983). 
70 Denis Peschanski, Les Tsiganes en France: 1939-1946, (Paris: CNRS Editions, 2015), p.114. 
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Editions Perrin, 2009), p.342. 
72 See: Ho Tai, ‘Remembered Realms’, p.910; Barclay, ‘Introduction: The Postcolonial Nation’, p.2; Derderian, 
‘Confronting the Past’, pp.254-256; Rothberg, ‘Introduction: Between Memory and Memory’, pp.6-7. 
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75 Nicolas Bancel, Pascal Blanchard and Sandrine Lemaire, ‘Introduction. La fracture coloniale: une crise 
française’ in Pascal Blanchard, Nicolas Bancel and Sandrine Lemaire (eds.), La fracture coloniale: La société 
française au prisme de l’héritage colonial, (Paris:Editions La Découverte, 2006), pp.9-31 (p.17). 
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resulting from time constraints (in a project collated between 1982 and 1992) and a lack of 

public interest in decolonisation,76 as leaving only a faint trace on collective memory,77 and, 

on a more metaphysical level, as being represented by ‘grieving’.78 This colonial grief, 

Bancel, Blanchard and Lemaire write, has been seen as preferable to a dedicated 

historicisation,79 forming, along with Vichy, part of a 20th century past that cannot easily be 

reconciled with the nostalgia of Nora’s older, longer history of the nation.80 Further, as 

William Kidd indicates, in focusing on grief, an emotion attendant upon the loss of empire, 

there is a risk of occluding other aspects of colonial history, reinforcing a tendency to deny 

the significance of French interventions around the world and their effect on colonised 

communities.81 Such discourse serves, once again, to exclude minority voices from Nora’s 

overarching metanarrative. The use of the term ‘grief’ is, in this sense, problematic. Grieving 

would appear to suggest a pied-noir conception of colonialism, rooted in their forced 

displacement and sense of loss for their homeland.82 Such overtones are difficult to reconcile 

with Nora’s previous writings on Algeria, in which he is particularly critical of the pied-noir 

community,83 Todd Shepard describing his work as ‘a self-righteous anti-pied noir discourse’ 

common amongst French intellectuals of that time.84  

 

Physical sites that represent such traumas do not comfortably fit with Nora’s vision;85 indeed 

they challenge and problematise a sense of national identity as affirmed by lieux de mémoire. 

As Vincent Crapanzo suggests, in this, the Camp de Rivesaltes is a particular example, ‘an 

absolutely negative space’, the opposite of a lieu de mémoire, whose emptiness evokes 

‘memories whose referents were destroyed and, no doubt, the threat of forgetting.’86 

Nationally, it is particularly notable that there is only one site on France’s list of hauts lieux 

 
76 Derderian, ‘Confronting the Past’, p.256. 
77 Quoted in: Bostock, ‘Sites of Remembering and Forgetting’, p.27. 
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de mémoire that has no explanatory accompaniment. It is, of course, Le mémorial de la 

guerre d'Algérie et des combats du Maroc et de la Tunisie. The memorial is situated in the 

heart of symbolic French space, framed by the Eiffel Tower behind and the Palais de Chaillot 

on the other bank of the Seine. Unveiled by Jacques Chirac in 2002, the memorial 

commemorates the soldiers who died in the French Maghreb, all of whom Chirac described 

as having ‘their place in the glorious cortege of the sons of France who distinguished 

themselves on every continent and who served our country in the most tragic hours of its 

history.’87 Chirac’s speech did not use the word ‘war’, nor did it refer to ‘independence’, but 

rather ‘separation’, thus avoiding a discussion of defeat, retreat, and decolonisation.  

 

Where the other monuments on the list of haut lieux speak of something, with clear, 

unambiguous symbolic capital - ‘Natzweiler Struthof: recognising the Nazi concentrationary 

system and European Resistance’88 - the meaning of a memorial that commemorates wars of 

decolonisation is highly ambiguous. The whats and whoms of commemoration are, again, 

problematic - to borrow the words of Tony Judt, there is no ‘agreed, communicable 

meaning’89. As Chirac’s words indicate there is, as yet, no consensus on a framework through 

which to read decolonisation; it remains elusive, shadowed in the conflicting narratives of all 

those who lived through it. The soldiers’ names who scroll along the column on the Quai 

Branly died defending France, just as those commemorated at Douaumont died protecting the 

fortress of Verdun and the entrenched imagery of France it represented. And yet those who 

lost their lives in Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia in defence of empire, died fighting to 

suppress tides of independence and reinforce ties of colonialism. Should one wish to read the 

First World War as a war of imperialism, comparison between these two sites becomes ever 

more problematic: such imperial aggression is exactly what the defenders of Verdun were 

fighting against.  

 

These ambiguities are replicated at Rivesaltes. The text of the 2000 decree inscribing the site 
 

87 Quoted in: Aldrich, Vestiges of the Colonial Empire in France, p.154. 
88 Ministère de la Défense, ‘Arrêté du 20 mars 2014’. 
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Vichy and German occupation of the site (1940-1944). Algeria is, if not occluded, unrepresented as a history as 
yet unreconciled. See: Alain Battegay, ‘The Transformation of Montluc Prison (Lyon) into a Memorial, an 
Outstanding National Memory Space, and “Forgetting” the Prison’s Algerian Period’ in Jordi Guixé i 
Coromines (ed.) Past and Power: Public Policies on Memory. Debates, from Global to Local, (trans. by 
Andrew Stacey), (Barcelona: Edicions de la Universitat de Barcelona, 2016), pp.188-203 (pp.199-201). 
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on the Supplementary Inventory of Historic Monuments is worth recalling: 

 

...Camp Joffre, known as ‘Camp de Rivesaltes’, is worthy of interest, from a historical 
point of view, making its preservation desirable, for its evidential quality...with regard 
to internment camps for foreigners, situated in France, during the Second World War 
[my italics].90  

 

As above, the colonial histories of Rivesaltes are suppressed, with no reference to the 

thousands of families who suffered there beyond the parameters of World War Two. Where 

the Vichy period could be said to have acquired a communicable, consumable meaning, the 

colonial period remains far from reconciled. Rather than speaking of  lieux de mémoire, in 

this instance particularly, it seems appropriate instead to refer to what Nancy Wood has 

referred to as ‘lieux d’oubli’ - aspects of the past that have been ‘expressly avoided because 

of the disturbing effect that their invocation is still capable of arousing’.91     

 

Where the absence of France’s colonies from Les Lieux de mémoire has been oft-noted by 

Nora’s adversaries, others have suggested it could be argued that Spanish refugee memories 

have been similarly occulted. Through Nora’s insistence on memory as a vehicle of the 

nation state, Sharif Gemie suggests that Les Lieux de mémoire undermines nongovernmental 

forms of commemoration, particularly those of marginalised refugees like the Spaniards of 

the Retirada, who found themselves caught between the two nations of France and Spain.92 In 

his analysis of remembrance in the border regions, Scott Soo notes that in Pierre Birnbaum’s 

chapter - Grégoire, Dreyfus, Drancy et Copernic - the author, following mentions of both the 

Vel d’Hiv and Drancy as obscured sites of memory, states: ‘The same applies to other camps 

where, from 1939, so many foreign and then French Jews endured atrocious conditions 

before in the majority of cases being deported. For example, Argelès and Saint-Cyprien…’93 

As Soo argues, the fact that no contextualisation is offered for camps that were established to 

contain refugees of the Retirada is unfortunate, running the risk of ‘privileging a particular 

version of history to the exclusion of all others.’94  

 
90 Préfecture de la Région Languedoc Roussillon, ‘Arrêté du 18 juillet 2000’. 
91 Wood, Vectors of Memory, p.10. 
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Camp Joffre, see: Pierre Birnbaum, ‘Grégoire, Dreyfus, Drancy et Copernic: Les juifs au coeur de l’histoire de 
France’ in Nora (ed.) Les lieux de mémoire, Vol. 3, Part 3, pp.561-613 (p.562). 
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Beyond Lieux de mémoire: Of Knots and Palimpsests 

Post-, Prosthetic and Transcultural Memory 
 

Whilst recognising Nora’s particular influence on the field of memory studies, modern 

theorists have thus sought to distance their work from Nora’s paradigmatic project. Alongside 

those criticisms outlined above, particular concern has focused upon Les lieux de mémoire’s 

radical separation between history and memory.95 Building upon the likes of Marita Sturken, 

whose Tangled Memories hypothesised an ‘entangled rather than oppositional’ relationship 

between history and memory,96 and Jay Winter, who finds a reified, adversarial distinction 

between history and memory unsustainable,97  many theorists have questioned whether such a 

separation can possibly be made, or is, indeed, in any way desirable. Rather, as Alison 

Landsberg suggests, a more preferable articulation may be to consider history and memory as 

two ‘interarticulating and mutually constructed modalities’.98 This is not to suggest that the 

two concepts are entirely collapsed but rather a call to think about the ways in which the two 

can constructively interact. In societies where lived experience is not necessary for a given 

person to construct a memory of an event,99 the boundaries between history and memory 

demand closer attention.  

 

The work of Marianne Hirsch has become something of a cornerstone for thinking of 

memory beyond the bounds of that which has been personally experienced. Initially 

conceived of with specific relation to the families of Holocaust survivors, Hirsch’s concept of 

‘postmemory’ has become an indispensable tool in the study of memory. ‘Postmemory’, 

Hirsch writes, ‘is distinguished from memory by generational distance and from history by 

deep personal connection.' In this, it is a powerful and particular form of memory, connected 

to its object not through direct recollection, but through ‘imaginative investment and 

creation.’100 Such is the affective power of the events recalled that they continue to haunt 

subsequent generations, risking the displacement of their own life histories, evacuated by the 
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Culture, (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 2004), p.19. 
99 See: Eley, ‘Finding the People’s War’, p.818. 
100 Marianne Hirsch, Family Frames: Photography, Narrative and Postmemory, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
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memories of ancestors past.101  

 

If postmemory has largely considered the study of second generation Holocaust survivors, its 

application for the children of Harkis is particularly striking, with the voices of 1.5102 and 

second generation Harkis becoming important vectors of memory for the community,103 an 

attempt, in the words of Dalila Kerchouche, to ‘tear down the barbed wire in [our] heads.’104 

Kerchouche’s Mon père ce harki, is a particularly self-conscious example of second-

generation narrative, underscored by familial pain (as a function of their victimhood and in 

relation to the suicide of Kerchouche’s brother Moha) and a desire to understand the untold 

history - ‘a story that needs finishing’,105 of her father, that has so shaped her own identity: ‘I 

feel awkward, displaced, clumsy, I don’t know where my proper place is...I feel like I float 

between an imprecise past...and an uncertain identity.’106  

 

Visiting the recurring sites of her ‘family mythology’107 - Bourg-Lastic, Bias, Rivesaltes - 

Kerchouche attempts to insert herself within a wider family narrative, whilst composing her 

own life story through a combination of landscape, archive and familial recollections. At the 

core of her account is a duality between ‘paradise’ and ‘hell’ - nostalgic visions of her 

family’s time in Algeria, and the shock and suffering that characterised their arrival in 

France.108 Diasporic experience, the condition of rootlessness and exile from both the spaces 

and times of identity, omnipresent in the accounts of second generation Harkis, are, for 

Hirsch, ‘characteristic aspect[s] of postmemory’.109 Kerchouche’s description of her identity 

as simultaneously ‘an Algerian who hates the Harkis’ and ‘a rootless Frenchwoman’, 

someone for whom ‘the Algerian War never finished’, emphasise the inherent spatial and 

temporal dislocations of postmemory. Within Kerchouche’s narrative, Rivesaltes is clearly 
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constructed as a site of postmemory. Attending a dinner party, Kerchouche is assailed with 

postmemorial reminiscences: ‘In the middle of the bottles arranged on the table I discovered 

the Muscat de Rivesaltes. What a shock! Heart pounding, I read the label greedily. So, 

Rivesaltes really exists, and it’s even a Roussillon wine town!’110 Born in Bias in 1973, long 

after her parents had departed from Rivesaltes, Kerchouche’s ‘memory’ of the camp is so 

vivid that even its evocation is enough to shock and excite. On her arrival at the site of the 

former camp, traversing ‘the ruins of her past’,111 Kerchouche is similarly afflicted by the 

effects of postmemory, her account haunted by the experiences of her parents: ‘Which house 

did my parents live in? Is it still standing anyway? Through my jeans the thorns of a thistle 

dig into my flesh like a sting from the past.’112 As such, Kerchouche’s work takes on a 

particularly profound significance when considered through the spectrum of postmemory, 

elucidating both her own postmemory of the Harki experience, but also acting in and of itself 

as a vector of postmemorial transmission to future generations.113 The sense of place evoked 

in Kerchouche’s work again reveals the critical importance of the materiality of ‘sites of 

memory’ and how individual sites can be key elements in the composition of postmemories. 

Equally, as Karen Till notes, and as Kerchouche’s work makes clear, such sites are key 

building blocks in the construction of identity: ‘[p]ostmemorial returns…are motivated by an 

intense desire to know who one is.’114 

 

Where Hirsch’s main focus relates to the role of photography in postmemorial construction, 

she also suggests that specific sites can help include visitors in the generation of postmemory. 

At their best, Hirsch suggests, sites, and specifically museums, are able to bridge the gap 

between memory and postmemory, eliciting in visitors an imaginary identification that 

encourages the curiosity and passion that shapes the postmemory of second generation 

children.115 Where some have criticised such a universalising of postmemory,116 whereby 

everyone becomes a ‘witness by adoption’,117 others have embraced a more inclusive 
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approach that articulates the reach of traumatic events across diverse eras, genres and 

geographies.118 In a radical theory of inter-generational transmission, Alison Landsberg’s 

‘prosthetic memory’ argues that specific sites create the conditions for visitors to have an 

experiential relationship to a past they did not experience.119 ‘Prosthetic memory,’ Landsberg 

explains:  

 
emerges at the interface between a person and a historical narrative about the past, at 
an experiential site such as a movie theater or museum. In this moment of contact, an 
experience occurs through which the person sutures himself or herself into a larger 
history…In the process that I am describing, the person does not simply apprehend a 
historical narrative but takes on a more personal, deeply felt memory of a past event 
through which he or she did not live.120 

 

Through the intervention of modern mass culture and mass technologies - the so-called 

‘connective turn’121 - memory has become increasingly deterritorialised, meaning that people 

with no obvious claim to a particular memory are nevertheless able to incorporate them into 

their own body of experience.122 Through creating shared social frameworks for people who 

inhabit different social spaces, mass culture serves to break down traditional conceptions of 

‘imagined communities’,123 (conceived within the boundaries of the nation state) instead 

creating the conditions for a more ethical future, encouraging people to feel connected to, 

whilst recognising the alterity of, the ‘Other’.124 Such a politics of memory is predicated upon 

an empathetic rather than sympathetic relationship to the experience of others: ‘feeling for, 

while feeling different from, the object…[t]he connection one feels...is more than a feeling of 

emotional connection; it is a feeling of cognitive, intellectual connection, an intellectual 

coming-to-terms with another person’s circumstances.’125 

 

Given the ‘global presence of the Holocaust as a site of memory’,126 and the increasing 

pervasiveness of modern technologies, Landsberg is correct to draw attention to the power of 

such tools as potentially progressive sites for the dissemination and working through of 

 
118 See: Brett Ashley Kaplan, Landscapes of Holocaust Postmemory, (Oxford: Routledge, 2013). 
119 Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory, p.33. 
120 Ibid., p.2. 
121 See: Andrew Hoskins, ‘7/7 and Connective Memory: Interactional Trajectories of Remembering in Post-
Scarcity Culture’, Memory Studies, 4.3 (2011) pp.269-280 (p.271). 
122 Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory, pp.8-9. 
123 The allusion to ‘imagined communities’ is, of course, a reference to Benedict Anderson: Imagined 
Communities, (London: Verso, 2006). 
124 Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory, p.9. 
125 Ibid., p.149. 
126 Suleiman, Crises of Memory, p.2. 
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traumatic pasts across national boundaries. If, as Max Silverman suggests, mass mediatisation 

and information overload risks a new amnesia as our capacity to remember is ever reduced,127 

we must also recognise that such sites have the potential to be transformative vectors of 

memory, encouraging the dissemination of information through ‘virtual communities of 

memory’.128  

 

Landsberg’s work has been heavily criticised by scholars both for its overly optimistic 

outlook and the ethical implications underlying the idea of embodied, sensuous memories of 

another’s trauma.129 Landsberg’s discussion of her own ‘prosthetic’ experience of feeling like 

she was being gassed in the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, for instance, reads 

particularly uncomfortably.130 If sympathy with the experience of the ‘Other’ has the potential 

to reinforce victimhood, where empathy is progressive and politically useful, who is to decide 

what is an empathetic or sympathetic memory? Would it be possible to have an empathetic 

prosthetic memory that relates to the experience of the perpetrator?  

 

If such questions could be said to undermine the usefulness of prosthetic memory, the 

affective, experiential dimension of memory should not be dismissed out of hand. As 

Landsberg notes, any experiential evocation of traumatic pasts has the tendency to evoke 

intellectual anxiety,131 but to deny the power of the experiential element of a visit to a 

commemorative site, particularly if such a visit is to the historical site itself, is to reject a 

particularly powerful component of visitor experience. The prosthetic does indeed risk the 

adoption of a ‘witness subject position’, which Sara Jones suggests could foster apathy,132 or 

worse, as Debarati Sanyal argues, provide alibis for the perpetration of further violence,133 

but that should not undermine the fact that people really do have these experiences and do 

appropriate the memories of others. Nor should it negate the fact that in many instances, 

 
127 Silverman, Palimpsestic Memory, p.8. 
128 The phrase is taken from the Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial’s Facebook page to describe their social 
networking strategy. Auschwitz Memorial/Muzeum Auschwitz, ‘Comment’ in ‘facebook.com’ 07/09/2013 
<https://www.facebook.com/auschwitzmemorial?fref=ts> [Accessed 10/09/2013]. 
129 Silke Arnold-De Simine’s Mediating Memory in the Museum: Trauma, Empathy, Nostalgia, (Basingstoke, 
2013), is, for the most part, a dialogue constructed in opposition to Landsberg. See also: James Berger, ‘Which 
Prosthetic? Mass Media, Narrative, Empathy, and Progressive Politics’, Rethinking History, 11.4 (2007), 
pp.597-612. 
130 Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory, p.137. 
131 Ibid., p.130. 
132 Sara Jones, ‘At Home with the Stasi: Gedenkstätte Hohenschönhausen as Historic House’ in David Clarke 
and Ute Wölfel (eds.) Remembering the German Democratic Republic: Divided Memory in a United Germany, 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), pp.211-222 (p.217). 
133 Sanyal, Memory and Complicity, p.8. 
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memorial museums deliberately create environments where ‘mediated witnessing’ is seen as 

a potentially transformative experience.134 

 

Rather than a defence of the practices underlying the adoption of prosthetic memories, 

Landsberg’s work is instead an exploration of their potential uses both in fostering empathy, 

social responsibility and political action, but also as a corrective to a hegemonic politics of 

identity.135 As Jay Winter suggests, the production of counterhegemonic readings of the past 

is a critical task given the increasingly cosmopolitan world in which we live. In a 

transnational age, an insistence upon multi-layered narrative accounts is an essential first step 

in an inclusive dialogue both with our fellow citizens and with our past.136 In allowing for 

potentially empathetic intersubjective encounters, the prosthetic opens up an opportunity for 

such dialogues to occur. Through recognising the experience of the ‘Other’, the act of 

reconciliation becomes the central mnemonic event, diffusing the distinction between 

memories of victims and subsequent generations.137     

 

Landsberg’s work is situated within a growing body of literature that rejects Pierre Nora’s 

vision of the nation state as the sole source for the production of collective memories. Such 

literature argues that modernity has had the effect of compressing time and space, with a 

consequent expansion of temporal and spatial imaginaries beyond the local, national and even 

international.138 This expansion has had the effect, according to Levy and Sznaider, of 

cracking open the container of the nation state as a vehicle for collective memory, the forces 

of globalisation creating a cosmopolitanism that has collapsed traditional national 

boundaries.139 Replicating the forces that created modern nation states - an imaginative 

investment in a community larger than one’s own immediate surroundings - the mass 

mediatisation and commodification of modern culture have created the conditions for 

similarly imagined transnational communities, with consequent transnational memories.140 If, 

as Anderson suggests, a critical factor in reinforcing identity upon national lines was the 

printed press, then developments in electronic media and communication, (and, in recent 

 
134 Arnold-De Simine, Mediating Memory in the Museum, p.92. 
135 Landsberg, Prosthetic Memories, pp.21-22. 
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140 Levy and Sznaider, ‘Memory Unbound’, pp.90-91. 
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years in particular, social media) that have mirrored such a process, could be said to have 

reimagined modern communities on global lines, allowing individuals to ‘gain some 

conception...of ways of life and life conditions which differ significantly from their own.’141 

In such a way ‘prosthetic’, ‘cosmopolitan’ or, indeed, ‘transcultural’ memories are formed.142  

 

Astrid Erll defines transcultural memories as ‘the incessant wandering of carriers, media, 

contents, forms, and practices of memory, their continual ‘travels’ and ongoing 

transformations through time and space, across social, linguistic and political borders.’143 

Erll’s definition draws attention to shifting geographies of memory as they move through 

time and space. In this, her definition reflects Tim Cole’s recent work tracing the shifting 

geographies of the Holocaust across the European continent144 - in the same way that any 

event is experienced on a variety of geographical scales from the micro to the macro (train 

car, ghetto, Auschwitz-Birkenau; Algiers, transport ship, Rivesaltes) so memories are shifting, 

transient entities, shaped by the experience of migration, diaspora and the mediating 

influence of mass culture.  

Palimpsestic and Multidirectional Memory 
 

Building upon a framework that positions memory as a deterritorialised, transnational 

phenomenon, Max Silverman has developed the concept of ‘palimpsestic memory’ to 

describe the overlapping and intersecting memories that have characterised French cultural 

memory. The figure of the palimpsest emphasises, for Silverman, the play of similarity and 

difference characteristic of modern memory, capturing the superimposition and interaction of 

different inscriptions within memory work.145 Just as the medieval manuscript was 

continually re-inscribed, as miserly clerks reused and overwrote, so, for Silverman, layers of 

memory accrete and overlap in a perpetual recoding of memorial discourse. This constant re-

envisioning of the past helps give us a way of perceiving history in a non-linear way, 

disrupting a teleological, deterministic narrativisation of the past and helping to conceive of 

 
141 See: John B. Thompson, The Media and Modernity: A Social Theory of the Media, (Stanford,CA: Stanford 
University Press, 1995), p.175. 
142 For an invocation of the power of the Internet to generate such memories, see: Ewa Stańczyk, ‘Transnational, 
Transborder, Antinational? The Memory of the Jewish Past in Poland’, Nationalities Papers The Journal of 
Nationalism and Ethnicity, 44.3 (2016), pp.416-429 (pp.419-421). Stańczyk discusses how the Facebook page 
of Henio Żytomirski, a Jewish child murdered during the Holocaust became a global phenomenon, attesting to 
the power of digital media in the creation of memory cultures. 
143 Erll, ‘Travelling Memory’, p.11. 
144 Tim Cole, Holocaust Landscapes, (London: Bloomsbury, 2016). 
145 Silverman, Palimpsestic Memory, p.4. 
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memory as a hybrid, dynamic process that is constantly shifting between individuals and 

communities.146 The present moment is thus constructed as a series of layers, a composite of 

intersecting moments that are to varying degrees visible, but never completely erased; with 

the palimpsest there is no new text, each re-envisioning remains a comment only on the 

previous layers, unable to exist separately from the past strata.147 As a metaphorical device, 

the palimpsest connotes both erasure and, paradoxically, preservation, with traces of the past 

at once obliterated and capable of having their ‘ghostly trace’ resurrected by the attentive 

reader.148  

 

The entangled nature of the palimpsest serves as a central metaphor for Silverman’s project, 

rejecting what Olivier Wieviorka has described as the ‘balkanisation’ of memory,149 whereby 

the discovery of oppressed pasts has been seen to usher in a particularisation of memory 

premised predominantly on ethno-cultural identity, instead positioning cultural memory as a 

hybrid, dynamic process that takes shape across individuals and communities.150 As a model, 

palimpsestic memory functions not on the basis of an inexorable distinction or competition 

between memories of given events, but rather ‘according to a complex process of 

interconnection, interaction, substitution and displacement...in which the particular and 

universal, and memory and history, are inextricably held in an anxious relationship.’151  

 

If the trope of the palimpsest is inherently tied to literature, Jay Winter and Andreas Huyssen 

have perceptively argued that the landscapes and spaces of memory can equally be read as 

palimpsests. Such sites, according to Winter, ‘celebrate plurality and embrace contradiction 

as our unavoidable fate’, deliberately conveying mixed messages, reflecting back a past that 

remains indelibly present.152 For Huyssen, the palimpsest ‘implies voids, illegibilities, and 

erasures, but it also offers a richness of traces and memories, restorations and new 

constructions’, marking the landscape as a ‘lived space.’153 As lived spaces, sites form points 

of intersection between personal and collective trajectories and between the realms of history, 
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memory and identity.154 These sites are far from easily deciphered, resisting the imposition of 

simplistic narratives. The act of reading the palimpsest is, as Sarah Dillon points out, 

fundamentally inventive; a process of creating relations where there may or should be none to 

be found.155 As such, the palimpsest is an implicitly transformative medium, with each new 

reading forming a new layer to the structure, rendering both the spaces and their publics open 

to continual reconstruction.156 

 

Silverman’s theoretical approach builds upon the work of Michael Rothberg, whose concept 

of multidirectionality contends that memory is ‘subject to ongoing negotiation, cross-

referencing and borrowing’ across cultures and communities.157 These intersections are held 

to be productive, rather than privative, agreeing with Silverman in rejecting literature that has 

focused upon memory as a form of cultural capital, what Rothberg refers to as a ‘zero-sum 

struggle for pre-eminence.’158 According to this competitive understanding, memories are 

said to crowd each other out of the public sphere; too much emphasis on the Holocaust is said 

to block other traumas from view or, conversely, adoption of the rhetoric of the Holocaust to 

speak of those other traumas is said to relativize or deny the singularity of the Holocaust.159 

 

Far from isolated, insulated creations that are perpetually contested and competing, for 

Rothberg, group memories are rather constructed within public space, with referencing, 

borrowing and intra-community exchange. Critical to the concept of multidirectionality is a 

conception of the public sphere as ‘a malleable discursive space in which groups do not 

simply articulate established positions but actually come into being through their dialogical 

interactions with others.’160 Inasmuch as this is the case, memories cannot be said to have any 

one particular owner and, consequently, can no longer form the basis of a confrontational 

politics of identity. Rather, Rothberg conceives the boundaries of memory and identity to be 

‘jagged’, a fluid interface where what appears to be one’s own property is often revealed to 

be a borrowing or adaptation of a history that initially seemed distinct.161 This is not to say 

that the past in no way shapes who we are in the present, but rather to refute the notion of a 
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straightforward teleology that fails to take account of the ways in which identity is shaped in 

unexpected ways, binding us to the experience of the ‘Other’.162  

 

Both Silverman and Rothberg construct their studies as alternatives to traditional models of 

memory. For Rothberg, multidirectional memory has the potential to create ‘an ethics of 

comparison that can distinguish politically productive forms of memory from those that lead 

to competition, appropriation, or trivialization’,163 in so doing, helping to imagine ‘new forms 

of solidarity and new visions of justice’.164 Similarly, in developing what he refers to as a 

‘cosmopolitical’ memory, Silverman envisions a ‘paradigm of hybrid and overlapping rather 

than separate pasts, between the particular and the universal…[that] could serve as a model 

for imagining new democratic solidarities in the future across the lines of race and nation’.165 

In this they follow the likes of Andreas Huyssen, who sees in diverse, pluralistic memory 

discourses the potential for new forms of human rights activism,166 and Levi and Sznaider 

who see transnational memory cultures as having the potential to become the foundation for 

global human rights politics.167 In her work on intergenerational trauma, Gabriele Schwab 

similarly sees the potential for multidirectional encounters to engender a more inclusive 

dialogue, arguing that ‘[i]t is often through the detour of displaced yet related memories of 

violence that social injustice can be addressed on a more encompassing scale,’ with the 

transference between disparate collective histories and memories facilitating a responsiveness 

to other examples of suffering around the world.168 For Jim House, recognition of such shared 

suffering provides the potential to both build and reinforce practices of resistance to 

exclusionary politics.169   

 

Karen Till and Anna-Kaisa Kuusisto-Arponen have applied similar multidirectional thinking 

to underline the progressive potential of sites of past violence. Building upon a Derridean 

conception of justice as a concern for those past, present, and future - ‘beyond therefore the 
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living present in general’170 - Till and Kuusisto-Arponen argue that through a critical 

engagement with unfolding processes of memory at such sites we can begin the work of 

imagining more just futures: 

 

[b]y facilitating respectful spaces of encounter, even when social groups may have 
radically different understandings of places and pasts, we may begin a process 
becoming responsible for justice in the name of those here and those no longer or not 
yet here.171 
 

Where theories of transnational memory have, in many ways, sought to look beyond such a 

site-based vision of the democracy-to-come,172 as Susannah Radstone notes, although 

memory can be said to travel, it is still ultimately received locally.173 It is therefore of critical 

importance to ensure that the field of memory studies does not lose sight of the significance 

of the sites where memory becomes manifest, and how it is consequently received.174 Such a 

‘politics of location’ articulates local concerns with reference to national and transnational 

scales;175 shifting from the particular to the universal and analysing the ways in which they 

shape and inform each other. Avoiding the potential of becoming ‘too-abstract’ at the poles of 

the local and the global, such an approach instead seeks to ‘uncover the rich terrain in 

between’,176 situating Rivesaltes at the intersection of debates critical to understanding the 

past in contemporary France and beyond.   

 

It is my contestation that the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes has the potential to represent 

such a respectful space of encounter as defined by Till and Kuusisto-Arponen above. I 

equally believe that the only fruitful way in which to approach the histories, memories and 

identities of the site is through a transnational approach that takes into account the dynamics 

of multidirectionality. As the growing body of literature that approaches memorial sites 

through the lens of multidirectionality attests,177 an awareness of the multidirectional traffic 
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of memory problematises hegemonic readings of the past and creates precisely the conditions 

necessary to engender inclusive, polysemic spaces of encounter. As Rothberg notes, 

multidirectional memory comes with no guarantees, but without taking into account its 

dynamics when thinking of the past, it is difficult to imagine an alternative future.178 Cultural 

memory and discourses on the past are not, in and of themselves, capable of redressing 

injustices, but they can ‘create arenas [my italics] where injustices are recognized and new 

frameworks are imagined that are necessary...for their redress.’179 

Conclusion  
 

In January 2016, Charlie Hebdo drew widespread criticism for its depiction of Syrian refugee 

Alan Kurdi. Four months earlier, in September 2015, images of the three-year old’s body 

brought widespread attention to the plight of Syrian refugees, personifying the ongoing 

migrant crisis and sparking public outcry at Europe’s responses to the conflict in Syria. 

European leaders were swift to offer their condemnation, with the likes of David Cameron 

and François Hollande suggesting that European countries were failing in their moral 

obligations to the refugees.180  

 

Following a series of sex attacks in Cologne that were said to have been committed by 

migrants, cartoonist Laurent Sourissea, in typically acerbic fashion, linked the two events, 

suggesting that had Alan Kurdi lived, he would have grown up to be nothing more than an 

‘arse-grabber’ in Germany.181 A supposed commentary on the hypocrisies of Western 

responses to the crisis, the cartoon was widely denounced as crass and offensive - Je suis 
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Charlie…? not anymore…182 

 

If Charlie Hebdo have recently used the figure of Alan Kurdi as a symbol for Europe’s 

faltering response to the migrant crisis,183 previous cartoons instead looked to the past. In a 

cartoon of September 2015 by the same artist, a mother, father and young son are seen 

running inland from the sea. A road sign points to buildings huddled on a hill - a watch tower, 

barbed wire and a barrack hut are signposted: ‘Rivesaltes’. The question is posed: ‘Why are 

migrants steering clear of France?’. The migrants answer: ‘Because there are too many 

camps!’184  

 

Through the pointed choice of Rivesaltes as the subject of his cartoon, Riss explicitly links 

contemporary crises with the concentrationary politics of the past, enmeshing, entangling, 

and problematising the overlapping of the past in the present. In this, the cartoon represents a 

‘combination of equation and solidarity’, emblematic of the dynamics of 

multidirectionality.185 The migrants depicted share both a ‘geography of territory’ and a 

‘geography of memory’ with their forebears,186 implanted within the landscapes and 

memoryscapes of South West France.  

 

Accompanying Riss’s cartoon is an explanatory article: ‘Rivesaltes, le camp de la France 

blanche’ (Rivesaltes, the camp of white France) by Jean-Yves Camus. Camus’ title is heavy 

with sentiment, suggesting both the persistent Othering of those interned at Rivesaltes whilst 

referencing Charles de Gaulle’s infamous assertion during the Algerian War that France was a 

‘white’ country.187 For many years de Gaulle’s words have been mobilised by the far right in 
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discussions surrounding national identity. In 2009, a campaign by the youth wing of the Front 

National used de Gaulle’s words, calling on young French people to ‘defend [their] identity’ 

and adopt ‘the spirit of Resistance’.188 More recently Nadine Morano, a politician 

representing Nicolas Sarkozy’s Les Républicains party, provoked a polemic in August 2015 

by invoking the figure of de Gaulle to defend her assertion that France was a ‘white’ 

country.189 If Camus’ title therefore references both the Algerian War and enduring legacies of 

post-colonial immigration, his article locates Rivesaltes more specifically within a history of 

French intolerance, and an antisemitism of the longue durée:  

 

Without wishing to detract from the exceptional character of the extermination of the 
Jews, reading the history of Rivesaltes helps us understand the extent to which the 
camp was implanted within a xenophobic context that both preceded its existence and 
carried on long after [the Holocaust].190 
 

Taking up Pétain’s alteration of the French national motto (Travail, Patrie, Famille), 

Rivesaltes’ history is subtitled ‘Travail, Quota, Prison’ - labour, quotas and prison have, time 

and again welcomed foreigners arriving in France. Drawing attention to the economic crises 

of the 1930s and perceived links between immigration, uncertainty and unemployment, 

Camus’ article alights on Manuel Valls’ opening of the memorial in 2015 and two events of 

1938 that ‘resonate in the present’: the creation of an undersecretary of State in charge of 

immigration and foreign nationals and the passing of a decree allowing the concentration of 

‘foreign undesirables’ in internment camps. Rivesaltes, Camus suggests, should act as a 

warning - both to those present and those yet to come - to take account of the dangers of a 

‘coercive management of migratory flows by a bureaucratic state, in a society that is 

disinterested by the mass of those interned.’191 The sense of circularity implied by both 

Camus’ article and Riss’s cartoon’s more or less explicit references to present day internment 

camps is only compounded by the article’s header, reading: ‘At the end of the tunnel... France 

at the end of the tunnel… France’. Beneath is a single word: ‘Memory’. 
 

condition that they remain a small minority. If not, France would no longer be France. We are, however, before 
anything else, a European people of the white race...’. 
188 Abel Mestre, ‘Les jeunes du FN récupèrent de Gaulle, "un patriote"’, Le Monde, 27/11/2009, [Online] 
<http://www.lemonde.fr/politique/article/2009/11/27/les-jeunes-du-fn-recuperent-de-gaulle-un-
patriote_1272965_823448.html> [Accessed 26/08/2016]. 
189 Damien Mercereau, ‘On n'est pas couché : le discours de Nadine Morano sur «la France pays de race 
blanche» fait polémique’, Le Figaro, 30/09/2015, [Online] <http://tvmag.lefigaro.fr/le-scan-
tele/polemiques/2015/09/27/28003-20150927ARTFIG00030--on-n-est-pas-couche-le-discours-choquant-de-
nadine-morano-sur-la-france-pays-de-race-blanche.php> [Accessed 28/08/2016]. 
190 Jean-Yves Camus, ‘Rivesaltes, le camp de la France blanche’, Charlie Hebdo, 14/10/2015, p.4. 
191 Ibid. The quote is taken from Nicolas Lebourg and Abderahmen Moumen - see: Julien Marion, ‘Camp de 
Rivesaltes : une histoire française de la concentration’, L’Indépendant, 14/04/14, p. 3. 
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If Alan Kurdi’s life was grievable, accounting for the criticism Riss’s infamous January 

cartoon attracted, the clear implication is that the vast majority of those past and present are 

not. If, as Judith Butler suggests, the obituary is the public manifestation of grievability,192 

then the photo of Alan’s lifeless body was a viral manifestation of universal grief. For many, 

the vulnerability of a child’s body suggested that perhaps the lives of migrants were worth 

protecting, their bodies worth grieving for. But as Butler warns, it is often the case that the 

public grieving of one life operates in tandem with a prohibition on the public grieving of 

other lives.193 Thus, where Riss, in a separate cartoon, asks ‘What remains of the spirit of 

11th January?’ - the date of mass marches in support of Charlie Hebdo, freedom of 

expression and the values of the French Republic - there is little solidarity to be found. A 

Turkish man stands beneath the Eiffel Tower holding a sign - ‘Je suis Turc’ - only to be told 

by an elderly French woman: ‘Get back to your own country, dirty raghead!’194 Where the 

Turkish man’s sign recalls those brandished in support of Charlie and the grievable lives lost 

in the attack of January 2015, the reaction to the death of hundreds of civilians in Turkey’s 

deadliest ever terrorist attack was by no means parallel.195 As Butler notes, and Riss’s 

cartoons suggest, the result of establishing the familiar as the criterion for making a life 

grievable is an introspective turn to the centre, creating conditions where ‘an amorphous 

racism abounds, rationalized by the claim of “self-defense”... generalized panic works in 

tandem with the shoring-up of the sovereign state and the suspension of civil liberties.’196 

Riss’s cartoons arguably expose these tensions, focusing attention upon the enduring 

hypocrisies of the West, where the body of the migrant has never been considered grievable. 

How can France be seen to mourn the death of the Syrian Alan Kurdi, when it simultaneously 

carries out airstrikes in his home country? How is the outpouring of grief at the death of 

eleven people in the offices of a French magazine reconcilable with the deafening silence that 

greets the deaths of hundreds elsewhere? How, as human beings, can we remember the 

concentrationary politics of the past at a site like Rivesaltes and simultaneously ignore its 

very presence in our midst? 

 
192 Judith Butler, Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence, (London, Verso, 2004), p.34. 
193 Ibid., p.37. 
194 Riss, ‘Que reste-t-il de l’esprit du 11 janvier?’, Charlie Hebdo, 14/10/2015, p.16. The original French term 
‘bougnoule’ is a particularly offensive term for Arabs that has also been used as a derogatory term for Turks. 
195 Constanze Letsch and Nadia Khomami, ‘Turkey terror attack: mourning after scores killed in Ankara blasts’, 
The Guardian, 11/09/2015, [Online] <https://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/oct/10/turkey-suicide-bomb-
killed-in-ankara> [Accessed 30/08/2016]. 
196 Butler, Precarious Lives, p.39. 
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In a recent article, Denis Peschanski outlined a case for a compassionate, historical 

reassessment of the present day migrant crisis. ‘I couldn’t care less’, he wrote, ‘when people 

say that we must not compare things, that each historical situation is singular.’ Whilst the 

Syrians of today are not the Jews of the 1940s, he goes on, that is not to say that the 

exclusionary politics that led them to seek shelter in France and the barriers they meet are not 

similar to those experienced 75 years ago.197 It certainly does not mean that the reception they 

receive is that different to that which Spanish Republicans, Jews, Roma and Harkis received 

under previous incarnations of the French state. Too often, as Rothberg indicates, comparison 

is taken to mean equation.198 Starting from the position that no two events can ever be 

entirely similar, the politics of multidirectionality seeks not to equate individual instances of 

suffering, but rather to probe how connections can usefully be invoked between events. 

Memories are thus situated at ‘the intersection of an axis of comparison (defined by a 

continuum stretching from equation to differentiation) and an axis of political affect (defined 

by a continuum stretching from solidarity to competition…)’199 Rothberg’s conception of a 

‘differentiated solidarity’200 mirrors Butler in her suggestion of the ‘proximity of difference’ 

that forces individuals to ‘forge new ties of identification and reimagine what it is to belong 

to a human community in which common epistemological and cultural grounds cannot 

always be assumed.’201  

 

Throughout the 20th Century, Rivesaltes found itself at the centre of a series of ever-

expanding and contracting scales. From the micro to macro, national to international ‘Le 

camp de la France’ has at once represented local political concerns and wider migratory flux. 

The temptation, as Lebourg and Moumen note, may be to see in Rivesaltes a continuity 

between the ‘Frances’ of the 20th Century; from the pre-war Third Republic, through Vichy to 

the Fourth and current Fifth Republic, the site suddenly making sense of a variety of complex 

historical phenomena. Rather, they suggest, Rivesaltes has been situated at a crossroads, at 

once European and Mediterranean, caught between a society’s economical, political and 

ethnic anxieties and a technocratic means of managing migratory flows by the state. If there 

 
197 Denis Peschanski, ‘Point de vue. La mort de masse est en marche... Debout, les consciences!’, Ouest France, 
17/09/2015, [Online] <http://www.ouest-france.fr/point-de-vue-la-mort-de-masse-est-en-marche-debout-les-
consciences-3691709> [Accessed 18/09/2015]. 
198 Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory, p.18. 
199 Rothberg, ‘From Gaza to Warsaw, p.425. 
200 Ibid., p.526. 
201 Butler, Precarious Lives, p.38. 
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is a particular definitive link to be made between Rivesaltes’ multiple entangled histories, 

they argue, it is that ‘[Rivesaltes] is the symbol of the willingness on the behalf of the state to 

arrive at a total control of the body of the migrant on its territory…’202    

 

In memorialising such a history, Rothberg’s axes of comparison and political affect mirror the 

geographical/historical crossroads that Rivesaltes has occupied for some 70 years. Sat in the 

middle of these axes, huddled beneath Riss’s satirical signpost at the crossroads of France, are 

the bodies of so many ‘undesirables’, people that at one time or another have been considered 

‘Other’ to French society. In order to make past, present and future bodies grievable, a critical 

engagement with the politics of multidirectionality might be one way of ‘harnessing…the 

legacies of violence in the interests of a more egalitarian future.’203 Such a call carries 

inherent risks, striking at the core of how France narrates its past and negotiates its way 

through the present204; at a site such as Rivesaltes though, such questions can hardly be 

avoided. Where Riss asked ‘Why are migrants avoiding France?’, with a multidirectional 

approach to Rivesaltes’ past, opening the site to diverse perspectives and dialogue between 

histories, perhaps we can answer with a renewed positivity, drawn up from the depths of 

despair.      

 
202 Lebourg and Moumen Rivesaltes, Le camp de la France, p.156. 
203 Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory, p.21. 
204 Hansen, ‘A Lieu d’Histoire, a Lieu de Mémoire, and a Lieu de Vie’, pp.148-149. 



Chapter Two: Towards an Integrated History 

Introduction 
 

Concluding their 2015 work Le Camp de la France, Nicolas Lebourg and Abderahmen 

Moumen suggest that no site frames France’s recent history in the same way as Rivesaltes. 

‘One is’, they write, ‘either inside, or outside the Camp de Rivesaltes. But nobody is exempt 

from it.’1 Operating throughout the course of the 20th Century, Rivesaltes’ histories are 

multiple, with a consequent difficulty in constructing an agreed, communicable narrative of 

the events that took place at the site. Following a brief historiographical overview of 

scholarship associated with the camp, and a broader contextualisation of the nature of 

internment, this chapter brings together a collection of primary and secondary sources to 

construct an account of what life was like for those living in the confines of the camp.  

 

By mobilising the voices of those interned at Rivesaltes, in this chapter I construct an 

‘integrated’ history of the camp, shifting between the macro world of politics and policies to 

the micro scale of everyday, lived experience. The long history of the Camp de Rivesaltes 

demonstrates the complexities of memorialising such a past, whilst evoking the shared ties of 

experience, as well as simple geography, that unite Rivesaltes’ internees. Without a detailed 

understanding of the history of the camp, it is impossible to imagine the struggle for an 

integrated memory of the site. Equally, for many of those interned onsite, it is precisely the 

conditions that they experienced that have framed a concept of identity that continues to 

shape contemporary concerns. The experience of exile and punitive function of the camp 

landscape have contributed significantly to discourses of identity and memory. As Minister 

Delegate for Repatriates Roger Romani suggested in 1994, for so many years, governmental 

policy dictated that thousands of people would become the ‘forgotten of history’; their 

confinement in camps causing extreme distress. ‘The consequences of this’, he went on, ‘are 

still visible today.’2 A detailed historicisation of the camp not only recovers something of the 

individuals subsumed in the swirling currents of history, but also serves to outline key themes 

that have irrevocably shaped the way the camp has been, and continues to be, remembered by 

the various communities interned there.   
 

1 Nicolas Lebourg and Abderahmen Moumen, Rivesaltes, Le camp de la France: 1939 à nos jours, (Canet en 
Roussillon: Editions Trabucaire, 2015), p.157. 
2 Journal Officiel de la République Française, Assemblée nationale débats parliamentaires, ‘2e séance du 17 
mai 1994’, p.1771. 
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A Historiography in Two Parts 
 

Sources on the French internment camps are now widely available. After a period of 

comparative neglect, the 1990s and 2000s witnessed a proliferation of works addressing 

internment. Associated with the public emergence of a specifically Jewish memory of the 

deportations and a perception of a ‘devoir de mémoire’ (duty to remember), attention 

increasingly turned to France’s particular role in the univers concentrationnaire.3 Whilst 

work addressing the history of individual camps was, at this time, still comparatively rare, 

wider histories addressing the role of the camps within Vichy France’s policy of exclusion 

began to appear.4 Anne Grynberg’s Les camps de la honte : Les internés juifs des camps 

français (1939-1944) (1991) provided an early thesis on the development and implementation 

of internment under the Vichy regime.5 Grynberg’s work focuses specifically on the Jewish 

histories of the camps, an element she found to have been ‘neglected’, even ‘ignored’, 

subsumed by a wider national memory of the war years.6 Focusing specifically on the South 

West and the region centred on Toulouse, Monique-Lise Cohen and Eric Malo’s edited 

collection Les camps du sud-ouest de la France (1994) brings together a series of articles 

arising from a 1990 conference dedicated to regional histories of internment.7 Similarly local 

in their approach is René Grando, Jacques Quéralt and Xavier Febrés’ work on Spanish 

refugees in the South West, discussing the processes by which many internees of the camps 

 
3 On the ‘devoir de mémoire’, see: Olivier Lalieu, ‘L’invention du <<Devoir de mémoire>>, Vingtième Siècle. 
Revue d’histoire, 69 (2001), pp.83-94. As Annette Wieviorka has argued, private manifestations of Jewish 
remembrance have existed from the moment of the Shoah itself. Publicly, however, Jewish survivors did not 
emerge as a coherent group in any part of society - see: The Era of the Witness, p.54. For an early example of 
survivor accounts of the French camps, see: Hannah Schramm and Barbara Vormeier, Vivre à Gurs. Un camp de 
concentration français, 1940-1941, (Paris: Maspero, 1979). 
4 Early examples of individual histories can be found in: Claude Laharie, Le camp de Gurs, 1939-1945. Un 
aspect méconnu de l’histoire du Béarn, (Pau: Infocompo, 1985) and André Fontaine, Le camp d’étranger des 
Milles, 1939–1943, (Aix-en-Provence) (Aix-en-Provence: Edisud, 1989). See also: Maurice Rajsfus, Drancy: un 
camp de concentration très ordinaire, 1941-1944 (Levallois-Perret: Manya, 1991), Eric Conan, Sans oublier les 
enfants: Les camps de Pithiviers et de Beaune-la-Rolande, (Paris: Grasset, 1991); Mechtild Gilzmer, Camps de 
femmes: Chronique d’internées, Rieucros et Brens, 1939-1944, (Paris: Editions Autrement, 2000); Mathieu 
Pernot (ed.) Un camp pour les Bohémiens: Mémoires du camp d’internement pour nomades de Saliers, (Arles: 
Actes Sud, 2001). Most recently, Drancy has been the focus of renewed attention, see: Renée Poznanski and 
Denis Peschanski, Drancy: un camp en France, (Paris: Fayard, 2015); Annette Wieviorka and Michel Laffitte, 
A l’intérieure du camp de Drancy, (Paris: Librairie Académique Perrin, 2015). 
5 Anne Grynberg, Les camps de la honte : Les internés juifs des camps français (1939-1944), (Paris: La 
Decouverte, 1991). Grynberg’s ‘Les camps français, des non-lieux de mémoire’ in Dimitri Nicolaïdis (ed.) 
Oublier nos crimes. L’amnésie nationale: une spécificité française?, (Paris: Editions Autrement, 1994), pp.52-
69 is also worth consulting for a historical/historiographical overview of the French camps. 
6 Grynberg, Les camps de la honte, pp.7-10. 
7 Monique-Lise Cohen and Eric Malo (eds.) Camps du sud-ouest de la France: Exclusion, internement et 
déportation, 1939-1944, (Toulouse: Privat, 1994). See also Eric Malo’s, Les camps d’internement du Midi de la 
France, 1939-1944, (Toulouse: Bibliothèque Municipale de Toulouse, 1990). 
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came to take up arms for the Resistance (1991).8 Adopting a far broader, nationwide 

approach, Serge Barcellini and Annette Wieviorka’s Passant, souviens-toi! (1995) documents 

France’s thousands of memorials to the Second World War.9 Echoing Grynberg’s findings 

that most former internment camps bore little trace to ‘counter the process of forgetting’,10 

Barcellini and Wieviorka found that few internment camps had been commemorated, with 

those that had often struggling to reconcile all of their victims.11 Perhaps the pre-eminent 

historian of the French camps has been Denis Peschanski, whose La France des camps 

(2002) provides a wide ranging account of the systems of internment, extrapolating from 

individual examples the key characteristics of Vichy’s concentrationary system.12 Addressing 

similar concerns to those outlined above, Peschanski wonders whether the multiplicity of 

groups incarcerated throughout the 1930s and 1940s has blocked a shared memory of the 

period. Instead, he suggests a primarily Jewish memory had, until that point, exclusively 

occupied historical and memorial debates surrounding the internment camps.13  

 

Of the work devoted to Rivesaltes, early scholarship is often focused specifically on the 

Jewish internees. Grynberg’s work is notable in this respect, as is Anne Boitel’s Le camp de 

Rivesaltes, 1941-1942 (2001), the first full-length academic study of the camp, which deals 

largely with the Jewish internees.14 Along with such early academic attention, it is clear that 

the Jewish experience of Rivesaltes remains a source of particular interest for visitors to the 

site. Two non-academic sources are worth noting in this respect: Alain Monnier’s Rivesaltes, 

 
8 René Grando, Jacques Quéralt and Xavier Febrés, Camps du mépris: Des chemins de l’exil à ceux de la 
résistance, 1939-1945, (Perpignan: Editions Trabucaire, 1991). 
9 Barcellini and Wieviorka, Passant, souviens-toi!. 
10 Grynberg, Les camps de la honte, p.10. 
11 Barcellini and Wieviorka, Passant, souviens-toi!, p.318; p.320. 
12 Denis Peschanski, La France des camps: L’internement, 1938-1946, (Paris: Editions Gallimard, 2002). The 
wider project from which this book is drawn is also worth consulting, see: Les camps français d’internement 
(1938-1946), Doctorat d’Etat. Histoire. Université Panthéon-Sorbonne - Paris I, 2000. Peschanski’s earlier work 
Les Tsiganes en France, gives a valuable overview of the experience of the Roma community under the Vichy 
regime, drawing attention to the varied groups who were the target of Vichy’s persecution. On the Roma, see 
also: Emmanuel Filhol, La mémoire et l’oubli: L’internement des Tsiganes en France, 1940-1946, (Paris: 
Editions L’Harmattan, 2004). 
13 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.491. 
14 Anne Boitel, Le camp de Rivesaltes, 1941-1942: Du centre d’hébergement au “Drancy de la zone libre”, 
(Perpignan: Presses Universitaires de Perpignan/Mare Nostrum, 2001). Serge Klarsfeld was responsible for a 
much shorter work on the deportations, published in 1993: Les transferts de Juifs du camp de Rivesaltes et de la 
region de Montpellier vers le camp de Drancy en vue de leur deportation. 10 aout 1942-6 aout 1944, (Paris : 
FFDJF, 1993). Boitel’s work was inspired by the scandal of the ‘fichier juif’, which is covered in greater detail 
in Chapter Three.  See: D.D., ‘<<Les fichiers des juifs partaient à la décharge>>’, La Dépêche du Midi, 
16/10/2015 [Online] <http://www.ladepeche.fr/article/2015/10/16/2198922-les-fichiers-des-juifs-partaient-a-la-
decharge.html> [Accessed 08/11/2016]. 
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un camp en France (2008),15 and Rosemary Bailey’s Love and War in the Pyrenees (2008),16 

both of which use the Jewish experience of the site as their focal point.17 Monnier’s work, 

intended as a memorial to those who perished in the Shoah, provides a historical overview of 

the deportations through the author’s travels through the camp landscape, whilst Bailey’s 

book, part travelogue, part history, is notable for the author’s interviews with survivors and 

equally provides an excellent popular introduction to the site’s history. Bailey makes 

extensive use of the diaries of Austrian aid-worker Friedel Bohny-Reiter, whose journals, 

published in 1993, provide an invaluable primary account of life in the camp, particularly 

with reference to the process of deportation.18        

 

One of the first works to look beyond the Second World War experiences of the Camp de 

Rivesaltes was Joël Mettay’s history, L’Archipel du mépris, which appeared in 2001.19 

Conceiving of the camp as an archipelago, ’polymorphous and at times…volcanic’, Mettay 

set out to demonstrate that the Camp de Rivesaltes was not a ‘monolithic’ entity, but rather 

composed of multiple stories across multiple times.20 Whilst Mettay’s account is marked by 

his training as a journalist, relying on press accounts and frustratingly insufficient 

referencing, it remains a valuable work as one of the few examples that provides a universal 

history of the site. Also notable in this sense is Violette Marcos and Juanito Marcos’ Les 

camps de Rivesaltes : Une histoire de l'enfermement (2007) which is similar in its scope, but 

is unfortunate for containing some historical errors.21 Perhaps the best integrated account is 

Nicholas Lebourg and Abderahmen Moumen’s Rivesaltes: Le camp de la France (2015), 

written in the context of the authors’ archival work as members of the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes’ research team. Framing the camp as a space of ‘Othering’, Lebourg and Moumen 

argue that whilst this ‘Other’ might have changed over the decades, the camp has always 

endured; the various camps that have at one time or other made up Rivesaltes coalescing to 

form what they call ‘France’s camp’. 
 

15 Alain Monnier, Rivesaltes, un camp en France, (Cahors: La Louve Editions, 2008). 
16 Rosemary Bailey, Love and War in the Pyrenees, (London: Phoenix 2009). 
17 Caroline Moorehead’s account of the role of the villagers of the Plateau Vivarais-Lignon in saving Jewish 
children is equally worth citing as a non-academic work that highlights the importance of camps such as 
Rivesaltes. Moorehead’s account received significant popular acclaim and was shortlisted for the Samuel 
Johnson Prize for Non-Fiction in 2014. See: Village of Secrets: Defying the Nazis in Vichy France, (London: 
Vintage, 2015). 
18 Friedel Bohny-Reiter, Journal de Rivesaltes:1941-1942, (Geneva: Editions Zoe, 2010). 
19 Joël Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris: Histoire du camp de Rivesaltes de 1939 à nos jours, (Canet-en-Roussillon: 
Editions Trabucaire, 2001). 
20 Ibid., p.26. 
21 Violette Marcos and Juanito Marcos, Les camps de Rivesaltes : Une histoire de l'enfermement, (Portet-sur-
Garonne: Loubatières, 2009). 
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In collaboration with the historical comittee of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, a 

collection of works - Les Cahiers de Rivesaltes - appeared prior to the opening of the new 

memorial. Detailing the military history of the camp,22 the Jewish internees,23 and the Roma 

community,24 the works return to a model that separates the site’s history into its individual 

parts. Relying on significant archival research, the works provide a historicisation of the 

camp and a detailed inventory of those who were interned and deported. Alexandre Doulut’s 

work on the Jewish deportations, in particular, is something of a dialogue with Serge 

Klarsfeld’s Mémorial de la déportation des Juifs de France,25 updating and revising 

Klarsfeld’s findings to provide a comprehensive list of those deported from Rivesaltes. 

Following the memorial’s opening, an additional work Les prisonniers de guerre de l’Axe au 

camp Joffre et dans les Pyrénées-Orientales, has appeared, offering a valuable account of life 

for Axis prisoners of war interned in the camp from 1945.26 Forthcoming editions promise to 

address both the experience of Spanish prisoners of war and the Harkis.27  

 

Where more general works on the history of the Harkis are increasingly widely available,28 

their lives in the camps and particularly at Rivesaltes, remain understudied.29 Claire Eldridge 

argues that a combination of linguistic, cultural, and economic barriers contributed to 

inhibiting early attempts at transmitting memory. Those who arrived in France, she suggests, 

were overwhelmingly drawn from rural communities, were often illiterate and spoke little 
 

22 Beate Husser, Histoire du camp militaire Joffre de Rivesaltes, (Paris: Lienart Editions, 2014) 
23 Alexandre Doulut, Les Juifs au camp de Rivesaltes: Internement et déportation, (1941-1942), (Paris: Lienart 
Editions, 2014). 
24 Alexandre Doulut, Les Tsiganes au camp de Rivesaltes, (Paris: Lienart Editions, 2014). 
25 Op. cit. See also the revised edition: Serge Klarsfeld, Mémorial de la déportation des Juifs de France, (Paris: 
FFDJF, 2012). 
26 Beate Husser and Cristià Xanxo, Les prisonniers de guerre de l’Axe au camp Joffre et dans les Pyrénées-
Orientales, (Paris: Lienart Editions, 2016). 
27 See: Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes: Inauguration à l’automne 2015, p.18. 
28 See, for instance: Jean-Jacques Jordi and Mohand Hamoumou, Les harkis, une mémoire enfouie, (Paris: 
Autrement, 1990); Michel Roux, Les harkis: Les oubliés d’histoire, 1954-1991, (Paris: La Découverte, 1991); 
Charles-Robert Ageron, ‘Les supplétifs algériens dans l'armée française pendant la guerre d'Algérie’, Vingtième 
Siècle. Revue d'histoire, 48 (1995), pp.3-20; William B. Cohen, ‘The Harkis: History and Memory’ in Algeria & 
France 1800-2000: Identity, Memory, Nostalgia, ed. by Patricia Lorcin, (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University 
Press, 2006); Fatima Besnaci-Lancou and Gilles Manceron (eds.) Les harkis dans la colonisation et ses suites, 
(Paris: Editions de l’Atelier, 2008); Claire Eldridge, ‘We’ve Never Had a Voice’: Memory Construction and the 
Children of the Harkis (1962-1991), French History, 23.1 (2009), pp.88-107; Besnaci-Lancou, Falaize, and 
Manceron (eds.) Les Harkis: histoire, mémoire, transmission; Sung Choi, ‘The Muslim Veteran in Postcolonial 
France: The Politics of the Integration of Harkis After 1962’, French Politics, Culture & Society, 29.1 (Spring 
2011), pp.24-45; François-Xavier Hautreux, ‘Quelques pistes pour une meilleure compréhension de 
l’engagement des harkis (1954-1962)’, Les Temps Modernes, 666.5 (2011), pp.44-52; Geraldine Enjelvin and 
Nada Korac-Kakabadse, ‘France and the Memories of “Others”: The Case of the Harkis’, History and Memory, 
24.1 (Spring/Summer 2012), pp.152-177; Crapanzo, The Harkis: The Wound That Never Heals. 
29 Lebourg and Moumen, Le Camp de la France, p.95. 
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French. Combined with the social and physical isolation the Harkis encountered, the 

community and spatial stability required for creating frameworks of memory were absent.30 

This had a silencing effect for the majority of Harkis, which extended even within families; 

the North African and Islamic tradition of paternal deference discouraging fathers from 

talking and children from asking.31 Since the 1990s, scholarship on the Harkis has developed 

significantly, running in parallel with the development of a concerted campaign by the 

children of Harkis to both recognise their rights and bring to light their family histories.32 

Following the fortieth anniversay of the Algerian War in 2002, 2003 saw the publication of a 

series of important biographical works that sought to rehabilitate the Harkis and end some of 

the stigma attached to the community.33 Of these works, Fatima Besnaci-Lancou’s Fille de 

harki and Dalila Kerchouche’s Mon père, ce harki detail family histories of Rivesaltes; 

Besnasci-Lancou recalling her own memories from her time in the camp, and Kerchouche 

recounting her ‘harkiological’ quest34 to uncover her family history. Both works take the 

form of ‘collecto-biographies’, chronicling the authors’ individual lives, but with a wider 

focus on the family and Harki community as a whole.35 Besnaci-Lancou has been responsible 

for a number of important works of oral history on the Harkis,36 which provide a valuable 

insight into life in the camp, as experienced by the individuals who lived there.                     

 
30 Claire Eldridge, From Empire to Exile: History and Memory Within the Pied-Noir and Harki Communities, 
1962-2012, (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2016), p.80. 
31 Eldridge, ‘We’ve Never Had a Voice’, p.93. An early account of the Harkis’ plight can be found in the 
writings of Bachaga Saïd Boualam, a Muslim notable famed for his support of French rule in Algeria. Boualam 
became a notable champion of the Harki cause and was himself airlifted to France with his family and a number 
of Harki tribesmen from his Béni Boudouane homelands. Boualam’s account discusses the role of the Harkis in 
the French military, with the figure of Rivesaltes as its sorry epilogue. See: Bachagar Boualam, Les harkis au 
service de la France, (Paris: Editions France Empire, 1963). On the Beni Boudouane Harkis, see: Giulia 
Fabbiano, ‘« Pour moi, l’Algérie, c’est les Béni-Boudouane, le reste j’en sais rien » Construction, narrations et 
représentations coloniales en Algérie française’, Le Mouvement Social, 236.3 (2011), pp.47-60. 
32 Eldridge and Moumen cite 1991 as the key turning point when the second generation took on the flame. See: 
Eldridge, ‘We’ve Never Had a Voice’, p.89; Abderahmen Moumen, Les français musulmans en Vaucluse, 1962-
1991: Installation et difficultés d'intégration d'une communauté de rapatriés d'Algérie, (Paris: L’Harmattan, 
2003), p.19. 
33 Hadjila Kemoum, Mohand le Harki (Paris: Éditions Anne Carrière, 2003); Zahia Rahmani, Moze (Paris: 
Sabine Wespeiser, 2003); Dalila Kerchouche, Mon père, ce Harki (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 2003); Fatima 
Besnaci-Lancou, Fille de harki (Paris: L’Atelier, 2003). On these works, see: Enjelvin and Korac-Kakabadse, 
‘France and the Memories of “Others”, pp.155-158; Keith Moser, ‘Breaking the Silence or Using it to Speak? 
An Exploration of Silence as a Literary Device in Four Harki Narratives’, French Cultural Studies, 24.1 (2013), 
pp.44-62; Susan Ireland, ‘Facing the Ghosts of the Past in Dalila Kerchouche’s Mon père, ce harki and Zahia 
Rahmani’s Moze’, Contemporary French and Francophone Studies, (13.3) 2009, pp.303-310. 
34 On ‘harkiology’, see: Jennifer Howell, ‘Sur les traces d’un père: <<La quête harkéologique>> de Dalila 
Kerchouche, Contemporary French and Francophone Studies, 15.4 (2011), pp.415-422. 
35 See: Nina Sutherland, ‘Harki Autobiographies or Collecto-biographies? Mothers Speak through their 
Daughters’, Romance Studies, 24.3 (2006), pp.193-201. 
36 Fatima Besnaci-Lancou, Treize chibanis harkis, (Paris: Editions Tirésias, 2006); Fatima Besnaci-Lancou, Nos 
mères, paroles blessées : Une autre histoire de harkis, (Paris: Zellige, 2006); Fatima Besnaci-Lancou (ed.) Des 
vies: 62 enfants de harkis racontent, (Paris:  Éditions de l'Atelier, 2010). 
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By the mid-2000s individual camp histories began to appear.37 Abderahmen Moumen has 

been a central figure in the developing Harki historiography, publishing works on Saint-

Maurice-L’Ardoise,38 Ongles,39 and the Vaucluse region,40 in addition to his work on 

Rivesaltes. An excellent account of Rivesaltes’ function as a space of internment for the 

Harkis can be found in Jeanette E. Miller’s ‘A Camp for Foreigners and “Aliens”’ (2013), 

which conceives of the camp as a Foucauldian space of power and discipline, playing a 

critical role in the construction of the Harkis ‘exilic’ identity.41 Most recently, Claire 

Eldridge’s From Empire to Exile: History and Memory Within the Pied-Noir and Harki 

Communities, 1962-2012, (2016) provides an excellent account of the repatriate diaspora, 

with significant discussion of the Camp de Rivesaltes.     

 

As this brief overview demonstrates, the vast majority of the historiography on the Camp de 

Rivesaltes focuses either on the Jewish or Harki experience of the camp. There are few 

examples in the literature of accounts that offer a panoptical view of Rivesaltes’ 20th Century 

history and fewer still are the accounts that deal with the experience of Spanish Republicans 

and the Roma. Although there is often a somewhat formulaic acknowledgement of the 

camp’s other histories in published accounts, detailed reflection on these interrelated histories 

is rare. This is undoubtedly a complex phenomenon, but can perhaps be explained by the 

dominant place within French historiography held by the Vichy period and the Algerian War, 

as well as a fundamental disagreement on a communicable meaning for the various 

communitites interned onsite. Before presenting my own account of the camp’s history, I first 

wish to explore the contested nature of ‘camps’ as historical phenomena. This discussion 

serves both to clarify terms in that which follows, but also points to some of the critical 

debates that will be discussed when considering the memorialisation of the Camp de 

Rivesaltes.  
 

37 Tom Charbit, ‘Un petit monde colonial en métropole. Le camp de harkis de Saint-Maurice-l’Ardoise (1962-
1976)’, Politix, 76.4 (2006), pp.31-52; Abdel Kader Hamadi, ‘Mémoire des lieux: les “camps” ouverts aux 
“harkis” dans le sud de la France’, Bulletin de l’Association de géographes français, 83.1 (2006), pp.105-120; 
Patrick Jammes, Médecin des harkis au camp de Bias, 1970-2000, (Paris: L’Harmattan, 2012). 
38 Abderahmen Moumen, ‘Camp de Rivesaltes, camp de Saint-Maurice l'Ardoise. L'Accueil et le reclassement 
des harkis en France (1962-1964)’, Les Temps Modernes, 666.5 (2011), pp.105-119. 
39 Abderahmen Moumen (ed.) “Ils arrivent demain” Ongles, village d’accueil des familles d’anciens Harkis, 
1962-1971, (Ongles: Mairie d’Ongles, 2008). 
40 Moumen, Les français musulmans en Vaucluse. 
41 Jeanette E. Miller, ‘A Camp for Foreigners and “Aliens”: The Harkis’ Exile at the Rivesaltes Camp (1962-
1964)’, French Politics, Culture & Society, 31.3 (2013), pp.21-44. For a similar reading, see: Dominique 
Sistach, ‘Le camp de Rivesaltes, 1938-2007: Histoires entrelacées de l’internement d’État’, Temps Presents, 
10/10/2008, [Online], <https://tempspresents.com/2008/10/10/le-camp-de-rivesaltes-1938-2007-histoires-
entrelacees-de-linternement-detat-le-camp-comme-technologie-de-gouvernement-du-visible/> [Accessed 
18/11/2016]. 
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‘It Was Not a German Camp, Far From It’ 
 

When he was interviewed by the University of Southern California’s Visual History Archive, 

Charles Friedman was keen to stress that conditions at Rivesaltes were not as bad as those in 

Germany. ‘It was not a German camp,’ he said, ‘far from it’, but nevertheless, ‘people 

literally died from hunger.’42 Arthur Koestler, who spent time in Franco’s prisons, as well as 

French internment camps, memorably described Le Vernet as ‘the zero point of infamy’ but 

when measured in ‘Dachau-Fahrenheit’, suggested that the French camp remained ‘32 

degrees above zero.’43 When speaking of the French camps, the temptation, as evidenced by 

both Friedman and Koestler, is to compare the situation in France to that of Nazi Germany. 

Within such a comparative framework, semantics play an important role, as do the politics of 

memory, with the term ‘concentration camp’ becoming a particularly contested definition.     

 

Since 1945, ‘concentration camp’ has been almost exclusively attached to the phenomenon of 

the National Socialist camp system. The Oxford English Dictionary definition describes the 

function of a concentration camp as ‘the detention of non-combatants, political prisoners, 

internees, etc., esp. in Nazi Germany (with connotations of inhuman privations endured by 

the inhabitants).’44 Dating the usage of the term ‘camp de concentration’ to 1906, The Grand 

Robert de la langue française gives a similar, albeit slightly more nuanced definition: ‘site 

where, in times of war or trouble, are grouped - under the surveillance of military authorities, 

policemen - suspects, foreigners, national enemies…’. The entry is qualified, suggesting that 

this administrative definition ‘does not correspond to the current usage of the phrase, which, 

since the fall of Nazism, is applied to the extermination camps.’45 If the term ‘concentration 

camp’ makes implicit reference to the Nazi camps, it is therefore important to qualify the 

term: when speaking of the French camps, and Rivesaltes in particular, is it fair to speak of 

concentration camps?   

 

Popular mythology has often suggested that the inventors of the concentration camp were the 

British. In a speech of January 1941, Adolf Hitler argued that, far from a German creation, ‘it 

is the English who are their inventors, using this institution to gradually break the backs of 

 
42 USC 34992, Interview with Charles Friedman. 
43 Arthur Koestler, Scum of the Earth, (London, Hutchinson & Co., 1968), p.103. 
44 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, (Oxford: OUP, 2007), p.478. 
45 Le Grand Robert de la langue française: Dictionnaire alphabétique et analogique de la langue française, 
Vol.II, (Paris: Dictionnaires Robert, 1985), p.301. 
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other nations.’46 That same year, audiences in Germany flocked to see Ohm Krüger, a star-

studded feature film that depicted British concentration camps in all of their barbarity. Anti-

British and anti-Semitic, the production provided a powerful propaganda boost for the Nazi 

regime.47  

 

The term ‘concentration camp’ gained popular currency in Britain in 1901, though its origins 

are perhaps earlier still. Deploying similar tactics to those that would be used in South Africa 

to suppress the Boers, in 1895, imperial Spain had sought to put down a series of local 

insurgencies in Cuba by concentrating insurgents in a single location, thereby depriving them 

of resources, shelter and support.48 Similarly, in German South West Africa (Namibia) large 

camps were used to detain local populations both for punishment and forced labour 

purposes.49  

 

Where these early examples provide important contextualisation, Richard Overy argues that it 

was properly the First World War that ushered in the age of the concentration camp. This, he 

suggests, was a period of transition from an older order of empires to a modern era of mass 

politics, social re-ordering and a discourse that ‘encouraged an exclusive, collectivist view of 

the social organism and a fear of the 'enemy within' – either biological, political, or social.’50 

Such discourse can clearly be seen in the establishment of the first camps on French soil in 

the late 1930s. The interwar period had seen France become home to hundreds of thousands 

of refugees fleeing first Nazi oppression, and subsequently Nazi aggression. Joining those 

Germans who had fled Germany from the very outset of Hitler’s regime (amongst their 

 
46 Quoted in: Wachsmann, KL, p.7. On the figure of the concentration camp in British collective memory, see, 
for instance: David Cesarani, ‘Camps de la mort, camps de concentration et camps d’internement dans la 
mémoire collective britannique’, Vingtième Siecle. Revue d’histoire, 54.1 (1997), pp.13-23. 
47 On Ohm Krüge, see: Annette Wieviorka, ‘L’expression camp de concentration au XXeme siècle’, Vingtième 
Siecle. Revue d’histoire, 54.1 (1997), pp.4-12 (pp.4-5) and Wachsmann, KL, pp.6-7. 
48 Anne Applebaum, Gulag: A History, (New York, NY: Anchor Books, 2004), p.xxxiv. 
49 On the Namibian camps, see: Benjamin Madley, 'From Africa to Auschwitz: How German South West Africa 
Incubated Ideas and Methods Adopted and Developed by the Nazis in Eastern Europe', European History 
Quarterly 35 (2005), pp.429-464; David Olusoga and Casper Erichsen, The Kaiser's Holocaust: Germany's 
Forgotten Genocide and the Colonial Roots of Genocide (London: Faber & Faber, 2010). The theses, supported 
in these works, that the Namibian camps provided a template for Nazi camps has been disputed by Christian 
Goeschel and Nikolaus Wachsmann in ‘Before Auschwitz: The Formation of the Nazi Concentration Camps, 
1933-9’, Journal of Contemporary History, 45.3 (2010), pp. 515-534. For a broad account that defines and 
explains the origins of concentration camps, see: Dan Stone, Concentration Camps: A Short History, (Oxford: 
OUP, 2017), pp.1-33. 
50 Richard Overy, ‘The Concentration Camps: An International Perspective’, Eurozine, 25 (2011), [Online], 
<http://www.eurozine.com/articles/2011-08-25-overy-en.html> [Accessed 08/11/2016]. On the French WWI 
camps, see: Jean-Claude Farcy, Les camps de concentration français de la première guerre mondiale (1914-
1919), (Paris: Editions Anthropos, 1995). 
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number political opponents and Jews) were Austrians (following the Anschluss of 1933), 

Czechs (following the invasion of the Sudetenland in 1938), and, increasingly, Poles. Whilst 

conscious of France’s tradition as a country of asylum, the French people, whipped up by 

xenophobic voices on the far-right, became deeply concerned as to how they were to absorb 

such an influx. Initially liberal in its response to the growing number of refugees, the French 

state became more and more repressive. Increasingly routes into the country were blocked, 

borders closed and refugees met with a regime of exclusion and antipathy. Existing economic 

concerns, compounded by latent anti-Semitism and a fear that France was becoming ‘the 

rubbish dump of Europe’ left Jewish refugees in a particularly compromised position.51 As 

early as 1938, Daladier’s Minister of the Interior, Albert Sarraut, suggested that France ‘must 

put in place a methodical, energetic and immediate plan in order to rid the country of 

undesirable foreign elements who roam the land and act with complete disregard for laws and 

rules’,52 paving the way for the establishment of the first ‘concentration’ camp on French soil 

at Rieucros in early 1939. Reporting from Rieucros, French daily Le Matin’s headline on 3rd 

February 1939 announced the opening of ‘France’s first concentration camp.’ 53  

 

In his history of the French camps, Denis Peschanski has outlined four key stages in the 

development of internment in France. At this early stage, internment was brought about as a 

result of a politics of exception; under Vichy, a politics of exclusion reigned; from 1942, 

internment was a crucial element in the prosecution of the Final Solution in France; and 

following the Liberation, internment was again used as a means of exception.54 Although 

Peschanski suggests that a comparison between the French and parallel Nazi structures 

reveals a similar logic of repression and social exclusion, the absence of a concerted 

reeducation programme, attempts to destroy the self or, indeed, any pursuit of extermination, 

means that, for him, the two institutions reveal as many differences as they do parallels.55 

Thus, returning to Koestler, where at Le Vernet, beating up was a daily occurrence, at Dachau 

it continued until death ensued; at Le Vernet, prisoners died for lack of medical attention, at 

Dachau, they were killed on purpose.56      

 

 
51 See: Greg Burgess, ‘France and the German refugee Crisis of 1933’, French History, 16.2 (2002), pp.203-229 
(p.229). 
52 Quoted in Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris, p.14. 
53 Quoted in Grynberg, ‘Les camps français’, p.55. 
54 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.23. 
55 Ibid., p.487. 
56 Koestler, Scum of the Earth, p.103. 
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Focusing purely on French camps between 1939-1945, Peschanski’s description gives an 

indication of the shifting nature of the concentratory phenomenon in France. Put simply, as 

Annette Wieviorka suggests, ‘concentration camp’, as a descriptor, ‘is too erratic to allow us 

an understanding of differing phenomena.’57 Over the course of the Second World War alone, 

the French camps were not static entities; throughout the course of the 20th Century, much 

less so.  

 

Wieviorka proposes three categories to better understand the different characteristics of 

concentration: ‘internment’, ‘the concentrationary universe’, and ‘death camps’. A unified 

understanding of the dynamics of concentration came about, Wieviorka argues, as a result of 

the occultation of the specificity of the Jewish genocide. Facilitated by the widespread 

mediatisation of the Allied liberation of the western concentration camps (Dachau, 

Buchenwald, Bergen Belsen), the Jewish Shoah came to be amalgamated with political 

concentration.58 The true death camps were never intended for the purposes of internment, 

they were machines designed to put the maximum number of people to death with the 

minimum of effort.59 This is their fundamental distinction from the ‘concentrationary 

universe’60, where, in spite of the deaths of many internees, death is not the primary motive. 

The concentrationary universe arises at the behest of a particular political regime, serving 

political, economic and social ends by concentrating a particular population in an archipelago 

of camps: ‘a world apart, regulated by its own set of laws.’ Where simple ‘internment’ also 

sets aside a population of people, it is, according to Wieviorka, specifically attached to a 

period of war or disorder, disappearing shortly afterwards. Mortality in such camps is entirely 

consequential, the fruits of ‘confusion, negligence, indifference, contempt.’61   

 

Wieviorka’s definitions provide a distinct framework for conceiving of camps, both within 

the timeframe of the Second World War and beyond. Borrowing Wieviorka’s typology, Sylvie 
 

57 Wieviorka, ‘L’expression camp de concentration au XXeme siècle’, p.12. 
58 As Wieviorka points out, the contractions of the Nazi machine meant that when the Allies arrived at the 
western concentration camps, their internees were often Jewish prisoners from the east, forced westwards on 
murderous death marches. Ibid., p.10. For an account of the death marches that shows the shifting geographies 
of internment, see: Simone Gigliotti, Marc J. Masurovsky, and Erik Steiner, ‘From the Camp to the Road: 
Representing the Evacuations from Auschwitz, January 1945’ in Anne Kelly Knowles, Tim Cole and Alberto 
Giordano (eds.) Geographies of the Holocaust, (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2014), pp.192-226. 
59 It has been estimated that at the Globocnik camps (Sobibor, Treblinka, Belzec) only 1/100 prisoners survived 
more than a few hours. Of the thousands of Nazi camps, only Madjanek and Auschwitz were used for both 
internment and extermination. See: Wachsmann, KL, pp.318-325. 
60 Wieviorka’s phrase derives from David Rousset’s L’univers concentrationnaire, (Paris: Editions du Pavois, 
1946). 
61 Wieviorka, ‘L’expression camp de concentration au XXeme siècle’, pp.7-12. 
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Thénault suggests that the camps of the Algerian War can also be conceived of as sites of 

internment. Whilst being implemented on a large scale throughout the Algerian War, both in 

the metropole and in Algeria,62 Thénault argues, internment was not inherent to the 

Republican regime, nor was it something the state was interested in investing in. Rather than 

a concerted political policy on the behalf of the Republic, implemented in the pursuit of a 

defined sociopolitical end, internment produced itself as the consequence of one of France’s 

failures: colonialism. Had colonisation continued successfully, there never would have been 

camps.63 True of the Algerian nationalists interned at Rivesaltes, this is even more the case 

for the Harkis, who, without the intervention of the conflict, would have remained amongst 

their families in Algeria.  

 

The reasons underpinning the Harkis’ internment further reinforce such a definition. Jeanette 

E. Miller suggests a combination of factors that led to the Harkis’ confinement. First and 

foremost, she argues, a chronic housing shortage, already exacerbated by the arrival of 

thousands of pied-noirs,64 meant that there was no appropriate housing available for the 

Harkis. A second factor in the recourse to camps was their prophylactic function. Arriving in 

France, the Harkis found themselves caught in a double bind between the FLN (who wanted 

to kill them)65 and the OAS (who wanted to recruit them);66 for authorities, the camp 

combined a powerful protective and surveillance function. Finally, the arriving Harkis were 

seen as unprepared for life in metropolitan France; by concentrating them in camps, the 

Harkis would be given, to quote one French official, ‘a more profound knowledge of the 

French language and of [French] morals’.67 While the camps had a pronounced effect in 

 
62 On the Algerian camps, see: Cornaton, Les camps de regroupement de la guerre d’Algérie, and Sylvie 
Thénault, Une drôle de justice : Les Magistrats dans la guerre d'Algérie, (Paris: La Découverte, 2001). 
63 See: Sylvie Thénault, ‘Interner en République : Le cas de la France en guerre d’Algérie’, Amnis, 3 (2003) 
[Online], <http://amnis.revues.org/513> [Accessed 14/11/2016]. 
64 As Yann Scioldo-Zürcher suggests, in spite of an equally unexpected arrival, the pied-noirs were housed in a 
variety of different accommodation blocks, from requisitioned hotels to emergency shelters, but never in camps. 
See: ‘Accueillir les Français rapatriés d’Algérie, histoire d’une régulation sociale par l’évitement des 
bidonvilles: L’exemple de Paris (1962-1969)’, French Politics, Culture & Society, 31.3 (2013), pp.45-64. 
65 La Fédération de France du FLN undertook surveillance and maintained lists of unknown Algerians arriving 
in France to try and root out the auxilliaries. See: Moumen, ‘Camp de Rivesaltes, camp de Saint-Maurice 
l'Ardoise’, p.108. 
66 The Organisation de l'armée secrète were a right-wing paramilitary organisation dedicated to maintaining 
French rule in Algeria. They were responsible for a number of attempts on Charles de Gaulle’s life. On the 
OAS, see: Alistair Horne, A Savage War of Peace: Algeria 1952-1962, (New York, NY: New York Review 
Books, 2006), pp.480-504, and Rémi Kauffer, OAS: Histoire d’une guerre franco-française, (Paris: Editions du 
Seuil, 2002). For a comparison of the FLN and the OAS, see: Raphaëlle Branche, ‘FLN et OAS: Deux 
terrorismes en guerre d’Algérie’, European Review of History: Revue européenne d’histoire, 14.3 (2007), 
pp.325-342. 
67 Quoted in Miller, ‘A Camp for Foreigners and “Aliens”’, p.26. 
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isolating the Harkis from the local community, which will be discussed further below, it is 

clear that the Harki encampments arose from a combination of unpreparedness, indifference, 

and a desire to control the incoming community.     

 

Addressing Peschanski and Wieviorka’s frameworks, a tentative definition of Rivesaltes as an 

‘internment camp’, appropriately caveated, therefore seems appropriate. Aside from the 

Vichy period, and the specific period of the summer of 1942, where Rivesaltes could be said 

to have formed part of a specific French concentrationary universe, for the most part, it 

functioned as an internment camp: disorganised, neglectful, but never subordinated to a wider 

sociopolitical programme, much less intended as a means of causing death. As Marrus and 

Paxton write of the Spanish refugees, but equally applicable to many of Rivesaltes’ 

successive internees: ‘[i]nternment seemed the simplest recourse in times of emergency to a 

harassed and distracted bureaucracy…’.68 The words of the engineer in charge of constructing 

the camp in 1941 are telling: ‘we have seen the final plans for the camp go successively from 

“internment camp” to “surveillance camp” to “accommodation camp for needy foreigners”, 

then, finally “rehabilitation camp attached to a hospital”.’69 He had no idea what he was 

supposed to be building.  

 

At various times Rivesaltes has been referred to as a ‘concentration camp’, an 

‘accommodation centre’, and a ‘transit camp’. None of these are accurate at all times and for 

all inmates, just as the term ‘internment camp’ as a broader category has its deficiencies. 

Where it has been argued that the camp has been used throughout time to exclude ‘Others’ in 

order to better construct a collective sense of self,70 one must be careful not to (re)impose 

such logic when writing its history. The camp was not experienced in the same way by all 

those who lived there, just as it is not remembered in the same way by the various 

communities interned onsite. While ‘internment camp’ will be used in that which follows, 

both for semantic ease and, I feel, as the most historically appropriate term, it remains 

important not to impose binary logic on the experience of individuals: suffering may have 

been shared, but it cannot necessarily be equated.  

  

Where the preceding discussion speaks to history on the macro scale, at a distance removed 
 

68 Michel Marrus and Robert Paxton, Vichy France and the Jews, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
1995), p.65. 
69 Quoted in Lebourg and Moumen, Rivesaltes: Le camp de la France, p.21. 
70 Lebourg and Moumen, Rivesaltes: Le camp de la France, p.11. 
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from the individuals who experienced it, the account given below is a conscious attempt to 

construct what Saul Friedländer has referred to as an integrated history. Too often, 

Friedländer suggests, attention is focused on policies and their implementation, with far too 

little discussion of the victims themselves. The aim of an integrated history, as such, is to 

provide an account that connects ‘the policies of the perpetrators, the attitudes of surrounding 

society, and the world of the victims’.71 If there is a criticism to be levelled at the existing 

scholarship surrounding the Camp de Rivesaltes, it is precisely that attention has focused on 

the camp as institution and wider governmental policy, rather than on the individuals who 

were interned.72 Each scale is, of course, important in understanding the function of the camp 

throughout time, but it is only through an interweaving of the micro and the macro, the social 

and the political, that a more nuanced understanding of the camp can be achieved. A history 

from below, detailing the lives of the prisoners, reveals something of their agency, their 

ingenuity and, indeed, their fundamental humanity.    

1939-2007 - France’s Internment Camp 
    

Rivesaltes is a small town to the north of Perpignan, overshadowed by the looming Pyrenees 

and the domed peak of Canigou. Famed for its fortified wine, the municipality was the 

birthplace of Joseph Joffre, Marshal of France, and hero of the First World War, for whom a 

substantial military camp to the north of the town was named in the late 1930s. Originally 

intended as a training post for colonial soldiers on their way to the front lines, the first 

impetus for building a camp onsite dates to the inter-war period, with the vast plains around 

Rivesaltes offering an ideal environment for live-fire exercises and manoeuvres in 

preparation for the front.73 A ministerial note of 1923 indicates planning for a camp in the 

Perpignan-Carcassonne region should be put in place ‘in order to avoid overlong studies 

relating to installation, such that building can begin immediately in the event of 

mobilisation’.74 

 

With war rapidly approaching as Germany invaded Poland, building at Rivesaltes got 

underway, with the first barracks being constructed in late 1939. Army planners confiscated 

 
71 Friedländer, Nazi Germany and the Jews, p.1. 
72 This would be my particular criticism of the Cahiers de Rivesaltes series, discussed above. 
73 Husser, Histoire du camp militaire Joffre de Rivesaltes, p.13. The irony of a camp intended for young men 
from Morocco and Senegal staying for a few weeks being used for families from Eastern Europe staying 
indefinitely is noted in Marrus and Paxton, Vichy France and the Jews, p.173. 
74 Ibid., p.14. 
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land on the plain from local wine-growers and, crucially for that which would follow, 

approximately 83% of the camp was built on land that could not be cultivated.75 For the 

inmates yet to arrive, there was to be no possibility of growing additional food to support 

their meagre rations.      

 

At this time, in the South West of the country, a significant refugee population had already 

gathered. During the first fortnight of February 1939 alone, between 350,000 and 500,000 

refugees had gathered in France,76 fleeing the march of Franco’s fascist forces in ‘the largest 

exodus ever experienced in France.’77 After partial attempts to maintain the flow of refugees, 

the French state realised that the only way to control such numbers would have been to use 

force; an implicit validation of the fascist regime. Placed in what was seen as an untenable 

position, the border was opened.  

 

Reaction to the new influx of refugees was increasingly hostile, with the local press 

denouncing the ‘deserter’, ‘coward’, ‘unwanted’ masses who they saw as a direct threat to the 

French state.78 Driven onto the beaches at Argelès, Saint-Cyprien and Le Barcarès, these 

refugees were met with a ‘Dante-esque vision’,79 with no shelter from the extremes of 

temperature and bitter winds. Lacking even the most basic of accommodation; a ‘nowhere’ 

characterised by its ‘lack or absence as a place’,80 tens of thousands succumbed to the harsh 

conditions on the beaches, before those refugees who had survived were transported to more 

permanent camps across the South West.  

 

With France’s declaration of war against Nazi Germany, potent conceptions of racial 

difference and the fear of a large fifth column behind the lines intensified the 

concentrationary phenomenon. It soon became clear that the existing camp infrastructure was 

not sufficient for the large numbers of refugees who already found themselves within French 
 

75 Husser, Histoire du camp militaire Joffre de Rivesaltes, pp.17-18. A ministerial report indicated that 5/6 of the 
parcels of land requisitioned by the army was uncultivable - ‘The requisition of uncultivable parcels caused only 
a minor inconvenience to the proprietors: the dryness of the soil meant it was, in effect, incompatible with 
growing crops.’ (p.18). 
76 Louis Stein, Beyond Death and Exile: The Spanish Republicans in France: 1939-1955, (London: HUP, 1979), 
p.38. 
77 Scott Soo, ‘Between Borders: The Remembrance Practices of Spanish Exiles in the South-West of France’, in 
Henrice Altink and Sharif Gemie (eds.) At the Border: Margins and Peripheries in Modern France, (Cardiff: 
University of Wales Press, 2008), pp.96-116 (p.101). 
78 Lebourg and Moumen, Rivesaltes, Le camp de la France, pp.13-16. 
79 Roc d’Almenara, Journal d’un réfugié catalan, (Perpignan: Editions Mare Nostrum, 2012), p.20. 
80 Francie Cate-Arries, Spanish Culture Behind Barbed Wire: Memory and Representation of the French 
Concentration Camps: 1939-1945, (Lewisburg, PA: Bucknell University Press, 2004), p.21. 
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borders.81 It was at this time Camp Joffre, a largely unfinished military base to the north of 

the commune of Rivesaltes, was first considered as a potential solution to the problems of 

internment. Conscripting the Spanish refugees into work details, construction began in 

earnest at Rivesaltes. As the French army mobilised to combat the threat to her eastern 

border, a first convoy of 60 refugees arrived in late 1939 to begin construction of the camp. 

Contemporary documents paint a somewhat confused scene with local wine growers looking 

on in amazement as these workers began to construct barracks in the middle of their 

vineyards. For these early workers, conditions were an ominous forebear of what was to 

come. Pierre Torres, a Spanish refugee deployed as part of a CTE (Compagnie des 

travailleurs étrangers)82 was tasked with constructing Rivesaltes’ rail spur. With insufficient 

food available to sustain their work, Torres and a number of his colleagues used to disappear 

into the vines and head towards Salses to hunt cats to eat.83    

 

By mid-1940 much of the camp had been built, though that is not to say completed. As Beate 

Husser outlines: ‘The buildings at Camp Joffre were never really finished...Throughout its 

existence, the camp remained a permanent building site: repairs were constantly necessary, 

partly because of the difficult climatic conditions and partly because of the poor quality of the 

materials used.’84 By July 1940 though, the local quartermaster was able to report a capacity 

of 27,000 at Rivesaltes, with accommodation for a further 10,000 troops under construction.85 

By the time the camp was first conceived of as a centre for internment in October 1940, 

following the promulgation of the Statut des Juifs,86 this figure had risen further, the 

departmental prefect for the Pyrenees Orientales signalling that he could accommodate up to 

50,000 people onsite.87  

 

At this time, it became clear that the existing camps for foreign nationals were inadequate, 

 
81 By 1939, some 55,000 Jewish refugees alone are estimated to have arrived in France. See Marrus and Paxton, 
Vichy France and the Jews, p.36. 
82 Foreign Workers Companies. 
83 MCR_20_2009 Entretien témoignage de M. Pierre Torres. 
84 Husser, Histoire du camp militaire Joffre de Rivesaltes, p.30. 
85 Ibid., p.29. 
86 The Jewish Statute was promulgated in October 1940 and put in place a series of laws that defined Jewishness 
and restricted the rights of Jewish people in France. A second statute in June 1941 widened the definition of 
Jewishness and placed further restrictions on employment. The statutes definition of Jewishness went further 
than the Nazi definition. See: Julian Jackson, France: The Dark Years, 1940-1944, (Oxford: OUP, 2001), p.355; 
p.359. 
87 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.237. 
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posing problems of housing and hygiene that needed urgent resolution.88 The newly installed 

Vichy government felt that they had a solution, an Interior Ministry memo stating: ‘The 

question of civil internment camps could be solved relatively easily if it were possible to 

gather the vast majority of foreign nationals in a single, easily manageable camp. Now, this 

camp already exists - it’s Rivesaltes.’89 That December, the Director General of the National 

Police Force informed the departmental prefect that part of the camp was to be ceded to the 

civil authorities. 

 

As the new year dawned, so the first transports of internees began to arrive at Rivesaltes, 

following the liquidation of some of the improvised camps around the South West. Amongst 

their number were Spaniards, Roma,90 and other foreign ‘undesirables’ as well as some of the 

6,500 German Jews expelled from Germany in late 1940 - the only transports to reverse the 

traditional west-east Holocaust geography.91 On arrival, internees were met with terrible 

conditions. Rabbi Schilli, a member of the camp’s chaplaincy, recommended ‘the installation 

of electricity, the provision of straw (if not mattresses), the installation of sufficient kitchens, 

the creation of an infirmary, and the opening of a school for the children.’92 Reflecting 

Schilli’s concerns, in her Shoah Foundation interview, Margot Blank recalled the poor 

conditions in her barrack, with rows of continuous straw mattresses full of bugs, with just 5-

10 inches space between people.93 Reflecting on her living conditions, Sophie Caplan drew 

parallels with the Nazi concentration camps to the East, each barrack accommodating 

between 200-300 people by her estimation,94 whilst Laure Kolb described the barrack 

 
88 Ibid., p.237. 
89 Doulut, Les Juifs au camp de Rivesaltes, p.17. 
90 Throughout I will use the term ‘Roma’ as guided by Slawomir Kapralski, whose explanation is worth quoting 
at some length: ‘the term Roma...is an umbrella term describing all communities otherwise known (in English) 
as ‘Gypsies’, regardless whether or not their own ethnonym is ‘Roma’. Those who call themselves ‘Roma’ 
usually live or originated in Eastern Europe and are divided into numerous groups...Those who do not describe 
themselves as Roma live mostly in Western Europe. These are Sinti, who live in Germany, Austria and Northern 
Italy, Manoushes, who live in France and are closely related to Sinti, Spanish Cale who do not object to being 
called Gitanos and often use the latter word to describe themselves, and various groups living in the UK, who 
use the word ‘Gypsy’ as an acceptable self-description. Needless to say, they are all ‘Roma’ in terms of 
historical origins, certain cultural and linguistic features as well as contemporary social position, but they often 
appreciate their internal differentiation.’ - See: ‘Memory, Identity, and Roma Transnational Nationalism’ in 
Chiara De Cesari and Ann Rigney (eds.) Transnational Memory: Circulation, Articulation, Scales, (Berlin: 
Walter de Gruyter, 2014), pp.195-217 (p.195). 
91 Michèle Fleury-Seemuller, ‘Introduction’ in Friedel Bohny-Reiter, Journal de Rivesaltes:1941-1942, 
(Geneva: Editions Zoe, 2010), pp.5-34 (p.10). 
92 Quoted in Peschanski, La France des camps, p.237. 
93 USC 39664, Interview with Margot Blank. 
94 USC 5444, Interview with Sophie Caplan. 
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buildings simply as ‘rabbit cages’.95   

 

Adding to his concerns about accommodation onsite, Schilli also drew attention to the wider 

camp infrastructure, noting the absence of an effective sewage system and the deplorable 

state of the camp’s toilet blocks, which were already contaminated by mosquitoes and rats.96 

Gerard Blumenthal, who arrived at Rivesaltes in January 1941, recalled that the only hygiene 

facilities available were a few taps, but, due to his arrival in the middle of winter, they were 

all frozen, meaning they had no running water.97  For Maria Baqué, washing drew attention to 

the differences between her Spanish community and the German Jews:  

 

we washed ourselves bit by bit or we didn’t wash at all. And with us were Germans 
who were much more at ease with nudity: they went up to a tap, they took off their 
clothes from head to toe, they washed from head to toe in front of the others, and we 
were astounded because we would never have dared to show our bottoms to anyone 
else…98 

 

Using the toilet was particularly unpleasant, with nothing but open latrines provided. ‘It was 

better’, Paula Koiran recalled, ‘to not walk too close to the toilets…on days when it was very 

windy; you very easily got excrement on your head.’99 In the barracks, where the scent of 

human sweat hung in the air, the thin walls ‘allowed the wind to seep through and to spread 

fecal matter throughout the entire camp.’100 Drawing attention to the gender dynamics within 

the camp, Blumenthal explained how some women used to wait until the middle of the night 

to go to the toilet to avoid being seen.101 Remembering her experience, Erika Gold recalled 

the viscous mud that surrounded the pit and fear of falling in. She also recalled the 

indifference with which any complaints were met by fellow internees - ‘if you did complain 

either they would laugh at you or get angry with you.’ Conditions in the camp meant that 

‘you just passed your day like an animal.’102  

  

 
95 USC 30356, Interview with Laure Kolb. 
96 Quoted in Peschanski, La France des camps, p.237. 
97 USC 33113, Interview with Gerard Blumenthal. 
98 MCR Entretien témoignage de Mme Maria Baqué. 
99 Paula Koiran, Une enfance juive, (Brussels: Editions Artistfolio, 2009), p.96. 
100 Vivette Samuel, Rescuing the Children: A Holocaust Memoir (trans. by Charles B. Paul), (Madison, WI: The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 2002), p.36. 
101 USC 33113, Interview with Gerard Blumenthal. For a recent account on the nature of gender within the 
Holocaust, see, for instance Sarah Helm, If This is a Woman - Inside Ravensbruck: Hitler’s Concentration 
Camp for Women, (London: Little, Brown, 2015). 
102 USC 21372, Interview with Erika Gold. 
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During this period, mortality rates were particularly high - 30-40% for male internees from 

February-July 1941, with epidemics (measles, chickenpox and gastroenteritis) sweeping 

through the camp.103 By 1942 it had been noted that the water source had been contaminated 

from the very first arrivals, due to the toilets being located next to the two water sources.104  

 

Another significant issue was nutrition. Food was scarce - a telephone call from the camp’s 

chief medic to authorities in Marseilles revealed the dire situation: ‘food is rationed in the 

extreme. Not much porridge, not much of anything in a word...we are in a poor state when it 

comes to nutrition.’ The call concludes with a somewhat implausible request for the provision 

of oranges for the children.105 Friedel Bohny-Reiter, an Austrian aid-worker working at 

Rivesaltes, summed up her experience at Rivesaltes during this period as ‘an immense 

misery’; ‘I saw nothing but the wide eyes of starving children, looking out from faces scarred 

by suffering and resentment.’106  

 

The question of food is almost ever-present in survivor accounts. Charles Friedman 

repeatedly stressed that ‘all we thought of was eating’, with each day a struggle to try and 

make his small bread ration last throughout the day. When pressed by his interviewer as to 

what he dreamed of in the camp, Friedman replied simply: ‘it was just to be able to eat.’107 

Sophie Caplan similarly recalled her bread ration: with the camp kitchen giving orders as to 

how many people each loaf was for, the internees created makeshift scales to ensure that 

everyone was given their fair share.108 Lunch consisted of soup, occasionally fortified with 

some meat, but this, Caplan suggested, was rare. Potatoes were provided twice a year - on 

Easter Sunday and Christmas Day, with the rest of their provisions taken from food rejected 

by the local population - chickpeas, olives and artichokes, which were often rotten, stank and 

had no taste.109 To stave off hunger, Amira Gerzow’s mother used to take her daughter’s 

bread ration each morning and feed her small pieces throughout the day. One day, Amira had 

had enough of being hungry and grabbed the bread from her mother’s hands: 

 

 
103 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.142. 
104 Ibid., p.238. 
105 Quoted in Peschanski, La France des camps, pp.140-141. 
106 Bohny-Reiter, Journal de Rivesaltes, pp.35-37. 
107 USC 34992, Interview with Charles Friedman. 
108 USC 21372, Interview with Sophie Caplan. See also Antonio Cordoba, Une enfance andalouse, 
(Blanquefort: Cercle des Ecrivains, 1998), p.89. 
109 USC 21372, Interview with Sophie Caplan. 
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“Enough! You’re not keeping my bread anymore, you’re eating it!”  
I ate it in one mouthful…What happened in the evening when I was screaming with 
hunger? My mother got her bread out and gave me her bread. And she said to me:  
“You know, I’ve done that every day. You got your bread and my bread…”  
I was very ashamed…To this day, I can’t forgive myself for having done that.110 
 

Amira’s mother, Ida, was deported from Rivesaltes on the 14th September 1942. Her convoy 

left Drancy for Auschwitz on 16th September.111 

 

Internees were able to improve their rations in a number of ways. Some were able to receive 

packages from the outside world; in this way Margot Blank was able to receive oatmeal from 

her family to help with her digestion.112 In his Shoah Foundation interview, Norbert Herz 

recounts that to this day he is fond of receiving post - a legacy of the parcels his aunt and 

uncle were able to send from nearby Gaillac during his incarceration at Rivesaltes.113 

Florentino Calvo recalled that some Jewish internees received boiled eggs in their parcels and 

was astounded to watch them eat the eggs whole, shell and all: ‘We said to them: “You can’t 

eat the shell!” They said: “But the shell has the most vitamins…So we have to make the most 

of it, we can’t just throw it away.”’114 Calvo’s fellow Spaniard, Fabia Pilar was able to find 

some additional calories another way:  

 

One night a French officer was doing the rounds of the camp, he was surveilling the 
camp and he saw a bin move. He had thought that it was a dog inside, an animal. And 
actually it was me eating a bit of raw cabbage. 

 

The officer took sympathy on her and took her to the officers’ mess where she was given 

some scraps to eat.115 Others were forced to turn to rats and cats: valuable calories for those 

who were dying of hunger.116   

 

Some were able receive a lifeline from their work outside of the camp. Laure Kolb was 

tasked with helping local wine growers pick their grapes. Whilst she was never paid for her 
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work in scalding temperatures, she was unconcerned because she was given extra food.117 

Maria Obuchowski’s mother was able to secure similar work, but this was, of course, 

seasonal,118 and as Chaja-Rose Owieczka-Steinberg suggests, conditions in the camp were 

only temporarily kept at bay: ‘people weren’t working...they were deteriorating.’119  

 

Ingenuity of course played a role in survival: there were ways to save your life if you had the 

wherewithal.120 David Granda, a Spanish internee, used his contacts in the camp post office 

to secure materials to make espadrilles which were then sold outside the camp. Granda was 

able to negotiate a position at the head of a barrack, a role that allowed him extra portions of 

bread, a small wage and fortnightly trips to the local town of Salses.121 Due to her mastery of 

French and German, Hannelore Haguenauer was also given the role of barrack chief. Every 

morning she was tasked with performing the roll call to ensure none of the inmates had 

escaped overnight. Her position afforded her a separate room with her mother and 

grandmother and a certain sense of authority over her fellow inmates, but, as she recalled, no 

additional food.122 If Granda was considered by the Roma families living in his hut to be a 

‘good chief’,123 the moral ambiguities of such a position were underlined by Erika Gold, who 

described the head of her barrack as ‘playing the role of a Nazi’, leading to an intense hatred 

from those living in her block.124 Once the barrack chiefs got their stripes, a sense of 

superiority and unfriendliness could often follow.125 Elisabeth Perdrizet, an aid worker 

working with CIMADE126 described the worst excesses of the barrack chiefs:  

 

Ilot B are suffering a lot at the moment…one of the block chiefs is depriving 
sometimes several barracks of food for days at a time. He has no sense of decency and 
goes into the women’s quarters at any time of day or night without knocking. I have 
had a word with the commandant.127    
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Critical to maintaining order in the camp was a sense of communal life, with internees 

finding particular comfort in their religion. Vivette Samuel, an aid worker with the OSE 

(Œuvre de secours aux enfants) recalled the sense of togetherness brought about by 

Hanukkah celebrations in December 1941: 

 

The entire Jewish block celebrates the first day of Hanukkah...With a shaky hand, one 
of the veterans lights the first small flame of the gigantic menorah that had been made 
by the internees. And the traditional canticle, sung by hundreds of voices, rises as the 
night descends upon the camp. For the moment, suffering has given way, and I too am 
seized by this immense hope.128   
 

Whilst the Jewish inmates celebrated the Hanukkah festival, Friedel Bohny-Reiter celebrated 

Christmas with her Spanish charges. Beneath a Christmas tree the children lined up to receive 

a small piece of chocolate, before Father Christmas appeared with two angels: ‘[e]veryone 

had dance in their blood’ as the children sang songs and danced happily beneath the tree.129 If 

such scenes seem improbable, as Henri Parens, a survivor of Rivesaltes notes in his memoir, 

the children of Rivesaltes proved to be resilient: ‘[c]hildren’, he writes, ‘find creative ways of 

making impossible life livable.’130 Discussing religious observance in the camps in a 

contemporary report, Rabbi Kapel suggested that he could say that ‘never in our French 

synagogues have I observed as much piety and religious fervor as in these cold, humble, 

ramshackle buildings used as makeshift places of worship.’131  

 

In her memoir of her time at Rivesaltes, Paula Koiran evokes something of the festive 

atmosphere of the time. In the evenings, the mood was upbeat:   

 

We sing. Solo or in unison, in every language…We dance, passionately, as if the war 
didn’t exist, as if there weren’t any deportations, as if we wanted to ward off death. 
We forget hunger. There are those who dance alone, real artists, and those who dance 
the Hora and other kibbutzim dances.132  
 

 
128 Samuel, Rescuing the Children, pp.49-50. Sophie Caplan remembered a concert staged that year to celebrate 
the festival at which her cousin was chosen to perform the dreidel song. She notes the guilt she feels to this day 
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Such cultural practices showed a degree of resistance to the circumstances in which the 

internees found themselves. Calvo Florentino recalled how a concert by Jewish musicians 

demonstrated that even in the worst of circumstances, Rivesaltes’ communities were still able 

to come together and make music. Someone had even procured a piano, although the classical 

music they played was not to Florentino’s taste: ‘We were a bit disappointed though, because 

we didn’t know classical music; they should have played a flamenco [or] a pasa doble, we 

would have appreciated that more.’133  

 

Dignity in the face of such trauma was a necessity to maintain hope. Antonio de la Fuente 

recalls an interaction with some of the camp guards. The gendarmes had a football pitch, with 

four sticks forming the goal posts:  

 

I was with my brother that morning, in the springtime, by the football pitch. There 
was a guard who was playing, who came towards me, I was on the touch line…he put 
a wristwatch in my hands. I must say that it was the first time in my life that I had 
seen a wristwatch…And he said to me “Look after my watch for me.” So I kept it 
carefully in my hands, because, for me, it was something important, that had a value, 
and so, faced with this man, I wanted to show who I was when it came to honesty. 
Because, in spite of everything, we were proud to be who we were.134 

 

Perhaps the most audacious account of life in the camp comes from Gerard Blumenthal’s 

family. At the age of eleven - ‘but an old eleven’ - Gerard used to steal food from the back of 

delivery trucks, whilst his father undertook missions outside of the camp. Making use of the 

permeable camp boundary, Gerard’s father was able to smuggle fellow internees out of the 

camp, conveying them to the town of Perpignan, some ten miles distant. Getting these 

desperate people out, Gerard recalled, was not a problem, but getting back in was, meaning 

his father had to bribe guards with cheese and wine to be allowed back in! With no little 

pleasure on his part, Blumenthal’s testimony leaves the viewer with a most absurd image of 

his people-smuggling father picking his way through the vineyards only to break back into 

western Europe’s largest internment camp. If this aspect of Gerard Blumenthal’s story was far 

from typical, it’s conclusion is far more typical. On May 8th 1942, the OSE gave Gerard’s 

parents the option to have their children leave the camp to be taken to a children’s home. His 

father felt the children should go, his mother that they should stay:  

 

 
133 MCR Entretien témoignage de M. Calvo Florentino. 
134 MCR Entretien témoignage de M. Antonio de la Fuente y Ferraz. 
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Nobody had any idea, any inkling of what was really going on in this war.’ ‘The 
decision was really a decision of chance...They figured that I will probably have it 
much better outside...so finally they decided I should go.135 
 

Such unbearable decisions were taken in extremis, and it was often difficult for aid agencies 

to persuade families to be separated. Vivette Samuel recalled how a number of children 

remained in the camp because they could not bear the idea of separation. Thus, a twelve year 

old girl swore to her dying mother that she would look after her father - both were deported 

shortly afterwards.136  

 

Samuel was able to save the Niedermann brothers, Paul and Arnold, who escaped the camp in 

March 1942. Arriving at the camp boundary as the sun rose, Samuel and her small party were 

met by a gazogène lorry137 that had picked its way through two rows of vines. As Samuel 

passed the smaller children through the barbed wire, Paul and Arnold crawled out on their 

stomachs. As the flaps were sealed, Paul recalled seeing a guard some 200 metres away, his 

back turned to the noisy, smoking vehicle. Later, he found out that guards would support their 

meagre wages with bribes from OSE workers.138  

 

Neither Paul nor Arnold would ever see their mother, Friederike, again: 

 

There is one thing that I have never forgotten, and will never be able to forget: it was 
the look in my mother’s eyes when she said goodbye to us. You can imagine yourself 
how it was for a mother to say “I will let my children leave for an orphanage, with 
people that I don’t know. We are going to be separated.” That must have been an 
absolutely horrible thing to do.139    

 

Writing from the camp in June 1942, Friederike summed up the conflicting emotions that 

underlined her decision to let her sons go. Though Paul was too old to be accepted, Arnold 

was already on a transport to America provided by Quaker missionaries:  

 

It seems that [Arnold] will disembark in New York today or the day after tomorrow. 
This idea awakens in me two contradictory feelings. One part of me found it very hard 

 
135 USC 33113, Interview with Gerard Blumenthal. 
136 Samuel, Rescuing the Children, p.55. 
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138 Paul Niedermann, Un enfant juif, un homme libre: Mémoires, (Paris: Bibliothèque Lindemann, 2016), pp.67-
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to be separated from him, but another part feels happy that at least one Neidermann 
should be over there…Give Arnold a big kiss from his mummy and show him love in 
my stead.140 

 

As Joël Mettay suggests, the decision to let one’s child go often focused internees’ attention 

on their own plight and sense of abandonment, instilling a renewed sense of foreboding about 

the future.141 The devastating contrasts of such a decision are conveyed by excerpts from the 

diary of Friedel Bohny-Reiter and a letter written by Léa Drommelschlager to her three year 

old son Edouard:     

  

I will always remember the big iron doorway the children went through, as if they 
were entering some little paradise. I heard Gusti [Reiter, Friedel’s future husband] 
say: “Now all this belongs to you. This is your home - the garden, that’s yours as 
well.” and I see 56 pairs of incredulous eyes…[Later] The children were sat at three 
long tables drinking some marvellous hot chocolate. Gusti had let some of the older 
ones out and we had put the little ones to bed. They were stretched out in soft, white 
beds with such pleasure, catching up on hours of lost sleep.142 - Friedel Bohny-Reiter 
 

My dearest little only son, 
 
I hope that these few words reach you and that you will be able to read them one day 
when you understand the gravity of these events...You are our only thought and we 
had to leave you, to wrench you from the arms of those you are closest to, at the 
moment when you most needed us...I don’t know if I can maintain the hope that I will 
see you again one day, in any case, should we be lost, or if we are to die, as soon as 
the events permit it, find your way to your grandparents, for whom you will replace 
their lost children.143 - Léa Drommelschlager    
 

Léa Drommelschlager, born 30th April 1918 in Białystok, now part of Poland, was deported 

from Rivesaltes on Convoy Number 4 on 4th September 1942. On 11th September, with her 

husband alongside her, she was part of Convoy Number 31 leaving Drancy for Auschwitz.144 

Neither survived.  

 

Three weeks earlier, on 11th August 1942, Friederike Niedermann was also deported, part of 

the first convoy to leave Rivesaltes. She left Drancy on Convoy Number 19 on 14th August 

1942, heading for Auschwitz. 400 people departed on this first convoy to leave the camp; 398 
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would arrive at Auschwitz. 115 men were selected for work and given numbers 59299-59343. 

All of the women from Convoy 1 were gassed on arrival.145  

 

Between August 11th 1942 and October 20th, nine convoys left Rivesaltes heading north. Of 

the 3,089 deportees, 2,289 would eventually arrive at Auschwitz - only 84 survived, all of 

them men.146  

 

Following the Wannsee Conference of January 1942 and the adoption of a policy of 

extermination by the Nazis, the French Vichy government took up an increasingly 

collaborationist stance. Pierre Laval’s return to power brought about police collaboration, the 

provision of a workforce for Nazi Germany and the beginnings of the deportations denoted a 

marked shift in Vichy policy.147 No longer were events subordinate to Vichy’s mythical 

remaking of the French nation - La Révolution nationale148 - but rather targeted at appeasing 

German demands, securing France a privileged position in Nazi Europe.149 From this point 

onwards, as Julian Jackson evocatively describes, ‘Vichy behaved towards the Jews like a 

family building a bonfire in its backyard despite knowing that a forest fire is raging just over 

the fence.’150  

 

Shortly after the infamous Vel d’Hiv roundup of 16th July 1942,151 a significant operation was 

carried out in the Southern non-Occupied Zone on  26th August. Many of those captured in 
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148 The National Revolution was Vichy France’s ideological programme. Changing France’s famous motto - 
Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité (Liberty, Equality, Fraternity) - to Travail, Famille, Patrie (Work, Family, 
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parliamentarism, anti-Semitism and a rejection of modernism. The National Revolution, François Bédarida and 
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to be decades of errors and muddled democracy, in order to fashion the ‘new man’. See: Vichy, 1940-1944, 
(Paris: Editions Perrin, 2004), p.121. On the National Revolution, see also: Robert Paxton, Vichy France: Old 
Guard, New Order, 1940-1944, (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 2001), pp.136-234; Jackson, 
France: The Dark Years, pp.139-165. 
149 Thomas Fontaine and Denis Peschanski, La collaboration: Vichy, Paris, Berlin, 1940-1945, (Paris: Editions 
Tallandier, 2014), p.163. 
150 Jackson, France: The Dark Years, p.360. 
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this roundup were sent to Rivesaltes. During the two weeks between 25th August - 4th 

September 1942, Ilot K became the regional assembly centre for Jews, then, from 5th 

September until its closure in November, the assembly camp for all foreign Jews in the non-

occupied south of the country.152 The guard was doubled with the addition of heavily armed 

policemen, barbed wire enclosed the barracks as ‘the concentrationary phenomenon showed 

it’s true face.’153  

 

Watching preparations for the convoy of 23rd August 1942, the second to depart from 

Rivesaltes, Freidel Bohny-Reiter described the terrible scene: 

 

Oppressive heat surrounds the camp. The line of barbed wire hung tightly around Ilots 
K and F is suffocating. The cries of tormented men still hang in the air. I see them 
leaving their barracks in long lines, gasping under the weight of their possessions. The 
guards at their sides. Getting in line for the roll call. Waiting for hours in a field 
exposed to the sun. Then the lorries that will take them to the railway line arrive. They 
get out of the lorries, passing between two lines of guards and get into the cattle 
wagons. Some hesitant, others resigned, a few with an air of defiance, heads held 
high. It took hours until everyone was crammed into the wagons, where it was 
stiflingly hot. I saw faces I knew behind the bars. Shouting one last plea, crying out a 
thank you. At each opening, two guards. 
 

I watched the faces. No longer despairing, older somehow, ravaged and 
mournful. From the last wagon we heard a ‘goodbye’. We went back to the camp.154    

 

Climbing onboard the convoy were Rebekka Wildmann and her son Hugo. Letters between 

Rebekka and her husband Heinrich, convalescing in a local hospital, and their children 

Manfred, Margot, and Hannelore, who had been released to the care of children’s homes, 

reveal both the crippling uncertainty the deportees felt, but equally the hope, faith, and 

dignity with which they faced the proposition of deportation. Writing to Hannelore on 7th 

August, Rebekka described the preparations:  

 

You have no idea how [îlot] F is watched, every 3 steps there is a guard…There is a 
roll-call at night and in the morning, and during the night they walk through the 
barrack and look into each bed. 

 

In spite of the tight security, Rebekka described escapes ‘blooming’, as some of those listed 
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for deportation took perhaps their last opportunity to flee. ‘This time’, Rebekka wrote, ‘the 

grapevine had it that we will be shipped off, in fact to Poland. I am not that pessimistic and 

did not believe it.’155 On the 20th August, Rebekka sent a final letter to Manfred: ‘I am very 

sorry that I have to burden you with a heartache in today’s letter. Today I and Hugo are being 

shipped off. Don’t take it too hard, perhaps it is for the better.’ Manfred’s brother Hugo 

added a few words of hope: ‘Today we have to pick up the wanderer’s staff again. Remain 

strong so that you will survive these hard times…We want to hold out till our victory. Be 

strong and steadfast.’156  

 

Four days later, Rebekka’s husband worried that he hadn’t heard any news from his wife. By 

the next day, writing to Hannelore from his hospital in Perpignan, he knew that his wife and 

firstborn son had been deported: 

 

This morning I received news that Hugo and Mama were shipped off. They received 
food for 5 days. Apparently in the Paris area into a collecting Camp. They say that 
little by little we will also end up there even if one is presently protected because one 
is sick…Keep your chin up and trust in G’d, everything will turn out well again.157   

 

On the 26th August Hugo and Rebekka Wildmann left Drancy on Convoy Number 24, 

heading for Auschwitz. Hugo was registered at the camp and given the number 178946.158 

Heinrich Wildmann followed his wife and son to Auschwitz, leaving Drancy on 7th December 

1943.159 Mother, father, and son; all perished.    

 

As the deportations began to gather momentum, so did the efforts of the relief agencies, 

helping wherever possible to ameliorate the conditions of departure for those to be deported, 

providing food (fresh fruit and vegetables, raisins, biscuits) and a little money.160 For the five 

days Bohny-Reiter expected the train of 11th September to take to arrive at Drancy, the 

deportees were provided with 1,375 grams of bread, 500 grams of mortadella, 3 tins of 
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sardines, 2 kilos of tomatoes, 1 kilo of fruit and 250 grams of jam.161 For the aid agencies, 

Drancy seemed a long way away; Auschwitz even further. Without knowing exactly what was 

happening, and speaking little of the death camps, there remained for those present a 

‘totalising anguish.’162  

 

Fearing for the future of the deportees, the aid agencies began a desperate last attempt to 

rescue as many people as possible. Jacques Maury, a theology student from Montpellier, had 

volunteered to join his cousin, the priest André Dumas, working for CIMADE as the 

deportations began. He describes their futile attempts at rescue as the roll calls began: 

 

The tension was naturally enormous in Ilot K…My cousin’s role was essentially to try 
and get exemptions from the transport for as many people as possible, using official 
exemption lists which had been announced. This was a completely grotesque 
situation…and hypocritical because in the end all of those who were ‘exempted’ 
(pregnant women, the over 70s, young children…) would end up being taken away by 
the end of the summer on the following trains.163 

 

The frustration of such a situation is evident in Bohny-Reiter’s diary as she witnessed the 

familiar faces of those they had liberated just a few months earlier returning from their brief 

moment of freedom. Ultimately, she wrote, ‘[t]he same fate awaits them all.’164  

 

For Andrée Solomon, someone who was able to save some 1,500 children during the course 

of the conflict,165 these failures resulted in feelings of deep shame. To walk away from the 

wagons at the platform edge was contemptible, an image that has remained an enduring 

legacy of her time at Rivesaltes: ‘I am haunted by the image of a mother seated in the wagon 

holding her two children. She passes them to me, a tormented look in her eye; I can’t take 

them; the train moves off.’166 

 

In spite of the growing cynicism of the relief agencies, even at this late stage exemptions 

were still possible. Knowing that the dates of convoys were never changed, the agencies 
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worked until the very last moment to fight to save as many as possible, providing officials 

with exhaustive counter lists - first name, surname, nationality, domicile, profession, family 

situation, exemption category - to stop those eligible for exemption from being deported.167    

 

The Spanish internees looked on, powerless. Pepita de Bedoya Bourrelier was certain that 

after all that they had been through, particularly those who had come from Germany, the 

Jewish inmates must have known their fate.168 For those held in Ilots F and K, terror was 

total; Paula Koiran witnessed one man whose hair, brown in the morning, had turned half-

grey by the afternoon.169 Some internees tried to commit suicide by slashing their wrists.170  

 

‘Charlotte’ was one of the lucky few who CIMADE managed to extract at the last minute 

from Ilot K: 

 

Charlotte was in the convoy leaving that night. I had to intercede with the camp 
commandant immediately. He gave me a pass to go and find Charlotte. Armed with 
this piece of paper, and not without some difficulty, I arrived at the deportation block - 
through the barbed wire, the cordon, the security checks and the soldiers with fixed 
bayonets, all of them surprised they had to let me pass…I went into the assembly 
area. Recognising Charlotte, I called to her. She turned and threw herself at me…I 
said to her, simply: “You’re free, I’m taking you away!”171 

 

Preparing for each transport, the prisoners were called forward one-by-one by the camp 

commandant to learn their fate. A deathly silence settled over the parade ground: 

 

Because of these ‘famous’ exemptions I saw couples leaving each other’s side for the 
final time. One called because they were 66, the other left behind because they were 
70, looking all over the place, doubting whether they would ever see each other again 
on this earth. All this in a real deathly silence. Then, at the end of the roll call, several 
lorries pulled up behind the group to be deported. And then, still in this sinister 
silence, they got up into the lorries.   
 
 Suddenly, when the lorries got going, chants in Hebrew were thrown up - I 
have no doubt they were religious. Then the lorries disappeared and we stayed there, 
arms useless by our sides, paralysed by horror and sorrow.172 
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Arriving at Rivesaltes with her four children, Rosalia Gniwesch looked to Vivette Samuel for 

help. Originally from Poland, the family had settled in Antwerp, before Rosalia, along with 

her husband Kelman, fled through France, eventually arriving in the Pyrénées-Orientales. 

Thanks to the intervention of the aid agencies, all four of the Gniwesch children were able to 

escape the camp; two leaving for America, and two sheltered in children’s homes in France. 

Almost immediately Kelman was taken into the foreign labourer’s workforce where he hoped 

that he would soon be joined by his wife. For a while, Samuel and her team were able to 

prevent Rosalia’s deportation due to her having a child under five. When the age limit was 

lowered to two years of age, Rosalia’s deportation could no longer be prevented. As she 

passed the camp commandant on her way to the train, Rosalia was heard to say: ‘“You’re 

letting a mother of four children be deported, and you knew these four children.”’173 Rosalia 

Gniwesch was a part of Convoy Number 5 on 14th September 1942.174 Kelman was deported 

from his work camp at Ruffieux, leaving Drancy headed for Auschwitz on 26th August.175 On 

the day of his deportation, he received a picture of two of his children, safe in America; he 

left, according to Vivette Samuel, with a smile on his face.176 Neither would return from the 

death camps.  

 

When official means were exhausted, the aid agencies attempted to facilitate the internees’ 

illegal escape, via the preferred route over the nearby Spanish border, or taking the more 

difficult passage to Switzerland.177 One of the Red Cross nurses, Blanche Dreyfus, gave her 

personal identity card and uniform to one of the prisoners to help in their escape. Once 

outside of the camp, the escapees were ferried to Montpellier where they took refuge in a 

hotel owned by Dr. André Klotz, who worked for the OSE, and his wife Jeanne, who helped 

procure false papers for them.178 Thanks to the work of the varied aid agencies working 

onsite, more than half of the 5,000 Jewish internees were saved from deportation.179  

 

Following the German occupation of the southern zone on 11th November 1942, Camp Joffre 

once again became a military base, occupied variously by members of the Waffen SS Death’s 
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Head unit, White Russian soldiers of the Ostbataillone and Italian troops.180 Fearing the 

arrival of the German forces, a number of the remaining Jewish inhabitants of Ilot K were 

able to escape, before the camp was finally liquidated on 25th November 1942.181  The 

arriving Germans were the first Axis forces onsite. Antonio de la Fuente witnessed the first 

soldiers to arrive: two men on a motorbike and sidecar, followed shortly after by a light 

armoured vehicle.182 Throughout the camp’s darkest days in 1942, Rivesaltes was 

administered by the French alone. Of those 2,289 deported from Rivesaltes - an additional 

800 ex-internees were deported from elsewhere - a minimum of 89% were arrested by a 

French policeman or gendarme.183 Camp Joffre’s Holocaust was, therefore, almost uniquely a 

French affair: the Jews were arrested, interned and deported in the large majority by French 

authorities alone. In the name of an illusory sovereignty, the Vichy government had delivered 

those who sought shelter in the Southern Zone to Nazi hands.184 As Donna F. Ryan notes, one 

can only imagine the false sense of security that many must have felt when they saw French 

gendarmes, rather than Gestapo agents on their doorsteps.185    

 

Following the Liberation of southern France, Camp Joffre was once again taken over by the 

French army, with areas of the camp ceded for the purposes of administering victors’ justice. 

On 12th September 1944 the Centre de Séjour Surveillé de Rivesaltes (CSSR) was made 

operational, centred around Ilot Q, for the purposes of incarcerating members of the Milice - 

Vichy France’s anti-Resistance paramilitary unit - black-marketeers and collabos. Judged to 

be ‘small-fry’ and the ‘scapegoats’ of the widespread ‘purging’186 that took place in the 

aftermath of the liberation, those prisoners interned at Rivesaltes were again subject to 

dreadful conditions, with buildings judged to be in a ‘lamentable’ state. Such were the 

deprivations that women were noted to have stopped menstruating.187 Around 0.78% of the 

population of the département were arrested in the course of the purge, against a wider 

national figure of around 0.12%; the presence of an existing camp infrastructure playing a 
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significant contributory role in French society’s ‘reconciliation with itself.’188 

 

Alongside the CSSR, areas of the camp were taken over to create a depot for thousands of 

Axis prisoners of war. In October 1944, just under 10,000 German and Italian troops were 

imprisoned onsite; by May 1945, numbers had declined to between 6,000-7,000 prisoners. 

Deployed on work details in the local community, the Axis prisoners attracted the ire of the 

Roussillonnais: the regime was seen as being too lenient for the ‘arrogant’ prisoners whilst 

the presence of an alternative, cheap labour market meant that many locals felt that jobs were 

being taken away from the villagers. Moreover, the presence of a number of important 

prisoners, amongst their number members of the Waffen-SS, so close to an international 

frontier seemed to many a dangerous gamble.189  

 

In spite of such local antipathy, there remained an ‘enduring rumour’ that the prisoners of war 

were simply being left to die of hunger.190 With a bitter sense of irony, the Germans 

themselves referred to the camp at this time as ‘Rübensaltes’ - ‘Turnipsaltes’.191 Some 500 

Axis prisoners would die in captivity,192 a comparatively high mortality rate, that some have 

taken as evidence supporting a deliberate policy of leaving the Axis prisoners to die.193 

Whilst arguing that ‘it is more or less certain that acts of violence must have been 

committed’, Nicolas Lebourg and Abderahmen Moumen suggest that a more likely 

explanation for the mortality rate was the enduringly poor sanitary conditions and the effects 

of an extreme heat wave during the summer of 1945, with temperatures reaching 38° that 

August.194 A food shortage and generally poor nutrition caused a dysentery epidemic that 

swept through the camp at the same time, causing tens of prisoners to die each day.195 

Contemporaneous reports in the national press instantly resorted to comparison between these 
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POW camps and the Nazi concentration camps. At the end of September 1945, when some 

10,600 POWs were living in Rivesaltes, Le Monde published an article  that drew attention to 

the plight of the Axis prisoners: ‘Don’t imitate them. A German prisoner, even though he is a 

German is still a human being.’196    

 

Noting that conditions were undoubtedly poor in the early days of the camp’s existence, 

accounts from those imprisoned in the depot suggest that, in general, the French were ‘kind 

wherever possible.’197 Increasingly, according to Wilhelm Schiefer, a sense of community 

developed, with both Catholic and Protestant chapels opening, the development of a theatre 

troupe, and the creation of various sports teams. Using some of their income from work 

undertaken in the surrounding fields, prisoners were able to purchase football equipment and 

even participated in a match against soldiers garrisoned in Toulouse. The Germans ran rings 

around their French counterparts and won comfortably, thanks in no small part to the 

excellence of their goalkeeper ‘Grundmann’, who would later sign for an English club 

side.198  

 

The last prisoners of war left the site in April 1948, leading to the eventual closure of the 

depot on 1st May 1948; at this time Rivesaltes’ function was once again military in nature, 

targeted at being: ‘an interface between the metropole and the colonies.’199 In this capacity 

the camp welcomed troops for training before they were dispatched around the world and 

thus witnessed the disastrous end to France’s colonial adventure. Following catastrophic 

reverses in Indochina, France was drawn into a protracted, bloody war in Algeria (1954-

1962) and Rivesaltes again became an internment camp, holding Algerian nationalists, 

suspected terrorists and members of the FLN. The return to internment onsite brought about 

by the war raised concerns for authorities, worried about potential interactions between 

soldiers on the way to the front, trainees and nationalists devoted to the cause of Algerian 

independence. Nevertheless, from February 1962, areas of the camp were again ceded to 

civilian authorities, with 527 prisoners accounted for, 487 of whom were French Muslims, 

committed for crimes against the French state, assassination and association with terrorists.200     
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With the signing of the Evian Accords of 18th March 1962, which brought about the end of 

the Algerian War, the gradual liberation of those interned at Rivesaltes began, with many 

inmates deported to Algeria in a swift attempt to forget the war that still remained officially 

undeclared. Officials from the FLN and the aid organisation CIMADE denounced the 

conduct of these transfers, which took place ‘in inhumane conditions, crammed into the hold 

of boats, with no access for the social services of the Red Cross or FLN (in spite of their 

repeated demands) to provide the necessary aid…until the very last moment.’201 

 

Just as these transports crossed the Mediterranean, so began an exodus from Algeria in the 

opposite direction, with tens of thousands of pieds-noirs - European settlers - fleeing to 

France along with thousands of Harkis escaping massacres in their Algerian homeland. 

Conveniently situated near to the ports where the transport ships would land, Rivesaltes 

would again find itself at the epicentre of France’s troubled relationship with its colonies.  

 

Unwanted by France and seen as traitors in their homeland, the Harkis had fought as auxiliary 

troops alongside the French army in Algeria, providing invaluable local knowledge and 

depriving the Algerian nationalists of manpower. Perhaps most importantly, Harki forces 

acted as a powerful propaganda tool for the continuation of French rule in Algeria, General 

Giraud noting that Harki alignment with French forces would have ‘a certain psychological 

effect on the local population’ concluding that ‘through the intermediaries of their parents and 

friends, the Harkis will contribute either by maintaining a favourable climate towards our 

cause in their villages, or at a bare minimum to counteract adverse propaganda.’202   

 

Just as there were advantages for the French in employing the Harkis, there were many 

reasons for local communities to support French forces. Some were motivated by their 

families, with opportunities to provide food and a regular source of income. Others were 

coerced by the French or joined up as a consequence of traditional clan rivalries. Still others 

joined up as vengeance for FLN atrocities committed against their village or members of their 

families.203 For many families the experience was akin to being caught between ‘two fires’ - 

the FLN and the French.204 
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Louiza Djemmal’s family history vividly illustrates the fraught decisions involved in this 

fratricidal war. Born in Guelma in northern Algeria, for the first four years of her life, Louiza 

was separated from her father, who left to join the mujahideen fighting in the mountains. 

Whilst out on patrol, Louiza’s father came across his brother’s severed head, discarded in a 

ravine. Deciding he could no longer fight alongside men he considered traitors, he joined the 

French army.205 For Fatiha Boyer-Merchi’s father, the decision was far more prosaic:  

 

At the age of 18 or 19, my father became a Harki out of thin air. They gave him a rifle 
to go and fight. He took it without really thinking about it. Maybe he was quite naive. 
His choice was one of circumstance, he told us.206   
 

Benhameur Bouktib’s decision was equally circumstantial: 

 

The politics of the day was to enrol young guys before they joined the FLN...A 
youngster, of fifteen or sixteen years of age, who lives in a village, who doesn’t have 
any work, no family, to whom they offer 24,000 francs a month - he doesn’t have a 
choice, he doesn’t reflect on it. He doesn’t even know that he’s going to war. He 
doesn’t even know that he’s going to die…[W]hen the gendarmes come to your 
house, it’s serious: either it’s prison, or you become a Harki. 
 

Speaking both French and Arabic, at the age of just 14, Bouktib enrolled as a Harki.207 

 

For the Guemriren family, the choice to align with the French was financial. Running a 

watchmaking business in Kabylie, the Guemrirens were forced to pay taxes imposed by the 

FLN on all local businesses. Running short of funds, the FLN raised their price, so Rachid 

Guemriren’s father complained to FLN officials. By way of punishment, he was charged 

more again, so, cutting his losses, he joined the French.208 Where for the Guemrirens the 

French were a source of safety, for others, they were also a source of fear. Living deep in the 

Aurès, the Kerfah family heard of a massacre by French forces, murdering some 270 people 

who asserted their neutrality in the fighting. Family elders felt that they had little choice but 

to join the French in order to assure their survival.209        

 

As a consequence of the broad range of motives underlying enrolment as an auxiliary, Harki 
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units were never fully trusted by their French paymasters. Messaoud Kafi recalled how his 

family remained painfully divided as to which side to join. Sending an emissary to entreat 

with cousins fighting with the rebels, Kafi remembered the following exchange: ‘“So, what 

do you think we should do?” “Listen, join up with the French army, take your weapons and 

come and join with us!” On attempting to join up the next day, the Kafi family were met with 

condescension: 

 

“Well, you don’t say...Do you take us for imbeciles!? I know that you have been 
discussing with your cousins and the rebel forces. We will certainly give you 
weapons, but it’s not going to work out how you had planned it.” 
 

The next day, the family, from the mountainous Aurès region of Northern Algeria, were 

dumped in the middle of the Sahara desert, isolated, cut off, but Harkis.210    

 

With the signing of the Evian Accords of March 1962, the Harkis found themselves menaced 

by the threat of violence. Engaged as part of a counter-insurgency to maintain Algeria as a 

part of France, or at least arrive at a pro-French solution, the Harkis found themselves with 

precisely the opposite coming true.211 Hunted by the nationalists, many thousands of Harkis 

were murdered; their throats cut, set on fire, and even boiled to death.212 Bachir Hadjadj was 

not aware of any direct order from his nationalist superiors to arrest the Harks, but he still 

witnessed ‘special de-mining’: fed up with seeing shepherds and their livestock being blown 

up by the mines the French left behind, the local population sent the Harkis into the 

minefields to set about clearing them once and for all.213  

 

Whilst a concrete death toll is impossible to establish,214 historians have estimated anything 

between 6-7,000 Harki deaths,215 up to a highest figure of 150,000.216 Fearing for their future, 
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the Harkis and their families sought to flee Algeria, with France being the logical place of 

sanctuary. Fearing an influx of refugees considered incompatible with the rest of French 

society, French authorities did what they could to minimise the number of Harkis arriving in 

the métropole.217 As with those killed in Algeria, there is no consensus as to how many 

Harkis were able to reach France, although some 85,000 people are said to have made the 

journey across the Mediterranean.218   

 

The experience of the Harkis in their transfer to France is marked by a sense of dislocation, 

both geographically and personally. For many, the journey across the Mediterranean was a 

site of particular trauma, the circumstances of departure characterised by panic and fear. 

Fatiha Djenane was able to escape wth her mother thanks to the intervention of a European 

nurse, who bundled her into an ambulance, telling the driver that she was pregnant and 

having difficulties, making it an absolute necessity that the family be repatriated to France. 

With her two newborn twins, Fatiha’s mother was eventually reunited with her husband in 

Rivesaltes.219 For Abdel Oihabe Boumaraf's family the journey was marked by a particular 

tragedy:  

 

Leaving was a drama in itself for my parents. Added to that was another: the loss of 
one of their sons during the crossing. He fell into the port just before the boat left for 
France…My mother took her child into her arms and got on the boat, heading for the 
hold. Then the child fell asleep. He never woke up.220 

 

Climbing aboard the transport ships ‘like blind people’, the Harkis and their families did not 

know what was to happen to them nor where they were being taken.221 Conditions were 

dreadful onboard, with the pied-noirs settlers taking the cabins and the Harkis confined to the 

hold:  

 

Beneath deck, in the damp obscurity of the hold, my parents sat down on straw 
mattresses thrown down on the boards…Terrified, Ahmed looked through the gaps in 
the floor to the water, somber and menacing, barely more than a few centimetres from 
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his face.222  
 

Transported like ‘beasts’, Louiza Djemmal recalled the rough conditions of the crossing, her 

seasickness adding to the pain of exile, the roiling sea reflecting the anguish of the Harkis.223 

With everyone on top of one another, Hocine Bouares described his transit as ‘twenty-four 

horrible hours’, with babies crying out in hunger, people throwing up, and a gradual 

succumbing to fatigue, stress, and fear of the unknown.224  

 

For many of the Harkis, arrival in France was accompanied by a sensation of rootlessness;225 

of no longer having a place in the world. Some extend such a metaphor to embodied 

sensations - for Baktha Chinaine, Algeria was the source of her family’s lifeblood: ‘[t]he 

umbilical chord with Algeria wasn’t cut, but ripped out’.226 For Belkachem Guéroi the 

experience was  like having a part of himself ‘amputated’; his homeland; his friends; his 

family,227 whilst for Ahmed Zalif’s family, leaving Algeria was a ‘terrible, tearing 

heartbreak’.228 At each stage of the journey, families were split up, and long-lasting 

friendships torn apart. Stepping foot on the Marseille tarmac, Dalila Kerchouche’s parents’ 

lives were turned upside down: ‘my parents had survived, but they had abandoned a part of 

themselves over there in Algeria…They got off the boat…rejected on both sides of the 

Mediterranean.’229  

 

Unprepared for their arrival and unwilling to recognise their rights, the French authorities 

confined the fleeing Harkis and their families to internment camps where they were subject to 

terrible conditions. As such, the Harkis were ‘assigned to the periphery of French towns, 

French history and French identity’ - this was internal exile on French soil.230 Considered 

traitors in their native Algeria and viewed with ‘a mixture of paternalism and racist 

indifference’ by the French government,231 the Harkis found themselves in a space ‘between 
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Algeria and France that was neither Algeria, nor France.’232 The pariah status of the Harkis 

and the resentment they felt at their treatment is summed up by the testimony of a young man 

whose father had fought for the French: 

 

My father is an idiot. A poor creature. He chose the camp of the defeated and he 
brought us here to live the life of a dog; I am ashamed of him. Look at what being 
French has brought us!...If I had been adult before 1962, I would have fought for my 
country, Algeria, not for the colonialists.233    
 

For Halia Djahlat, born in Rivesaltes in 1964, the sense of shame has transcended 

generations, with her daughter telling her schoolmates that her mother was Antillean, like her 

father, in order that they would be her friends. On telling her history teacher that her mother 

was born in a camp, Djahlat’s daughter was not believed.234  

 

Arriving at Camp Joffre, the Harkis were met with a desolate scene. Dalila Kerchouche 

describes her family’s arrival as a mixture of shame and confusion. After a journey of many 

hours, not knowing where they were or where they were going, lorries dumped her parents at 

the camp: 

 

When they found the tents pitched in a field full of thistles, a desolate plot surrounded 
by barbed wire, they were filled with dismay. ‘Why are they putting us in prison? 
What crime have we committed?’ They didn’t understand. Terrified by the idea that 
the soldiers might send them back to Algeria, they unloaded their belongings in 
silence, without complaining. 235 
 

None of the barracks supposed to shelter the Harkis were in a suitable state, as Le Monde 

reported: 

 

The limewashed buildings of the camp, could shelter more than 20,000 people 
beneath their red-tiled ceilings, but the majority of them are in such a state of 
dilapidation that not even for a moment would you dream of women and children 
staying there…It’s under canvas then, that the new arrivals are forced to live…Under 
the beating sun, the camp resembles a vast ‘jamboree’. Where a sort of resignation has 
reestablished itself.236     
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By October 1962 there were 9,620 people at Rivesaltes: 4,660 children, 1,910 women and 

3,050 men.237 By December that year, facing a particularly harsh winter, 12,000 people 

huddled around open fires, making Rivesaltes the second biggest town in the département.238 

Accounts from the time present a bleak picture:  

 

Imagine an immense, deserted plain where icy winds devour you; biting whirlwinds 
that descend from the Pyrenean mountains...Rest assured...the world of the 
concentration camp is not dead… Here, hidden like a leper is...the Harki 
encampment.239 
 

The Bachaga Boualam, a high dignitary and leader of the Ouarsenis regional harka, described 

the masses huddling under canvas at twilight: 

 

At Rivesaltes, 2,500 harkis; mayors and notables, live and sleep with those of their 
families they could save - wives, elderly relatives, children - under tents, torn to 
shreds by the wind. 12,000 poor bastards crammed together; 10, 12, beneath a tent, 
without fire, without lights. 5,000 kids playing with stones, up and down the lines of 
tents, skinning their bare little feet. Yes, they were there, shivering, not understanding 
what was happening to them, clinging to their mothers in summer dresses…240  

 

Exposed on the great plain, entire families were thus abandoned to the elements: ‘We were 

nine in an army tent, with no separation, without any privacy between parents and children, 

no toilets, no shower.’241 With no shelter from the elements, Hossin Hamani witnessed 

several tents carried away by the wind; they were never seen again.242  

 

Conditions in the camp were not lost on officials. Jean Olié, Général of the French Army, 

reported that sanitary conditions were poor and that families should be provided with better 

toilet facilities, medical personnel and heated barracks. He also denounced the treatment of 

the Harkis in the strongest possible terms:  

 

Rivesaltes is in the image of the world in which we live: violent and inhumane. This 
spectacle does not provoke the kind of indignation that it deserves, so much has the 
idea of a ‘concentrationary world’ become the norm. In a nutshell, Rivesaltes never 
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should have existed. This situation is unworthy of France, pitiable…243    
 

For the Harkis living in Rivesaltes, the camp was nothing less than a ‘lieu tragique’,244 with 

unfamiliar climactic extremes marking their arrival in France. Writing of Rivesaltes’ Jewish 

inmates, André Dumas suggested that the camp was more suitable for the inhabitants of the 

Atlas plateau than those unfamiliar with the French climate;245 for the Harkis arriving from 

across the Mediterranean, nothing could have been further from the truth. Mohamed Cherifi 

remembered the wind, snow covering the floor of their tent during the winter and never-

ending insect bites in the summer,246 whilst Slimane Djera recalled snow on the roofs of 

tents,247 and Ahmed Mestar the bitter cold within their canvas living quarters.248 For 

Belkachem Guéroui’s mother, Rivesaltes recalled earlier traumas, with the wind whipping 

through the camp reminding her of marching boots and the banging of trucks as military 

convoys passed through her village.249         

 

Slowly, conditions began to improve in the camp. Barracks were gradually reconstructed to 

provide the Harkis with some shelter. Each barrack was partitioned and shared between 

several families. Abdelkader Goutta was one of nine in his family to live in a two-bedroom 

segment of a barrack. Separated from the other families by a flimsy partition, the children 

used to peak underneath the screen and watch what was going on in the other rooms.250     

 

For those living in the camps, men who had fought out of patriotism and idealism, this was 

not the France they had envisaged, nor the France they had risked their lives for, as one Harki 

mournfully stated: ‘In Algeria we are traitors, in France we are [nothing more than] Arabs.’251 

For Fatma Bouda-Abdou, reflecting on her arrival at Rivesaltes, France was the opposite of 

what she had imagined: ‘for me, to go to France was something that was very glorious, and 

yet, I found myself being shunted around in military wagons, living surrounded by barbed 

wire in the middle of giant dust clouds.’252 The Harkis thus found themselves caught between 

two senses of identity - that of being born in the métropole, feeling themselves to be French, 
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and yet marked as Other. At times, this polarity was a source of particular pain, as Fatiha 

Moebs explains:  

 

I learned very late that I was French…At the age of 12 I had to fill in a form at school 
and indicate my nationality, which, for me, was Algerian. That evening, I told my 
father and he told me that I was French. For me, my name was Fatiha, therefore I was 
Arab. You couldn’t be Arab and French!253 

 

Hossin Hamani recalls a similar incident when he encountered a Rivesaltais in the local 

village:  

 

He said to me: “Get out!” and I said to him “Well I’m at home here. I’m French just 
like you” or maybe even before him. I was born in Algeria; Algeria had been French 
for I don’t know how many years. “No, no, no, you are not French, you are an Arab.” 
“No, no, no, I am an Arab but I am French.”254  

 

Rivesaltes closed as a site of internment for the harkis in December 1964, but its legacy has 

endured. Harki memory has focalised on the experience of the camps, both as a place of 

origin and as sites of geographical and social exclusion.255 Indeed, many Harkis have come to 

see their experience of internment as analogous with that of the Jews, claiming their 

treatment was tantamount to genocide, appropriating the language and experiences of the 

Jews to forward their own case for recognition. Using logic reminiscent of the early 

postcolonical theorists Fanon and Cesaire, the Harkis ask: ‘If 120,000 Harkis were killed, 

why did the French care less about them than France’s 76,000 murdered Jews; if Petain was 

held in opprobrium for killing the Jews, why not de Gaulle as well?256 If Chirac could 

recognise the responsibility of the French government in the deportation of the Jews, then 

why were the Harkis not similarly recognised?257 In the late 1990s, as Dominique Schnapper 

suggests, the Harkis read their own struggle for commemoration through that of the Jews, 

demanding the same treatment the Jewish community had received in the form of ‘a state 

apologia and the sanction of the courts to bring to justice the authors of their misfortunes and 

to redress the historic record.’258 Through the camps the Harkis have constructed for 

themselves a sense of identity; ‘a wound that has become, at times, a near-obsessive reference 
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point in their self-understanding.’259 Tellingly, when one Harki’s granddaughter was asked 

which country her grandparents came from, she responded simply: ‘Mamie and Papy come 

from Rivesaltes.’260  

 

Although Rivesaltes was officially closed as a site of Harki internment on 31st December 

1964 and its habitants dispersed to other camps in the south west and forestry hamlets around 

France, families continued to live onsite until the mid-1970s.261 Joining the Harkis from 

November 1964 were additional postcolonial exiles; a group of Guinean families who had 

chosen France over an independent Guinea as well as a handful of North Vietnamese 

repatriates.262  

 

During the twenty years between 1964 and 1984, Camp Joffre largely returned to its military 

capacity, becoming an important staging centre for young conscripts and a training station for 

the 24th regiment d’infanterie de Marine (RIMa) based in Perpignan. With the changes in 

defence strategy brought about by the end of decolonisation and the end of the Cold War, so 

Camp Joffre’s operational function reduced.263  

 

In 1984, the French state asked local government to put in place a plan for a new retention 

centre for people entering the country illegally. Responding to the call, officials in the 

Pyrénées-Orientales suggested that the worst possible location for such a centre would be 

Camp Joffre. Nevertheless, in 1986, the Centre de Rétention Administrative (CRA) would 

open in Ilot N; fourteen rooms for men, four for women. Overseen by the army, inmates 

would be allowed to leave their rooms for only short periods determined by the 

administration: meals and three half-hour walks in the interior of the centre.264 In spite of the 

linguistic sleight of hand conducted by authorities - those interned were not ‘detained’, but 

rather ‘held’ onsite - the centre ‘gave the impression more of a detention centre than a 

temporary holding camp.’265 
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Faced with the ‘memorial problem’266 of a retention centre on the site of the future Mémorial 

du Camp de Rivesaltes, the CRA was moved to a new site at Perpignan airport in 2007. At 

this time, the CRA consisted of four wings: one for the gendarmes overseeing the detainees; 

two accommodation wings with toilets and showers for the detainees; and a refectory with 

chairs, tables, a television and a table-football table. Accommodation was provided for 21 

people, with each room furnished with two camp beds, a curtain and a radiator. Inmates were 

confined to their rooms between 12:15-14:30; 19:00-20:30 and 22:00 and 07:00, 

corresponding with the gendarme’s mealtimes and rest period.267 According to a 

contemporary report, as soon as the internees left their rooms they were followed by guards 

who ‘watched their every movement’, leading to a regime criticised by CIMADE as being 

harsher than prison.268 

 

95% of the detainees held at the CRA at the time of its closure were arrested at the French-

Spanish border; at the toll station at Le Perthus or the railway stations of Cerbère or Portbou. 

The majority were attempting to leave France to head to Spain and onwards to Morocco or 

Algeria: their only interaction with France was to ‘follow her roads’;269 roads of exile, hope 

and despair.   

 

— 

 

Following the military’s departure from Camp Joffre, a letter was sent from the departmental 

military delegate to local mayors concerning local activity on the site: ‘Since the non-

permanent occupation of Ilot M with the departure of the 24th RIMa, I note an increase in the 

presence of hunters, people collecting snails, dog walkers and especially fly-tipping on the 

perimeter of the military camp.’270 More recently young people have used the site for illegal 

raves, paintballing and role-playing scenarios,271 whilst areas of the former camp are now 

occupied by an industrial park, wind farm and a new hotel development. The ambiguities of 

commemoration at such sites are illustrated by the presence, within the camp grounds, of a 
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‘geocache’. Geocaching, a form of treasure hunting, takes users to ‘caches’ hidden at sites 

deemed significant by the community. Once there, they are presented with trinkets and a 

small guestbook to write in. Rivesaltes’ cache is described as hidden within a ‘place of work, 

place of life, place of suffering’.272 Vestiges of the camp are read as giving participants ‘an 

understanding of the infrastructure and organisation of the camp at the time of its operation.’ 

Whilst a long historicisation of the camp’s operation on the Geocaching website is clearly 

intended to convey a commemorative element upon the act of retrieval, visitors’ comments 

are far more prosaic: ‘Found it I was scared but it’s cool’; ‘We discretely braved the 

prohibited land and logged the cache’; ‘Sorry there’s no pen’.273 If, as Emile Durkheim 

suggested in his Elementary Forms of Religious Life, there is not any innate quality that 

makes something sacred, but it is rather the ‘collective feeling of which it is the object’,274 

then such uses by the local population point far more to the profane than any commemorative 

investment in the camp landscape. Equally, they point towards the difficulties of consecrating 

a site as a ‘lieu de mémoire’ at the same time as it continues to exist as a ‘lieu de vie’, where 

people live, work, and play, as well as remember.275  

 

The global, transnational history of internment outlined above, coupled with continued 

debates surrounding the contemporary usage of the site, renders memorialisation hugely 

complex. As Denis Peschanski, president of the historical committee at the Memorial du 

Camp de Rivesaltes states: ‘Rivesaltes’ mission is to be a lieu de mémoire for everybody. It is 

the only place in France where visible traces of a whole swathe of twentieth century history 

are preserved.’276 But how best to preserve and commemorate this history whilst also 

recalling ‘the plurality of memories that are represented there’?277 As James Young suggests, 

 
272 ‘Lieu de service, lieu de vie, lieu de souffrance’. 
273 See: licorne66, Yvichel and lepec66’s comments, along with a discussion of the site and the geocache at: ‘Le 
Camp Joffre’, Geocaching, 21/22/2009 [Online] <https://www.geocaching.com/geocache/GC21G9G_le-camp-
joffre?guid=fbec6acc-5f3a-4afe-bdd4-bc04ff2e4099> [Accessed 21/09/2017]. 
274 Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, trans. by Karen E. Fields, (New York, NY: The 
Free Press, 1995), p.416. 
275 On this point, see: Hansen, ‘A Lieu d’Histoire’, pp.143-144. Similar difficulties have arisen at sites such as 
Auschwitz where the construction of a supermarket (1995) and a disco in the town centre (2000) were seen as 
inappropriate for the commemorative landscape - see: Andrew Charlesworth et al., ‘‘Out of Place’ in 
Auschwitz? Contested Development in Post-War and Post-Socialist Oświęcim’, Ethics, Place and Environment: 
A Journal of Philosophy & Geography, 9.2 (2006), pp.149-172; Alyza Lewin, ‘World Heritage Convention and 
the Future of Auschwitz’, Cardozo Law Review, 20.2 (1998), pp.677-687; Cristina M. Andriani and Jody R. 
Manning, ‘“Negotiating with the Dead”: On the Past and Present of Oświęcim’, Psychology & Society, 3.1 
(2010), pp.42-58. 
276 Stephanie Grillet, Dossier de presse: La Région Languedoc-Roussillon lance la construction du Mémorial du 
camp de Rivesaltes, Autumn 2012, pp.1-12 (p.3). 
277 Agnès Sajaloli:The Role of Art and Culture in the Project of Rivesaltes Memorial, [Video], Universitat de 
Barcelona, 07/11/2014, <http://www.ub.edu/ubtv/en/video/agnes-sajaloli-the-role-of-art-and-culture-in-the-
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sites do not remember for themselves: ‘[t]hey “know” only what we know, “remember” only 

what we remember.’278  

 

In their monumental survey of the French memorial landscape, Serge Barcellini and Annette 

Wieviorka found themselves struck by the diversity of memories expressed at these sites 

arguing that: ‘Evidently, there exists not a memory, but multiple compartmentalised 

memories, hermetically sealed from one another.’279 At Rivesaltes there is no such hermetic 

seal. Rivesaltes’ story is the story of Spaniards, Jews, Roma, Harkis and countless other 

groups - bringing together these disparate and contested memories in a single narrative, a 

singular lieu, exposes elements of commonality, but also a great deal of difference. James 

Young’s ‘we’, as expressed above, is by no means a simple category; the collective of which 

Durkheim speaks, not so inclusive after all. It is taken for granted that Camp Joffre should 

function as a lieu de mémoire,280 and yet it is not immediately clear that, in its traditional 

sense at least, Rivesaltes could ever function as such.     

Conclusion 
 

The history of the Camp de Rivesaltes outlined above forms the conceptual underpinnings of 

my examination of the Mémorial as it exists today. Without an understanding of the ways in 

which the camp was experienced, we cannot possibly comprehend the ways in which it has 

been remembered. By using as yet unconsidered sources from oral history archives, this 

chapter draws from Friedländer’s conception of an ‘integrated history’ in attempting to give 

voice to those who lived in the camp throughout its existence. In deploying these voices, this 

chapter provides an alternative history to the few accounts outlined in the historiography; in 

this it provides an additional contribution to the literature on Rivesaltes. That this chapter is 

fragmentary and incomplete, is both the nature of the integrated history, and testifies to the 

difficulties of recording refugee histories. Where it is possible to do so, by giving voice to the 

dispossessed, it is, however, a correction to the hierarchical ‘histories-from-above’ offered in 

the present literature.  

 

In discussing the histories of those interned on the site, areas of commonality and difference 
 

project-of-rivesaltes-memorial-camp> [Accessed 13/06/2015]. 
278 Young, At Memory’s Edge, p.62. 
279 Serge Barcellini and Annette Wieviorka, Passant, souviens-toi! Les lieux du souvenir de la Seconde Guerre 
mondiale en France, (Paris: Librairie Plon, 1995), p.8. 
280 Lebourg and Moumen, Rivesaltes, Le camp de la France, p.148. 
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are suggested. United by their experience of the camp system, the various communities held 

at Rivesaltes have experienced various forms of internment. Though it is understandable that 

the term ‘concentration camp’ has been understood as representing what so many 

experienced, in the commemorative and political context, the term is particularly loaded. 

Nevertheless, beyond the historical and semantic context of the phrase it is certainly the case 

that the ‘concentration camp’ has become a shifting, amorphous marker of identity.  

 

At one point or other, all those interned at Rivesaltes were, in some way, considered ‘Other’. 

Sharing the marker of ‘undesirability’ and the geography of the Pyrénées-Orientales, their 

histories are inextricably tied together. Through the creation of a commemorative landscape 

around the Camp de Rivesaltes, memories of internment also intersect on the plain. In the 

following chapters, this physical landscape of memory is considered, revealing the 

complexities of remembering the past and the struggles inherent in commemorating 

inconvenient histories.   
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Chapter Three: Monuments, Memorials, Museums 

Introduction 
 

The Camp de Rivesaltes occupied some 600 hectares to the north of the town of Rivesaltes. 

As an individual site, the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes occupies one barrack block of the 

former camp, ‘Ilot F’, to the north eastern fringe of the site. Where the new Mémorial (Point 

2) now forms the focal point of commemoration at Rivesaltes, there are additional loci of 

memory in the vicinity. The original commemorative stelae, dating from the 1990s and late 

2000s (Point 1) are situated in the middle of the former camp, on the road that links the towns 

of Rivesaltes and Opoul-Périllos. The graves of some 212 inmates can be found in 

Rivesaltes’ town cemetery (Point 3), an unnoteworthy plot marked by a small memorial to 

those who perished.   

 

 
Figure 1 - Rivesaltes’ Loci of Memory - The camp is located to the north of the town, 

between the autoroute and the mountains - Google Earth. 
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These various points in Rivesaltes’ commemorative landscape all speak to the specific 

contexts in which they were created and are demonstrative of the prevalent memorial culture 

at those times. Coinciding with a period in France that has been described as ‘hypermnesic’,1 

or of ‘hyper-memory’,2 commemoration at Rivesaltes has accelerated alongside broader 

national and international frameworks of memory. At various times, memories of different 

communities have resurged, at times competing, at others cross-referencing each other. 

Though it is undeniable that much of the commemorative impetus at the site has focused on 

Second World War histories of internment, specifically the camp’s Jewish internees, it is 

equally the case that subtle shifts have occurred, allowing for a broader representation of the 

communities interned, albeit within a limited framework.  

 

This chapter studies these shifts in the commemorative landscape, using the memorialisation 

of the Camp de Rivesaltes as a case study that reveals wider patterns of memory. Taking as 

its end point the creation of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, the chapter discusses the 

troubled process of its creation. Beginning with a discussion of the memorial stelae, an 

understanding of the particular politics of memory that underpin the site is developed. 

Through an analysis of regional planning documents and an exploration of the designs 

submitted for final consideration, the context within which Rudy Ricciotti’s eventual design 

was chosen is established, as is Rivesaltes’ own particular ‘memorial vernacular’. By 

analysing the process that led to the eventual opening of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes 

in 2015, we open up what James Young refers to as the ‘stages of memory’ - both the public 

staging of memorial discourse and the incremental stages of memorial projects as they 

unfold.3   

A Note on Terminology 
 

The various commemorative sites at Rivesaltes draw attention to an important terminological 

distinction. In his seminal Texture of Memory, James E. Young offers a distinction between 

the ‘memorial’ on the one hand and the ‘monument’ on the other. Where monuments have 

been seen as valedictory, memorials as sites of mourning,4 Young suggests such a distinction 

 
1 Nelly Wolf, ‘Introduction’ in Nelly Wolf (ed.) Amnésies françaises à l'époque gaullienne (1958-1981) : 
Littérature, cinéma, presse, politique, (Paris: Classiques Garnier, 2011), pp.7-17 (p.9). 
2 Henry Rousso, ‘Les Raisins verts de la guerre d’Algérie’ in Yves Michaud (ed.) La Guerre d’Algérie (1954-
1962), (Paris: Odile Jacob, 2004), pp.127-151. 
3 Young, The Stages of Memory, p.17. 
4 Arthur Danto, ‘The Vietnam Veterans’ Memorial’, The Nation, 31/08/1986, p.152. 
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does not hold water. Instead, he argues, all monuments are concrete, material objects that are 

used to commemorate a person or thing, whilst memorials constitute a wider category, that 

could include days, conferences, or spaces. Consequently, while a memorial need not be a 

monument, a monument is always a type of memorial.5  

 

The varied sites at Rivesaltes can therefore all be considered memorials of a kind. Both the 

stelae and cemetery are also monuments, whilst the Mémorial itself - clearly denominated as 

a ‘memorial’ - also ostensibly takes the form of a third category: a museum. Paul Williams 

suggests that the function of the museum is to acquire, preserve, study, and exhibit objects 

with specific scientific, historical, or artistic value.6 This puts such institutions in opposition 

to memorials; rather than foregrounding commemoration, the museum performs a scientific 

function, using history, rather than memory, as its guiding principle.7 Daniel Sherman has 

suggested that in France, particularly, there has been a tendency to distinguish between the 

museal, on the one hand, and the memorial, on the other, as a reaction to traditionally 

conceived ‘military museums’. These institutions, he argues, were arranged with the guiding 

principle that historical objects can communicate their own significance visually, in whatever 

contextual framework the museum wishes, through their very juxtaposition with other 

objects.8 Where institutions of this kind saw their role as explicitly commemorative, Sherman 

argues that more contemporary museums establish themselves rather as sites of critical 

history, which seek to both ‘use’ and ‘tame’ memory in order to convey a specific 

institutional message.9 The distinction in this case, as Jay Winter explains, is arguably 

between the profanity of the museum space and the sacrality of the memorial site.10 At the 

interface of the memorial and the museum lies the ‘memorial museum’, described by 

Williams as ‘a specific kind of museum dedicated to a historic event commemorating mass 

suffering of some kind’,11 that forms a ‘semi-sacred’ space, caught between the museal and 

 
5 Young, The Texture of Memory, pp.3-4. 
6 Paul Williams, Memorial Museums: The Global Rush to Commemorate Atrocities, (Oxford: Berg, 2007) p.8. 
7 Sherman, ‘Objects of Memory’, pp.51-52. 
8 The Musée Maréchal Joffre in the centre of Rivesaltes is very much a museum of this kind. Situated over three 
floors, the museum conveys a reified vision of the ‘Vainqueur de la Marne’, his personal effects displayed along 
with military uniforms and varied weapons to give a particularly vainglorious sense of the Maréchal’s life. The 
lack of contextual information displayed with each object allows each piece to ‘speak for itself’. Just as the 
‘sacralized presentation’ of these objects conveys a particular message to visitors, so the plaques that indicate 
one is crossing the threshold of the Maréchal’s childhood home instil a sense of reverence in those who enter. 
9 Sherman, ‘Objects of Memory’, p.51. 
10 Jay Winter, ‘Museums and the Representation of War’, Museum and Society, 10.3 (2012), pp.150-163 
(p.151). See also: Alexander Etkind, ‘Hard and Soft in Cultural Memory: Political Mourning in Russia and 
Germany, Grey Room, 16 (2004), pp.36-59 (p.47). 
11 Williams, Memorial Museums, p.8. 
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the memorial.12 These newer museological forms challenge traditional definitions and the 

assumptions that underpin them. As Williams suggests, the memorial museum in particular 

implies an inherent contradiction, embodying, on the one hand, the memorial: apolitical, safe 

from rebuke; on the other, the museum: open to interpretation, contextualisation and critique. 

The intertwining of these two distinct ways of thinking about our relationship to the past, for 

Williams, suggests ‘an increasing desire to add both a moral framework to the narration of 

terrible historical events and more in-depth contextual explanations to commemorative 

acts.’13 In navigating this sense of duality, memorial museums can be said to blur the 

distinctions between history and memory. As Sarah Farmer has argued such sites at once 

create a sense within the visitor of how any history is always a narrative construct, but are 

equally susceptible to instilling a form of reverence that compromises history’s critical and 

analytical reflection.14   

 

If such distinctions seem arbitrary, their importance should not be understated. Indeed, as will 

be discussed in that which follows, the expectations of visitors are arguably shaped in 

important ways by what might, in the first instance, seem purely semantic differentiations. 

Secondly, the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes - as institution - consciously blurs the 

boundaries between these different memorial forms, at once contributing a defined historical 

narrativisation of events onsite, whilst foregrounding the importance of a ‘live’ culture of 

memory that encourages visitors to ‘interrogate’, ‘revisit’ and look over the past with a fine 

tooth comb.15 In this capacity, it arguably embodies the very tension that both Williams and 

Farmer identify: an uneasy coexistence between reverence and critique,16 perennially unsure 

of its ultimate function. 

Monumental Memory 
 

Before the opening of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, commemoration onsite was 

largely limited to the stelae situated in the middle of the former camp landscape. Where the 

traditional function of such monuments has been seen as a legitimisation of state power,17 

 
12 Winter, ‘Museums and the Representations of War’, p.152. 
13 Williams, Memorial Museums, p.8. 
14 Sarah Farmer, ‘Oradour-sur-Glane: Memory in a Preserved Landscape’, French Historical Studies, 19.1 
(1995), pp.27-47 (p.47). 
15 Agnès Sajaloli:The Role of Art and Culture in the Project of Rivesaltes Memorial. 
16 Williams, Memorial Museums, p.8. 
17 Benjamin Forest, Juliet Johnson and Karen Till, ‘Post-Totalitarian National Identity: Public Memoryin 
Germany and Russia’, Social & Cultural Geography, 5.3 (2004), pp.357-380 (p.360); Huyssen, Present Pasts, 
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recalling the martyrdom of those who gave their lives in pursuit of the values, ideals, and 

laws of the nation,18 monuments that commemorate state crimes, as those at Rivesaltes, are 

clearly problematic. How is it possible for a state to recite a litany of its misdeeds, 

incorporating them into a modern conception of nationality? If memorials commemorate and 

incite memory, what are the frames of reference when remembrance and self-indictment 

seem so hopelessly at odds?19 

 

 
Robert Musil famously wrote that ‘there is nothing in this world as invisible as a 
monument.’ They are, he suggested, conspicuously inconspicuous, something in 
their fundamental nature repelling the eye of the casual passer-by.20 Visiting 
Rivesaltes in August 2015, I went to the town’s tourist office in search of 
information about the Mémorial and the collection of steles that commemorate 
Camp Joffre’s victims. Greeted by two young employees, I was told that there was 
‘nothing there’; ‘you can’t see anything from the road’ and that it wasn’t worth the 
trip.  
 
A little frustrated and still determined to find the site, I left the town in search of 
the wind farm that adjoins the camp boundary. With the blades slowly turning on 
the horizon, the shape of barracks was apparent: there is quite clearly ‘something 
there’. Alongside the dilapidated ruins of the camp is a sign: ‘Here, so that we 
don’t forget, the Région and Conseil Général [of the Languedoc-Roussillon] are 
building the Rivesaltes Memorial Camp’. A further information panel explains 
that ‘[t]hrough the construction of this Memorial Museum...the Conseil Général of 
the Pyrénées-Orientales, the Conseil Régional of the Languedoc-Roussillon and 
their partners offer, to the citizens of this region and elsewhere, a historic 
reflection and tribute to the memory of the children, women and men interned in 
this place.’  
 
Huddled on the roadside are five monuments, in the name of the various peoples 
incarcerated at Rivesaltes. Reflecting on Musil’s words, I was left wondering why 
the monuments were, if not invisible, certainly unremarkable, to the town’s 
touristic ambassadors. Were the endless rows of barracks, visible from speeding 
cars on the A9 autoroute, or the windows of aeroplanes circling Perpignan airport, 
not equally worthy of mention? 
 

 

 
p.41. 
18 James E. Young, ‘The Counter-Monument: Memory Against Itself in Germany Today’, Critical Inquiry, 18.2 
(1992), pp.267-296 (p.270). 
19 Young, At Memory’s Edge, p.7. 
20 Robert Musil, Posthumous Papers of a Living Author, (trans. by Peter Wortsman), (New York, NY: 
Archipelago Books, 2006), p.64. 
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The Resurgence of Jewish Memory 
 

The early 1990s witnessed a resurgence of the Vichy past, with a series of polemics and 

public controversies causing wartime legacies to resurface, both in political discourse and 

public demonstration.21 With growing demands for state-recognition of France’s complicity 

in the Holocaust, commemoration of the Vichy past was increasingly understood as an 

explicitly political act. The growing imperative to ‘Never Forget’ served both as memorial 

and as warning; coming to terms with the past entailed not just a confrontation with Vichy, 

but equally addressed ‘contemporary and projected notions of what it [meant] to be French.’22 

For young French Jews in particular, growing up with knowledge of the horrors of 

decolonisation, witness to anti-immigrant violence and anti-Semitic attacks, the republican 

ideal of France as a beacon of universalism seemed increasingly redundant.23  

 

Eventually, the state conceded to the growing clamour, creating a National Day of 

Commemoration,24 and legislated for the deposition of physical memorial plaques, to be 

placed on the administrative centre of each department, paid for by central government. 

Additional plaques were to be dedicated at the site of the Vél d’Hiver, the site of the former 

Gurs internment camp and the Maison d’Izieu.25 This was the first time in the history of the 

French state that such a decree had been made, with concrete memorialisation recognised as 

official government policy.26 Bearing a standard text, the plaques made reference to the 

events of the Holocaust, whilst minimising the responsibility of the Republic, which is clearly 

placed in opposition to Vichy: 

 

 

 

 
21 The desecration of a Jewish cemetery in Carpentras in 1990 caused uproar amid concerns at the rising threat 
from the far-right Front National. At the time of 50th anniversary commemorations of the Second World War, 
the parallels between contemporary and wartime anti-Semitism were particularly uncomfortable. See: Rebecca 
Clifford, Commemorating the Holocaust: The Dilemmas of Remembrance in France and Italy, (Oxford: OUP, 
2013), pp.109-111. 
22 Wolf, Harnessing the Holocaust, p.192. 
23 Ibid., p.165. 
24 National Day of Commemoration of the Racist and Anti-Semitic Persecutions Committed Under the 
Authority of the De Facto “Government of the French State”. 
25 Journal Officiel de la République Française, no. 29 du 4 février 1993, ‘Décret no.93-150 du 3 février 1993 
instituant une journé nationale commémorative des persécutions racistes et antisémites commises sous l’autorité 
de fait dite <<gouvernement de l’Etat français>> (1940-1944), p.1902. 
26 Barcellini and Wieviorka, Passant, souviens-toi!, p.452. 
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The French Republic 
In homage to the victims 

Of racist persecution and anti-Semitism 
And crimes against humanity 

Committed under the de facto authority of the so-called 
“Government of the French State” (1940-1944) 

Let us never forget them.27 
 

In partnership with the commemorative day, these plaques were intended to create a greater 

level of public awareness, whilst never compromising the integrity of the Republic. As 

Rebecca Clifford notes, events surrounding the 50th anniversary commemorations of the Vél 

d’Hiv roundup saw debate about Vichy and the Shoah reach a new level of public 

consciousness in France. Discussion of the events of 1942 took place within the Jewish 

community, more broadly amongst the non-Jewish public and, perhaps most importantly, 

between different generations of French citizens.28  

 

Alongside visible acts of anti-Semitic violence, the development of a public consciousness 

around the legacies of the Vichy past was driven in large parts by the press. Throughout the 

summer of 1992, debates raged over the moral, legal and political legitimacy of the Vichy 

regime and its institutions. Weekly magazine Le Nouvel Observateur ran a series of articles 

highlighting the 50th anniversary commemorations, including a twelve-page feature on the 

Vél d’Hiv, with contributions from a number of leading historians.29 The previous week, the 

same magazine had dedicated its cover article to the issue of ‘French camps under Vichy’, 

with an eight-page exposé by Marie-France Etchegoin on the Camp de Rivesaltes, featuring 

archival research and interviews with a number of survivors. Etchegoin’s article brought 

Rivesaltes’ history to wider national attention, reporting on what she suggested was ‘a little-

known page in our history’, that was also ‘our darkest’.30 As with many examples of what 

Conan and Rousso came to call ‘infantile ritual indignation’ about Second World War 

‘revelations’,31 the article focused on the suggestion of a cover-up by those in power: ‘Wilful 

forgetfulness, or guilty of negligence? [The article] is not only damning for those in charge at 

the time, but also for those who, for half a century, have not sought to find out more.’32 

 
27 Quoted in ibid. 
28 Clifford, Commemorating the Holocaust, p.133. 
29 See: Le Nouvel Observateur, 16-22/07/1992, pp.4-15. 
30 Marie-France Etchegoin, ‘Les camps de concentration français’, Le Nouvel Observateur, 09-15/07/1992, 
pp.4-11 (p.4). 
31 Conan and Rousso, Vichy, Un passé qui ne passe pas, p.422. 
32 Etchegoin, ‘Les camps de concentration français’, p.5. 
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Following the article, the letters pages of the magazine became a notable forum for the 

exchange of testimony, with many readers writing in to share their own experiences of life in 

the camp, to highlight the role of aid agencies, and to outline other instances of internment 

practised under the Vichy regime.33  

 

On a local level, responses to the article presented a far more ambiguous understanding of the 

camp phenomenon. Visiting Rivesaltes in August 1992, the New York Times’ European 

correspondent Roger Cohen found the Rivesaltais to be suspicious of the newfound attention 

on their community. The town’s mayor, André Bascou, took issue with Etchegoin’s 

suggestion that the town’s people felt ‘ashamed’,34 suggesting that there was nothing to be 

ashamed of as ‘[w]e did not know what was going on.’35 Writing in Le Nouvel Observateur, 

J. Barthes adopted a similar position, wondering if the article was not a little harsh on the 

Rivesaltais, who, he felt, ‘were unaware of what happened in the neighbouring camp, behind 

the barbed wire’,36 a perception shared by many of Roger Cohen’s interviewees. Reflecting 

on local perceptions of the camp, Mayor Boscou suggested that ‘nobody in town has paid 

much attention to the camp or been aware of what happened here’, concluding that ‘memory 

[of that time] just faded from generation to generation.’37 If Boscou’s comments imply an 

unconscious dissolution of the camp’s memory, Cohen’s article attributes far more agency, 

focusing on what he refers to as a ‘collective will to forget’, typified, for him, by the lack of 

any signposting, or, indeed, memorialisation of the internees of the Camp de Rivesaltes. 

Although plans were under discussion to create a museum on the former camp grounds, 

according to Mayor Boscou, the army were unprepared to sell the requisite land to 

accommodate any commemorative site.38    

 

Undeterred by this seeming lack of support from local institutions, that year, Philippe 

Benguigui, then president of the Etudiants Juifs de France en Languedoc-Roussillon,39 began 

 
33 See particularly the letters of: F. Mérou, Denise R. Gamzon, M. Lefort, P. Ledent and G. Glaentzlin in Le 
Nouvel Observateur, 20-26/08/1992, pp.24-25. 
34 ‘To understand what Rivesaltes is ashamed of, one must leave the village and take a small road that crosses 
the vineyards. After six kilometres, the road leads to an immense plain, battered by the winds; rows and rows of 
barracks in ruins.’ - Etchegoin, ‘Les camps de concentration français’, p.6. 
35 Quoted in Roger Cohen, ‘Rivesaltes Journal; Unnamed and Tottering, A War Specter Lingers’, The New York 
Times, 15/08/1992, [Online] <http://www.nytimes.com/1992/08/15/world/rivesaltes-journal-unnamed-and-
tottering-a-war-specter-lingers.html> [Accessed 13/03/2017]. 
36 Le Nouvel Observateur, 20-26/08/1992, p.25. 
37 Quoted in Cohen, ‘Rivesaltes Journal’. 
38 Ibid. 
39 The Languedoc-Roussillon branch of the Jewish Students of France. 
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a ‘Tour de France of Memory’, accompanying 250 students to internment camps across the 

country. Concluding their tour in the grounds of the Camp de Rivesaltes, the group held a 

small ceremony attended by local officials, and posed the first, temporary commemorative 

stone on the camp grounds. In 1993, his campaign given lustre by the support of Serge 

Klarsfeld, Benguigui was able to purchase a small parcel of land, on the edge of the autoroute 

cutting through the former camp, for the token sum of one franc.40 The first step towards a 

permanent memorial at Rivesaltes had been achieved.  

 

The next year, the first memorial stele at Rivesaltes was inaugurated on 16th January 1994 by 

Serge Klarsfeld’s Fils et filles de déportés juifs de France (FFDJF).41 Though not one of the 

first round of plaques referenced above, the text attached to the stele firmly grounds the 

memorial in this commemorative framework. It does not reference the French Republic, 

referencing instead ‘The Government of the French State’ - a notorious code for Vichy - and 

implicitly links the imperative to ‘Never Forget’ with historic and contemporary acts of anti-

Semitic violence: 

 

Thousands of foreign Jews  
who were refugees in France  

were arrested and interned in 1940  
in the Camp de Rivesaltes, in the Free Zone. 

Between August and October 1942,  
more than 2250 of their number,  

110 of whom were children,  
were delivered to the Nazis in the occupied zone  

by the de facto authority, of the so-called  
“Government of the French State”. 

Deported to the Auschwitz extermination camp,  
nearly all of them were assassinated there  

because they were born Jewish. 
Let us never forget these victims  
of racial hatred and xenophobia.    

 
ZAKHOR 

 

With the stele secured, attention increasingly turned to a potential museum of internment. At 

a national level, debates on the location of a potential museum to commemorate the French 

internment camps had first been initiated in the 1980s, when L’Amicale du Camp de Gurs 

 
40 JMTO, ‘Les origines du projet mémorial du camp de Rivesaltes’, Le Petit Journal, 21-24/02/2014, p.11. 
41 Sons and Daughters of Jewish Deportees From France. 
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(ACG),42 in partnership with L’Association des amis du Musée de Gurs,43 began to agitate for 

a museum to be located in the Pyrénées-Atlantiques, at the site of the former Camp de Gurs.44 

As early as 1981, the association had managed to agree a deal with the mayor of Josbaig 

Préchacq, one of three communes where the camp had been sited, to take on 4,000m² for a 

future museum. ‘Gurs’, the association wrote, ‘ought to be the symbol of all France’s civil 

internment camps between 1939-1944.’ In turn, the museum would become ‘a site of 

commemoration and reflection on this period which indelibly marked all of the peoples of 

Europe.’45 Outlining the question of a national museum in the Assemblée Nationale, the 

Secretary of State for Veterans, André Méric, noted that, although a comparatively recent 

concept, several plans were under consideration, most notably at the former sites of Drancy 

and Les Milles. Gurs, he suggested, would not be considered, due to financial constraints and 

a desire for a project that would resonate on a national level.46 Turning their attention 

elsewhere, the ACG, in partnership with the Fédération Nationale des Déportés et Internés, 

Resistants et Patriotes,47 focused their efforts instead on the Camp de Rivesaltes. This site, 

they argued, represented all of France’s internment camps, whilst benefiting from a location 

close to major transport links and an extant camp architecture, which they hoped would make 

the project more economical.48 By 1992, the Minister of Defence had agreed to cede a section 

of the Camp de Rivesaltes to create a museum, whilst the Ministry for Veterans had been 

awarded extra funding of 1,000,000 francs for the creation of memorial museums, with a 

preference indicated for the site at Rivesaltes.49 If the awarding of central funding indicated a 

certain sense of political will underpinning the project, the site of the museum was yet to be 

determined. There was a suggestion that senior government officials had a preference for the 

museum to be located at Le Vernet, due to its proximity to a rail station and location next to a 

major regional route. Equally, the camp was well known as a repressive site, with executions 

and punishment beatings carried out onsite.50 Others were said to favour the site at Les 

 
42 Association of the Camp de Gurs. 
43 Association of Friends of the Gurs Museum. 
44 Grynberg, ‘Les camps français, des non-lieux de mémoire’, p.67. 
45 Bulletin de l’Amicale du Camp de Gurs, 17, March 1985, p.10. 
46 Journal Officiel de la République Française, no. 25 du 19 juin 1989, Assemblée nationale débats 
parliamentaires, ‘Questions écrites remises à la présidence de l’Assemblée Nationale et réponses des ministres’, 
p.2796. The ACG subsequently focused attention on a memorial at the site of the Camp de Gurs; Dani 
Karavan’s design was inaugurated in October 1994. On the inauguration, see: Bulletin de l’Amicale du Camp de 
Gurs, 58, December 1994. 
47 National Federation of Deportees, Internees, Resistants and Patriots. 
48 Bulletin de l’Amicale du Camp de Gurs, 40, September 1990, pp.2-3. 
49 Bulletin de l’Amicale du Camp de Gurs, 46, March 1992, p.2. 
50 Bulletin de l’Amicale du Camp de Gurs, 47, June 1992, p.2. Perhaps just as important, Le Vernet was less 
connected to the unfolding of the Holocaust in France. Where the Jewish community made up 70% of the 
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Milles, used for a large part of the war to house foreign intellectuals and artists. Conditions at 

Les Milles were superior to those found in the other southern camps and a strong rescue 

narrative could permeate any future museum.51  

 

In spite of continued lobbying on behalf of the Jewish community, the budget credits, unused 

in 1992, were not carried forward into the budget for 1993.52 It seemed that the project to 

create a national museum of internment, as originally conceived, was at an end. Though the 

organisations failed in their goal to create a national museum of internment, as Eve-Cerf 

Horowitz notes, the work of the associations served an important purpose. Through their 

militancy, these collectives not only allowed for the (re)construction of a contemporary 

Jewish identity, but through their public work (steles, testimonies, lobbying), created a 

‘circulation of memories’, that served to delimit the camp space as an appropriate site for a 

public commemoration of the dead.53 If, in the words of Denis Peschanski, Jewish memory 

had for a long time been ‘ghettoised’ - separated and internalised within the Jewish 

community - the 1990s saw Jewish memories of internment imposing themselves on a 

national scale, to the extent that they came to represent ‘the entirety of the historical debate 

about the French internment camps.’54  

 

The state, responding to these increasingly public initiatives, had the difficult task of 

navigating who ought to be remembered and the ambiguities that any of the proposed sites 

represented. Though financing such an endeavour was a key concern, the process of deciding 

on the final placement of the museum equally entailed political/historical decisions as to the 

narrative to be conveyed. In Rivesaltes’ case, could the slow creep of the industrial units 

around Perpignan’s airport be stopped before it swallowed the remains of Camp Joffre, or 

would, as Anne Grynberg worried, Rivesaltes’ entry in the Dictionnaire Robert des noms 

propres forever be: ‘Centre of wine-production (muscat, dessert wines) and agriculture 

(vegetable farming)’?55    

 
population of the southern camps in 1941, throughout its existence, Jews made up only 10% of Le Vernet’s 
internees. See: Kelsey Williams McNiff, The French Internment Camp Le Vernet d’Ariège: Local 
Administration, Collaboration, and Public Opinion in Vichy France, (PhD Thesis, Princeton University, 2004). 
51 Grynberg, Les camps de la honte, pp.395-396. 
52 Bulletin de l’Amicale du Camp de Gurs,  52, July 1993, p.2. 
53 Eve-Cerf Horowitz, ‘L’Adieu à une enfant défunt’, Revue des Sciences Sociales de la France de l’Est, 22 
(1995), pp.42-49 (p.46). 
54 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.491. 
55 Grynberg, Les camps de la honte, p.396. 
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There is a tension, a member of the Mémorial’s staff tells me, between 
Rivesaltes’ town hall and the memorial. Officials in the local area are quite 
happy that Rivesaltes be known for its wine production, rather than its 
association with the camp. That parts of the camp, including Ilot F, where 
the Mémorial is situated, stand on land that is part of the commune of 
Salses-le-Château, is contentious for the Rivesaltais, who would rather their 
name was associated with tourism of a very different kind.    
 

 

Events within the local community served to reinforce wider, national perceptions of the uses 

and abuses of the past. In June 1993, 94 of the 122 tombs in the Jewish quarter of Perpignan’s 

Haut-Vernet cemetery had been desecrated by vandals. Of the targeted tombs, the oldest were 

amongst the most badly damaged, with the graves of some of the internees of Rivesaltes 

violently attacked. Along with the profanation of family crypts, the cemetery’s memorial 

plaque to the deported Jews was also destroyed.56 Charles Pasqua, Minister of the Interior, 

condemned the attacks as ‘odious acts, [that] remind us of the extent to which we must 

remain vigilant with regard to any resurgence of racism and xenophobia’,57 whilst Rabbi 

Krief, representing Perpignan’s Jewish community, described the attack as a ‘cowardly’ 

manifestation of ‘a latent anti-Semitism’ present in France.58  

 

As had been the case at Carpentras, the profanation of Haut-Vernet was immediately 

politicised. With municipal elections looming, the Front National claimed that the destruction 

of the cemetery was a politically motivated act, specifically targeted at unsettling their 

mayoral campaign.59 Earlier that year, the Front National’s candidate in Perpignan’s 

legislative elections, Jean-Claude Martinez, had narrowly lost out to RPR candidate Claude 

Barate, having received 42.56% of the second round votes, an indication of both growing 

popular support and the FN’s ability to hold its own in head to head elections.60 The Front 

National’s seeming inability to rid itself of the legacies of fascism and collaboration 

ultimately served both as a political snag, but equally ensured that Vichy continued to be kept 

in the limelight.61    

 
56 Anon., ‘Profanation antisémite à Perpignan’, L’Humanité, 12/06/1993, [Online] 
<http://www.humanite.fr/node/57802> [Accessed 27/02/2017]. See also: Birnbaum, Jewish Destinies, p.238. 
57 Quoted in Anon., ‘Profanation antisémite à Perpignan’. 
58 Profanation tombes Perpignan [YouTube video], jeancara66, 13/05/2008 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0C8noFbYFLo> [Accessed 27/02/2017]. 
59 Lebourg and Moumen, Rivesaltes, Le camp de la France, p.138. 
60 James Shields, The Extreme Right in France: From Pétain to Le Pen, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2007), p.249. 
61 Conan and Rousso, Vichy: An Ever-Present Past, p.11. 
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One of the reasons that the issue of Vichy was seen to dominate public consciousness in the 

1990s was the perception that the instruments of state had never adequately been purged of 

their wartime associations. The ‘fichier juif’ scandal, triggered by Serge Klarsfeld’s discovery 

of wartime records of Paris’ Jewish population ‘lost’ in the archive, seemed to confirm that 

the state felt that there was something to hide.62 The media’s role in whipping up ‘one of the 

finest “scoops” of the last few years’, according to Conan and Rousso,63 confirmed both 

public interest in the recurring scandals, and the power of the print media as a vector of 

memory.  

 

In 1997, Rivesaltes would have its own fichier scandal, drawing ghostly parallels with the 

earlier affair. The previous summer, in 1996, a municipal official in Perpignan, Jacques 

Chamoux, discovered bundles of documents related to the deportations of Rivesaltes’ Jewish 

internees in a local rubbish dump. Chamoux approached local newspaper L’Indépendant and 

the affair was broken by journalist Joël Mettay on 8th May 1997.64 The local préfet, Bernard 

Bonnet, denounced the dumping of the documents, linking it to the previous attack on the 

Haut-Vernet cemetery, suggesting that ‘four years after the desecration of the Jewish 

cemetery in Perpignan…collective memory is once again profaned.’65 Where the préfet 

sought to place himself above the events, whilst capitalising upon them for his own gain,66 

the Front National were forced onto the defensive. As with the desecration at Haut-Vernet, 

the documents were discovered in the midst of heated legislative elections. Again, the Front 

National cried foul, suggesting that political machinations that recalled the ‘manipulations’ of 

1993 were behind the timing of the revelation.67  

 

Asked as to how the documents could have ended up in the dump, the head of the local 

archives went on the offensive: the documents could only have been discovered as a result of 

theft from the archives; they should not have been published and the archives should have 

 
62 State officials had previously denied the existence of such a document. Upon subsequent investigation, it was 
found that Klarsfeld was mistaken, and the document was a composite, the original having been destroyed 
shortly after the war.  See: Clifford, Commemorating the Holocaust, pp.113-114; René Poznanski, ‘Le fichage 
des juifs de France pendant la Seconde Guerre mondiale et l’affaire du fichier des juifs’, La Gazette des 
archives, 177/128 (1997), pp.250-270; Réné Rémond, Le Fichier Juif, (Paris: Plon, 1996). 
63 Conan and Rousso, Vichy. Un passé qui ne passe pas, p.67. 
64 The story was delayed due to Mettay’s research into the documents’ authenticity and was deliberately timed to 
coincide with the anniversary of Nazi Germany’s capitulation. See: Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris, p.171. 
65 Quoted in Nicholas Lebourg, ‘À Rivesaltes, ce 16 octobre a des allures de 11 janvier’, Slate, 15/10/2015 
[Online] <http://www.slate.fr/story/108307/camp-rivesaltes> [Accessed 28/08/2018]. 
66 Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris, p.170. 
67 Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.139. 
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been contacted regarding their discovery. Responding to these allegations, Jacques Chamoux 

argued that he had assumed that, having thrown the documents out, the archives could not 

possibly want them. Having contacted Perpignan’s synagogue about the files, and received no 

response, he took them to Joël Mettay for publication. 68 

 

As with the earlier fichier affair, the documents, in and of themselves, revealed little new 

about the treatment of the Jews at Rivesaltes.69 More than this, an official enquiry revealed 

that the documents had come to be at the dump largely down to administrative incompetence, 

rather than any malicious intent. Documents relating to the Camp de Rivesaltes had originally 

been stored in Perpignan’s prison, where they were gradually forgotten about. In 1995, the 

town council purchased the prison, with the intention that the Archives départementales 

collect the documents relating to the camp. The archives delayed, and in the course of the 

clean up, the fichier disappeared.70 According to the local mayor’s office, quoted in national 

daily Libération, the state hadn’t taken ‘the necessary measures to conserve and protect’ the 

files, ‘abandon[ing] the documents without caring what happened to them.’71  

 

Though the affair was comparatively benign in its origins, the immediate politicisation and 

mediatisation of anything relating to the Vichy past ensured that the discarded documents 

were sure to cause an uproar. The toxic debate, of which Joël Mettay became a principal 

target, was, according to Mettay, deliberately conflated with the 1991 affair to provoke a 

sensation.72 Through creating an illusion of similarity with the national scandal - cover-ups, 

state collusion, anti-Semitism - the fichier de Rivesaltes was guaranteed to make headlines.  

 

For Mettay, this polemic disguised the main reason that the documents were disclosed. For 

him, ‘[t]he most painful thing [about the affair] was that the nub of the problem, was, from 

the beginning, put on the back-burner: what were we to do with the memory of all the victims 

of the Camp de Rivesaltes’.73 As in so many instances that characterised the so-called Vichy 

 
68 Lebourg, ‘À Rivesaltes, ce 16 octobre a des allures de 11 janvier’. 
69 Serge Klarsfeld, doubtless referring to his own research on the deportations: Mémorial de la déportation des 
Juifs de France, (Paris: Klarsfeld, 1978) that published all of the names of those deported from France, said as 
much. See: Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.140. 
70 Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris, p.170. 
71 Anon. ‘Fichier juif: c'est la faute à la préfecture’, Libération, 19/05/1997, [Online] 
<http://www.liberation.fr/france-archive/1997/05/19/fichier-juif-c-est-la-faute-a-la-prefecture_205184> 
[Accessed 28/08/2018]. 
72 Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris, p.169. 
73 Ibid., p.176. 
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Sydrome, though the memory of those who suffered had supposedly been ‘uncovered’, they 

were once again almost immediately forgotten, consumed in the swirling currents of political 

gamesmanship and media outrage.  

 

Though the uproar and negativity had personal consequences for a number of the actors, it 

was perhaps the fichier affair that was the single most important contributory factor behind 

the eventual opening of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes. In the immediate aftermath of 

the affair, the writer Claude Delmas, a native of Rivesaltes, called into L’Indépendant; it was 

noted at the time by a junior staff member that the caller wanted ‘to create a committee for a 

Rivesaltes memorial.’74 A subsequent petition launched by Delmas and Claude Vauchez for 

the creation of a memorial drew attention to the camp at a national level, attracting signatures 

from a number of well-known artists, philosophers, and writers, including Simone Veil, 

Claude Simon, and Edgar Morin. It was time, the petition suggested, to put an end to the 

‘collective forgetting’ that had previously engulfed the camp: ‘[w]e must materialise 

somewhere all this memory, and the authorities would be able to take pride and do 

themselves credit if they were to initiate and support themselves, this obligation to 

remember.’75  

 

While the petition ensured national attention, at a local level, the fichier affair led to the 

camp’s development as what Nicolas Lebourg refers to as ‘one of the constructive elements 

of local identity…’.76 For Michel Lloubes, a journalist at the local newspaper, L’Indépendant, 

the situation on the ground was somewhat different. With the release of Jacqueline Veuve’s 

Journal de Rivesaltes. Recit d’une infirmière, a film based on the diaries of Friedel Bohny-

Reiter, Lloubes found locals shocked by the film’s revelations: 

 

They were surprised, even stunned, the Rivesaltais who were leaving the screening of 
Jacqueline Veuve’s film on Monday night at the municipal theatre…How could such 
horrors have taken place there, on that land that our parents crossed to get to the vines, or 
to go to Montpins…How is it that these events have been covered up for such a long 
time?77   

 

As Lloubes’ coverage alludes to, at the local scale, as the national scale, memories of the past 

 
74 Quoted in Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.141. 
75 Quoted in Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris, p.176. 
76 Lebourg, ‘À Rivesaltes, ce 16 octobre a des allures de 11 janvier’. 
77 Quoted in Grynberg, Les camps de la honte, p.392. 
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were seen to have been occulted, covered up by those in power. Though narratives of a 

resurgent Jewish memory in the 1990s have been challenged by recent scholarship,78 clear 

parallels can be drawn between Rivesaltes’ immediate locality, and wider national discourses 

of memory considering internment. These ‘rituals of indignation’ undoubtedly contributed to 

the ‘re-discovery’ of the camp’s histories on a national level, whilst drawing attention to a 

certain memorial ambivalence within the local community. Where it is fair to suggest that the 

Camp de Rivesaltes played an important role in uncovering internment as a national 

phenomenon, it is equally true that for those living alongside the ‘phantom concentration 

camp’, the significance of the ghost in their midst remained undetermined. As one local 

resident put it in 1996:  

 

Of course there was moral and physical distress in the camp… [b]ut that was shared by 
everyone at the time, Jews and others. We were all afraid of the Germans. I myself was 
sent to a labor camp in Germany. So it was pretty much the same for everyone.79  

Communities of Memory 
 
To this point, memories of Jewish internment at Rivesaltes were almost exclusively to the 

fore, corresponding with national obsessions with the Vichy past. Ironically, as Nicolas 

Lebourg and Abderahmen Moumen suggest, this ‘over-focalisation’ on the period between 

1941-1942 contributed to an ‘ignorance’ of the camp’s previous histories, and an 

‘obliteration’ of the camp’s uses following the Vichy period.80 Where for so long memories of 

the camp were said to have been covered up, in many ways the development of a 

consciousness surrounding the site’s Jewish histories served to cover up wider histories of 

internment.  

 

The years of Jacques Chirac’s presidency (1995-2007) have nevertheless been described as a 

time of ‘hypermnesia’, of an uncontrolled obsession with memory.81 As Pascal Blanchard and 

Isabelle Veyrat-Masson suggest, even if the very idea is anathema in indivisible, Republican 

France, separate communities have the need to recover their collective pasts. For those who 

feel excluded or on the margins, the need to claim space within the public sphere is perhaps 

 
78 See, for instance, François Azouvi’s lucid discussion of the ways in which memories of the Shoah have 
circulated in France from the immediate post-war period in Le Mythe du grand silence. Auschwitz, les Français, 
la mémoire, (Paris: Fayard, 2012). 
79 Quoted in Cohen, ‘Rivesaltes Journal’. We can note here that threat was seen as being posed by the Germans, 
rather than the French state; the univers concentrationnaire a German, rather than French, phenomenon. 
80 Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.142. 
81 Wolf, ‘Introduction’, p.9. 
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greater still.82 Coinciding with the global ‘memory boom’, characterised by ‘an increasing 

fascination with the past and especially with narratives of oppression, marginalization, 

persecution and suffering’,83 it is perhaps of little surprise that the 1990s saw the inauguration 

of memorials alongside the Jewish stele to both the Harki (1995) and Spanish Republican 

(1999) communities interned at Rivesaltes. How then were these respective memories 

mobilised or, indeed, marginalised?  

 

For the Harkis, the 1990s were characterised by a renewed period of activism across the sites 

of their incarceration, with ‘truth, dignity and justice’ the ‘watchwords’ of the community.84 

As the new decade began, some 80% of 18-25 year olds from a Harki background were 

unemployed, demonstrating the ways in which the legacy of internment continued to 

structure young Harkis’ (dis)engagement with society.85 Increasingly, however, in addition to 

voicing socio-economic concerns and demands for material recompense, calls were made for 

recognition of their history in the form of a concrete lieu de mémoire and a specific 

commemorative day.86  

 

Central in this memorial impetus were the former sites of Harki detention, spatial moorings 

from which the Harkis and their descendants derived an important element of their identity.87 

As a consequence, significant efforts focused on commemorating the camps of Bias (Lot-et-

Garonne) and Saint-Maurice l’Ardoise (Gard), sites of violent Harki protest in the 1970s.88 In 

1992, a Harki association unveiled a plaque at Saint-Maurice l’Ardoise that read: ‘Homage to 

the harkis, 1954-1962 - morts pour la France’ and ‘Remember these men. They were not a 

myth: France saw them and acclaimed them. France called these men our brothers and our 

 
82 Pascal Blanchard and Isabelle Veyrat-Masson, ‘Introduction: Les guerres de mémoires: un objet d’étude, au 
carrefour de l’histoire et des processus de médiatisation’, in Pascal Blanchard and Isabelle Veyrat-Masson (eds.) 
Les Guerres de mémoires: La France et son histoire, enjeux politiques, controverses historiques, stratégies 
médiatiques, (Paris: La Découverte, 2008), pp.15-49 (p.35). 
83 Arnold De-Simine, Mediating Memory in the Museum, p.16. Alongside the ‘memory boom’, Arnold De-
Simine suggests a concurrent ‘museum boom’, which can be seen in growing calls for a museum at Rivesaltes. 
84 Martin Evans, ‘The Harkis: The Experience and Memory of France’s Muslim Auxiliaries’ in Martin S. 
Alexander, Martin Evans, and J.F.V. Keiger (eds.) The Algerian War and the French Army 1954-1962: 
Experiences, Images, Testimonies, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), pp.117-133 (p.130). 
85 Laurent Muller, Le Silence des Harkis, (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1999), p.8. 
86 Moumen, ‘Les lieux de mémoire du groupe social ≪harki≫’, p.138; Evans, ‘The Harkis’, p.131. 
87 Géraldine Enjelvin, ‘Les Harkis en France: Carte d’identité française, identité harkie à la carte?’, Modern & 
Contemporary France, 11.2 (2003), pp.161-173 (p.164). 
88 The 1975 protests focused primarily on living conditions in the camps and demands for their closure. 
Questions of integration were also to the fore - as one protester commented: ‘We want to be fully French and 
not half-French.’ Quoted in Eldridge, From Empire to Exile, p.141. See also pp.139-142, and Eldridge, ‘We’ve 
Never Had a Voice’. 
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compatriots’.89 This somewhat melancholic evocation of Harki sacrifices contrasts to the text 

inscribed on the plaque at Rivesaltes: 

 
In homage to the Harki community who, loyal to the flag 

And to the values of the Republic, are honoured by all of their combatants 
Who died for France in the course of various conflicts that she has known 

 
In memory of those who, from 1962-1972 lived in this camp 
And who, through their loyalty, agreed to so many sacrifices. 

 

Unveiled in 1995, the Harki stele is emblematic of a shift in Harki memorial practices, 

reflecting an increasingly organised and mature collective voice with a distinctive 

interpretation of the past.90 The plaque is an example of what Sung Choi refers to as the 

‘assimilationist turn’, whereby the Harki community increasingly presented themselves as 

loyal veterans deserving of respect.91 If calls for the physical inscription of Harki histories 

upon the landscape were a comparatively new form of activism for the community,92 the stele 

at Rivesaltes quickly became an important site of inter-generational pilgrimage for Harki 

families.93  

 

If the Camp de Rivesaltes increasingly acted as a focal point in the remembrance practices of 

the Harki community, this is not necessarily the case in the Spanish Republican community. 

Rather, commemoration within the Spanish Republican community has focused at various 

times on varied camps within the French internment network. Beginning in earnest in the 

1970s,94 this commemorative culture was primarily articulated around two principal axes: the 

restoration of camp cemeteries (and an allied recognition of suffering within the camps) and a 

quest for recognition for Spanish Republican participation in the struggle against Nazi 

oppression and their role in acts of resistance.95 The initial focus for much of this activity was 

the Camp de Gurs, which as we have seen, played a central role in the development of a 

national consciousness of the southern internment camps. In the Pyrénées-Orientales, the 

 
89 Aldrich, Vestiges of the Colonial Empire in France, p.148. 
90 Eldridge, ‘We’ve Never Had a Voice’, p.89. 
91 Choi, ‘The Muslim Veteran in Postcolonial France’, p.39. 
92 Eldridge, From Empire to Exile, p.284. There can be little doubt that this was influenced by the growing calls 
from within the Jewish community for commemoration of the Holocaust in France.  
93 Moumen, ‘Les lieux de mémoire du groupe social ≪harki≫, p.142. 
94 Here links can be made between the reawakening of a Jewish memorial consciousness amongst the post-’68 
generation in France, the collapse of Franco’s dictatorship in Spain, and the development of such a 
commemorative culture amongst Spanish Republican exiles. See Soo, The Routes of Exile, p.225. 
95 Scott Soo, ‘Putting Memory to Work: A Comparative Study of Three Associations Dedicated to the Memory 
of the Spanish Republican Exile in France’, Diasporas. Histoires et sociétés, 6 (2005), pp.109-120 (p.109). 
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camp at Argelès-sur-Mer has formed the epicentre for the production of Spanish Republican 

memory.96 In contrast to Rivesaltes, (and to a lesser extent Gurs) where material remains of 

the past are present in the contemporary landscape, at Argelès, the former camp space has 

been entirely consumed by the shifting sands of the beach and the pressing demands of 

tourism. In order to materialise this immaterial site, a stele, similar to those found at 

Rivesaltes, was inaugurated in 1999 to coincide with 60th anniversary commemorations of the 

Retirada. As with other examples of commemoration in the area, central to this project was 

an association, Fils et filles de républicains espagnols et enfants de l’exode97 (FFREEE), 

which has maintained an active programme of commemorative events around the stele. 

Beyond this site-specific commemoration, FREEE have actively sought to create a cross-

border culture of memory. Physicalised through an annual pilgrimage across the Pyrenean 

routes of exile, members of the association have cultivated ties with cross-border 

organisations and conducted acts of solidarity with present-day exiles, creating what Scott 

Soo refers to as ‘an emphasis on universal values that transcends cultural boundaries.’98   

 

As Lebourg and Moumen note, FFREEE have increasingly sought to present themselves as 

the ‘legitimate carriers’ of Spanish Republican memories of exile.99 This ceaseless 

memorialisation has led to the creation of numerous memorials and plaques at railway 

stations, on mountain passes, and in the former camp spaces, often to the exclusion of other 

associations and other acts of memory.100 One of these other organisations, the Association 

d’anciens combattants et victimes de guerre de la République espagnole,101 was responsible 

for the erection of Rivesaltes’ third memorial stele on 30th October 1999. A simple inscription 

bears witness to the children, women, and men interned in the Camp de Rivesaltes as a result 

of the Retirada.  

 

 

 

 

 
96 Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.144. 
97 Sons and Daughters of Spanish Republicans and Children of the Exodus. 
98 See Soo, ‘Putting Memory to Work’, p.120; Soo, The Routes of Exile, p.235. 
99 Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.144. 
100 On this, see: Veronique Moulinié and Sylvie Sagnes, ‘Des exilés politiques aux vainqus magnifiques: 
Mémoires des républicains espagnols (février 1939)’ in Noël Barbe and Marina Chauliac (eds.) L’immigration 
aux frontières du patrimoine, (Paris: Editions de la Maison des sciences de l’homme, 2014), pp.61-82 (p.63). 
101 Association of Former Combatants and Victims of War of the Spanish Republic. 
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Although born in France, JT and her husband are of Spanish origin, their family 
history marked by the legacies of Francoism: Republican family members 
murdered and buried in mass graves; others fleeing through the flurries of winter 
over the Pyrenees, interned on the beaches of Argelès and Le Barcarès; a 
grandfather sentenced to death. JT explained her interest in the past, hours spent 
searching the internet, discussing documents with her friends on Facebook, many 
of whom she’d met through her research. These texts made her cry at first, but she 
feels more comfortable now.  
 
JT was keen to explain that the Spanish Civil War was particularly fratricidal: 
‘sometimes families were split between the Franquists and the Republicans’. I 
asked JT if the same couldn’t be said of the French during the Second World War - 
she was adamant: ‘No! While you had the collaborators and the résistants it was 
completely different for them.’  
 
If this was an invalid comparison, JT made clear her opinion that the present 
migrant crisis did bear comparison: ‘well of course, it’s the same.’ 
 

Communities Apart? 
 
The three stelae commemorating the Jewish, Harki, and Spanish Republican internees at 

Rivesaltes each take broadly the same form: a stone monolith with a descriptive plaque 

attached. Situated within a self-contained area, demarcated by chains, and pillars topped with 

the colours of the French flag, the three stelae appear as if incorporated as one. Two 

additional memorials sit outside of this commemorative space, placed in largely untended 

plots, separated from the stelae of the 1990s.  

 

The first, inaugurated in January 2009, commemorates the Roma community interned onsite. 

The memorial is far more figurative in its design than the original stelae, featuring a version 

of the Roma flag, and a poem in memory of those who suffered as a result of ‘Hitlerian 

madness’. The second, further still from the original memorial stelae, but inaugurated one 

year earlier in 2008, takes the form of a stylised prison gate and commemorates the internees 

of the CRA detention centre. The reception of the two newest additions to the memorial 

stelae at Rivesaltes reveals the complexities that underpin the recognition of multiple and 

intersecting pasts.  

 

The memorial to the Roma community was inaugurated in comparative silence. Commending 

the community’s role as ‘the soul of Europe’, Christian Bourquin nevertheless drew attention 
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to the extent of hatred that still existed towards the Roma. Solutions, he hoped, would be 

uncovered by the future Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes.102   

 

Reflecting on the difficulties of commemorating the Roma community, Vincent O’Connell 

suggests a reflexive relationship between the community’s lack of social currency, indeed of 

the hatred identified by Bourquin, and the absence of a coherent collective memory within 

the community.103 This sense of alienation is arguably intensified by the community’s largely 

oral tradition, distinct from the literary cultures that have allowed other memories to come to 

the fore.104 Jean-Luc Pouyeto and Marie-Christine Hubert suggest that the Roma community, 

particularly the Manouches - the majority amongst ex-internees - have a very different way of 

representing the past and conceptualising those they have lost. In this understanding, those 

who have died are not conceived as occupying a separate space - be it heaven or nothingness 

- but instead remain both absent and present at the same time within the community. Traces 

of the dead are not kept and their names are hurriedly replaced with the relevant pronouns.105 

This form of remembering arguably forecloses ‘traditional’ forms of commemoration, 

creating what Michael Stewart refers to as ‘remembering without commemoration’.106   

 

 
1% Artistique Part 1: Acts of memorialisation are woven into the fabric of the 
Mémorial. Six art installations by the artist Emmanuel Régent materialise and allegorise 
the workings of memory. Each piece takes as its catalyst a specific recollection from the 
camp’s history, commemorating each of the groups interned onsite, whilst implicating 
the visitor in the art work.107 

 
Perhaps the most powerful work is also the most anonymous. Inscribed on the bottom of 
each entry ticket to the Mémorial is a simple legend: Marie Weiss-Loeffler - 10 

 
102 Christian Bourquin, ‘Ce 14 janvier, sur le site du camp de Rivesaltes…’, Christian Bourquin, 14/01/2009 
<https://blog66.blogs.com/christian_bourquin/2009/01/ce-14-janvier-sur-le-site-du-camp-de-rivesaltes.html> 
[Accessed 24/01/2019]. 
103 Vincent O’Connell, ‘A Road Less Travelled: Memory, Motive and Representation in the Gypsy Holocaust’ in 
Michael Hayes (ed.) Road Memories: Aspects of Migrant History, (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 
2007), pp.53-66 (p.64). 
104 Martin Evans, ‘Memories, Monuments, Histories: The Re-thinking of the Second World War since 1989’, 
National Identities, 8.4 (2006), pp.317-348. (p.340). 
105 Jean-Luc Pouyeto and Marie-Christine Hubert, ‘Génocide et internement: histoire gadjé et mémoires 
tsiganes’ in Catherine Coquio (ed.) L’Histoire trouée, negation et témoignage, (Nantes: Editions L’Atalante, 
2004), pp.469-491 (p.477). 
106 Michael Stewart, ‘Remembering Without Commemoration: The Mnemonics and Politics of Holocaust 
Memories Among European Roma’, The Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute, 10.3 (2004), pp.561-
582. 
107 The ‘1% Artistique’ is part of French legislation dictating that public building projects should contribute 1% 
of their overall budget to commission works of art.  
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novembre 1941. Weiss-Loeffler was a Roma internee of Rivesaltes who, like some 66% 
of the Roma community at one time or another, was able to escape from the confines of 
the camp.108 Struck by the absence of written accounts from Rivesaltes’ Roma 
community, Régent’s is a work of making absence present, figuring both the act of 
escape and the subsequent silence of the community. With each visitor taking their ticket 
away from the Mémorial with them, Weiss-Loeffler’s escape is reenacted, her itinerant 
journey refigured by visitors far and wide. Where some died and others still were forced 
to settle, through Régent’s work at least, the journey continues. As with Régent’s other 
works within the Mémorial, the ticket piece is accompanied by an explanatory plaque 
which is situated at the ticket kiosk. Where the other plaques detail the story or 
quotation that has inspired the artwork, this plaque is empty, except for the name of the 
piece: ‘Escape Plan’. Both aspects of the piece are thus infused with a sense of absence 
and a reminder that remembering and forgetting are intertwined. Weiss-Loeffler is 
forever recalled, and forever absent. 
 

 

If the Roma memorial was largely met with silence, responses to the CRA monument were 

far more explosive. The impetus for the CRA monument came from the NGO CIMADE, 

whose history, as discussed in Chapter Two, is intimately linked with that of Rivesaltes. 

Inaugurated shortly after the closure of the detention centre within the camp grounds, the 

memorial speaks to the uncanny, incongruous proximity of remembrance and ongoing 

internment at Rivesaltes. According to Jean-Paul Nuñez, representing CIMADE in 

Languedoc-Roussillon, the barred door figures the act of separation, representing ‘a France 

that is closed on itself… A door by which we shut out these thousands of Others. And bars 

behind which accumulated an indefinable suffering.’109 Where the other memorial stelae 

represented state-led reclamations of the past, CIMADE’s memorial instead implicated the 

state in historic and contemporaneous forms of violence.  

 

On its unveiling, the CRA monument was met with varying degrees of criticism. Phillippe 

Benguigui described the Jewish community as being ‘hurt’ by the amalgamation of 

memorials, whilst François Calvet, UMP departmental secretary, argued that the new act of 

memorialisation constituted ‘a cheap political operation’.110 The most remarkable attack 

came from the prefect of the Pyrénees-Orientales, Hugues Bousigues. In a press release 

published in Midi Libre, Bousigues argued that the monument betrayed: 

 
108 Doulut, Les Tsiganes au camp de Rivesaltes, p.52. 
109 Jean-Paul Nuñez, quoted at: ‘inauguration d’une stèle en mémoire de tous ceux qui ont été “retenus” au CRA 
de Rivesaltes’, Histoire coloniale et postcoloniale, 26/12/2008 <https://histoirecoloniale.net/inauguration-d-une-
stele-en-memoire-de-tous-ceux-qui-ont-ete-retenus-au-CRA-de.html> [Accessed 01/02/2019]. 
110 See: Gwenaëlle Moulins, ‘A Rivesaltes, une stèle contestée en mémoire des étrangers expulsés’, La Croix, 
15/12/2008, [Online] <http://www.la-croix.com/Archives/2008-12-15/A-Rivesaltes-une-stele-contestee-en-
memoire-des-etrangers-expulses-_NP_-2008-12-15-334581> [Accessed 15/09/2015]. 
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The Republic: ‘because it testifies to contempt for our laws. It is ignorant of the controls 
exercised by parliament, the judiciary, numerous commissions and bodies of 
inspection…’ 
 
The truth: ‘because foreigners detained in detention centres benefit from the protection of 
our laws’  
 
History:  ‘by creating an amalgamation that is a falsification of history. It [the memorial] 
assimilates the Spanish victims of the Retirada and the Harkis welcomed by France with 
those who have entered our country illegally...It is an outrage to the memory of the men 
and women imprisoned, interned or deported to the concentration camps by such an 
infamous regime.’111 

 

In contrast to Bousigues’ strident attack, the Harki community announced a guarded support 

for the memorial, suggesting that one ‘cannot remain indifferent to the distress of those who 

are suffering’, whilst Christian Bourquin argued that the memorial cautioned that ‘France has 

forgotten the value of mankind.’ In keeping with his association’s dedication to universal 

values, Serge Barba, president of FFREEE, spoke of the Spanish Republican community’s 

‘solidarity with those who have suffered exile.’112  

 

In unveiling the memorial, Nuñez had made clear that CIMADE intended no confusion 

between the communities interned at Rivesaltes; throughout the Camp de Rivesaltes’ 

incarnations, CIMADE’s aid workers had not discriminated in supporting those in need.113 

Nevertheless, as can be seen in Bousigues’ attack, comparison between the communities 

could be condoned only for those histories that were deemed ‘safe’ through the passage of 

time. Furthermore, irrespective of historical context, the concept of the Republic, the 

fundamental ideals underpinning the French nation, could be detached from the actions of 

those engaged on behalf of the state.  

 

Though the polemic quickly subsided, the debate about CIMADE’s memorial revealed some 

of the complexities underpinning the memorialisation of Rivesaltes’ multiple histories and 

reflected the increasing politicisation of the site. Comparison, politicking, and the role of the 

Republic would continue to be key themes as the struggle over commemoration continued. 

 
111 Hugues Bousigues, ‘Le préfet réagit’, Le Midi Libre, 16/12/2008, [Online], Available at: <http://ldh-
toulon.net/inauguration-d-une-stele-en.html> [Accessed 16/09/2015]. 
112 Moulins, ‘A Rivesaltes, une stèle contestée en mémoire des étrangers expulsés’. 
113 Quoted at: ‘inauguration d’une stèle en mémoire de tous ceux qui ont été “retenus” au CRA de Rivesaltes’. 
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From Monuments to Mémorial: 2000-2012 
 

Since 1998, the memorial project has been inextricably tied with the life-history of one man: 

Christian Bourquin. Arriving to the office of president of the Conseil général des Pyrénées-

Orientales in 1998, Bourquin is widely-held as responsible for saving the Camp de Rivesaltes 

from the ravages of development bulldozers. From childhood, Bourquin claimed that the 

camp had struck him as a ‘historical black hole for everyone’ and throughout his career he 

sought to engender a political will to hold a mirror up to Rivesaltes’ troubled pasts.114 As we 

have seen, Bourquin was often at the forefront of commemorative initiatives at the camp, 

forming a link between the local community, commemorative associations, and local 

government. As the new millennium dawned, following years of increasingly formalised 

commemoration, the fight for the memorial began to gather momentum. 

 

As discussed in Chapter One, the year 2000 saw Ilot F and barrack K12 classified at a 

regional level as historic monuments. Though Ilot F was considered as the best preserved of 

the accommodation blocks, it was barrack K12 that provided perhaps the most remarkable 

physical testimony. Painted on the cement wall was a mural created by Friedel Bohny-Reiter 

and her team of nurses - an alpine landscape populated by people and farm animals - a 

reminder of home for the Swiss nurse, and a happy diversion for her infant charges. This 

mural, the classification document noted, ought to be safeguarded, or, in the event of Ilot K 

falling victim to an extended industrial estate, moved to Ilot F.115  

 

The camp was classified on a number of different levels. Coinciding with a period that Anne 

Grynberg has described as a ‘museological age’ in the history of internment in France,116 it 

was noted that safeguarding Ilot F would be ‘useful in the devoir de mémoire that the country 

is currently undertaking.’ Laurent Hugues, acting as part of the regional conservation team, 

nevertheless cautioned on the limits of the protection, and, indeed, the limitations of the 

historical trace: ‘The role of our service is, in this instance, to maintain the material remains; 

the painful soul of the place perpetuates itself through the living testimonies of the witnesses 

 
114 Anon., ’La Région place sur orbite le Mémorial de Rivesaltes’, L’Indépendant, 07/12/2011 [Online] 
<https://www.lindependant.fr/2011/12/07/la-region-place-sur-orbite-le-memorial-de-rivesaltes,93041.php> 
[Accessed 17/01/2019]. 
115 See: Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, Dossier protection Ilot F, [Report] [n.d.]. 
116 Anne Grynberg, ‘Du Mémorial au Musé, comment tenter de représenter la Shoah?’, Les Cahiers de la Shoah, 
7.1 (2003), pp.111-167 (p.125). 
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and cannot be confronted by administrative protection.’117  

 

The limits of the protection were to be proven in 2004. In mid-June, the mural was found by a 

local historian to have been vandalised, the metal grills covering the images torn from the 

wall and the figures defaced with a chisel. Outrage was swift, both locally and nationally, 

with the attack on the mural read as an attack against memory. Dominique de Villepin, 

Minister of the Interior, voiced his ‘indignation in the face of this new attack on the memory 

of the children of the Shoah’, whilst the Minister for Defence, Michèle Alliot-Marie, voiced 

his hopes that the perpetrators would be charged as quickly as possible.118 Members of 

Perpignan’s Jewish community condemned a ‘grave attack on the memory of an entire 

people’, and an act that represented ‘the peak of negationism.’119 Within the historical 

community, reaction was more muted. Geneviève Erramuzpé, Director of the Maison d’Izieu, 

argued that ‘[t]he real scandal is that we have to wait for a historical artefact to disappear 

before we start to worry’, whilst another historian suggested that the vandalism was ‘a 

symptom of the loss of memory; it shows that there isn’t sufficient knowledge about the 

place.’120  

 

Almost universally, coverage on the desecration focused upon an attack against the memory 

of the Jewish people, and specifically Jewish children. Though perhaps inevitable given the 

emotive nature of the subject matter, as a journalist from national daily Libération reported, 

this was in spite of the fact that the paintings were without doubt the work of an adult, whose 

identity remains unknown.121 Through a narrow focus, exclusively representing the Jewish 

community, the reporting necessarily occluded the suffering of other communities. With this 

in mind, the president of FREEE raised a complaint with the Ministers of the Interior and 

Armed Forces detailing the hurt felt by the Spanish Republican community that, even through 

this supposed defence of memory, other communities had been forgotten: ‘[h]ere, where the 

authorities today see nothing but Jewish children, Friedel Bohny-Reiter…saw nothing but 
 

117 Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, Dossier Protection Ilot F. 
118 Quoted in: Charlotte Rotman, ‘Une fresque profanée dans un camp de concentration’, Libération, 14/06/2004 
[Online] <http://www.liberation.fr/societe/2004/06/14/une-fresque-profanee-dans-un-camp-de-
concentration_483019> [Accessed 14/06/16]. 
119 Quoted in: Claude Massonnet, ‘Emotion après la profanation de Rivesaltes’, Le Parisien, 14/06/2004 
[Online] <http://www.leparisien.fr/faits-divers/emotion-apres-la-profanation-de-rivesaltes-14-06-2004-
2005059986.php> [Accessed 06/08/2015]. 
120 Quoted in: Charlotte Rotman, ‘<<Un symptôme de la déperdition de la mémoire>>, Libération, 22/06/2004 
[Online] <https://www.liberation.fr/societe/2004/06/22/un-symptome-de-la-deperdition-de-la-
memoire_483953> [Accessed 19/01/2019]. 
121 Ibid. 
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interned children, without distinction for religion or origin. They were Jewish but also Roma, 

Spanish, and others.’122 As in so many instances in the struggle for commemoration at 

Rivesaltes, over-focalisation on Jewish narratives was perceived as covering up more diverse 

histories.  

 

Press reports on the destruction of the mural invariably pointed to the ongoing memorial 

project as a solution to the varied problems the vandalism was thought to represent. The 

wounds of these assaults on memory, it seemed, could be healed only with further acts of 

remembrance. Immediately, the Prefect of the Pyrénées-Orientales, Thierry Lataste, visited 

the roadside stelae, laying a wreath at the foot of the monument commemorating the camp’s 

Jewish population.123  

 

Two years previously, the stele had itself been vandalised. Re-dedicating the refurbished 

monument, a plaque unveiled in 2003 bears the following inscription:  

 

Following this remembrance ceremony of 22nd June 2003, the President of the Conseil 
Général officially paid tribute to all of the victims of Nazi barbarity in confirming the 

creation of the future Mémorial-Historial du Camp de Rivesaltes, on the very site of this 
tragedy.  

 

In the presence of dignitaries including Christian Bourquin, Serge and Beate Klarsfeld, and 

the representatives of a number of Jewish associations, the plaque was dedicated, confirming 

the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes both as a commemorative site, and as a bulwark against 

nascent forms of anti-Semitism.124  

 

Though, as we have seen, the formal classification of the site offered little practical 

protection, from 2004 onwards, preparations for the future memorial increased apace. In 

November 2005, the 42 hectares of Ilot F were formally acquired by the Conseil Général des 

Pyrénées-Orientales for the purposes of constructing the new memorial. Earlier that year, the 

 
122 Quoted in Soo, ‘Putting Memory to Work’, p.116. 
123 Anon., ‘La fresque des enfants juifs vandalisée’, La Dépêche du Midi, 14/06/2004 [Online] 
<https://www.ladepeche.fr/article/2004/06/14/246861-la-fresque-des-enfants-juifs-vandalisee.html> [Accessed 
20/01/2019]. 
124 In 2018, flower pots placed at the foot of the monument were overturned and smashed against the stele. 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the opening of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes has failed to deter vandals. See: 
Laure Moysset, ‘Rivesaltes : Actes de vandalisme sur la stèle à la mémoire des juifs déportés’, L’Indépendant, 
04/11/2018 [Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2018/11/04/rivesaltes-actes-de-vandalisme-sur-la-stele-a-la-
memoire-des-juifs-deportes,4754479.php> [Accessed 20/01/2018]. 
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Conseil developed a comprehensive plan as part of the architectural competition. This 

document provided both a spatial outline of the future memorial, but equally a detailed 

historical interpretation of the camp.   

 

As with the proposal to relocate K12’s mural, it was suggested that the stelae be moved from 

their roadside location to form part of the memorial’s entrance sequence. This remembrance 

site would be accessible to all communities, forming a locus for commemorative activity 

adjacent to the larger memorial building. The desire to move the stelae was no doubt made to 

increase accessibility for the broadest constituency possible, but equally with an eye on 

security; the sensitive nature of the project is noted in the plan, along with reference to the 

vandalism against the mural and stelae.  

 

The exterior walkway is described as a ‘pathway of memory’, and centred on a vision of 

architecture and landscape reconstructed ‘as it would have been in 1942’. With this in mind, 

visitors would be invited to pass from barrack to barrack, with individual buildings 

reconstituted as accommodation, infirmary, and sanitary blocks. These stations, it was 

suggested would ‘allow visitors to mentally reconstruct what the real conditions of 

internment at Rivesaltes would have been like.’ Crucially, it was not proposed that visitors go 

inside the barrack blocks, but that a ‘distancing effect’ be maintained. The reconstituted 

barracks would be accompanied by a series of portraits of those interned at the site, as well as 

sound and visual installations with the intention of ‘evoking the traces of a life lived in the 

camp: testimonies of creativity in the camp, life-histories of individual internees, of aid 

workers, or of political/administrative officials.’ Specific reference was made to the affective 

qualities of the landscape, with care advised as to the location of sound installations to 

accommodate for the wind.  

 

It is clear, both from the proposal for the exterior site, as well as the proposed scenography of 

the internal exhibition, that the focus of the memorial was to be the Second World War 

period. It is noted within the plan that the central memorial narrative would be composed of 

three axes: 
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• ‘The history of internment in France during the Second World War…this aspect 
should occupy the largest part of the visitor exposition,125 

• The history of the Camp de Rivesaltes in its plurality of situations and populations 
from the Liberation to today, particularly the Harki tragedy, 

• The history of humanitarian aid agencies in the 20th Century, which played a major 
role in the internment camps.’ 

 

Each of these elements would be composed of a series of ‘sequences’ which would  draw the 

themes into a broader historical context: 

 

Internment Camps in France From 1938-1945 
• Introduction to Internment 
• The Internment Camps Before the Debacle of May-June 1940 
• Vichy and Internment 
• Daily Life in the Camps 
• The Deportation of the Jews 

 
The Camp de Rivesaltes After the War 

• From the German Occupation to Prisoners at Work 
• Leaving for Algeria 
• The Reception of the Harkis 
• The Centre de Retention Administrative 

 
Humanitarian Aid Organisations in the 20th Century 

• The Second World War: Crisis and Renewal 
• The Struggle for ‘Development’, A Political Concern 
• Without Borders, A Return to the Roots 
• Action in a Complex World 

 

The most remarkable element of the detailed contextualisation that the plan offers is the 

comparative absence of the Camp de Rivesaltes. Primarily conceived as a memorial to the 

French internment camps, (which, as we have seen, had been a primary mandate for decades) 

within the memorial text, the Camp de Rivesaltes is presented as one example amongst many, 

rather than the focal point of the exhibition. The camp’s Second World War histories are 

largely subordinated to a broader recounting of 20th Century internment across Europe and 

the logics of exclusion that led to the creation of camp networks. From this continental 

narrative, a more localised narrative is suggested by bringing Rivesaltes into dialogue with 

other French internment camps. It is only in the ‘Daily Life’ section that Rivesaltes is 

explicitly foregrounded: ‘[h]ere, we will recall daily life in the internment camps between 

1940-1942, leaning particularly on examples and extracts from the Camp de Rivesaltes.’  

 
125 My italics. 
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It is clear that the Second World War narrative - both in the broader European, and local 

contexts - was considered ‘representable’ in the museological environment. Emblematic of 

this, one of the most contentious elements of the proposed project for local residents is noted 

as a central theme:   

 

The reactions of the local population will be evoked in this sequence. They were variable: 
they oscillated between fear and indifference, denunciation and greed, sometimes the 
greatest hostility towards the interned populations, but sometimes also, beyond even the 
work of the aid organisations, generosity and support, solidarity.  

 

Though there is self-evidently greater distance between Rivesaltes’ Vichy and Algerian 

histories, the depth of the Second World War historicisation suggests a narrative more easily 

conveyed. By contrast, the treatment of Algeria was limited to a few simple lines, the space 

within the exhibition hall (300m²) half that dedicated to the Second World War period 

(600m²). Though it was recognised that the memorial ‘[would] be, in effect, the first space to 

evoke and explain the tragedy of the Harkis, and, through them, the Algerian War’, it is clear 

that the meaning of the conflict and the positioning of the Harkis within the 

national/international context remained underdetermined. Tellingly, it was noted that ‘[a] 

large space should be consecrated to this memory that is still alive’ - a memory alive and a 

story, at that time, unwritten.  

 

Perhaps the most remarkable element of the proposal for the memorial is the section 

dedicated to aid agencies. Though it is noted that the sequences should not ‘break the 

dynamic of the visit’, forming instead a ‘complement to the main pathway, like a history 

within a history’, the segment significantly expands the scope of the memorial narrative. 

Beginning with the origins of organised aid agencies, the section was to discuss the 

compromised position of aid workers and the contradictions inherent to their actions within 

the camp system. Developing this theme, the role of aid agencies was to be further 

problematised with reference to the political sphere, with discussions of aid/international 

development and the possibilities of humanitarian intervention divorced from international 

politicking. This concluding section would be ‘close to an agenda that speaks to many 

visitors and evokes subjects that they have heard about’ and would finish with ‘a form of 
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questioning on humanitarianism today, and the challenges that remain to be faced.’126    

Imagined Architectural Futures/Imagined Historical Pasts 
 

Final designs for the Mémorial’s structure were submitted in May 2005. From 46 proposals 

put forward for the jury’s consideration, five designs were retained for the final stage of the 

competition. Each studio was invited to consider the site in its totality, with explicit 

indications that any memorial ought to ‘merge with the landscape as best as possible. Designs 

were to accommodate visitor parking, an entrance to the memorial site, and the building 

itself, a 2,846m² construction to house permanent and temporary exhibitions. As well as these 

functional spaces, designs were asked to incorporate a space for remembrance, ‘accessible to 

everyone [and] available to all communities’; a space for an art installation; and an 

acclimatisation area.  

 

 
Figure 2 - ‘Journeys of Memory, Traces of History’ - Conseil Général des Pyrénées-

Orientales, Mémorial du camp Joffre de Rivesaltes: Concours d’architecture, de 
scénographie et d’ingénierie, Concours du 23 septembre 2005, Rapport de la commission 

technique. 
 

The first design put before the jury was ‘Journeys of Memory, Traces of History’, a concept 

influenced by the Land Art and Arte Povera movements. Through the use of natural materials 

 
126 This synthesis is drawn from: Conseil Général des Pyrénées Orientales, Maitrise d’œuvre du Mémorial de 
Rivesaltes: Programme général, [Report] April 2005. 
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and a design rooted in the earth, the design was intended to encapsulate the ‘resonance’ and 

‘force’ of the extent camp landscape. Sharing similarities with Ricciotti’s eventual winning 

design, the camp was to be accessed via an 80m concrete alley. To the side of this alleyway, 

Rivesaltes’ memorial steles were to be relocated, each visible from the pathway, and 

accessible in such a way that ‘visitors [could] take in each stele separately.’ In contrast to the 

other designs, ‘Journeys of Memory’ proposed a complete razing of vegetation in the block, 

creating a denuded, desertified landscape.  

 

 
Figure 3 - ‘The Expression of Human Fractures’ - Conseil Général des Pyrénées-

Orientales, Mémorial du camp Joffre de Rivesaltes: Concours d’architecture, de 
scénographie et d’ingénierie, Concours du 23 septembre 2005, Rapport de la commission 

technique. 
 

The second design ‘The Expression of Human Fractures’ focused on the site as ‘rupture’, 

with the camp conceived as a series of tears in the fabric of humanity. Opposing the linear 

militaristic geographies of the camp, the design is characterised by a fault line that cuts 

through the site. Beginning at the car park, the fault runs through the centre of the ilot, cutting 

the memorial building into two fractured pieces. The metaphor, according to the design team, 
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is intended to be double. At first the fracture ‘folds, twists, [and] rises’ as a representation of 

the lives torn apart by the camp. Secondly, the physicality of the fissure, through the natural 

and built landscape, is a manifestation of the powerful influence on the landscape of ‘the 

souls of the people, interned, who have shattered the strict, entrenched regimen of the site.’ 

Thus, whilst the fissure is at once Rivesaltes’ ‘scars of memory’ made physical upon the 

landscape, it also suggests that, for the designers at least, remembrance can go some way 

towards undermining the power structures that created such a camp in the first place. By 

cutting the memorial building in two, the fissure is said to embody the historical process, 

shattering the building ‘between hope and despair.’ Though laden with such figurative 

meaning, passage through the space is, above all, intended to be an emotive experience. 

Through metaphorical allusion to the experience of the internees in the memorial’s 

composition, the visitor is made the subject of a series of intense ‘emotional shocks’. 

 

 
Figure 4 - ‘Internment Memorial’ - Conseil Général des Pyrénées-Orientales, Mémorial du 

camp Joffre de Rivesaltes: Concours d’architecture, de scénographie et d’ingénierie, 
Concours du 23 septembre 2005, Rapport de la commission technique. 

 

Perhaps the most visually striking of the architectural interventions, Maison Edouard 

François’ design for the camp constituted a radical reinterpretation of the camp landscape. 

Where Ilot F was to be conserved as the site of the memorial, the other barrack blocks were 

to be destroyed, the materials reused to form the very fabric of the new memorial. Visitors 

would encounter the landscape from above, in a futuristic lookout tower. The view to the 

exterior was to be regimented, with the entirety of the viewpoint given over to a vast camera 

obscura. Beneath, the remains of Ilot F would be left as a ‘biotope’, the flora and fauna 

allowed to slowly reclaim the devastated buildings, bringing forth new life in memory of the 

camp’s internees. 
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Figure 5 - ‘A Way to Build Meaning’ - Conseil Général des Pyrénées-Orientales, Mémorial 
du camp Joffre de Rivesaltes: Concours d’architecture, de scénographie et d’ingénierie, 

Concours du 23 septembre 2005, Rapport de la commission technique. 
 

Similarly to Maison Edouard François’ design, ‘A Way to Build Meaning’ proposed the 

construction of a viewing tower which visitors could climb to view the camp landscape. The 

site was conceived as a palimpsest, with multiple layered histories coming together. Each, it 

was argued, were subject to multiple interpretations by different constituents. The designers 

proposed no building on the site of the Ilot; instead, the block was to be enclosed within a 

circular embankment to create a new way of ‘entering, seeing, traversing, and understanding 

the historical remains.’ The camp could not be seen from the exterior, whilst from the interior 

the visitor gaze would be interrupted by the presence of the bank. This bank would have 

materialised the sense of isolation felt by internees, who, upon seeing the horizon, were 

confronted by a landscape that they would never travel again.127 

 

Though none of these designs were ultimately successful, each reveals a nuanced reading of 

the camp landscape and differing representations of history and memory. That being said, 

many of the themes discussed of Rudy Ricciotti’s design in Chapter Four are present within 

the other  finalists’ designs: presence/absence, ruination, and the figure of the palimpsest all 

made themselves present within the futures imagined for the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes.   

 
127 This synthesis is drawn from: Conseil Général des Pyrénées-Orientales, Mémorial du camp Joffre de 
Rivesaltes: Concours d’architecture, de scénographie et d’ingénierie, Concours du 23 septembre 2005, Rapport 
de la commission technique, [Report] September 2005. 
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Instrumentalising Rivesaltes 
 

As has been discussed above, the Camp de Rivesaltes has, at various times, found itself at the 

intersection of local and national politics of memory. This was never more true than in the 

lead up to the 2012 presidential elections, when the camp became the backdrop for 

politicking through the medium of memory. Intensified by the swirling currents of the 50th 

anniversary of the end of the Algerian conflict and a perceived need to win Harki support in 

the locality, the visit of Président Nicolas Sarkozy to Rivesaltes quickly developed into a 

regional polemic. 

 

Seeking a second term in presidential office, Sarkozy arrived at the Camp de Rivesaltes in 

April 2012, a few short days before the nationwide election. The first president to visit the 

site in an official capacity, Sarkozy laid a wreath in the camp to commemorate the Harki 

community, before travelling to Perpignan, where he made a speech bestowing the Légion 

d’honneur upon Général François Meyer, who, as a young lieutenant in 1962, ensured the 

safe transfer of the harka under his command to French soil.128 The president’s speech 

contained a number of notable elements, including official ‘recognition’ of the role of the 

French state in abandoning the Harkis. ‘France must’, Sarkozy suggested, ‘as she has always 

done, look her History in the face and take responsibility for the errors that she has 

committed.’ Having visited Rivesaltes, the president promised that the state would finally 

undertake to finance part of the project for the future Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, as 

well as creating a national monument in Paris to honour the Harkis.129    

 

Announcing a protest against the president’s visit, Louis Aliot, the vice-president of the Front 

National, accused the president of ‘appropriating’ the site, ‘manipulating this memory for 

purely political ends.’ Positioning his own party as the true representatives of the rapatriés, 

Aliot claimed that Sarkozy remained ambiguous on the colonial period, a ‘pedlar of 

promises’, using the memory of Algeria as and when it was politically convenient.130 The 

 
128 Meyer continued to fight for the rights of Harkis more generally after the end of the conflict. See: Laetitia 
Perier, ‘Défenseur des harkis’, Ministère des Armées, 14/04/2015 
<https://www.defense.gouv.fr/actualites/articles/defenseur-des-harkis> [Accessed 10/01/2019]. 
129 Nicolas Sarkozy, ‘Déclaration de M. Nicolas Sarkozy, Président de la République, en hommage aux Harkis’, 
Perpignan, 14/04/2012. 
130 Louis Aliot, ‘Appel à manifester contre la visite-récupération de Nicolas Sarkozy au camp de Rivesaltes en 
hommage aux harkis !’, Rassemblement National, 13/04/2012 
<https://www.rassemblementnational.fr/communiques/appel-a-manifester-contre-la-visite-recuperation-de-
nicolas-sarkozy-au-camp-de-rivesaltes-en-hommage-aux-harkis/> [Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
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suspicion of electioneering was shared by many other constituents in the local community. 

Representatives from the varied Harki associations, whilst broadly in favour of Sarkozy’s 

visit, suggested it would have been better coming a year previously, and not immediately 

before the election.131 Le Monde’s reporter suggested that the presence alongside Sarkozy of 

two junior ministers, Jeannette Bougrab and Salima Saa, both of whom are filles de Harkis, 

was a pointed symbol of the diversity of the UMP’s campaign.132 For L’Indépendant, it was 

Bougrab’s influence that was the driving force behind the president’s visit, at a time when he 

wanted to court the rapatrié vote, amongst a community and in a region carefully cultivated 

by the FN.133  

 

Commenting on the presidential visit, Bougrab focused on the idea of French republicanism; 

the Harkis, she argued, had always believed in the republican ideal - as French patriots, it was 

only right that Sarkozy, as head of state, finally welcome the community in his embrace. 

More than this, she sought to mobilise the rhetoric of memory, drawing attention to the Harki 

’camps of shame’ - a term used more frequently to describe the internment camps of the 

Second World War - to illustrate the ‘wounds’ of French history.134 Through the vehicle of 

republicanism, it was suggested, these historical injuries could be healed. 

 

Though Sarkozy’s address and the award of the Légion d’honneur to Général Meyer were 

directed at the Harki community, the announcement of funding for the memorial project 

equally spoke to other communities. According to Philippe Benguigui, the funding would 

help ‘bring to light this unique place of memory and commemoration of the Free Zone in 

France’,135 while Nicolas Lebourg suggested that by going to Rivesaltes, Sarkozy courted 

numerous constituents in the local electorate in an act of ‘community clientelism.’ 136    

 
131 See: Anon., ‘M. Sarkozy reconnaît la "responsabilité" de la France dans "l'abandon" des harkis’, Le Monde, 
16/04/2012 [Online] <https://www.lemonde.fr/election-presidentielle-2012/article/2012/04/16/m-sarkozy-
reconnait-la-responsabilite-de-la-france-dans-l-abandon-des-harkis_1685919_1471069.html> [Accessed 
12/01/2019]. 
132 Ibid. 
133 Anon., ‘A la recherche d'une salle, Nicolas Sarkozy trouve refuge à Bompas’, L’Indépendant, 11/04/2012 
[Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/04/11/nicolas-sarkozy-samedi-dans-les-p-o-un-veritable-casse-tete-
logistique,130500.php> [Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
134 Quoted in: Anon., ‘Jeannette Bougrab : La visite de Nicolas Sarkozy à Rivesaltes est un geste fort pour 
apaiser l'une des plaies jamais refermées de l'histoire de France’, Atlantico, 14/04/2012 [Online] 
<https://www.atlantico.fr/decryptage/331262/france-trop-longtemps-ignore-harkis-jeannette-bougrab> 
[Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
135 ‘Visite officielle de Nicolas Sarkozy au camp de Rivesaltes’, Zakhor Pour La Mémoire, [n.d.] 
<http://www.zakhor.fr/manifestations/78-visite-officielle-de-nicolas-sarkozy-au-camp-de-rivesaltes.html> 
[Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
136 Quoted in: Anon., ‘A la recherche d'une salle, Nicolas Sarkozy trouve refuge à Bompas’. 
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For Christian Bourquin, the question was at once one of electoral posturing, but equally, more 

directly, about the proposed memorial. Quietly, the night before Sarkozy’s visit, large panels 

were installed at the camp, noting the financial contribution of both the Conseil général and 

the Conseil régional in the memorial project.137 Speaking about Sarkozy’s visit, Bourquin 

suggested that: ‘I would like for his presence [at Rivesaltes] to be sincere, but I am no fool - 

we vote in a week. He is here to observe the appointments he has missed for five years; in 

five years we could have built a lot.’138 Bourquin would later suggest that he felt Sarkozy had 

always been personally opposed to the memorial project,139 telling El Pais that the president 

had refused assistance on several occasions. ‘I think’, Bourquin quipped, ‘[Sarkozy] has 

serious memory problems.’140  

 

If the president’s long-term memory was in doubt, his short-term memory remained intact. 

Just a week before Sarkozy’s gesture to the Harkis, his challenger in the presidential race, 

François Hollande, had himself sent a letter to various Harki associations, stating that, were 

he successful in his bid for the Elysée, he would ‘publicly recognise the responsibility of 

French governments in the abandonment of the Harkis, the massacre of those who remained 

in Algeria and the conditions with which families transferred to France were accommodated 

in.’141 Though, as Djelloul Mimouni, president of the AJIR 66 association, pointed out, 

Sarkozy’s declaration stopped short of recognising the ‘massacre’ of Harkis in Algeria,142 

there can be little doubt that the president’s actions were influenced by his opponent’s 

promise.  

 

Nicolas Sarkozy’s attempt to instrumentalise memories of Algeria ultimately failed, as he was 

beaten in the second round by Hollande.143 His gesture nevertheless demonstrated the extent 

 
137 See: Anon., ‘P.-O : la visite du candidat Nicolas et du président Sarkozy par le détail’, L’Indépendant, 
16/04/2012 [Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/04/16/la-visite-du-candidat-nicolas-et-du-president-
sarkozy-par-le-detail,131725.php> [Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
138 Quoted in: Anon., ‘A la recherche d'une salle, Nicolas Sarkozy trouve refuge à Bompas’, L’Indépendant, 
11/04/2012 [Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/04/11/nicolas-sarkozy-samedi-dans-les-p-o-un-
veritable-casse-tete-logistique,130500.php> [Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
139 Estelle Devic, ‘Le Mémorial de Rivesaltes ouvrira ses portes en juin 2015', L’Indépendant, 26/03/2013 
<https://www.lindependant.fr/2013/06/27/un-lieu-pour-que-l-histoire-des-humains-ne-s-efface-
pas,1768479.php> [Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
140 Miguel Mora, ‘France’s Camp of Shame’, El Pais, 14/02/2014 
<https://elpais.com/elpais/2014/02/14/inenglish/1392371415_766667.html> [Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
141 Hollande’s letter is published at: ‘Lettre ouverte de l'Association Départementale Harkis Dordogne Veuves et 
Orphelins à François Hollande (1)’, Harkis Dordogne, 21/09/2013 <http://www.harkisdordogne.com/article-
lettre-ouverte-a-fran-ois-hollande-de-harkis-120165501.html> [Accessed 12/01/2019]. 
142 Quoted in Anon., ‘M. Sarkozy reconnaît la "responsabilité" de la France dans "l'abandon" des harkis’. 
143 Locally, the UMP were buffeted by the Front National, with Marine Le Pen coming out on top in a number 
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to which memories of Algeria were viewed as a powerful political tool both nationally and 

locally. What is more, the importance given to the Harkis as enfranchised, empowered 

citizens, demonstrated a shift in the status of the community: no longer were they the 

forgotten, powerless victims of history.   

 

Sarkozy’s final engagement in the Pyrénées-Orientales saw the president return to the stump 

as candidate. Speaking to a packed UMP rally in Bompas, to the north of Perpignan, Sarkozy 

pledged to halve immigration, spoke of the ‘Christian roots of Europe’, and appealed for the 

votes of a ‘silent France’ that would make the nation strong again.144 When considered with 

his earlier addresses, this speech suggested that, above all, the Président’s visit to the 

Pyrénées-Orientales had been targeted to court potential Front National voters.145 This back-

and-forth between the UMP and the FN over the rapatriés has been described by Nicolas 

Lebourg as a ‘persistent competition’.146 Though the 2012 presidential campaign was over, 

the manipulation of Rivesaltes’ memories had only just begun.  

The Memorial Cafeteria  
 

After a strong showing locally in the first round of the national elections, the FN targeted the 

legislative elections, scheduled for the autumn of 2012. With notable links to the rapatriés 

community,147 the Front National has traditionally polled strongly around Perpignan. Louis 

Aliot, Marine Le Pen’s partner and second-in-command, who is himself a descendant of pied-

noir parents, has repeatedly sought to harness the votes of the community.148 Within this 

context, visiting the Camp de Rivesaltes became something of a ‘prerequisite.’149 Thus, on 

25th September 2012, as part of the ceremony to celebrate the Journée nationale d'hommage 

 
of constituencies. In the Pyrénées-Orientales as a whole, Sarkozy’s UMP came second (25.31%) behind 
Hollande’s PS (25.96%), with the FN in third (24.23%) See: ‘Résultats de l’élection presidentielle 2012: 
Pyrénées-Orientales’, L’Express, [n.d.] <https://www.lexpress.fr/actualite/politique/elections/presidentielle-
2012/resultats-elections/departement-pyrenees-orientales-66.html> [Accessed 13/01/2019]. 
144 Frédérique Michalak, ‘Une fin de campagne très (a)droite’, L’Indépendant, 15/04/2012 [Online] 
<https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/04/15/une-fin-de-campagne-tres-a-droite,131274.php> [Accessed 
12/01/2019]. 
145 Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.155. 
146 Nicolas Lebourg, ‘Les harkis, un enjeu politique entre le FN et l'UMP’, Le Nouvel Observateur, 02/05/2012 
[Online] <https://www.nouvelobs.com/politique/l-observateur-du-lepenisme/20120416.OBS6302/les-harkis-un-
enjeu-politique-entre-le-fn-et-l-ump.html> [Accessed 13/01/2019]. 
147 Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, pp.151-152. 
148 In legislative elections that followed 2012’s presidential elections, Aliot addressed a mail-out to local 
constituents whose date and place of birth indicated that they might have been from a rapatriés background. 
See: Jérôme Fourquet, Nicolas Lebourg and Sylvain Manternach, Perpignan, une ville avant le Front National, 
(Paris: Fondation Jean Jaurès, 2014), p.21. 
149 Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.154. 
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aux harkis et autres membres des formations supplétives,150 both Aliot, and, for the first time 

in her career, Marine Le Pen, visited the Camp de Rivesaltes. In tense scenes in front of the 

memorial stelae, Le Pen was photographed with local dignitaries - the mayors of Salses-le-

Chateau, Rivesaltes, Perpignan, and the Perpignan-Méditerranée urban area - before touring 

the ruins of the camp in the company of representatives from the Harki community. Accused 

by Jean-Marc Pujol, the UMP mayor of Perpignan, of ‘populism’,151 Le Pen’s visit caused a 

significant amount of controversy, having ‘the effect of a bomb’ according to one reporter, as 

the extreme right rubbed shoulders with the elected officials of state.152   

 

Attempting to diffuse the situation, Le Pen argued that in such moments, politics could be 

forgotten,153 indeed, that her presence at the camp on such a day was only logical given the 

dishonour it represented.154 Le Pen went on to call for all living Harkis to be awarded the 

Légion d’honneur, insisted that the Front National was the only party to have consistently 

spoken out in support of the Harkis, and reiterated her belief that Perpignan would elect FN 

representatives in the forthcoming municipal election.155 Asked about the project for a 

memorial at the site, Le Pen voiced Harki concerns regarding the graves of those who died 

onsite, before suggesting that the camp not be transformed into a ‘memorial-cafeteria’.156 

Challenged on her understanding of the camp’s multiple histories, Le Pen refused to 

comment, except explicitly on the Harkis and the support of her party in their struggle.157   

 

As with Nicolas Sarkozy’s visit earlier that year, Marine Le Pen’s attendance at Rivesaltes 

demonstrated the political importance of the site, as well as the perception that memories of 

Algeria could be brought forth for political gain. Through her participation at the September 

ceremony, Le Pen attempted to convey upon herself (and her party) a form of legitimacy by 

taking part in state-led commemorations. Just as at a national level the Front were engaged in 

 
150 The National Day in Homage to the Harkis and Other Auxiliary Troops was instigated in 2003. 
151 Philippe Mouret, ‘Marine Le Pen pour les harkis et leur présence dans les livres d’Histoire’, Midi Libre, 
26/09/2012 [Online] <https://www.midilibre.fr/2012/09/25/marine-le-pen-a-rivesaltes-pour-les-harkis-et-leur-
presence-dans-les-livres-d-histoire,568228.php> [Accessed 13/01/2019]. 
152 Anon., ‘Marine Le Pen sème le trouble à Rivesaltes’, La Clau, 26/09/2012, [Online] <https://www.la-
clau.net/noticia/marine-le-pen-seme-le-trouble-a-rivesaltes-7500> [Accessed 13/01/2019]. 
153 Frédérique Michalak, ‘Marine Le Pen : "Non à un mémorial-cafétéria”’, L’Indépendant, 26/09/2012, 
[Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/09/26/marine-le-pen-a-rivesaltes-non-a-un-memorial-cafeteria-
300-personnes-3-elus-en-chiens-de-faience-et-une-candidate,167447.php> [Accessed 13/01/2019]. 
154 Quoted in: Mouret, ‘Marine Le Pen pour les harkis’. 
155 Michalak, ‘Marine Le Pen : "Non à un mémorial-cafétéria”’. 
156 Ibid. 
157 Lebourg and Moumen, Le camp de la France, p.154. 
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concerted attempts to ‘de-demonise’ the party,158 so too on a local level, senior figures 

attempted to detoxify by aligning more closely with the values and representative figures of 

the Republic.159 By advocating the Harki cause, Le Pen not only sought to attract votes, but 

could equally deflect accusations of Islamophobia within the party.160 Just as telling, her 

unwillingness to be drawn on Rivesaltes’ other histories, particularly those relating to the 

Holocaust, is suggestive of the extent to which the FN’s own history continued to haunt 

attempts to draw the far-right into the political mainstream.  

 

The tussle between the UMP and FN over the Harki vote brought the Camp de Rivesaltes to 

national attention, with a number of national outlets weighing in on the political 

campaigning. Amidst the heat of the Le Pen affair, locally at least, L’Indépendant’s lead was 

not on the FN’s politicking, but on the memorial project: ’Marine Le Pen’, the headline read, 

‘“No to a memorial-cafeteria”’.  

 

In the week after Le Pen’s visit, Christian Bourquin, responsible for carrying the memorial 

project since 2008, conducted a visit to the camp. Welcoming representatives from the town 

of Roubaix, renowned as a centre for the Harki community, Bourquin used the visit to 

announce that the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes would open in 2015 and that an 

endowment fund had been established to raise the funds required for the build project.161 

With Sarkozy’s defeat in the presidential run-off, the promise of state funding was by no 

means assured.        

Towards the End of the Line: Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes 
 

A year after the visits of Nicolas Sarkozy and Marine Le Pen, a local news outlet asked 

whether the precedent of 2012 had so soon been forgotten?162 Though Louis Aliot attended 

 
158 See the discussion of ‘dédiabolisation’ in Alexandre Dézé, Le Front national: à la conquête du pouvoir?, 
(Paris: Armand Colin, 2012), pp.141-148, and Dimitri Almeida, ‘Towards a Post-Radical Front National? 
Patterns of Ideological Change and Dédiabolisation on the French Radical Right’, Nottingham French Studies, 
52.2 (2013), pp.167-176. 
159 Nicolas Lebourg, ‘J'ai bu un verre et fumé une cigarette avec les militants du FN à Perpignan. Et je vous 
explique pourquoi Aliot a gagné’, Slate, 24/03/2014 [Online] <http://www.slate.fr/france/84979/perpignan-
militants-fn> [Accessed 13/01/2019]. 
160 Lebourg, ‘Les harkis, un enjeu politique entre le FN et l'UMP’. 
161 Frédérique Michalak, ‘Inauguration du musée-mémorial le 1er juin 2015’, L’Indépendant, 30/09/2019 
[Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2012/09/30/inauguration-du-memorial-le-1er-juin-2015,168412.php> 
[Accessed 13/01/2019]. 
162 Anon., ‘Rivesaltes: l'Etat et le FN rendent hommage aux Harkis’, La Clau, 24/09/2013 [Online] 
<https://www.la-clau.net/info/rivesaltes-letat-et-le-fn-rendent-hommage-aux-harkis-8615> [Accessed 
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(and has continued to attend) the ceremony in homage to the Harkis, there were no such 

political fireworks as the 50th anniversary year had witnessed.  

 

Increasingly, discourse surrounding the camp focused on the issue of finance, with Christian 

Bourquin cutting an increasingly frustrated figure. When Aurélie Filippetti visited the 

Pyrénées-Orientales in her capacity as Minister of Culture and Communications and declined 

to visit the Camp de Rivesaltes, Bourquin denounced an absence that he felt ‘cowardly’, 

declaring that the Minister ‘[was] not up to speed with the cultural stakes in this 

département.’163 The minister’s office gave reassurances that the value of the project was 

unmistakeable, but dismissed Bourquin’s attack as undignified, implying the statement was 

motivated by forthcoming local elections.164 For Bourquin, who had done so much to fight 

for the creation of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, the rebuff was another blow. With 

the presidency of Anne Lauvergeon, the Mémorial’s endowment fund was well placed to seek 

funds at a local and international level, but Bourquin’s decades-long quest for state 

involvement remained unresolved.165  

 

In August 2014, Bourquin passed away at the age of 59, just months after being diagnosed 

with cancer. Some 3,000 people attended his funeral, as Bourquin’s friends and colleagues 

recalled his devotion to public service and commitment to the local area: ‘He invented 

everything: the €1 bus, supporting both rugby codes, the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes.’166 Stood next to Bourquin’s coffin, Manuel Valls, speaking in his capacity as 

prime minister, commended the man who provided the ‘Republic’s Catalan accent’, before 
 

13/01/2019]. 
163 Quoted in: Frédérique Michalak, ‘Perpignan : polémiques autour de la visite ministérielle à VISA pour 
l'image’, L’Indépendant, 07/09/2013 [Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2013/09/06/perpignan-polemiques-
autour-de-la-visite-ministerielle-a-visa-pour-l-image,1787697.php> [Accessed 14/01/2019]. 
164 Anon., ‘Bourquin accuse Filippetti de ne pas être à la hauteur’, Le Parisien, 07/09/2013 [Online] 
<http://www.leparisien.fr/flash-actualite-politique/bourquin-accuse-filippetti-de-ne-pas-etre-a-la-hauteur-07-09-
2013-3116187.php> [Accessed 14/01/2019]. 
165 Lauvergeon is a French businesswoman and former CEO of Areva, a French multinational specialising in 
nuclear power and renewable energy. She was named 9th most powerful woman in the world by Forbes in 2009. 
See: ‘The 100 Most Powerful Women: #9 Anne Lauvergeon’, Forbes, 19/08/2009 
<https://www.forbes.com/lists/2009/11/power-women-09_Anne-Lauvergeon_YTCZ.html> [Accessed 
14/01/2019]; Anon., ‘Anne Lauvergeon, soutien actif du mémorial du camp de Rivesaltes’, L’Indépendant, 
26/06/2013 [Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2013/06/26/anne-lauvergeon-soutien-actif-du-memorial-du-
camp-de-rivesaltes,1768251.php> [Accessed 14/01/2019]. 
166 Michel Moly, quoted in: Isabelle Lassalle and Elisabeth Badinier, ‘Les obsèques de Christian Bourquin: 
discours et hommages’, France Bleu, 29/08/2014 [Online] <https://www.francebleu.fr/infos/politique/les-
obseques-de-christian-bourquin-discours-et-hommages-1409302951> [Accessed 14/01/2019] The €1 bus allows 
travel throughout the Pyrénées-Orientales by purchasing a ticket for €1. Seen as a heartland of rugby union, 
rugby league has witnessed a resurgence in Perpignan, with the Catalans Dragons taking part in England’s 
premier competition, Super League since 2006. 
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finally undertaking, on behalf of the state, to engage with the construction of the Mémorial du 

Camp de Rivesaltes:  

 

As a Republican, he carried this magnificent project of the memorial at Rivesaltes. There 
is an injustice with respect to him and I would like to recognise that in saying to him that 
the state will accompany you in this project, this memorial. To not forget the Harkis, the 
Spanish Republicans. If the state ought to do anything, it is measure up: not only through 
financial engagements, but also moral engagements.167 

 

The ‘moral engagement’ to create the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes would be complete 

by October 2015.  

Inauguration  
 

 
The day of the inauguration arrives. The site of the camp is surrounded by heavy 
security. Bus-loads of bored-looking soldiers await the arrival of Manuel Valls on 
waste land near to the memorial stelae. A gathering of Harkis park beside the road, 
preparing a small protest to greet Valls as he arrives. At the entrance to the 
memorial, soldiers and policemen direct dignitaries. Others are turned away.  

 
Beneath the trees, sheltering from the heat of the sun, I meet MB. He is waiting 
for his mother and sister, both of whom were invited to the opening ceremony. 
Pinned to his lapel is a picture of his mother, attached to a badge that marks him 
as a member of the association FFREEE. He proudly points out his mother’s 
blonde hair and blue eyes, a feature that marked her out in the camp. MB tells me 
that his family’s understanding of his mother’s story is vague. She may have left 
from Asturias, may have been born in Barcelona. Both her parents died in France; 
when her Spanish family tried to claim her, they were turned away from the 
border and she was incarcerated at Rivesaltes. An orphan in a concentration camp. 
A cache of recovered photos is MB’s window into his family past, the photo on 
his lapel a marker of his identity. It is important for him to be here today, he says, 
Rivesaltes’ history is France’s history, as well as his mother’s.    

 

After decades of struggles over the ownership, meaning, and politics of the Camp de 

Rivesaltes, the day of the inauguration dawned under a clear blue sky. Flanked by the 

presidents of the Région Languedoc-Roussillon and the Département des Pyrénées-

Orientales, along with fellow ministers from François Hollande’s Socialist government, 

Manuel Valls cut a tricolore ribbon strung across the threshold of the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes. This symbolic gesture in the name of the state set the tone for a day of remarkable 

 
167 Manuel Valls, quoted in ibid. 
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pronouncements: if the camp had, for so many years, been condemned to a form of historical 

oblivion, the day of the inauguration would see the site and its histories refashioned and 

reclaimed. 

 

As with so many other interventions in the Mémorial’s history, Manuel Valls’ address to the 

assembled dignitaries contained a very selective reading of the French past and of the Camp 

de Rivesaltes’ history. Corresponding with previous addresses, while Spanish, Jewish, Roma, 

and Harki internees were discussed, the post-war period, FLN inmates, and the CRA were not 

mentioned. Though Valls invoked ‘France’ some 24 times, the role of the state in the camp’s 

operation is ambiguous throughout his address. Rather, his speech was marked by a concerted 

reaffirmation of the values of the French Republic in the face of the realities of the past. 

Above all, the camp’s histories were mobilised for their contemporary value as building 

blocks in the construction of a unified French identity: 

 

This Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, doesn’t only speak to us about the past: it speaks 
about us, about the France of today. Of our cohesion. Of the struggle against racism, 
against anti-Semitism…But how, equally in the current context of a refugee crisis, to not 
see here a command? France, its history, its tradition, its message, is the welcome of those 
who flee persecutions and torture. We must be welcoming, with dignity and humanism, in 
the Republican tradition to which we are all attached.   

 

This Republican tradition was, for Valls, embodied in one of the key messages of the 

Mémorial: ‘our relationship with strangers, with new arrivals, is a part of who we are.’ 

Contrasting the past with the present, whilst invoking the values of French secularism, he 

went on to suggest that ‘in giving a chance to [those] who come to live in France, adhere to 

her values, aspire to become French, we stop ourselves casting upon them this suspicious, 

inquisitorial gaze - the gaze of the past.’  

 

Concluding his speech, Valls drew on a metaphor he used throughout the address, of the wind 

as a vehicle for history: 

 

So yes, in this place of suffering, there is also hope. What matters is not the infamous 
wind [of history], the hostile wind, but the inexorable breeze of our wishes for a France 
united, together, proud of herself. And this breeze, nothing, nobody, can ever stop it.   

 
Sarah Gensburger and Sandrine Lefranc have suggested that Valls’ speech was demonstrative 

of a recurring theme in the ‘politics of memory’. By offering one of the rare moments where 
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societies come together and reaffirm common values, they suggest, occasions such as the 

inauguration can engage civil society and bring together hearts and minds. What is more, 

through a confrontation with the past, these events (and spaces such as Rivesaltes), suggest to 

visitors ‘a transformation in their behaviour that looks increasingly towards tolerance and 

citizenship…’.168 

 

There can be no doubt that Valls’ speech depicted a vision of France designed to unify an 

increasingly fractured nation. His address presented an idealised vision of the French nation 

as a singular, united entity. By arguing against ‘retreating into one’s own community’ on 

communitarian lines, of writing histories and sharing memories as individual groups, the idea 

of ‘France’ is projected backwards as the unifying redeemer of the past:  

 

there is no such thing as history à la carte, where everyone would remember only what 
concerns them and rejects all the rest. To be part of the same Nation is to share the same 
suffering, to recognise the pain as so many trials that have contributed to who we are 
today. 

 

Immediately after giving his speech, Valls was asked by journalists about the prominence of 

the Front National in the region. Though he argued that the day was not about politics, nor 

about present-day concerns, Valls’ intervention was self-evidently highly politicised, a means 

of reaffirming Republican ideals in order to unify a divided present.169   

 

Though he did not mention the ongoing crisis in Calais, it was clear that in speaking of the 

Camp de Rivesaltes, much of his speech alluded instead to the makeshift camps of the Jungle. 

Valls thus argued that the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes’ message suggested that ‘our 

connection with foreigners, with new arrivals, is part of who we are.’ Countering far-right 

narratives around the Mediterranean refugee crisis, the prime minister criticised those who 

‘pretend that we could not welcome [refugees] - those who maintain that we will be 

submerged, invaded, replaced - lie, and more seriously, they damage the image of France, her 

honour.’ Just as the past could be manipulated to support the French Republican narrative, so 

too could the present. Invoking the attacks against Charlie Hebdo in January of that year, 

Valls again criticised the far-right for capitalising on a sense of fear, before linking the two 

 
168 Sarah Gensburger and Sandrine Lefranc, A quoi servent les politiques de mémoire?, (Paris: Presses de 
Sciences Po, 2017), pp.20-21. 
169 See: Rivesaltes. Manuel Valls répond aux journalistes au Mémorial-Musée ! [YouTube video] Freddy 
Mulongo, 18/10/2015 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKyxfZr5u2o> [Accessed 02/01/2019]. 
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sites - Paris and Rivesaltes - as emblematic in the fight to ‘win back hearts and minds.’170 

Rivesaltes was thus ‘an invitation to reconcile ourselves with our past, all the while 

confronting it, because we must appease our present, rediscovering that serenity which 

France needs to move into the future.’ 

 

For many, Valls’ defence of France’s humanitarianism was deeply hypocritical,171 acting as a 

screen that events at Calais could be hidden behind. In an article for Libération, it was noted 

of Valls’ address that ‘whilst denouncing the concentrationary form, at Calais we are 

preparing to build [a camp] whose architectural form will be even worse.’172 Internationally, 

the New York Times drew attention to the ‘uncomfortable parallels’ between Rivesaltes and 

Calais,173 whilst the Frankfurter Allgemeine reported on the ‘uncanny contemporaneity’ of 

the memorial.174   

 

For local people, responses to the inauguration were varied. A central criticism was the 

question of access to the site. Just as Valls’ narration of the site’s history was a top-down, 

nation-centric reading of the past, so too, for many, was the ceremony. Sealed off to the 

general public by rows of riot police, the state-led commemoration was felt to displace local 

people and local memories of the past.175 For some, this displacement amounted to a new 

 
170 Rivesaltes. Manuel Valls répond aux journalistes au Mémorial-Musée ! 
171 Anon., ‘Mémorial de Rivesaltes: Le cynique hommage de Valls’, L’Anticapitaliste, 22/10/2015 [Online] 
<http://www.npa66.org/militer/article/memorial-de-rivesaltes-le-cynique> [Accessed 02/01/2019]. 
172 Cyrille Hanappe, ‘A Calais, un camp des années 30’, Libération, 21/10/2015 [Online] 
<http://www.liberation.fr/debats/2015/10/21/a-calais-un-camp-des-annees-30_1407751> [Accessed 
21/20/2015]. 
173 Aurelien Breedenjan, ‘Memorial for France’s ‘Undesirables’ Echoes Debate Over Migrants’, New York 
Times, 20/01/2016 [Online] <http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/21/world/europe/memorial-for-frances-
undesirables-echoes-debate-over-migrants.html> [Accessed 15/02/2016]. 
174 Michaela Wiegel, ‘In der Hölle von Rivesaltes’, Frankfurter Allgemeine, 16/10/2015 [Online] 
<https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/europa/ehemaliges-internierungslager-in-der-hoelle-von-rivesaltes-
13858613-p2.html> [Accessed 22/10/2015]. 
175 Reporting on the inauguration, L’Indépendant focused on one of the camp’s former internees who was 
denied entry to the ceremony. Several figures from within the local community felt themselves similarly 
excluded from the ceremony. Historian Anne Boitel was not permitted to attend, along with Jean- François 
Guthmann, director of the OSE, and Jean-Marc Pujol, mayor of Perpignan. Various protests were arranged, 
from a group of Harkis demanding recognition, to left-wing demonstrations against the government’s stance 
against Air France employees, to an environmental group criticising the Mémorial’s ecological impact. See: 
Anon., ‘Mémorial de Rivesaltes, inauguration polémique’, La Clau, 15/10/2015 [Online] <https://www.la-
clau.net/info/10995/memorial-de-rivesaltes-inauguration-polemique-10995> [Accessed 22/10/2015]; Vincent 
Couture, ‘Mémorial de Rivesaltes : un ancien interné du camp refusé à l'entrée’, L’Indépendant, 21/10/2015 
[Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2015/10/21/un-ancien-interne-du-camp-refuse-a-l-entree,2101386.php> 
[Accessed 21/10/2015]; Anon., ‘SALSES/ Inauguration du Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes : réaction de 
l’association « Agir pour les Harkis »’, Ouillade, 23/10/2015 [Online] <https://www.ouillade.eu/societe/salses-
inauguration-du-memorial-du-camp-de-rivesaltes-reaction-de-lassociation-agir-pour-les-harkis/114322> 
[Accessed 26/10/2015]. 
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form of marginalisation, another example of state-sponsored forgetting masquerading as 

commemoration.176  

The Last Taboo? 
 

On May 25th 2018, Serge and Beate Klarsfeld accompanied Nikolaus Meyer-Landrut, the 

German Ambassador to France, on a visit to the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes. At a 

ceremony on the D5 Opoul road, they gathered before Rivesaltes’ memorial stelae to 

inaugurate a new stone. Installed at the Klarsfelds’ behest, the new stele is the first example 

of its kind in France. Speaking at the inauguration, Serge Klarsfeld revealed the impetus 

behind the new memorial: ‘[w]e often speak of the tragedy that the Jews lived through. But 

that doesn’t give us the right to forget about other tragedies.’177 Situated next to the existing 

memorials to those seeking asylum, the Roma, Jewish, Spanish Republican, and Harki 

communities interned at Rivesaltes, the new memorial commemorates German prisoners of 

war who died in the camp. Noticeably shorter in its dedication than the other stelae, the 

memorial reads simply, in both French and German: ‘To the memory of the 463 German 

prisoners of war who died in the Camp de Rivesaltes 1945-1946’.  

 

For Klarsfeld, though questions of guilt and ideology are inevitable, the memorial178 stele 

references a picture that extends far beyond the particular memorial politics of Rivesaltes: 

‘Europe must be an oasis for the values of dignity and respect for mankind. We must forge a 

European mentality that ought to be a mindset of resistance against oppression.’179 Reflecting 

Klarsfeld’s words, according to Meyer-Landrut, though responsibility for the Holocaust 

remains ‘at the heart of the memory work that Germany must do’, the memorial demands 

reflection on the contemporary moment: ‘[w]e are faced with a fresh outbreak of anti-

Semitism, of nationalism, and of racism…The history of Germany shows us that they lead to 

catastrophe.’180 Read in this way, the monument is conceived as an extension of pan-

European integration, an affirmation of Franco-German friendship, and a bulwark against the 

spread of hatred. A monument explicitly commemorating the deaths in captivity of German 

 
176 See: Anon, ‘Mémorial de Rivesaltes, inauguration polémique’. 
177 Quoted in Arnaud Andreu, ‘Rivesaltes: Une stèle pour les victimes allemandes du camp Joffre’, 
L’Indépendant, 26/05/2018, [Online] <https://www.lindependant.fr/2018/05/26/une-stele-pour-les-victimes-
allemandes-du-camp-joffre,3993384.php> [Accessed 17/12/2018]. 
178 Ibid. 
179 Quoted in Andreu, ‘Rivesaltes: Une stèle pour les victimes allemandes’. 
180 Ibid. 
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prisoners of war, is thus radically unanchored from its historical context.    

 

Though the ceremony was decidedly low-key, barely reported upon outside of the local 

community, perhaps inevitably criticism of the new monument was forthcoming. ‘First and 

foremost’, Nicolas Lebourg wrote:  

 

if you were to go to Rivesaltes, to pause in front of the Jewish, Spanish, or Roma stelae, 
now you will also be bowing your head to Nazi soldiers…To present them as victims 
amongst the others ends up with the Second World War as a big, generic massacre, a 
“European civil war”, where to be a member of the SS, or a Spanish Republican having 
joined the French Resistance, all amounts to the same thing; it’s all a case of poor buggers 
tossed about by history.181   
 

For Phillippe Benguigui, speaking on behalf of the FFDJF, the suggestion of such an 

amalgamation was out of the question. For him, ‘there is no competition for memory’, quite 

simply, each memory is different, ‘one and indivisible.’182  

 

 
181 Nicolas Lebourg, ‘Pourquoi existe-t-il un monument à la mémoire de soldats nazis en France?’, Slate, 
22/07/2018, [Online] <http://www.slate.fr/story/164894/societe-histoire-camp-rivesaltes-stele-soldats-nazis-
prisonniers-guerre-allemands-memoire> [Accessed 17/12/2018]. 
182 See: Une stèle à la mémoire de soldats allemande stèle au camp de Rivesaltes [YouTube video], France 3 
Occitanie, 28/05/2018 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7hDTW8-PD5M> [Accessed 17/12/2018]. 
183 Hervé Fonds, ‘Comment’, Facebook, 20/06/2017 [Online] 
<https://www.facebook.com/memorialcamprivesaltes/photos/a.382376581862131.1073741828.3821252585539
30/1090119917754457/?type=3&comment_id=1090621794370936&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A
%22R0%22%7D> [Accessed 24/03/2019]. 

 
‘I was shocked by the steles at the camp: in a neat square, enclosed by a 
chain, the 3 steles to the memory of the Spanish Republicans, the Jews, 
the Harkis; to the side, in the weeds, those to the memory of the Gypsies 
and CIMADE. As if the life of a Roma was worth less than that of a 
Spaniard, Jew, or Harki.’183  
 
Though the steles are a focal point of official commemorations, the 
location for official ceremonies and the laying of wreaths, the majority of 
passers-by ignore the huddled monuments. Some slow as they pass in 
their cars; very few bother to get out. People do come though: flowers are 
laid; stones are piled high on each of the steles; ribbons flutter as the 
tramontane rises. The ‘official’ memorial area - The Memorial Space of 
the Official Steles of the Camp de Rivesaltes - is well tended - the 
‘unofficial’ section is disappearing into the fauna.     
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Conclusion 
  

This chapter has outlined the history of the struggle to create the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes and the various ‘stages of memory’ that have led to the site as it can be seen today. 

Consideration of these different stages suggests the ways in which memorial discourse has 

shifted from community to community, while revealing the various vectors that have driven 

the resurgence/occlusion of these memories.  

 

Initially, commemoration at Rivesaltes was focused on Second World War internment, with 

specific reference to the Jewish community. The memory of Rivesaltes’ Jewish internees was 

invigorated by a number of local and national instances of anti-Semitic vandalism and driven, 

in large part, by the active participation of a variety of memorial associations. Each time that 

a new instance of alleged anti-Semitic vandalism occurred, the local and national press were 

responsible for creating a polemicised climate around Rivesaltes which contributed to making 

Jewish memories of the camp more visible, but can equally be said to have screened the 

suffering of other communities. Coinciding with a broader national context of near-obsessive 

commemoration in the 1990s, the Camp de Rivesaltes increasingly came to be seen as the 

place to remember internment under Vichy. Jewish histories thus became the central pillar of 

the project to create a memorial museum, with Rivesaltes’ perceived value derived, initially 

at least, from its connection to histories of the Holocaust. This connection to the Holocaust 

arguably linked Rivesaltes to a series of other sites (and associated commemorative activities) 

around Europe. As narratives of Jewish suffering became increasingly communicable in a 

national and international context, so the drive to create the memorial developed a sense of 

momentum.  

 

From the early 2000s, a noticeable shift has been evident in the memorial impetus at 

Rivesaltes. Coinciding with a corresponding drive within the Harki community (to the extent 

a ‘community’ can be said to exist), for concrete recognition of their suffering, so the 

memorialisation of Rivesaltes came to focus upon the Algerian War. Seen as a somewhat 

unified electoral bloc, narratives of Harki victimhood were manipulated locally and 

nationally for political gain. The camp grounds thus became an electoral battleground, with 

the memorial project used as a bargaining tool to try and influence votes. Though histories of 

the Algerian conflict were recognised locally and at the level of the state, they remained 
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ensnared in this particular political context, their ultimate meaning still undetermined, the 

place of the Harkis within the national narrative still unresolved.  

 

To a large extent, Rivesaltes’ other communities have been subordinated to Jewish and Harki 

histories. If Spanish Republican memory has crystallised most prominently at other sites in 

the locality, commemoration of the Roma community has been largely internalised within the 

community, driven by alternative understandings of commemoration. If these memories have, 

to an extent, been marginalised, then others - FLN prisoners, colonial repatriates - have been 

entirely pushed aside. Again, there is a sense in which some histories are deemed to be 

communicable where others seem unrepresentable.  

 

Throughout, the reaction of the local Rivesaltais is suggestive, if not of ambivalence, of an 

underdetermination of what the site ought to mean for them. The camp is, in every sense, on 

the periphery, contiguous with the town in its spatial and memorial locatedness. For local 

residents, remembering the communities interned at Rivesaltes has been seen as inherently 

accusatory, neglecting the difficulties that local residents faced throughout each of the 

conflicts the Camp de Rivesaltes has witnessed and casting the local community as either 

bystanders or perpetrators.  
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Chapter Four: Between Architecture and Landscape 

Introduction  
 

Arriving at Rivesaltes in 1962, Fatima Besnaci-Lancou found herself in an entirely unfamiliar 

environment: 

 

The landscape seemed like a desert. The sky was grey and very low. I was struck by 
the scarcity of trees. Hundreds of people who were already living in the camp came to 
look at the new arrivals…Their backs were bent by the cold…A glacial wind blew 
down from the snow-capped Pyrénées that persisted all night and for the following 
days.1    
 

For those forced to live at Rivesaltes, the natural environment continually shaped the ways in 

which they experienced internment. Indeed, accounts of life in the camp are continuously 

framed by the ways in which inmates were forced to contend with both landscape and 

climate.2 In this section, I wish to explore this landscape, drawing attention to the ways in 

which, as Ellen Stroud argues, the environment can be used as a ‘tool for telling better 

histories.’3 Where Jeanette E. Miller is right to assert that an analysis of Rivesaltes’ extant 

camp architecture reveals an understanding of the power relations in play at the site,4 it is 

equally important to address the ways in which the environment also embodies such 

relationships.5 This is particularly the case when the natural environment was deliberately 

used as a means by which to control the lives of those interned,6 and, indeed, seen as a means 

by which to reform the characters of those considered to be ‘undesirable.’ With this in mind, I 

begin this chapter with a brief discussion of the ways in which landscape and climate were 

experienced by those interned on the site and the ways in which the natural world was used to 

shape new orders. Moving to the present, I will consider the ways in which nature informs 

public perception of memorial landscapes, and, indeed, how the natural environment might 

deviate from official interpretations of the past.7 The ways in which sites, such as the 

 
1 Besnaci-Lancou, Fille de harki, p.66. 
2 See also: Wim Willems, ‘No Sheltering Sky: Migrant Identities of Dutch Nationals From Indonesia’ in Andrea 
L. Smith (ed.) Europe’s Invisible Migrants, (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2003), pp.33-59 (p.41) 
3 Ellen Stroud, ‘Does Nature Always Matter? Following Dirt Through History’, History and Theory, 42.4 
(2003), pp.75-81 (p.80). 
4 Miller, ‘A Camp for Foreigners and Aliens’. 
5 Stroud, ‘Does Nature Always Matter?’, p.76. 
6 For an environmental history of internment camps that problematises these power relations, see: Connie Y. 
Chiang, ‘Imprisoned Nature: Toward an Environmental History of the World War II Japanese American 
Incarceration’, Environmental History, 15 (2010), pp.236-267. 
7 Andrew Charlesworth and Michael Addis, ‘Memorialization and the Ecological Landscapes of Holocaust 
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Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, are situated within their natural environment play an 

important role in how they are remembered; as Claudia Koonz suggests: ‘the emotional force 

of the stark terrain exerts what seems like a universal pull…each memorial museum shapes 

that force in specific narratives about the perpetrators, the victims, the guilty, and even the 

crime itself.’8 It is therefore of critical importance to ensure that attention is paid to the ways 

in which ‘memorials actively engage with their environment and in turn the environment 

naturally engages with them’.9 Having first addressed the ways in which the natural 

landscape shaped the histories of Rivesaltes, I thus turn to the memorial itself, discussing the 

implementation of the memorial space within the former camp landscape. As Chris Pearson 

suggests, just as the natural environment creates a sensuous response from visitors to 

commemorative sites, so memorials create their own microenvironments in establishing their 

relationship to the natural world.10 These microenvironments take on particular significance, 

their capacity for decay and renewal laden with the symbolism of sympathy and the hope of 

regeneration.11 With this understanding of memorial spaces in mind, I will consider the ways 

in which the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes utilises the natural environment in framing 

visitors’ experience of the site and consider how their experience could perhaps contribute to 

a more productive reading of the past.   

 

Throughout this chapter I integrate theoretical readings of memorial sites with the accounts of 

the general public who have visited the site and survivors returning to the site. My intention 

through this chapter is to develop a multidirectional reading of the camp space, that explores 

the ways in which different memories can be integrated in a single space. With this in mind, I 

explore the ruins of the barrack buildings, the site’s climate, and the ‘liminal spaces’ that lead 

to the museum, considering the ways in which each of these elements contribute to a multi-

temporal palimpsest. It will be argued that these spaces and the ways in which they are 

 
Sites: The Cases of Plaszow and Auschwitz-Birkenau’, Landscape Research, 27.3 (2002), pp.229-251 (p.248). 
For examples of environmental histories of memorial sites, see also: Mandy S. Morris, ‘Gardens ‘For Ever 
England’: Landscape, Identity and the First World War British Cemeteries on the Western Front’, Ecumene, 4.4 
(1997), pp.410-434; Gough, ‘Sites in the Imagination’; Rapson, Topographies of Suffering. 
8 Claudia Koonz, ‘Between Memory and Oblivion: Concentration Camps in German Memory’ in John R. Gillis 
(ed.) Commemorations: The Politics of National Identity, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), 
pp.258-280 (p.260). 
9 Chris Pearson, ‘Creating the Natural Fortress: Landscape, Resistance, and Memory in the Vercors, France’ in 
Charles E. Closmann (ed.) War and the Environment: Military Destruction in the Modern Age, (College Station, 
TX: Texas A&M University Press, 2009), pp.150-170 (p.151). 
10 Ibid., p.151. 
11 Jessica Rapson, ‘Emotional Memory Formation at Former Nazi Concentration Camp Sites’ in Mike Robinson 
and David Picard (eds.) Emotion in Motion: Tourism, Affect and Transformation, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2012), 
pp.161-178 (p.162). 
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experienced can potentially lead to a more empathetic understanding of the past, which, in 

turn, could create the possibility for better futures.  

 

In order to contextualise such a discussion, I turn to Jessica Rapson and her auto-

ethnographic response to a visit to the site of the former concentration camp at Buchenwald: 

 

There is no way in which one person can empathize to the extent that they entirely 
identify with the suffering of another, but on that day I was perhaps standing in the 
best possible place to try…And as far as this argument is concerned, the ethical 
significance lies not in the result, but in the fundamental nature of the attempt.12 

    

As will be demonstrated below, it is clear that visitors to the site do engage with Rivesaltes’ 

landscape in a way that is predicated upon an empathetic relationship with those interned 

onsite. Whilst it is not necessarily possible nor, perhaps, desirable to identify with the victims 

of past trauma, travelling to Rivesaltes and other similar sites, visitors do try. The exploration 

of the camp landscape is guided by the principles outlined above, but it is clear that the 

experience of each individual visitor cannot be mapped simply onto any single framework. 

Thus, as with the layers of the palimpsest, different traces and counter-readings make 

themselves apparent through the voices of those who now populate the site. Though it is 

suggested that those responsible for the Mémorial demonstrate an understanding of the past 

and vision for the future that is profoundly ‘multidirectional’, that is not to say that everyone 

shares such an understanding. Indeed, it would undermine the very ethics of 

multidirectionality if that were the case.    

Microhistory/Microclimate 
 

From the moment of its inception as a military camp, Camp Joffre was conceived by local 

authorities with respect to the natural environment. Located on the open plain, the future site 

of the camp was seen as an ideal training ground for soldiers of the Perpignan garrison. With 

clear fields of fire and plenty of space for manoeuvres, the land between the communes of 

Salses, Opouls, and Rivesaltes offered significant potential for military authorities.13 As 

Coates et al suggest, such sites are very infrequently ‘terra nova’; indeed, it is often the local 

population who are the first to suffer, subjected to eviction, requisition and compulsory 

 
12 Rapson, Topographies of Suffering, p.76. 
13 Husser, Histoire du camp militaire Joffre, p.13. 
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purchases.14 This is often seen not just as an attack on livelihoods, but also an attack on the 

landscape, with little concern given for the local community’s physical and emotional 

attachment to their local environment.15 In Rivesaltes’ case, local wine growers and farmers 

were subject to requisitioning orders from the army, with compensation paid according to the 

supposed value of the land: from up to 250Fr per 100m² for high-quality vines, to 40Fr for 

almond fields, and 5Fr for abandoned vineyards. One Spanish worker wrote of the physical 

destruction of vineyards in the vicinity as he set about hacking away at the vines with a 

pickaxe,16 an act of violence against the landscape that is suggestive of the ways in which the 

camp has ‘disfigured the Catalan countryside’17 and continues to act as a blot on the local 

landscape. 

 

Alongside local vintners, farmers were equally subject to requisitioning; in January 1940, 

Henri Campanaud wrote to the local authority to complain about the confiscation of his land: 

 

Arriving on my plot, I was unpleasantly surprised to find in place a construction 
depot…This procedure, which I feel was a little summary, seems to indicate that the 
military authority attaches no value to the land which they have taken control of.18  

 

Campanaud’s response is illustrative of the complex power relations that mark such military-

civilian interactions.19 That certain vintners continued to work on their vines within the 

confines of the new camp20 demonstrates the ways in which civilians have attempted to 

undermine central authority and limit the impact of militarisation on the local environment.21 

It is also suggestive of the ways in which the camp perimeter would go on to function as a 

site of transference between the local population and those living and working in the camp. 

Though there remained significant friction between communities, it is true that the vineyards 

and surrounding farmland would come to be sites of work for the internees,22 but also sites of 

 
14 Peter Coates, Tim Cole, Marianna Dudley and Chris Pearson, ‘Defending Nation, Defending Nature? 
Militarized Landscapes and Military Environmentalism in Britain, Frace, and the United States’, Environmental 
History, 16 (2011), pp.456-491 (p.460). 
15 Chris Pearson, Mobilizing Nature: The Environmental History of War and Militarization in Modern France, 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2012), p.9. 
16 Quoted in Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris, p.29. 
17 Miller, ‘A Camp for Foreigners and Aliens’, p.30. 
18 Quoted in Husser, Histoire du camp militaire Joffre, pp.19-20. 
19 Pearson, Mobilizing Nature, p.9. 
20 Husser, Histoire du camp militaire Joffre, p.21. 
21 Pearson, Mobilizing Nature, p.9. 
22 USC 32489, Interview with Marie Obuchowski; Belkachem Chaouaou, in Besnaci-Lancou, Des vies, p.33. 
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escape.23  

 

This fluid interchange is suggested by Antonio Rodigruez’s account of his escape alongside 

two other Spanish children. Leaving the camp, the youngsters headed for a nearby farmhouse, 

knocking on the door to ask for some food. Speaking no French, they eventually persuaded 

the farmers, who invited them to sit at their table to eat. Shortly after, they were sent back to 

the camp, with an additional cabbage in hand. On their return, the cabbage was confiscated 

and the children were beaten.24  

 

From an early stage, army authorities found the local topography difficult to manage. A lack 

of irrigation channels complicated work on the site, whilst the distance from the local 

communes of Rivesaltes and Salses made transporting materiel difficult.25 Once transferred 

from military to civilian authorities, such issues, as noted in Chapter 2, were only 

compounded, creating significant difficulties for the camp’s residents. The sheer size of the 

plain enforced a significant psychological boundary on the internees, reinforcing and 

intensifying any physical restraints, whilst contributing to a sense of Othering both amongst 

internees and the local community. Though the architectures of internment ‘presented a 

rupture with the nearby architecture of rural farmhouses’,26 equally important was the spatial 

dislocation of the camp from the centres of local communal life. As Harry Evan-Stein, a 

Jewish internee suggested, even if, for the most part, the inmates were not under ‘severe 

control’, where were they supposed to go?27 The plain thus contributed to a spatial imaginary 

amongst both internees and the local community that used isolation and distance to construct 

an idea of difference.28 Such a figuring of space had important consequences for internees’ 

conceptions of self, with political discourses of undesirability mirrored by the spatial 

figuration of the camp on the plain.      

 

 

 
23 USC 53568, Interview with Jacques Neufeld; Niedermann, Un enfant juif, p.68; Parens, Renewal of Life, p.57. 
24 MCR Entretien témoignage de M. Antonio Rodriguez. 
25 Husser, Histoire du camp militaire Joffre, p.18. 
26 Miller, ‘A Camp for Foreigners and Aliens’, pp.27-28. 
27 USC 20505, Interview with Harry Evan-Stein. See also: USC 40167, Interview with Egon Gruenhut; 
MCR_16_2008 Entretien témoignage de M. Antonio Cascarosa Pirla; MCR Entretien témoignage de M. Calvo 
Florentino. 
28 See: Edward Said, Orientalism, (London: Penguin, 1978), p.54; Derek Gregory, The Colonial Present, 
(Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 2004), p.17; Josh Watkins, ‘Spatial Imaginaries Research in Geography: 
Synergies, Tensions, and New Directions’, Geography Compass, 9.9 (2015), pp.508-522 (p.511). 
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Local responses to the camp are characterised by the paradox of 
proximity and distance. During a guided tour, one man who grew up in 
the area recalls his memories of the camp’s Harki period. ‘You have to 
tell the full story,’ he says, ‘there was no integration’. You knew they 
were there though, he suggests, as local farmers erected barbed wire 
around their crops to protect them from the perceived danger that the 
Harkis would steal their apricots.  

 
Another account suggests the camp could not have been further away: 
‘At that time, as I was pursuing my studies in Perpignan, I used to pass 
Rivesaltes every weekday on the train. Never did anyone tell me that a 
little way from the tracks, people, allies of France, were living in such 
deplorable conditions.’29  
 

 

 

 
Figure 6 - The Canigou Massif at Sunset - The Canigou massif, as seen from the vineyards 

that surround the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes - Author’s own image. 
 
Just as the internees’ spatial imaginaries were shaped by their experience of the plain as ‘no 

man’s land’,30 so too were they coloured by the figures of the surrounding mountains. Nestled 

between the foothills of the Corbières and the heights of the Pyrénées, Rivesaltes’ horizons 

are decidedly vertiginous. The Pic de Canigou, sacred emblem of Catalonia, immortalised by 

 
29 alaric313. ‘le camp de la honte’ 
30 MCR_16_2008 Entretien témoignage de M. Antonio Cascarosa Pirla. 
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the Catalan poet Jacint Verdaguer as an ‘immense magnolia’,31 frames the camp landscape. 

For Friedel Bohny-Reiter, the mountains acted as a constant reminder of her former life in 

Switzerland, characters that were capable of evoking far-flung places and faces, but equally 

providing a sinister backdrop to the rhythms of the deportations.32 André Dumas, Bohny-

Reiter’s fellow aid worker, writes of Canigou as recalling a Japanese volcano, its ‘severe 

beauty’ framing the vastness of the camp.33 Of course, for many of the inmates, the 

mountainous horizon further reinforced the experience of concentration and the impossibility 

of escape. Wilhelm Schiefer recalled how three Axis prisoners perished attempting to cross 

the Pyrénées, unprepared for the freezing conditions they would encounter.34 For others, the 

mountains were a painful reminder of the experience of exile. For those Spanish refugees 

who had suffered through the Retirada - a time when ‘the whole landscape seem[ed] to be 

moving’35 - the snowy peaks of the Pyrénées were physical manifestations of the routes/roots 

of their exile.36 For some of the Harkis, the peaks hid a more sinister purpose; rumours 

abounded that they were to be taken into the mountains to be killed.37  

 

Perhaps the most striking element of the natural environment at Rivesaltes, and, indeed, an 

omnipresent feature of survivor accounts, is the climate. Both the wind and the rain are 

constant companions in testimonies that recall life in the camp, shaping both the ways in 

which the camp was experienced, and, equally, the ways in which it is remembered. 

Furthermore, as a ‘prime means of linking spatiality and temporality’,38 climatic conditions 

provide an important experiential bridge for present-day visitors to the site, forming a 

tangible continuity between the landscapes of the past and present.39  

 

In 1940, torrential rains swept the region, causing widespread damage to local infrastructure. 

The torrent swept through Rivesaltes, carrying away sections of the bridge over the river 

 
31 Jacint Verdaguer, Canigó, Llegenda pirenaica del temps de la reconquesta, (Barcelona: Biblioteca Selecta, 
1951). 
32 Bohny-Reiter, Journal de Rivesaltes, pp.79-80; p.173. 
33 Dumas, Rivesaltes, criblages, p.101. 
34 MCR Entretien témoignage de M. Wilhelm Scheifer. 
35 Nancy Cunard, reporting for the Manchester Guardian, quoted in Gemie, ‘The Ballad of Bourg Madame’, 
p.31. 
36 William Kidd, ‘Eidenbenz’s Ark: Retirada and Holocaust Memories in the Pyrénées-Orientales’, Modern & 
Contemporary France, 20.4 (2012), pp.473-489, p.483. 
37 Ahmed Zalif, in Besnaci-Lancou, Des vies, p.72. 
38 Jonathan Bate, The Song of the Earth, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2000), p.109 - quoted in 
Rapson, Topographies of Suffering, p.53. 
39 See also Chris Pearson’s account of the Chemin de la Liberté trail, tracing the route of Allied escape lines 
through the Pyrénean mountains: Scarred Landscapes, p.165. 
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Agly.40 To the south, the camps of Argelès and Saint-Cyprien were heavily damaged in the 

floods.41 Authorities were greeted with ‘apocalyptic’ scenes as sea and land merged; 

confronted with at best temporary barrack buildings and an already disastrous sanitary 

situation, the only option was to close the camps.42 Seeking a solution to a problem that was 

at once human and financial, and unable to discount further inundations, authorities turned to 

the military camp at Rivesaltes.43 The first transport of internees, promised accommodation 

of the highest ‘hygiene and comfort’, arrived shortly after.44 Thus, from its earliest inception 

as an internment camp, Rivesaltes was fundamentally shaped by the local climate. In their 

attempts to control the human environment, Vichy’s officials were unable to account for the 

devastating effects of the natural world.   

 

Conditions in Rivesaltes were to prove little better than those found at Argelès and Saint-

Cyprien. In November 1941, Rivesaltes was described by Friedel Bohny-Reiter as a ‘town 

underwater’. Barracks became ‘like lakes’ and children wandered the camp with blue toes, 

reduced to covering their swollen feet with sodden rags.45 Come winter, freezing conditions 

further exacerbated the situation. Twenty years after Bohny-Reiter witnessed her charges 

shuffling along with frozen feet, Fatma watched her daughter Kheira cross the camp in her 

grandmother’s snow-soaked slippers, her toes similarly numb.46 The Harkis arrived at 

Rivesaltes during the worst winter in recent memory. For many, it was the first time that they 

had seen snow.47 Huddled in canvas tents, creaking under the weight of the snowfall, a 

number of newborn babies and young children perished.48  

 

If the mud of Gurs has come to be an iconic image of the French internment camps,49 for the 

internees at Rivesaltes, memories are punctuated by the whistling of the tramontane wind, 

which has come to occupy an almost mythical status amongst internees. In his memoir of the 

Holocaust, Henri Parens describes the wind evocatively: ‘One does not say, simply, “C’est du 
 

40 Joan Becat and Ramon Gual, ‘Imatges, testimoniatges i elements d’anàlisi de l’aiguat del 40 a la Catalunya 
Nord’, Les inundacions d’octubre de 1940 a Catalunya: 50 anys després, (Vernet-Les-Bains, 18-20/10/1990). 
41 Pierre Cros, Saint-Cyprien, 1939-1945: Le village, le camp, la guerre, (Perpignan: Editions Trabucaire, 
2001), p.84. 
42 Denis Peschanski - Doctorat d’Etat - p.397. 
43 Lebourg and Moumen, Rivesaltes: Le camp de la France, p.20. 
44 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.237. 
45 Bohny-Reiter, Journal de Rivesaltes, pp.44-45. 
46 Fatma, in Besnaci-Lancou, Nos mères, paroles blessées, p.84. 
47 Rania, in Besnaci-Lancou, Nos mères, paroles blessées, p.88; Besnaci-Lancou, Fille de harki, p.25. 
48 Abdel Kader Hamadi, ‘La mémoire du camp de Rivesaltes’ in Besnaci-Lancou and Manceron (eds.) Les 
harkis dans la colonisation et ses suites, pp.125-130 (p.127). 
49 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.231. 
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tramontane” as if one said “It’s just wind,” one says “C’est La Tramontane,” “It’s The 

Tramontane,” like “It’s the Grand Inquisitor.”’50 Such mythologising of the wind was shared 

by the Club Alpin Français,51 whose attempts to integrate themselves with Pétain’s National 

Revolution saw them erect a ‘commemorative cairn’ to the Maréchal in the Canigou massif. 

Dedicating the monument in August 1941, Monsieur Delfau, the regional president of the 

club, called upon Canigou’s eagles to watch over the cairn, supported by the tramontane, 

which was framed as ‘the cleansing wind that blows away the impurities of the plain…’.52 

The idealised vision of French masculinity that the club promoted could hardly have 

contrasted more with the image of the disenfranchised masses confined on the plateau 

beneath them. The Manichean binary of purity/impurity that so underpinned the National 

Revolution was a fundamental tenet of the politics of internment: by excluding the impure, 

France’s regeneration could begin.53 The rhetorical subtext of Delfau’s speech can scarcely be 

ignored - even the environment could be harnessed in the pursuit of national rebirth.    

 

For those living in Rivesaltes, the tramontane was a constant plague, which often brought 

about physical harm, particularly to young children, who were often lifted off their feet and 

buffeted by the wind.54 Though the tramontane blew shoots from the vines through the camp 

- a valuable source of firelighters - the constant gusts meant that lighting a fire became an 

impossibility, further exacerbating the effects of being exposed on the plain.55 This was a 

different kind of wind; Fatima Besnaci-Lancou fondly remembered the wind in her native 

Algeria: ‘Certain nights, I thought fondly of our wind, in Algeria. It was so warm; I used to 

love it when it made the eucalyptus leaves sing in Novi’s marketplace.’ At Rivesaltes, by 

contrast, the wind ‘devoured everything and numbed us to the core’,56 a constant reminder of 

internees’ abandonment: ‘we suffered especially from the isolation and the cold.’57   

 

As this brief outline demonstrates, the combination of landscape and climate fundamentally 

shaped the ways in which the camp was experienced by internees. Returning to South West 

 
50 Parens, Renewal of Life, p.51. 
51 Alpine Club of France. 
52 Quoted in Pearson, Scarred Landscapes, p.99. 
53 Denis Peschanski, ‘L’internement: La France des camps (1938-1946)’, Chemins de Mémoire, (2003) [Online] 
<http://www.cheminsdememoire.gouv.fr/en/linternement-la-france-des-camps-1938-1946> [Accessed 
02/06/2017]. 
54 Bohny-Reiter, Journal de Rivesaltes, p.72; USC 27753, Interview with Chaja-Rose Owieczka-Steinberg. 
55 Niedermann, Un enfant juif, p.63. 
56 Besnaci-Lancou, Fille de harki, p.79. 
57 Achoura, in Besnaci-Lancou, Nos mères, paroles blessées, p.105. 
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France many years later for a holiday, Paul Niedermann found himself unable to cope with 

the conditions that so saturated his memory: ‘I abandoned [the holiday] after a week, having 

never been able to get used to that abominable wind.’ The tramontane ‘sets the scene’ of this 

new camp in Niedermann’s narrative, contextualising the horrendous conditions that he and 

his family were forced to endure. Throughout his exploration of Rivesaltes, one is struck by 

the question of scale within the immensity of the surrounding landscape. The internees’ 

spatial imaginaries were framed on the one hand by the knowledge that the camp was 

‘gigantic’ and on the other by a strict delineation of the space: ‘I hardly ever left my block; 

my horizons were limited to that.’ But Niedermann did leave. Though the landscape defined 

his experience of internment, manifesting itself as a physical and mental boundary, it was also 

a cover for his escape, the local vineyards concealing the wheezy arrival of the gazogene 

lorry that spirited him to safety.58  

 

In his account of the shifting landscapes of the Holocaust, Tim Cole argues that we ‘need to 

move far beyond the mud…and even beyond the view from the guard tower or Allied plane’, 

to understand how events are always shaped by metrics of varying scales.59 Many years after 

his incarceration at Rivesaltes, Niedermann did indeed have the opportunity to fly over the 

camp in a small aeroplane. He was struck, again, by his different perception of the size of the 

camp space.60 Though Cole writes of Auschwitz-Birkenau, his words are equally applicable 

to Rivesaltes:  

 

[o]n the one hand it was a place of tightly drawn and guarded boundaries - both 
external and internal - that inmates experienced as a site of terrible confinement and 
separation. On the other hand it was also a…site of transit.61 
 

Niedermann’s journey began in Karlsruhe, passed through Gurs and Rivesaltes, and would 

end in Paris, via Geneva. Rivesaltes was a site of internment, but equally a site of escape and 

transit, a constantly shifting landscape of people and communities. The departure points 

changed, from Barcelona to Algiers, Romania to China, but the backdrop remained the same. 

Rivesaltes’ history is that of the displaced and dispossessed, general histories of France’s 20th 

Century that, through the logic of internment, became rooted in the particular ochre soil of 

South West France. For visitors to Rivesaltes today, perceptions of the natural environment 
 

58 Niedermann, Un enfant juif, pp.58-59; p.68. 
59 Cole, Holocaust Landscapes, p.98. 
60 Niedermann, Un enfant juif, p.58. 
61 Cole, Holocaust Landscapes, p.95. 
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remain a critical factor in their experience of the camp site, instigating an exilic journey 

through time and space. Touching the soil as they walk through the barracks, soaring above 

the wind turbines in air conditioned comfort, the paradoxes of proximity and distance, 

spatially and temporally, are continually reimposed. 

 

 

‘When the CRA was still on the site of the Camp de Rivesaltes, I used to 
be able to see the dilapidated barracks of the camp from my office. What a 
funny feeling…and still this sense of continuity…What is Rivesaltes to 
me? Rivesaltes is a place full of histories (histories and History - with a 
big ‘H’)’62 
 

Travelling Into the Past? 
 

Walking past what remained of one of Rivesaltes’ latrine blocks, a fellow survivor turned and 

asked Paul Niedermann: ‘Do you remember that foul smell?’. Even returning some seventy 

years later, the odour of the latrines is something that, Niedermann concedes, is hard to 

forget. For these former internees, returning to the site of their historic incarceration, 

Rivesaltes’ present-day sensory landscape is inextricably entwined with that of the past.63 

 

The exchange between two former camp inmates is suggestive of what Ruth Kluger has 

referred to as the effect of ‘timescapes’. In her memoir of her experiences of the Holocaust, 

Kluger recalls a similar incident on visiting Dachau, where, instead of the ‘odor of fear’, the 

‘concentrated aggression’, or ‘reduced minds’, she finds a ‘clean and proper place’ that bore 

little resemblance to that which she remembered. Timescapes, she suggests, ‘indicate the 

nature of a place in time, that is, at a certain time, neither before nor after.’64 As Kluger’s 

words suggest, such landscapes are complex entities that evolve over time; although they are 

primarily thought of as spatial, there is an important temporal dimension to our experiences 

of landscapes.65 This temporal dimension of landscape bears particular reflection at 

Rivesaltes, given its intersecting histories of exclusion. Of course, the site, as presented in the 

 
62 Johanna Reyer, ‘Lettre de Rivesaltes’, [n.d.]. 
63 Niedermann, Un enfant juif, p.60. 
64 Ruth Kluger, Landscapes of Memory: A Holocaust Girlhood Remembered, (London: Bloomsbury, 2004), 
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65 Shelley Egoz and Tim Williams, ‘Coexistent Landscapes: Military Integration and Civilian Fragmentation’ in 
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2010s, is not the internment camp of the past. It is rather, a particular representation of those 

pasts, as conceived at a particular moment in time. Unsurprisingly, for those returning to sites 

of trauma, the physical manifestation of a site often does not match the remembered image.66 

For some, as in Ruth Kluger’s case, this is problematic; for other survivors, this is precisely 

the reason they feel able to go back, their return prized as an ending to their past experience.67 

Conversely, for those visiting a site for the first time, landscapes ‘feel immutable’,68 and it is 

precisely their perceived permanence that draws visitors in, in search of both the authentic 

trace, and the lived experience of the victims.69  

 

How then to consider such landscapes? In visiting these sites, Tim Ingold argues that visitors 

ought to take on what he refers to as a ‘dwelling perspective’, whereby the landscape is 

constituted as an enduring record of those who have dwelt within it, its inhabitants footprints 

shaping, as they too were shaped by, the landscape. Perceiving such a landscape is implicitly 

an act of remembrance, one which Ingold conceives not as the recollection of an internal 

image (what the landscape was like), but rather of a perceptual engagement with a present 

environment that is ‘pregnant with the past.’70 This act of remembrance is, in turn, a form of 

dwelling, one that entails a sedimentation of contemporary life and the implication of varied 

memories within a singular landscape. This entwining of memory and landscape draws clear 

parallels with scholarly discussion surrounding so-called ‘memoryscapes’. Building on 

Doreen Massey’s conception of space and the plurality that underpins it as ‘the product of 

interrelations’,71 Phillips and Reyes describe the memoryscape as ‘a complex and vibrant 

plane upon which memories emerge, are contested, transform, encounter other memories, 

mutate, and multiply.’72 In this, the memoryscape has been argued to be palimpsestic,73 with 
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diverse memories accreting and overlapping, creating what Christina Schwenkel describes as 

dynamic sites of ‘interaction and interchange between people, the built environment, and the 

spirit world.’74 Just as these memories intertwine, so too do the means by which they are 

constructed, as Paul Basu explains: ‘the memoryscape is comprised of a multiplicity of 

different forms of remembering: those that are intentional and communicable through 

language…as well as those which are unintentional…such as embodied forms of memory.’75 

This attention to visitor experience is critical, particularly when considering a site such as 

Rivesaltes, where embodied and affective forms of memory represent a notable form of 

visitor experience. The memoryscape thus exists at the intersection of the social and political 

landscape in which it is placed, and the ‘psyches, traumas, perceptions’ of those who inhabit 

them.76  

 

In the following section I use the ‘memoryscape’ as a conceptual framework through which 

to read the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, drawing attention to the ways in which the built 

and natural environment, visitors, and the ‘spirits’ of those who have dwelt in the landscape 

contribute to representations of history, memory, and identity. The overlaps and intersections 

of the memoryscape allow for pluralistic readings of the past that serve to undermine reified 

national frameworks of memory,77 speaking to the transnational, multidirectional nature of 

remembrance outlined in Chapter 1. Through my analysis it will become clear that the 

interpretations of visitors do not necessarily neatly overlay the understandings of space 

outlined by the Mémorial’s creators and custodians. Where thus far my analysis of the 

Mémorial has tended towards its general situation within the wider French memorial 

landscape, this section attends more specifically to the landscape, architecture, and people 

that contribute to the layering of Rivesaltes’ memoryscape.  

 

As noted previously, Rivesaltes’ ‘memoryscape’ is a combination of ‘authentic’ historical site 

and explicit memorial spaces that combine to create a stage upon which a vision of the past 

can be imagined anew.78 Historic sites, like Rivesaltes, are dedicated to the reproduction of 
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their pasts, and, as such, ‘take advantage of the common perception of history as being an 

intrinsic quality of the local landscape.’79 The supposed authenticity of any site is an 

important part of visitor experience, and, as repeatedly noted by the Mémorial’s authorities, a 

particularly important feature of the present-day site.80 Whereas, for Denis Peschanski, other 

sites in France, like Drancy and Les Milles, draw their emotional response from what visitors 

already know, ‘Rivesaltes is somewhat singular, in that the site speaks for itself.’81 Though 

the extant remains at Rivesaltes may seem to ‘speak for themselves’, as Young and others 

have pointed out, such landscapes are essentially mute,82 their meaning derived not from the 

site itself, but rather from its reception and representation in a particular memorial 

framework.83 Equally, as Dydia DeLyser and others have noted, the notion of authenticity is a 

social construction, and is not something that is inherently present in objects/sites.84 Instead, 

it is often reliant on preservation and the ways in which the landscape and its artefacts are 

‘staged’.85 Even at a ruined site like Rivesaltes, there is an element of ‘contrivance and 

intentionality’ in the management of the historic landscape.86  

 

It is this process of staging that I wish to turn to now, considering the ways in which the 

‘authentic’ landscape is presented to those visiting the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes and 

how the ruined landscape is, in turn, re-inhabited and interpreted by visitors.   
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Figure 7 - The Mémorial Building - The Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, seen from the 

main access pathway - Author’s own image. 

 

Arriving at the Mémorial’s car park, situated to the South West of Ilot F, visitors have a view 

of the extent of the former barrack block, incorporating some 42 hectares of land. Walking 

along the central axis that leads to the camp, the memorial building becomes visible, 

extending to the horizon, its gentle gradient pointing to the east, caught between sea and sky. 

A visit to the site is broadly conceived of in two parts. The first element consists of an 

external promenade, allowing visitors to ‘experience’ what remains of Ilot F. Walkways 

proceed amongst ruined barracks and around the memorial itself, which lies partially 

submerged in the former parade ground to the centre of the block. Approaching the memorial 

building, a central path descends to the entrance and the second element, the permanent 

exhibition space, situated within the memorial, beneath the surface.   

 

For visitors to the memorial, the first experience of the site can be a disorientating, even 

jarring experience. Arriving at the camp, visitors are greeted with a strikingly beautiful vista 

of the surrounding countryside - mountains and vineyards - that jar with pre-conditioned 

conceptions of how a concentration camp should look. Reconciling these images is difficult 

for many visitors: ‘It seemed strange to me to have to continue beyond the town of 

Rivesaltes, into the countryside. There were only fields. I had never been this far. As a child, 

this region was holiday-land; we went to the seaside, it was happiness, sunshine, my 
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cousins.’87 As Andrew Charlesworth notes, just as we want our perpetrators to look evil, we 

have a similar tendency to invest our images of concentrationary landscapes with evil and 

tragedy.88 Many report concerns that they have arrived in the wrong place;89 for them, the 

camp remains an uncanny, alienating space. Where Rebecca Jinks argues that the univers 

concentrationnaire has been conceived of as a bounded space, and our spatial imaginaries 

consequently marked by tropological images of barbed wire, gates, and watchtowers,90 in 

Rivesaltes’ case, there is no such physical or imaginative threshold for visitors to cross. If 

barbed wire can be seen figuratively as connoting evil,91 or, more concretely, functioning as a 

symbol of separation,92 here, there is no clear distinction between the camp and everyday 

space. As Cole and Charlesworth have stressed, gateways, as ports of both entrance and exit, 

have shaped the experience of prisoners in important ways.93 Equally noteworthy is the effect 

that they have on visitors, marking a spatial transition from the ‘everyday’ to the ‘out-of-the-

ordinary’, and a temporal transition from ‘our’ present to ‘their’ past. Without such a formal 

threshold, it is perhaps unsurprising that some visitors find their initial arrival at Rivesaltes to 

be a disorientating experience. Conditioned by the powerful imagery and ‘postmemory’ of 

such sites,94 for visitors, Rivesaltes’ reality jars with preconceived notions of what one might 

expect. Just as Marianne Hirsch writes of postmemorial experiences as ‘an uneasy oscillation 

between continuity and rupture’,95 the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes is suggestive, both 

spatially and temporally, of coexistence and dissonance.  

 

Approaching the site, visitors are conveyed through a modern industrial estate, passing 

beneath the turning rotors of one of the many wind farms that now dot the plain. This 
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machinery of modernity reminds the visitor of the ways in which the past and present coexist 

in one location,96 ‘turbine/guard towers’97 that disrupt visitors’ sense of time and a radical 

separation between ‘then’ and ‘now’. If the wind turbines speak of the ways in which the 

historic site ‘inarguably occup[ies] the present’,98 the site is equally marked by the peaks of 

the Pyrénées and the foothills of the Corbières, vistas that invoke a feeling of timelessness 

and permanence.99 Where historic sites are often conceived of as stable, unchanging entities, 

with ‘timeless qualities’,100 they are always situated within a contemporary environment, 

shaped by contemporary concerns, that are often ambiguous, if not positively hostile, to the 

legacies these sites recall. Rudy Ricciotti, the architect responsible for the design of the 

memorial at Rivesaltes, speaks of this concern, in suggesting that the site is caught between 

‘memory and oblivion’, implicitly questioning the visitor on their understanding of their 

relationship with the past.101 Though, in Kenneth Foote’s terms, Ilot F and the memorial 

grounds have now become ‘sanctified’,102 as has been demonstrated at other sites,103 on 

arrival at the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, visitors have already passed through parts of 

the camp as it existed, now swallowed by a large industrial estate. The unwanted interjections 

of the present in the quest to uncover traces of the past is embodied by Caroline Moorehead’s 

account of her visit to the site. For Moorehead, the landscape clearly evokes the past: 

‘Rivesaltes today looks much as it must have done when the Jews first arrived in 1940, a 

sandy, hot plain with a few umbrella pines and olive trees, the majestic snowy Pyrenees in the 

distance.’ This slightly nostalgic, beatific illusion of the past, is, however, broken by 

modernity’s interruptions: ‘There is a wind farm nearby, and some kind of military 

installation.’104 Moorehead moves on, her fleeting encounter irrevocably disrupted.  

 

Dydia DeLyser suggests that the primary mode of apprehension for visitors to individual sites 
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is the visual, linking what is seen to a set of internal experiences or beliefs.105 At sites such as 

Rivesaltes, emotive power is derived from materiality; concrete relics provide the visitor with 

visual narratives about the past.106 Where the lack of a defined entrance/exit at Rivesaltes 

does not conform to received expectations, the rows of derelict barracks align more 

accurately with visitors’ concentrationary imaginaries. As Till and Kuusisto-Arponen 

suggest, isolation, silence and the experience of a remote location can help establish a feeling 

of authenticity at sites of trauma.107 At Rivesaltes, the sensation of scale, combined with a 

vast, open landscape, exposed to the elements, helps establish an image of authenticity. 

Robert Badinter, former Justice Minister, and a strong supporter of the memorial project, 

argues that this is one of Rivesaltes’ most powerful elements for visitors: ‘looking at the 

remains, contemplating that same horizon, fixed by so many desperate eyes, the visitor feels 

more profoundly the suffering of those who lived in this place.’108 Considering the landscape, 

visitors thus report how ‘[t]he desolate plain and the ruins of the barracks gives [sic] you an 

idea of how much suffering this place has seen’,109 and how ‘when the wind blows, one can 

imagine what it was like to live here.’110 Barren landscape and ruins contribute to this 

imaginative affect,111 but equally contribute to emotional impact.112 The approach to the 

memorial is thus characterised as ‘fearsome as it once was’,113 laden with ‘emotion and 

suffering.’114 As one visitor recalled, ‘it is very moving to find oneself in this place, charged 

with so many histories.’115  
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Here, the ruins of the former camp are clearly framed, and received, as not merely gesturing 

towards past events, but rather as fragments of the very events themselves,116 the barracks 

standing as ‘witnesses to the dark years of the 20th Century.’117 Inaugurating the memorial, 

Prime Minister Manuel Valls spoke of seeing in the barracks ‘a sedimentation of all the evils 

of the [20th] century: armed conflict, dictatorship, anti-Semitism, racism; the fevers and 

blindness of mankind.’ The site, he suggested, almost ‘speaks for itself.’118 It is clear in the 

way that the external walkway is framed, that the ruins of the site are seen to offer up their 

own explanations. Although visitors are advised of a series of guidelines to be adhered to 

upon entering the camp,119 there is little that contextualises the site, or provides an 

interpretative framework for those visiting. If, as Paul Gough suggests, signage lends 

authority to a particular reading of space,120 then the external walkways at Rivesaltes remain 

largely ambiguous and open to individual interpretation. Rather than providing any concrete 

information, the camp ruins could be said to instead stimulate an emotional, rather than 

‘knowledge-based’ connection to events at the site.121 As one visitor put it, the only 

appropriate response in the face of the camp’s ‘integrity’, is ‘to immerse ourselves in the 

site.’122  

 

Undoubtedly, this is a source of frustration for some,123 with visitors suggesting the need for 

explanatory panels to construct a narrative surrounding the otherwise empty barracks: ‘I left 

frustrated, without having felt a single fragment of the lives of these “internees”.’124 This 
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visitor’s experience illustrates the dilemma of interpretation outlined by David Lowenthal, 

who suggests that ruins, in and of themselves, convey nothing to the ordinary visitor; it is 

only through reconstitution and reinterpretation that they become coherent.125 Thus, in spite 

of the vast array of ruins, because the site is in a ‘state of dilapidation’, one visitor reported 

that ‘you can’t see anything anymore’,126 whilst another, in a review entitled ‘There isn’t 

anything there anymore’ left frustrated:  

 

[w]hat shocked me the most was that outside the barracks are ruins! Nothing has been put 
in place to safeguard these buildings of shame! Not even a reconstruction, nothing but 
ruins…a quick walk in blazing sunshine…there you go: the camps… beautiful 
deception.127 

 

David Lowenthal argues that the typical visitor - such that one can exist - ‘unabashedly 

enjoys reconstructions’, with reconstructed remains helping them to feel a greater sense of 

attachment to the lived past.128 For some visitors to Rivesaltes it is clear that the ruined 

landscape is insufficient in conjuring their desired images of the past. Summing up the 

tension between the authentic and the reconstructed, one visitor commended the preservation 

of remaining barrack blocks, before commenting that ‘it would be interesting to restore one 

of [the barracks] as it was.’129 Another suggested that, given the vast sums of money spent on 

the memorial, perhaps more should have been invested in preserving some of the barracks, 

since ‘if it carries on as it is, then there will be nothing left in a very short space of time.’130 

 

For Rudy Ricciotti, any form of reconstruction was out of the question. In his eyes, ‘to restore 
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would have erased a lifespan.’131 Where some sites represent a unique temporal moment, 

linked, perhaps, to a few hours that defined their existence132 - a battlesite, bombsite, or 

assassination site - it is precisely Rivesaltes’ ‘lifespan’ that renders it unique. In this respect, 

it recalls a series of interconnected temporalities, ‘a complex palimpsest of overlapping, 

multi-vocal landscapes.’133 Ruins, in particular, Michael Meng argues, ‘are containers of 

multiple temporalities’, representing layers of time that flow together.134 In this sense, the 

very process of decay can, in itself, be seen as being creative; as Tim Edensor suggests, the 

process of ruination both extinguishes and reveals successive histories as layers peel away 

and traces appear from their secret hiding places.135 To reconstruct is to interrupt this process, 

and, as such, construct a future for the ruins that is not theirs, but, rather, ours.136  

  

According to Ricciotti, the crumbling barracks represent a challenge to the visitor; a 

commentary on ‘obliteration’ and ‘absence’:137 ‘what struck me,’ Ricciotti suggests, ‘was the 

notion of the site’s disappearance, the notion of erasure. It is absent, just as the memory of 

this place is.’138 Ricciotti’s perception accords with that of Denis Peschanski, who suggests 

that the ruined barracks symbolise ‘memorial destruction’, inviting visitors to engage with a 

discourse of ‘destruction-reconstruction’,139 evoking the sense in which visitors to the site 

play an active role in the (re)construction and repurposing of Rivesaltes’ memorial landscape. 

Through their actions and interpretations, each visitor attributes an additional layer of 

meaning to the site, combatting absence through their own bodily presence. Through their 

affective experience of Rivesaltes, visitors have the potential to exceed any single 
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representation of the past,140 in a perpetual ‘reconstruction’ of the memorial landscape. In this 

reading, the camp is not, therefore, a static backdrop, but is rather ‘fluid and animating’, with 

visitors presence contributing to ‘a constant state of becoming.’141      

 

 
Figure 8 - Ruined Barrack Building – At the entrance to the Mémorial, a barrack covered 
with modern graffiti - “Never forget our history, or our enemies…” - Author’s own image. 

 

An important part of this process of reconstruction is the corporeal, performative act of 

walking through the memorial space. Taking up Graeme Gilloch’s understanding of memory 

as knotted, intertwined threads,142 Edensor argues that the figure of the ruin provides an apt 

comparison for the work of memory; in passing through such spaces, often random 

recollections are brought to mind by the jumble of abandoned objects.143 Edward S. Casey 

similarly notes the comparisons between memory and place, arguing that both are 

characterised by pathways. Just as pathways through places facilitate access and internal 

exploration, so too do memory’s pathways, with multiple modes of entry, procession and 

egress.144 Conceived in such a way, the external walkways at Rivesaltes provide visitors with 

a passage through both physical space, but equally through memory. Writing after Walter 

Benjamin, Gilloch suggests motion through space, as through memory, ‘is a persistent going 
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nowhere in particular that constitutes a perpetual rediscovery.’ Time is not, he suggests, linear 

progression, but like the spaces in a labyrinth, continually re-encountered, returned to, and 

approached from different directions.145 Places thus become thresholds, through which 

individuals can experience fleeting moments of return, re-experiencing, and remembering 

that correspond to different moments of the lived past.146  

 

In discussing what they refer to as the ‘spatial narratives’ of history, Azaryahu and Foote 

question the ways in which historical time is transposed onto historical space. At heritage 

sites, they suggest, ‘historical chronology needs to be reconfigured onto a set of synchronous 

spatial features so that the one-dimensional, temporal sequence of historical narrative is, so to 

speak, ‘draped’ across the spatial dimensions of an actual historical site.’147 Though the 

extant landscape is clearly staged at the Mémorial through the bounded walkways, there is no 

such formal chronological or sequential narrative constructed for visitors as they pass through 

the space. The pathways that proceed around the site form two elongated circles, with the 

main path passing around the parade ground with the memorial at its centre and a secondary 

route passing between the barracks and latrine blocks. The circular nature of the access paths 

does not provide a sense of narrative or temporal closure; taking the paths can only ever 

return the visitor to the point at which they began. Passage through the space thus embodies 

the ‘persistent going nowhere in particular that constitutes a perpetual rediscovery’ suggested 

by Gilloch above. Rather than the neatly synchronous landscape discussed by Azaryahu and 

Foote, Rivesaltes instead embodies a ‘juxtaposition of asynchronous moments’ that cannot be 

‘easily flattened into a synchronic array…’148 This Benjaminian ‘constellation’ of moments149 

cannot be plotted in a teleological temporal sequence, just as Rivesaltes’ multiple histories 

cannot be mapped in such a way.  
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Anne-Laure Boyer’s ‘Marche de Rivesaltes’ formed part of the temporary exhibition 
showcased at the Mémorial on its opening. The second part of Boyer’s ‘Lettres de 
Rivesaltes’ exhibit, ‘Marche’ consists of a film and sound installation, that creates a 
complex, overlapping collage of visual imagery and witness testimony. Confronted 
by a large screen in the middle of the exhibition hall, visitors come face-to-face with 
the participants of the Marche, who walk steadily towards the camera. Passing 
through the remains of the camp, the walkers advance, their destination unknown, 
their gaze fixed on a horizon ‘that recalls both the past and the future.’150 Participants 
appear, disappear, and reappear, with rows of marchers interpopulating each of the 
ranks as they move towards the camera.  

 

 
Figure 9 - The ‘Marche de Rivesaltes’ Projection – Author’s own image.                                                        

 
The disembodied echo of voices accompanies the marchers, ghostly revenants that 
reveal memories of the camp: ‘it’s been going on for centuries’; ‘there’s something 
sacred about Rivesaltes… it’s a pilgrimage’; ‘we are still set apart’; ‘for me, the 
Spanish Civil War was the start of my life’; ‘it’s a sign of freedom to come back’; 
‘it’s difficult, but I’m not afraid’; ‘it carries on and on and on’; ‘Rivesaltes is a place 
full of ghosts.’ The visitor is unsure who the voices belong to as they echo and repeat, 
fade in and fade out. The Marche plays in a continuous loop, with no clear end or 
beginning. As participants reappear, and voices resurge, the viewer is unaware when 
the film has finished, what they have seen before, when they should stop watching. 
Discussing the installation, Boyer emphasises a quote from Enzo Traverso on ‘the 
coexistence within the same text of multiple temporal regimes’. The ‘Marche de 
Rivesaltes’ asks visitors to the Mémorial fundamental questions regarding our 
relationship with the past. Walking the site is framed both as a powerful act of 
remembrance and as intensely political. The overlapping of voices and bodies, sound 
and image, creates an interlocking collage of past and present. Memory is cast as a 
performative phenomenon, with the landscape of the camp forming a backdrop that 
invites people to ‘actively make meaning in its spaces.’151   
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For those visiting the site, the natural elements contribute a significant layer of meaning, 

functioning as what Jessica Rapson refers to as ‘vehicles of return’ - willed or unwilled 

conduits, capable of transporting visitors back into the past or forward into the future.152 

Walking the external passageways at the Mémorial, one is struck by the exposed nature of the 

camp. Depending upon the time of the visit, the wind can provide a welcome relief from the 

stifling heat - if one can bear the swirling dust - or can equally cut to the bone. As discussed 

above, memories of Rivesaltes are frequently carried on the weight of the wind, and, as such, 

a visit to the camp when the wind is not blowing feels incomplete, or as one visitor put it, 

‘ambiguous’.153 Encountering the ‘same’ conditions as the internees, the whistling of the 

wind allows time to slip away and an adoption of the position of those who were interned 

onsite: ‘If the wind blows, one can imagine the living conditions’;154 ‘Outside, one really has 

the impression of reliving the past, especially when it’s windy, you can imagine what life was 

like in these camps’;155 ‘Visiting the camp is moving, particularly on a windy day when one 

can really feel what all those poor souls had to endure.’156 For these visitors, an affective 

encounter with the landscape is triggered by the gusting of the tramontane. The elements 

provide, perhaps even more than the ruins, a ‘bridge to the past,’ that goes some way towards 

‘reanimating’ the landscape of the past.157 The following account demonstrates how 

Rivesaltes’ weather systems mark the camp as a space of separation, displacing the site from 

its surroundings, and from the contemporary moment as the past bleeds into the present: 

 

It was grey; it was an ordinary winter day, but as soon as the camp came into 
view…the sky turned pretty well black, the tramontane gusted with twice as much 
force, heavy clouds rushed in from the horizon and intermittently poured down upon 
us a fine, icy rain. We are in a landscape of desolation where the elements rage…It 
was harrowing, terrible, particularly given that on our return to Perpignan, the weather 
is calmer, the sky barely grey, the tramontane tolerable…Could we have been 
dreaming? I sensed in myself a feeling of unreality and terror: what is this place? The 
atmosphere is so sorrowful; does the suffering of thousands of people still linger 
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here?158     
 

In this account, as with others, the elements take on a haunting presence within the camp 

landscape, what Lisa J. Hill refers to as a ‘spectral presence…that works to unsettle space and 

time.’159 The weather conditions telescope time and space, distancing the visitor from the 

safety and normality of Perpignan, the clouds rolling back the procession of time to animate 

the landscape with cries from the past. In other accounts, one can detect a similarly ghostly 

presence, with the wind understood as embodied within the camp: ‘one sees nothing but 

dilapidated barracks, which still seem to be inhabited by the wind’,160 as an animating force: 

‘the wind comes and reawakens the footsteps of those absent’,161 and as the very voice of the 

internees: ‘when it is windy, you might hear it as screams’;162 ‘I hear your voices, mingled 

with the wind, on this desolate path, where the herbs grow.’163  

 

For Carole Filiu-Mouhali, the interaction between camp and elements provides a powerful 

understanding of a dual past: her own family history and the stories of those who lived in 

Rivesaltes. The daughter of a pied-noir, Filiu-Mouhali describes her complex relationship 

with Algeria; a country bound up with the attendant emotions and memories of her father’s 

exile, but equally with those of her love for her Algerian husband. At Rivesaltes, an 

understanding of her own experiences becomes rooted in the experience of others:   

 

without saying anything, the blowing of the wind in the barracks, the empty 
windowpanes, the absence of life, I understood. The immense plain, the terrifying 
sun, I felt the presences who lived here…My greatest happiness would be to go to 
Algeria with you, but I know that you would not want that. But Daddy, if you come 
here then, you will fulfil a part of this wish.164 
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In this instance, the ‘spectral presence’ provided by the elements succeeds in not only 

reanimating the landscape with its own histories, but equally with the histories of disparate 

spaces and times. This overlapping of memory, place, and time demonstrates the progressive 

potential of encounters with historical landscapes, both across communities, but equally, in 

this case, within families. Engagement with the elements suggests that ‘landscape can 

become a democratic platform for empathetic engagement, a space in which people may 

come together in a response to nature…’.165 Filiu-Mohali’s account is a reminder of the sense 

of optimism for the future that underpins the dynamics of multidirectional memory.166 As 

Jessica Rapson suggests, encounters with historical landscapes force a re-evaluation of what 

we know about ourselves and our own culture, and what we think we know about others.167 

In visits to such sites, we are placed as ‘implicated witnesses’168 in a series of histories that 

are not necessarily our own.  

 

 
In today’s world of instant communication, receiving a letter seems antiquated, a relic 
from the past. Sitting in my grandmother’s house in Bognor Regis, the wind whistled 
and the seagulls cackled. We opened the letter from France carefully, unsure of what 
was going to be inside. I had sent the letter a few days previously, choosing an envelope 
from an immense pile of ‘Lettres de Rivesaltes’. I began to read the letter aloud, 
translating the contents for my mother and grandmother. I was instantly shocked - the 
letter’s first sentence was almost identical to the one that I had written in my own letter 
a few months previously: ‘I’m starting to write…and I’m already hesitating. To whom 
should I address this letter?’ - ‘I’m not sure who to address this letter to.’ The letter was 
remarkable. As I read, a tapestry of characters and histories unfolded. Barbara Brix, the 
author, recalled her first visit to the site and her meeting with Silvia Gutman, who had 
been interned at Rivesaltes in the 1940s. Gutman had been saved, along with her 
siblings, by a Jewish aid agency, who arranged for her safe passage to America. 
Following the death of one of her sisters many years later, Gutman’s therapist suggested 
she was suffering from her status as a ‘saved child’. This revelation led her to travel the 
world in search of her past: Berlin, Jerusalem, and finally Rivesaltes. There, 65 years 
later, she met Barbara Brix. Reading Silvia’s words to her on the plain, my voice caught 
in my throat: ‘I have always missed my mother’s love, I still do miss it…I hold on to 
this hole in my heart.’ These words resonated as I sat with my maternal family. My 
grandmother, herself a “saved child” of sorts, was evacuated during the war; she later 
lost her fiancé to pneumonia whilst in training for the front. Years later, my mother’s 
father died on his way to work - she waved him goodbye from the train station entrance 
- he sat down to wait for his train and never got up again. For Brix, Gutman’s words cut 
deeper still. As her friendship with Silvia developed, she had told her that her own 
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father had been a member of the SS: 
 

‘What I had not dared to admit to her was something that I had come to learn 
a few months previously. He had also participated, as a doctor, in the 
German invasion of the Soviet Union, attached to the 
“Einsatzgruppen”…Their sole mission was to assassinate, behind the front 
lines, all Communist functionaries and every Jew: men, women and 
children.’ 
 

For Brix, travelling to Rivesaltes, although separate from her own experiences, was 
underpinned by ‘a vague sentiment of culpability, a type of subconscious duty to “fix” a 
debt that my father had never paid.’169 Later, I would consider Debarati Sanyal’s 
suggestion that one ought to identify with trauma by positioning oneself as an 
implicated witness ‘hovering somewhere between victim, accomplice, and 
executioner.’170 Through Brix’s words, we were all implicated in landscapes hundreds 
of miles distant, and in events many years past. As we sat in that room, the letter 
triggered an encounter with Rivesaltes’ past that demanded we engage with different 
subjectivities. It enabled discussion and listening beyond the bounds of the national, 
across communities, and between generations. The letter was a reminder: ‘that [the] past 
continues to reverberate in the aftermath of events, and that this reverberation recalls us 
to our entanglement, or ‘‘implication,’’ with other selves and other histories.’171  
 

 

 
Figure 10 - Vegetation – Various vegetation overlays the ruins of barrack blocks - Author’s 

own image. 
 

As the buildings crumble, nature has begun to reclaim the site, the slow spread of the native 

scrub reclaiming the concrete vestiges of human habitation. For Chris Pearson, the spread of 
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vegetation can act as a barrier to memory, a metaphorical obscuring of the legacies of the 

past,172 whilst Sarah Farmer suggests that natural incursions can create a mood of ‘not-

unpleasant melancholy’, unsuited to sites of violence.173 For Harold Marcuse, the growth of 

vegetation highlights the implicit tension at the core of sites that memorialise trauma; the 

commemoration of victims and the documentation of the circumstances of their lives and 

deaths.174 At Rivesaltes, Ricciotti argues, the natural ecology of the site contributes to an 

atmosphere of commemoration, encouraging reflection, remembrance, and serenity on the 

part of visitors.175 Perhaps, as Alain Monnier writes of his visit to the site, in this ‘vast 

cemetery’, ‘each clump of thyme, every sprig of lavender, will be the tomb of a dead soul, 

returned here, to this place of suffering and treason…’176 Perhaps, as one visitor reflected, the 

trees more properly reflect a profound sense of absence: ‘in the middle [of the block] olive 

trees grow, and nobody collects the olives…’.177  

 

Where formal, lawned landscapes have long been associated with remembrance, particularly 

when considering the battlefields of the Western Front,178 the creeping weeds at Rivesaltes 

could be said to speak of the memorial ambivalence that has so long characterised responses 

to the site. ‘After the Liberation, we had the camps,’ suggests Denis Peschanski, ‘but we did 

not have a [collective] memory. Since 1980, we have a [collective] memory, but we no longer 

have the camps.’179 If ruins stand as metaphors for the notions of time, destruction, and 

decay,180 then the desolation of Ilot F succeeds in representing the way in which Rivesaltes 

has, for so many years, ‘seemed buried in our collective memory.’181  

 

Though decay can be seen to stand as an apt metaphor for the processes of historical memory, 

access to the barrack blocks is strictly regimented, protecting that which remains from further 
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destruction. Following the pathways through the rows of buildings, the space is carefully 

marshalled, with guide ropes preventing any access to the ruins. Paul Gough argues that 

restriction of movement is often seen as interfering with the visitor’s right to sensuous 

engagement with a given site.182 This is keenly felt by visitors to Rivesaltes, who criticise the 

regimentation of space,183 and the lack of access to the barrack buildings:  

 

my only regret is that at no point are visitors able to walk on the soil and wander 
amongst the barracks. For me, the soul of the camp is there…where the earth bears 
the imprint of those human beings and where the soil, hammered by their footsteps, 
wails in disgust.184 

 

The sense that the ‘soul’ of the camp is to be found within the barracks is confirmed by Jean 

Alcala, responsible for aspects of the scenography within the Mémorial, who suggests that 

’[a]t night, when I walk among the ruined barracks, I get the impression that all the people 

are still there.’185 Visiting the site in search of her family past, Dalila Kerchouche reports a 

similar experience: ‘In the interior of the prefabricated buildings, I feel their soul. It still 

floats around a piece of flowery tapestry, a chimney pipe or a fragment of cracked tile.’186  

 

Martin Goldsmith’s experience illustrates both ends of the experiential spectrum. Retracing 

the steps of his grandfather and uncle, both of whom passed through the camp during the 

1940s, Goldsmith found that an indirect encounter with the camp landscape was not sufficient 

for an imaginative recall of the past. Crossing the threshold of a barrack building, however, 

Goldsmith’s experience of the camp was inverted: 

 

I step up into the space bounded by what remains of 21’s walls and discover that my 
legs no longer have the strength to support me. I collapse in a corner amid the rubble 
and find myself speaking aloud to Alex and Helmut. I tell them over and over how 
sorry I am for them, sorry for the cold and the heat and the wind and the rain and the 
hunger and thirst and the anxiety and the loneliness and the boredom and the fear and 
the frustration and the stink and the flies and the sickness and the sadness. I tell them 
how happy I am that they had each other. I tell them how I wish I could have saved 
them. I tell them how glad I am that I came all this way to see for myself, and how 
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determined I am to tell their story. And I tell them that I miss them, that I miss them, 
oh God, that I miss them.187 

 
In Goldsmith’s account, the space of the barrack is clearly framed as both a site of 

witnessing, but also, and perhaps more importantly, as a site that mediates between the dead 

and those left behind. For him, barrack 21 represents a communicative bridge between the 

unrepresentative ‘timescape’ of today and the authentic past, and between the author and the 

relatives that he never knew. In this sense, the ruins of Rivesaltes serve a critical purpose in 

the author’s self-professed ‘need to connect with that vanished generation, with those 

members of my family who were murdered a decade before I was born.’188   

 

Here, as with so many of the visitors to Rivesaltes, Goldsmith’s experiences can be compared 

to that of the post-witness, a term that Diana I. Popescu has suggested to define purposeful 

visits to sites of trauma. Influenced by Hirsch’s work on postmemory, Popescu defines the 

post-witness as ‘an individual who engages with [the] past both through the body and the 

mind, through perception and imagination’ in an attempt to ‘establish a direct connection 

with the past through an investigative effort to search for traces…’.189 For many people 

engaged in a state of post-witnessing, expectations do not necessarily match the reality which 

they encounter and the site is unable to conjure imagined images of the past: ‘I walk in this 

alley; everything is collapsed, I struggle to see what it was before, I struggle to overlay the 

photographs that I saw in books.’190 This experience can be disorientating according to 

Popescu, with the clash between what the post-witness imagines about the past and their 

perception in the present creating ‘a space of liminality whereby the past and the present 

superimpose and merge…’.191 The past thus seems at once immediate, and far away.  

 

For many visitors, this is a disconcerting experience: at this stage in the liminal process, the 

direction of travel is unclear. As visitors approach the memorial building however, this sense 

of unsettlement is consciously deployed through the architecture of the site. The act of 

passing through these spaces is critical to the visitor’s experience, constructing the visit as a 
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form of ritual practice.192 The spatial configuration at the site separates the visitor from their 

daily life, opening them up to a different kind of experience.193 It is to this reflexive 

relationship between memorial, landscape, and visitor that we turn now.  

‘Architecture Parlante’ - Speaking Through Architecture? 
 

In discussing the ways in which architecture can be said to manifest itself as a representation 

of the past, Eran Neuman suggests a distinction between the monument and the museum. 

‘Architectural monuments’, Neuman writes, ‘represent historical events, but their means of 

commemoration based on the monument’s physicality is limited and usually concentrates on 

a single idea or concept.’ This limited scope, Neuman argues, is in direct contrast with 

museums, which are instead conceived as ‘object[s] and as space simultaneously.’ As a space 

that surrounds the visitor and disassociates them from the external world, the museum ‘can 

create complex situations and contain multiple narratives’ that ‘transport [visitors] into a new 

realm, a new reality.’194  

 

As discussed in Chapter Three, the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes takes shape between the 

two readings of memorial space outlined by Neuman: it is at once a monumental form, 

embedded in the landscape, and a museum containing multiple historical narratives. Having 

discussed the external walkways and their memorial implications above, this section 

discusses the ways in which the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes functions as architectural 

monument, and considers the intermediate spaces that bridge the gap between monument and 

museum. As will become clear, these spaces that mediate between the Mémorial as 

‘monument’, and the Mémorial as ‘museum’, provide a significant amount of meaning to the 

architectural representation and narration of the past. These spaces act as thresholds between 

different areas of the memorial site, marking a series of transitions that are at once spatial and 

temporal, memorial and historical.   

 

The most recent sedimentation of memory at Rivesaltes is perhaps its most remarkable. Rudy 

Ricciotti’s memorial building sits at the heart of the complex, semi-interred within the parade 

ground of Ilot F. The building is strikingly minimal: at once perfectly integrated with the 

natural landscape, its rusty exterior mirroring the soil; at once a vivid scar that erupts from 
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the centre of the barrack block, disfiguring the historical landscape. It appears both at home 

in its environs and out-of-place. It poses the question of how to house the memories of the 

dispossessed; how to domesticate the horrors that the landscape has witnessed; how to build 

in the wake of destruction?  

 

In this section I wish to explore Rudy Ricciotti’s memorial architecture with reference to 

these questions. Whilst such iconic architecture can be said to ‘compound the separation 

between the building, its contents and its context,’195 I instead argue, after Gavriel D. 

Rosenfeld, that in its careful insertion into the natural environment, the Mémorial du Camp 

de Rivesaltes represents a ‘historically informed design…defined by narrativity and 

didacticism’ that embraces the idea of an ‘architecture parlante’; an architecture that 

speaks.196 This dialogue takes place on a series of reflexive levels: between building and site, 

building and exhibition, and building and visitor. Sensitivity to these multifaceted ways in 

which the Mémorial can be said to ‘speak’ reveals an engagement both with the dynamics of 

French memory and the conscious creation of ‘an architecture of experience’ that can be said 

to allow visitors a vicarious experience of Rivesaltes’ 20th Century histories.197 Eran Neuman 

suggests that in attempting to represent historical events, architects use the physicality of their 

medium to create a new consciousness, indeed, a new reality of the present that is saturated 

with the past.198 Through a reading of Rivesaltes that draws upon Young’s understanding of 

Freud, I advance a conception of the site that sees this ‘new consciousness’ as productive and 

multidirectional, and an understanding of a past that is embedded in the present through the 

layers of the palimpsest.    

Housing Memory 
 

In designing memorial sites for contested memories, architects are charged with making a 

home for memories that are neither at home with themselves, nor, perhaps, housable at all.199 

This paradox is developed by James E. Young in his reading of Daniel Libeskind’s New 
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Jewish Museum in Berlin. Young builds his understanding of what he refers to as an 

‘uncanny memorial architecture’ from the work of Freud and the concept of ‘unheimlich’. 

‘Unheimlich’ can be translated both as ‘uncanny’, and, using the German cognate ‘heim’ 

(home), as ‘unhomely’, a concept developed more recently by Heidegger, for whom 

‘unheimlich’ symbolised a state in which ‘things that were familiar and homely seem strange 

[and] [t]he world in which we make our home suddenly seems alien to us.’200 Young, writing 

of Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish Museum in Berlin, deploys the concept of ‘unheimlich’ in both 

senses, each of which reinforces the other. ‘Unheimlich’ conceived as rooted in the ‘home’ 

relates to the re-homing of what was made ‘unhomely’ by the Nazis. ‘Unheimlich’ conceived 

as the ‘uncanny’ describes the uncomfortable state of reintroducing that which was driven 

out, those who were removed from what they considered to be their ‘home’ and making them 

present again.201 The concept of ‘unheimlich’ has clear implications at Rivesaltes: a ‘housing’ 

centre that over the course of decades played host to those made dispossessed - those seeking 

a home, whose structures of identity and belonging were torn apart - and a site that bears the 

weight of reinstating memories so-long submerged beneath the surface of its ochre soil.  

 

Freud’s understanding of the uncanny powerfully underscores the memorial discourse that 

Young describes in Berlin and that which is present at Rivesaltes. For Freud, the uncanny is 

‘something which is familiar and old-established in the mind and which has become alienated 

from it only through the process of repression…The uncanny [is] something which ought to 

have remained hidden but has come to light.’202 Young’s pathological reading of German 

memory, following Freud’s example, is suggested in both Rousso’s Le syndrome de Vichy, 

and Stora’s La gangrène et l’oubli,203 both of which envisage French national memory as an 

embodied phenomenon, with the repression and subsequent resurgence of memories of both 

Vichy and the decolonisation of Algeria creating debilitating ‘syndromes’. 
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In psychoanalysis, the underground has long been associated with the subconscious. Indeed, 

the psychoanalytical method has often been compared to an archaeological dig for 

meaning.204 By forcing visitors beneath the surface of the Camp de Rivesaltes, encounters 

with the unconscious sites of French history are engendered.205 Where Rivesaltes’ memories 

were for so long repressed, the act of excavation materialises the process of working through 

the past. Speaking of the psychological structuring of his design, Rudy Ricciotti suggests just 

this, arguing that ‘the burying of the memory of [Rivesaltes] is revealed by the excavation.’206 

Digging down into the surface of the Camp de Rivesaltes, the Mémorial appears to the visitor 

as if partially excavated from some long-forgotten crypt. Rising from ground level along its 

210m extension, the Mémorial takes shape between the conscious and the subconscious, 

semi-interred, ‘stuck like a splinter in our consciousness.’207 Here, the building embodies the 

polarity at the heart of the memorial uncanny as it appears ‘at once buried and emerging from 

the earth,’208 its architecture a brutal disruption of the bucolic past and a humble addition that 

merges with the landscape.209  

 

This play between what is visible and what remains unseen is central to the concept of the 

memorial uncanny and, indeed, Ricciotti’s design. Situated within an ‘authentic’ site of past 

violence, the Mémorial is tasked with the responsibility of representing that which is 

fundamentally unrepresentable: the sense of trauma felt in Rivesaltes’ landscape.210 Trauma, 

as David Kerler suggests, is ‘characterized by a paradoxical presence/absence...on the one 

hand, the trauma is present in the sense that it hauntingly calls for its articulation; on the other 

hand, it is absent since it cannot be completely represented/articulated…’.211 Writing of the 

memorial uncanny, James E. Young suggests an architecture that is ‘haunted by history,’ 

 
204 Bart Van der Straeten, ‘The Uncanny and the Architecture of Deconstruction’, Image and Narrative: Online 
Magazine of the Visual Narrative, 5 (2003), [Online] 
<http://www.imageandnarrative.be/inarchive/uncanny/bartvanderstraeten.htm> [Accessed 20/06/2017]. 
205 Compare Eric Kligerman on Daniel Libeskind’s Jewish Extension of the Berlin Museum, Sites of the 
Uncanny: Paul Celan, Specularity and the Visual Arts, (Berlin: De Gruyter, 2007), p.238. 
206 Estelle Devic, ‘Rudy Ricciotti: <<L’architecture est toujours politique>>’, L’Indépendant, 16/10/2015. 
207 Catherine Sabbah, ‘Un musée-mémorial pour ressusciter le camp de Rivesaltes’, Le Monde, 12/04/2008, 
[Online] <http://www.lemonde.fr/culture/article/2008/04/12/un-musee-memorial-pour-ressusciter-le-camp-de-
rivesaltes_1033931_3246.html> [Accessed 06/08/2015]. 
208 Ricciotti, Découvrir le Mémorial. 
209 Anon., ‘Rudy Ricciotti + Passelac & Roques Architectes : Mémorial du camp de Rivesaltes’, Muuuz, 
02/11/2015, [Online] <http://www.archidesignclub.com/magazine/rubriques/architecture/47177-rudy-ricciotti-
passelac-roques-architectes-m%C3%A9morial-du-camp-de-rivesaltes.html> [Accessed 02/11/2015]. 
210 For an analysis of architectural renderings of trauma, see, for instance: Jacque Micieli-Voutsinas, ‘An Absent 
Presence: Affective Heritage at the National September 11th Memorial & Museum’, Emotion, Space and 
Society, (2016), pp.93-104, particularly pp.93-95. 
211 David Kerler, ‘Trauma and the (Im)Possibility of Representation: Patrick McGrath’s Trauma’, Culture, 
Language and Representation, 11.2 (2013), pp.83-98 (p.84). 
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encoding the unsettling sensation of bringing forth that which was once repressed; making 

absence presence.212 For Ricciotti, the purpose of the Mémorial building is precisely to 

materialise absence, ‘to take the blows in place of others. For those absent. Something 

absolutely must be there to embody our responsibility to memory.’213 By burying his 

memorial, Ricciotti’s design recalls a number of sites in the memorial landscape that take the 

form of ‘carved-out pieces of landscape’ that function as ‘articulations of uncompensated loss 

and absence’.214 In Paris, George-Henri Pingusson’s Mémorial des Martyres de la 

Déportation takes the form of an enclosed crypt, buried deep in the Ile de la Cité. Accessible 

by narrow passages and tight staircases, the site draws the visitor deep into the Parisian 

bedrock, materialising the absence of those deported, and the grief of a wounded nation.215 In 

New York, The National September 11 Memorial & Museum takes the representation of 

absence as its ‘primary mandate’,216 using the wounded site as an affective medium through 

which visitors are encouraged to conjure presence.217 In Washington D.C., Maya Lin’s 

Vietnam Veteran’s Memorial forms a counterpoint to the monumental statuary of the 

National Mall, a blackened gash that at once rises from and is cut into the nation’s sacred 

soil.218  

 

Each of these designs can be read as a structuring of absence; each in their own way makes 

physical upon the landscape the instances of trauma they represent. As Lin makes clear, her 

vision was to take a knife and cut into the earth in an act of profound pain and violence.219 

Ricciotti’s design for the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes fulfils a similar function, a 

conscious act of wounding at the heart of the landscape that evokes both the violence of the 

site’s lived histories and the reemergence of the repressed past into the present moment. As 

for Lin, Ricciotti’s design is, in and of itself, a conscious act of ‘violence’ against the 

landscape, an act of architectural vandalism that, for Ricciotti, testifies of ‘the impossibility 

of forgetting’.220 Faced with the prospect of ‘a flat plain and an amnesia’,221 Ricciotti’s 

 
212 Young, At Memory’s Edge, p.180. 
213 Rudy Ricciotti, quoted in: Jean-Jacques Larrochelle, ‘<<J’ai choisi d’affronter la violence cachée de ce 
lieu>>’, Le Monde, 27-28/09/2015. 
214 Young, The Stages of Memory, p.3. 
215 See: Barcellini and Wieviorka, Passant, souviens-toi!, pp.413-414. 
216 Erika Doss, Memorial Mania: Public Feeling in America, (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 
p.145. 
217 See: Micieli-Voutsinas, ‘An Absent Presence’, particularly pp.100-102. 
218 See: Young, The Stages of Memory, pp.3-4; Sturken, Tangled Memories, p.50. 
219 Maya Lin, Boundaries, (New York, NY: Simon and Schuster, 2000), p.4:09. 
220 Ricciotti, ‘Découvrir le Mémorial’. 
221 Ricciotti, quoted in: Larrochelle, ‘<<J’ai choisi d’affronter la violence cachée de ce lieu>>’. 
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carving out of the landscape opens up a space for memory; one that is physically inscribed on 

the Roussillon plain, and, it is hoped, internalised by all those who visit the site.  

 

Central to Ricciotti’s architectural project was a desire for the finished Mémorial never to 

impose upon the extant camp landscape. As discussed in Chapter Three, Ricciotti’s design for 

the competition was the only one of the five designs retained not to propose a vertical 

structure of some kind. Where other finalists proposed multi-storied buildings and towering 

lookouts, Ricciotti’s design alone remained planted on the horizontal. For visitors to the site, 

there is none of the domestication of the space that a building might provide, nor is there the 

troubling viewpoint provided by a soaring ‘guard tower’. Instead, Ricciotti’s design is 

enmeshed with the landscape to the point of near invisibility.222 ‘What is striking,’ as one 

journalist has written, ‘is that you can’t see anything. No stele, no tower, no arch, no 

wall…’.223  

 

This, as Christian Bourquin suggested, was the design’s main strength. Where other 

architects proposed large structures that imposed on the site, one of the reasons behind the 

choice of Ricciotti’s concept was its self-conscious sense of ‘stepping aside’, the building 

fading into the landscape.224 Emmanuel Regent, responsible for a series of contemporary 

artworks within the Mémorial, explains further: ‘[r]espect for the horizons of the site at 

Rivesaltes represents an important aspect of the development project. Not a single 

architectural elevation seems possible because nothing can be bigger than the lived horror of 

the site.’225 By sinking the Mémorial into the ground and configuring the building on the 

horizontal plane, Ricciotti’s design ensures that at its tallest extension the building is never 

taller than any of the surrounding barracks. The extant camp architecture is thus placed in 

‘co-visibility’ with the new architecture of the memorial building.226 This reflexive 

relationship ensures that, for the visitor, neither the barracks, nor the Mémorial, can be 

understood without reference to the other. 
 

222 Discussing Ricciotti’s design as part of the final competition, one of the questions posed concerned the site’s 
visibility from the nearby autoroute; tellingly, the panel reported: ‘No, the building is invisible.’ See: Rapport 
technique jury concours, p.36. 
223 Dominique Delpiroux, ‘Rivesaltes: les oubliettes de l’Histoire’, La Dépêche, 16/10/2015 [Online] 
<http://www.ladepeche.fr/article/2015/10/16/2198920-rivesaltes-les-oubliettes-de-l-histoire.html> [Accessed 
10/08/2017]. 
224 Christian Bourquin, quoted in Laurence Houtreux, ‘Un mémorial à Rivesaltes: <<Au milieu de fantômes>>’, 
Tribune Juive, 16/02/2014, [Online] <http://www.tribunejuive.info/france/un-memorial-a-rivesaltes-au-milieu-
de-fantomes> [Accessed 01/11/2018]. 
225 See Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, 1% Artistique, [Leaflet] 2015.  
226 Ricciotti, Decouvrir le Mémorial. 
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Here, Ricciotti’s design is emblematic of what Jay Winter describes as a new form of 

monumentality, one that confronts the vertical axis, conveying ‘the language of hope and 

pride,’ with the horizontal axis, conveying ‘the language of mourning and loss.’227 Where 

‘traditional’ monuments referencing conflict often drew their commemorative power from a 

sense of ‘vertical preeminence’,228 newer memorials, it is suggested, have instead sought to 

convey the horrors of mass trauma through alternative means of representation.229 Rather 

than dominating their surroundings, these new monumental forms make their home within 

the landscape. In the place of celebratory, overbearing statuary, these monuments create 

environments that are ‘contemplative rather than declarative’,230 providing space for 

reflections on loss.231  

 

Configured in such a way that the building rises away from the visitor as they arrive, the 

Mémorial is at once invisible, and seemingly never-ending, as it slowly stretches towards the 

horizon. Immediately, visitors are forced to look down at the memorial, which emanates from 

beneath their feet. This deferential positioning, head bowed, looking into the site, is gradually 

replaced as visitors walk the site. Arriving at the far end of the building’s expanse, the 

Mémorial reaches eye level. Instead of being drawn inward, the gaze is instead focused 

outward. Rather than the horizontal, here, at least, the Mémorial conveys a sense of 

verticality, one that is intrinsically linked with the site’s remaining historical artefacts.  

 

Ricciotti’s physical structure is thus at once a confrontation between the horizontal and the 

vertical, presence and absence. In this sense it is ‘dialogic’,232 to repurpose Winter’s term: it 

speaks of, speaks for, and speaks with the historical site, constructing a spatial dialogue with 

the surrounding landscape whilst presenting an architectural rendering of absence. Though 

the Mémorial can be read as representing absence, it is necessarily also an act of making 

presence. For Ricciotti, this is an intervention that is at once political and historical. The very 

act of creating a memorial is a direct response to what Ricciotti refers to as the ‘deafness’ of 
 

227 Jay Winter, War Beyond Words: Languages of Remembrance from the Great War to the Present, (Cambridge: 
CUP, 2017), p.145. 
228 Wagner Pacifici and Schwartz, ‘The Vietnam Veterans Memorial’, p.382. 
229 Winter, War Beyond Words, p.145. Winter suggests a number of case studies, from the work of Kathe 
Kölwitz to the Historial de la grand guerre, Dani Karavan’s Passages at Portbou to The Vietnam Veterans’ 
Memorial. On reconciling the vertical and horizontal, see also the statement released by the World Trade Center 
Memorial Jury when considering designs for the future 9/11 Memorial, quoted in Young, The Stages of Memory, 
pp.51-53. 
230 Sturken, Tangled Memories, p.53. 
231 Winter, War Beyond Words, p.171. 
232 Winter, War Beyond Words, p.145. 
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the French state and a corrective to the fading of the site: ‘in the same way that the [camp] is 

disappearing into the countryside, the memory of the French administration has been wiped 

clean of its own responsibilities.’233 As an architectural construction, the Mémorial du Camp 

de Rivesaltes is thus, in many ways, a rejection of the embodiment of state power through the 

institution of the museum.234 In interviews conducted to celebrate the opening of the 

Mémorial, Ricciotti takes explicit aim at the ‘prefecture, the gendarmerie, and the SNCF’, 

three of the key instruments of state responsible for the deportation of Rivesaltes’ Jews.235 

Though Ricciotti is renowned as a provocateur, a man for whom ‘architecture is always 

political’,236 his statements are notable, both for their aggressive denunciation of state 

violence past, and their implication of the present-day Republic in the actions of its preceding 

incarnations. Ricciotti’s architecture is thus at once a political intervention, but, equally, a 

historical one.  

 

Beyond simple figurative allusion, the physicality of the Mémorial represents an attack 

against the structures of power that underpinned the camp. Situated in the middle of Ilot F, 

Ricciotti’s monument stands in the place where state power was once enforced: ‘the only 

place where nothing had ever been built: the parade ground, where power was centred.’237 At 

its most mundane, it was here that the daily appel was carried out; at its most degrading, this 

was the place where Jewish internees were corralled before the long journey to Auschwitz 

began. By building here, Ricciotti’s design undermines perhaps the most visible 

manifestation of state power within the camp landscape. If to follow the Mémorial’s 

walkways, is, in a sense, to follow the path of the internees, to build here, in a space of 

concentrated power, is an act of resistance against the forces that created and controlled the 

camp.  

 

 
233 Ricciotti, quoted in: Larrochelle, ‘<<J’ai choisi d’affronter la violence cachée de ce lieu>>’. 
234 See Duncan and Wallach, ‘Universal Survey Museum’, p.490. 
235 Ricciotti, quoted in: Larrochelle, ‘<<J’ai choisi d’affronter la violence cachée de ce lieu>>’. 
236 Estelle Devic, ‘Rudy Ricciotti: <<L’architecture est toujours politique>>’, L’Indépendant, 16/10/2015. 
237 Ricciotti, quoted in: Larrochelle, ‘<<J’ai choisi d’affronter la violence cachée de ce lieu>>’. 
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Figure 11 - The Invisible Memorial - Situated in the middle of the parade ground, the 

Mémorial is almost invisible within the landscape - Author’s own image. 
 

Tensing Architecture 
 

The relationship between site and memorial, as discussed above, is clearly spatial, but equally 

temporal. Architectural interventions make themselves present in space, but, just as with 

landscapes, it is also the case that the architecture is experienced temporally. With this in 

mind, Juhana Pallasmaa suggests that ‘the existential task of architecture is to relate us to 

time as much as space’, the simplistic role of a building to ‘provide us with our domicile in 

space’ whilst fundamentally ‘mediating human’s [sic] relation with the fleeting element of 

time…’.238 Conceived of in such a way, the existential task of the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes is thus to provide a domicile for the site’s histories (its objects, narratives, 

testimonies) whilst negotiating present-day visitors’ relationship with the site’s multiple 

temporalities. 

 

Here, the Mémorial’s horizontal configuration carries significant layers of meaning. Thanks 

to the Mémorial’s flattened layout, there is none of the implied hierarchisation of vertical 

monumentality, allowing the multiple timeframes that the camp embodies to coexist as one. 

In this way, the visitor cannot be ‘present’ in the camp landscape without also being 

implicated in the site’s violent past; we see in the present that which we can read through the 

past. In this sense the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes can perhaps be compared to Horst 

Hoheisel’s memorial in Kassel. Tasked with recreating a Jewish-designed fountain in 
 

238 Juhani Pallasmaa, ‘The Space of Time’, Oz, 20 (1998), pp.54-57 (p.54). 
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Kassel’s main square that had been destroyed by the Nazis, Hoheisel created an inverted 

replica that sits in a void where the original once stood. In design sketches for the project, 

Hoheisel inverts a traditional chronological layering of time: sketching the original fountain, 

he places ‘1908’, the year of the fountain’s construction, at the top of the image; ground level 

and the void represents ‘1939’, the year of the fountain’s destruction; ‘1987’, the year of the 

memorial’s creation, is represented by the inverted replica.239 Through his implication of the 

Mémorial on the horizontal plane, Ricciotti implies a similar interpretation of temporality, 

with ‘1942’, ‘1962’, ‘2007’, and ‘2015’ represented on the same axis, each moment of the 

site’s history cohabiting the plain.  

 

In her reading of Kassel, Karen Till suggests another interpretation that implicates a sense of 

temporality within the landscape. For Till, the submerged memorial ‘irritates the city’s 

“groundwaters” of time, forcing the repressed history of violence and loss to resurface to the 

lived experience of the contemporary moment.’240 Through submerging the memorial, 

driving it deep into the substrata of the city, the absence of the past erupts into the present 

temporally as well as spatially. In much the same way at Rivesaltes, by driving the memorial 

into the heart of the camp landscape, Ricciotti’s design forces the site’s histories of violence 

to the surface. The Mémorial, conceived in this way, is a provocation: by digging into the 

camp landscape, the building uncovers pasts that rupture in the present.   

 

Thus, whilst it is important that the Mémorial is seen not to encumber the historical relics of 

the site, it is more important, I would suggest, that these very traces can only be read through 

the imprints we leave in the present. ‘Past’ and ‘present’ are thus brought together at the 

Mémorial in a way that is not teleological, but rather that considers ‘then’ and ‘now’ as ‘a 

superimposition of different traces in the same space.’241 Where Amy Sodaro suggests that 

there is the implicit sense, within memorial museums, ‘that the past is truly past’,242 at 

Rivesaltes at least, Ricciotti’s architecture draws on an understanding of the past as heavily 

implicated in the present and, perhaps more importantly, in the future. 

 

For Karen Till, sites of memory, though implicitly rooted in the past, also draw significant 

 
239 On Hoheisel’s memorial, see: Till, The New Berlin, pp.99-102; Young, The Texture of Memory, pp.43-47. 
240 Till, The New Berlin, p.101. 
241 Silverman, Palimpsestic Memory, p.26. 
242 Amy Sodaro, Exhibiting Atrocity: Memorial Museums and the Politics of Past Violence, (New Brunswick, 
NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2018), p.172. 
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meaning from their orientation towards the future. Writing of Kassel, but equally sites within 

the reconstructed Berlin, she suggests that such sites ‘gained their authority as landscape 

markers from the past, [but] they were nonetheless powerful as places of memory because 

they were also traces of the future…’.243 Quoting Derrida, Till suggests that memorial sites 

are constructed as ‘figures strained toward the future across a fabled present, figures we 

inscribe because they can outlast us, beyond the present of their inscription.’244 In a similar 

fashion, Pallasmaa suggests that architectural interventions are ‘a defense against the anxiety 

of death, disappearance, insignificance and nonexistence…[providing] stability and a sense of 

continuity for existence…’.245 By building at sites of mass trauma, the inference is thus that 

we encode desired futures, guarding against the disappearance of our own present, and 

conserving a particular narration of the collective past. ‘[T]o look the past in the face’, as the 

Mémorial’s inaugural press release made clear, ‘is to construct the future…’.246 

How then are these imagined futures encoded within Ricciotti’s structure? On a simplistic 

level, the building can be said to represent the present-day whilst the ruined barrack blocks 

represent the past. As Ricciotti alludes to, however, even now, ‘the barracks provide 

insufficient detail.’247 Though they may narrate something of the past that the site seeks to 

commemorate, they are not that past. Rather, they are mere fragments of the camp as it once 

existed, their enduring presence within the landscape posing no defence against the ravages 

of collective amnesia. Ruins, as James Young suggests, cannot be allowed to define, and 

thereby shape, the futures we wish to construct.248 Within this context then, it is the 

monument - Ricciotti’s structure - that must become the memorial, that must, in turn, 

structure visions for the future.   

With its gentle upward slope towards the horizon, the building physically embodies a 

projection of the past into the future. Framed in the arrival sequence, the building appears as 

if stretching to a never-ending, hypothetical horizon. Continuing, walking alongside the 

Mémorial, there is a sense of momentum as the building rises skywards, a contradictory sense 

of both past and future becoming present. Where Ricciotti speaks of the memorial building as 

 
243 Till, The New Berlin, p.11. 
244 Jacques Derrida, Memoirs for Paul de Man, (trans. Avital Ronell and Eduardo Cadava) (New York, NY: 
Columbia University Press, 1989), p.59; quoted in: Till, The New Berlin, p.11. 
245 Pallasmaa, ‘The Space of Time’, p.55. 
246 Mémorial du camp de Rivesaltes, Dossier de presse, [Leaflet] August 2015, p.5. 
247 Ricciotti, quoted in: Larrochelle, ‘<<J’ai choisi d’affronter la violence cachée de ce lieu>>’. 
248 Young, The Stages of Memory, p.28. 
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‘compressed between the earth and the sky, between the past and the future…’,249 he evokes 

a sense of time collapsing, the distance between past and future contracting. More obliquely, 

when referring to the Mémorial as ‘a petrification’,250 Ricciotti speaks directly to an expanse 

of time far beyond our own lifetimes. Drawing allusion to conceptions of deep time, the 

Mémorial is thus conceived as a fossil in a constant state of discovery. By casting this 

petrified monument into the future, the Mémorial poses profound ethical and cultural 

questions of the present: for those discovering Rivesaltes in a future as yet distant, what are 

the narratives that the present generation wish to convey about the site? How can the events 

of an increasingly distant past continue to resonate in the future?  

Spaces of Liminality 
 

For Ricciotti, this question is at once historical and political. Central in his answer is the 

notion of ‘encounter’. As he describes it:  

[t]he building is the encounter that has never taken place: that of the French people with 
the history of the camp… one forgets that it’s a question of architecture…In an intuitive 
manner people are transported via a spatial experience to this encounter which has never 
taken place.251  

This spatial experience differentiates between the Mémorial in its monumental and memorial 

capacity. As James Young suggests of Maya Lin’s Vietnam Veterans’ Memorial, just ‘as a 

“monument” is fixed and static,’ the new memorial for Washington D.C. would instead be 

defined by ‘movement through its space, memory by means of perambulation and walking 

through.’252 The notion of ‘encounter’, as developed by Ricciotti, is precisely engendered 

through the movement of visitors in the memorial space. This movement, combined with the 

spaces of the memorial, create the conditions for an encounter that mediates between the past 

and present, memorial and museum, memory and history.    

 

Having taken the external walkway, visitors are invited to enter the main exhibition hall at the 

Mémorial. The memorial is accessed indirectly, as visitors pass through a long corridor that 

gradually descends beneath the surface of the parade ground. Separating the external 

 
249 Rudy Ricciotti, ‘Historial Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes’, [Online] < https://rudy-
ricciotti.divisare.pro/projects/16749-historial-memorial-du-camp-de-rivesaltes> [Accessed 18/11/2018]. 
250 Ricciotti, quoted in: Larrochelle, ‘<<J’ai choisi d’affronter la violence cachée de ce lieu>>’. 
251 Ricciotti, quoted in: Larrochelle, ‘<<J’ai choisi d’affronter la violence cachée de ce lieu>>’. 
252 Young, The Stages of Memory, p.4. 
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walkway from the internal memorial, the corridor is intended, according to Ricciotti, to 

‘sacralise’ the memorial building,253 framing the Mémorial as an explicitly sacred 

environment and the journey into the building as a kind of pilgrimage. The descending 

corridor at Rivesaltes emphasises the separation of the memorial from everyday, profane life; 

the visitor’s passage through it encouraging the adoption of a particular subjectivity.254 The 

physical act of moving through this space - what Tony Bennett refers to as a kind of 

‘organized walking’255 - fundamentally shapes the ways in which visitors experience that 

which follows. If, as outlined above, to excavate the camp landscape is to excavate the site’s 

memories, then this is a physical enactment of the process of recovery, a descent ‘downward 

(and inward) into memory.’256   

 

 
Figure 12 - The Entry Passageway - Visitors taking the entry passageway to the Mémorial -

Author’s own image. 
 

The function of sites of trauma as pilgrimage destinations has been noted by Lennon and 

Foley, who suggest that understandings of the visitor-as-pilgrim underpin much of what they 

 
253 Ricciotti, Découvrir le Mémorial. 
254 Hansen-Glucklich, ‘Evoking the Sacred’, p.223. 
255 Tony Bennett, The Birth of the Museum: History, Theory, Politics, (Abingdon: Routledge, 1994), p.6. 
256 Young, The Stages of Memory, p.3. 
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refer to as ‘dark tourism’,257 while Oren Baruch Stier has argued that museums and 

memorials ‘actually satisfy a need the visitor has for the sacral…’.258 These sites are 

constructed ritualistically, imposing a particular form of behaviour on those who visit, 

regardless of their education, culture, or class.259 Central to the visitor’s understanding of 

these sites is the arrangement of space, with passageways, stairs, and bridges constructing 

what Hansen-Glucklich characterises as ‘liminal spaces’ that delineate the visitor’s journey 

from the mundane to the profound.260 Passing through the entrance corridor is thus a ‘liminal 

moment,’ one which, Chris Kiel argues, seems to mark the crossing of a ‘major experiential 

threshhold [sic]’. Perhaps more importantly, he suggests, they mark a ‘descent into memory’ - 

physically enacted by visitors passing along the corridor at Rivesaltes - and the transition 

point from the profane to the sacred.261 In its framing as a space that ‘sacralises’ the 

Mémorial building, the entrance corridor can thus be conceived of as such a liminal space. 

For visitors, to pass through the passage is ‘to unite oneself with a new world.’262   

 

The anthropologist Victor Turner writes that the state of liminality has been likened to death, 

invisibility, and darkness, with the liminal passenger passing through a phase that is both 

‘betwixt and between’, having ‘none of the attributes of the past or coming state.’263 

Descending the passageway into the memorial, Ricciotti’s design plays with these concepts: 

visitors slowly disappear from sight, their pathway crisscrossed by interlocking shadows cast 

by iron bars that top the corridor. Their passage is seemingly blocked as the corridor reaches 

a dead end; turning to the right, a tunnel throws the visitor into darkness. Emerging into a 

brief glare of daylight, the entrance to the memorial reveals itself as a dark void, a hole in the 

side of the megalith that gives access to the subterranean realms of memory.  

 

 
257 John Lennon and Malcolm Foley, Dark Tourism: The Attraction of Death and Disaster, (London: Thomson, 
2006), p.3. 
258 Oren Baruch Stier, Committed to Memory: Cultural Mediations of the Holocaust, (Amherst, MA: University 
of Massachusetts Press, 2003), pp.120-121. 
259 See: Carol Duncan and Alan Wallach, ‘The Universal Survey Museum’, Art History, 3.4 (1980), pp.448-469 
(p.449); Duncan, Civilizing Rituals, p.10. 
260 Hansen-Glucklich, ‘Evoking the Sacred’, p.223. 
261 Chris Kiel, ‘Sightseeing in the Mansions of the Dead’, Social and Cultural Geography, 6.4 (2005), pp.479-
494 (pp.483-484). 
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Figure 13 - Darkness and Light - Entry to the Mémorial is achieved by passing through a 
series of passageways and tunnels that force the visitor through spaces of dark and light, 

beginning their temporal voyage - Author’s own image. 
 

 
Figure 14 - Access Point - Entry to the museum is through a void in the Mémorial’s structure 

- Author’s own image.                                                                                                    
 

The entryway is supposed to engender a sense of ‘surprise’ in visitors, speaking to the 

uncanniness of the liminal space, but equally, according to Ricciotti, forms a portal to 

visitors’ ‘journey through time.’264 Approaching the ‘timeless’ building265 - which could 

equally be conceived of as ‘out-of-time’ - visitors are ‘[c]ut off from their past but not yet 

incorporated into a new grouping or identity, [and consequently] experience 

 
264 Ricciotti, Découvrir le Mémorial. 
265 Ibid. Ricciotti uses the term intemporel to describe the memorial building. 
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disorientation.’266 Thus caught between past, present, and future states, the visitor is equally 

experiencing Rivesaltes’ entryway as a liminal temporal space that is neither representative of 

the past or coming state, in Turner’s terms.  

 

Such a sense of dislocation, spatially and temporally, is characteristic of the camp 

environment as it has existed throughout time. Rivesaltes has always existed, in Agamben’s 

terms, as a ‘zone of indistinction’,267 its function transient and impermanent, experienced by 

internees as a site of exile, transition, and stasis.268 Internally, the camp was experienced as a 

space of dislocation, just as externally it constituted ‘an enduring moment of rupture’ from 

the space and time of France.269 In this, Rivesaltes has always been constituted as a kind of 

liminal space: a site on the margins, inhabited by the marginalised, its internees incarcerated 

‘betwixt and between structures of place and identity.’270 For those living in such spaces, this 

sense of being ‘in between’ has led some to characterise them as ‘liminal personae’, situated 

outside and apart from the conventional structures that underpin society.271  

 
It is 3.30 in the morning. Our small group has gathered to witness a sunrise 
performance piece in the grounds of the camp. Seated in a circle in the middle of the 
barrack blocks, an artist performs a work that draws upon the life history of Elisabeth 
Eidenbenz, a nurse at the nearby Maternité d’Elne. As dawn breaks, halfway between 
day and night, watery light cuts through the darkness. Words fill the air, seemingly 
ghostly revenants from the past. Consonants echo off the walls, wind swirls through 
the trees, and the camp is once again alive. Talking, speaking, the past is reanimated.  
 
There is a feeling this morning that the camp is something of a ‘thin place’, a ghostly 
landscape that acts as a gateway between the past and the present. Christina Lee 
writes that ‘to come in contact with the ghost is to cross a threshold (past-present-
future, here-there, absent-present) and undergo a transition; it is to open yourself up 
to other possibilities of being and existing in the world.’272 Coming together this 
morning, we doubtless all agree.  

 
 

266 Hansen-Glucklich, Holocaust Memory Reframed, p.205. 
267 Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (trans. by Daniel Heller-Roazen), (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 1998) 
268 Cf. Elias Sanbar, ‘Out of Place, Out of Time’, Mediterranean Historical Review, 16.1 (2001), pp.87-94. 
269 Adam Ramadan, ‘Spatialising the Refugee Camp’, Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers, 38 
(2013), pp.65-77 (p.73) 
270 Hazel Andrews and Les Roberts, ‘Introduction: Re-mapping Liminality’ in Hazel Andrews and Les Roberts 
(eds/) Liminal Landscapes: Travel, Experience and Spaces In-Between, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2012), pp.1-18 
(p.3) 
271 Suzanne Weiner Weber, ‘The Forest as a Liminal Space: A Transformation of Culture and Norms During the 
Holocaust’, Holocaust Studies: A Journal of Culture and History, 14.1 (2008), pp.35-60 (p.38); Bjorn 
Thomassen, ‘The Uses and Meanings of Liminality’, International Political Anthropology, 2.1 (2009), pp.5-27 
(p.19) 
272 Christina Lee, ‘Introduction: Locating Spectres’ in Christina Lee (ed.) Spectral Spaces and Hauntings: The 
Affects of Absence, (Oxford: Routledge, 2017), pp.1-18 (p.5) 
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In theorising arrival at heritage sites, Gareth Hoskins suggests that visitors are increasingly 

asked to perform acts of ‘embodied empathetic identification’, adopting the role of those 

people who previously inhabited the space. Even in the absence of a formal interpretative 

apparatus, he suggests, visitors frequently make their own independent associations between 

their own experience and that of others many years previously.273 Thus, at Rivesaltes, the 

entrance corridor engenders an encounter with the lived experience of the internees, visitors 

enacting ‘the queues those who were forced to survive here lived through, before, for the 

Jews, being loaded onto cattle cars towards Drancy then Auschwitz…’.274 Recalling Alison 

Landsberg’s reading of prosthetic memories as stimulating empathetic encounters with the 

past,275 Hoskins suggests that such affective experiences can potentially be progressive, 

changing subject position and encouraging a form of empathy that is kinesthetic: ‘you adopt 

her perspective, take on his position, appreciate their point of view or, at least, presume to do 

all these things.’ Such an empathetic encounter has ‘powerful political valence’ for Hoskins, 

transforming the visitor into a pilgrim-like state.276  

 

The potentially progressive status of empathetic identification shares important similarities 

with the state of liminality, which, for Bjørn Thomassen, opens up a world of contingency, 

‘where events and meanings - indeed ‘reality’ itself - can be moulded and carried in different 

directions’,277 creating the potential for a radical, transformative understanding of Rivesaltes’ 

landscape. For Karen Till, individuals travel to sites of trauma in order to experience, or, 

indeed, work through, emotions associated with the feeling of being haunted by the past. In 

invoking feelings of anger, guilt, shame, sadness, longing, and unease, visitors attempt to 

‘create social spaces defined by contemporary needs and desires; they emplace their social 

dreams and hopes for the future.’278 In a similar sense, memorial sites, such as the Mémorial 

du Camp de Rivesaltes, offer visitors the potential ‘to move beyond the psychic constraints of 

mundane existence, step out of time, and attain new, larger perspectives.’279  

 

 
273 Hoskins, ‘On Arrival’, p.1020. 
274 Sabine Vaillant, ‘Le Camp de Rivesaltes, Mémoire des Camps Français, Couleur Bulle, 14/11/2015, [Online] 
<http://couleurbulle.blog.lemonde.fr/2015/11/14/le-camp-de-rivesaltes-memoire-des-camps-francais/> 
[Accessed 03/05/2017]. 
275 Landsberg, Prosthetic Memory, p.135. 
276 Hoskins, ‘On Arrival’, p.1021. 
277 Bjørn Thomassen, Liminality and the Modern: Living Through the In-Between, (Abingdon: Routledge, 
2014), p.7. 
278 Till, The New Berlin, p.9. 
279 Duncan, Civilizing Rituals, p.12. 
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In a fundamental way then, the process of arriving is recruited to add additional layers of 

meaning to the site.280 Ricciotti’s entrance sequence marks a threshold where visitors are 

conditioned to enter into a particular mode of thinking. They are at once entering a liminal 

space and a liminal time.  

Conclusion 
 

This chapter has examined the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes as an experiential landscape. 

Conceiving of the site on a variety of scales, the chapter has examined the camp in its 

relationship with the wider landscape, the extant camp infrastructure, and the ways in which 

the Mémorial building is situated within Ilot F. Deploying concepts from the field of memory 

studies, it has considered the various forms of ‘witnessing’ that visitors are encouraged to 

engage in when visiting the site. These theories have been integrated with a reading of the 

site as a liminal landscape: liminal in the sense of being caught between past and present, 

here and there, and as a threshold that mediates between the memorial and the museum.  

 

Experience of the Camp de Rivesaltes has always been profoundly rooted in the site as a 

landscape. Isolated, on the margins, caught between the mountains and the sea, the camp was 

experienced and understood by internees as a geographical representation of the power 

relations of which they were the subject; the landscape was deployed time and again as a 

confirmation of ‘undesirability’. Central to this experience was the climate, with harsh 

variations in climatic conditions contributing to a sense of complete desolation. 

Consequently, the wind has become an important component in internees’ memories of the 

camp and in the affective dimension experienced by visitors. Just as the ruins of the camp are 

seen to provide a sense of proximity to the past, so the wind is viewed as a vehicle through 

which the past is made present, reanimating the camp landscape with the spirits of the 

interned. This more-than-representational element of visitors’ experience provides an 

important layer of meaning to the site. 

 

For visitors to the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, the exterior walkway plays a number of 

roles in the context of their visit. Firstly, the ruined barracks are seen as a means of access to 

the past, if not the very fragments of the pasts that they seek. For some, this encounter with 

the landscape of the past is a deeply emotional experience; for others, the lack of an 

 
280 Hoskins, ‘On Arrival’, p.1015. 
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interpretative infrastructure to explain the site leaves a sense of frustration. Though it is 

clearly felt that the ruins are able to ‘speak’, it is equally the case that for many they are 

entirely mute. Nevertheless, the silence is heavy with allusive meaning, the ruins suggestive 

of notions of time, memory, presence and absence.   

 

These themes are further made present in Rudy Ricciotti’s memorial building which, in its 

reflexive relationship with the surrounding barracks, consciously reflects the layering of 

multiple temporalities within the landscape. In and of itself, the building conveys layers of 

meaning, representing an example of ‘architecture parlante’ - an architecture that speaks. Far 

from the mute monolith it appears, the Mémorial building is laden with symbolism that 

mediates between the landscape of memory above and the historical narratives of the 

museum below.  

 

More than this, through his use of space, Ricciotti consciously unsettles visitors in their 

journey through the landscape, opening them up to the experience of the Mémorial to come. 

This experience is often profoundly disorientating, but, as will be discussed in Chapter Six, 

performs a central function in the construction of an empathetic encounter with both 

Rivesaltes’ histories, and diverse landscapes of displacement. 
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Chapter Five: Imagining Rivesaltes 

Introduction 
 
As we descended into the exhibition space at the conclusion of a guided tour, one visitor told 

me of how the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes reminded him of Berlin’s Memorial to the 

Murdered Jews of Europe. Both sites, he felt, made him feel a sense of alienation and 

Otherness, whilst the physical descent into the exhibition hall recalled a similar journey he 

had made in Berlin, slipping into the subterranean space to learn more about the site above. 

Writing of the Berlin memorial, James Young suggests that the site has a ‘dual mandate as 

both commemorative and informational, a site of both memory and history, each as shaped by 

the other.’ Here, Young felt, the field of stelae above and the resource centre below reminded 

the visitor of the extent to which memory and history are both ‘linked and interpenetrating.’1 

Whilst Rivesaltes’ physical landscape stands as both ‘witness’ and memorial to perhaps the 

most important site of internment in contemporary France, the Mémorial itself serves to 

historicise the camp landscape above, informing thousands of visitors, school children and 

survivors of the multi-layered histories of the site. Though its function is explicitly that of a 

memorial, the interior elements ostensibly take the form of a museum, with consequent 

tensions between history and memory, as dictated and navigated by curatorial staff and 

visitors alike. As in Berlin, the interior section of the Mémorial is designed to ‘clarify and 

complement’ the site above. It is similarly enclosed, where the external site is open to 

exploration.2 Rivesaltes is, however, arguably subject to a wider number of stakeholders than 

those represented in Berlin. Where the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe is 

understood as a ‘German’ site of Holocaust memory, commemorating Jewish victims of the 

Shoah,3 Rivesaltes’ scope is far wider, encompassing not only Jewish victims of the 

Holocaust, but equally the Spanish and Roma communities, Axis prisoners of war, Harki and 

other colonial troops. 

 

This broad spectrum of internees presents clear challenges to the curatorial staff at the 

Mémorial. With each group invested in the narrativisation of their respective histories, the 

 
1 James E. Young, ‘Memory and the Monument After 9/11’ in Richard Crownshaw, Jane Kilby and Antony 
Rowland (eds.) The Future of Memory, (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2014), pp.77-93 (p.86). 
2 Irit Dekel, Mediation at the Holocaust Memorial in Berlin, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), p.3. 
3 Ibid., p.6. 
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challenges of representating diverse pasts are self-evident. In this chapter I analyse the 

interior spaces of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, with critical reference to the ways in 

which history and memory are used to construct narratives of identity and belonging. Put 

simply, the interest of this chapter, after Sharon Macdonald, is in ‘theorizing’ the Mémorial: 

analysing the stories the Mémorial tells, the technologies it employs to tell its tales, and the 

relation these stories have to those of other sites; and asking ‘[w]hat stories can we tell, and 

what devices can we employ, to make sense of [memorials].’4 In order to answer these 

questions, my analysis considers both the content of the permanent exhibition - the histories, 

memories and identities it seeks to convey, as well as the tensions implicit in such an 

endeavour - and the responses of those visitors who populate the site on a daily basis. My 

account is thus concerned both with the organising ‘script’ of the memorial,5 and the ways in 

which the arrangement of displays and layout of spaces is experienced by visitors.6  

 

My analysis takes shape within what Steven D. Lavine and Ivan Karp refer to as the 

‘contested terrain’ of the exhibition space,7 drawing attention both to the particular context 

within which the exhibition was created and the exhibits it consequently displays, but equally 

to the groups whose stories are represented. The fear, when considering such ‘contested 

terrain’ is that such an environment could give way to contested memories, posing the very 

real question, outlined by Iris van Ooijen and Ilse Raaijmakers, as to ‘[w]hat happens when 

memories of different pasts encounter each other in public?’8 The response, as evoked at the 

Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, is predicated upon the dynamics of multidirectional 

memory, as an institution that can be said to ‘reject the reductionism of the nation-centered, 

real-estate development model in favour of a more open-ended sense of the possibilities of 

memory and countermemory that might allow the “revisiting” and rewriting of hegemonic 

sites of memory.’9 In bringing multiple histories and memories into dialogue, the main 

exhibition seeks not only to recall the actual events that the site witnessed, but equally 

develop a sense of multidirectionality that goes beyond the limits of the French, or, indeed, 

 
4 Sharon Macdonald, ‘Introduction’ in Sharon Macdonald and Gordon Fyfe (eds.), Theorizing Museums: 
Representing Identity and Diversity in a Changing World, (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1996), pp.1-20 (p.3). 
5 Duncan and Walloch, ‘The Universal Survey Museum’, p.450. 
6 Kali Tzortzi, Museum Space: Where Architecture Meets Museology, (Farnham: Ashgate Publishing, 2015), 
p.72. 
7 Steven D. Lavine and Ivan Karp, ‘Introduction: Museums and Multiculturalism’ in Ivan Karp and Steven D. 
Lavine (eds.) Exhibiting Cultures: The Poetics and Politics of Museum Display, (Washington, DC: Smithsonian 
Institution Press, 1991), pp.1-10 (p.1). 
8 Van Ooijen and Raaijmakers, ‘Competititve or Multidirectional Memory’, p.464. 
9 Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory, p.310. 
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European case, and alludes more broadly ‘towards the impact of war and the affective 

response of all people, especially civilians, impacted by war and violence.’10 

Telling Stories Through Space 
 

 
Figure 15 - The Central Exhibition Space - The main exhibition hall at the Mémorial du 

Camp de Rivesaltes - Author’s own image. 
 

‘Museums’, Gaynor Bagnall and Antony Rowland write, ‘are the cathedrals of the 

postmodern age.’11 Like cathedrals, such sites are often grand architectural endeavours that 

encourage visitors’ attention through their occupation of space, whilst exhibition spaces allow 

visitors to confront and meditate on sacred themes,12 through displays of relics and pilgrim-

like behaviour.13 Entering the main exhibition space at the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, 

the comparison between museum and cathedral seems appropriate; the building feels, to a 

certain degree, ‘sacralised’.14 The visitor enters into an expansive naive-like hall, with soft, 

minimal lighting. Sight lines reveal both the scale of the exhibition and focus attention 

inward. The darkness contrasts with the harsh light of the plain above, contributing to a 

 
10 On this point, see: Stephan Jaeger, ‘Between the National and the Transnational: European Memories of 
World War II in the Twenty-First-Century Museum in Germany and Poland’ in Christina Kraenzle and Maria 
Mayr (eds.) The Changing Place of Europe in Global Memory Cultures: Usable Pasts and Futures, (London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), pp.23-48 (p.46). 
11 Gaynor Bagnall and Antony Rowland, ‘The Imperial War Museum North: A Twenty-First Century Museum?’ 
in Crownshaw, Kilby and Rowland (eds.) The Future of Memory, pp.51-76 (p.51). 
12 Winter, ‘Museums and the Representation of War’, p.150. 
13 See: Hansen-Glucklich, ‘Evoking the Sacred’; Stier, Committed to Memory, pp.120-121; Avril Alba, The 
Holocaust Memorial Museum: Sacred Secular Space, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015). 
14 Interview with Nathalie Fourcade, Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, 27/07/2017. 
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‘solemn, even sacred or quasi-elevated, semi-religious experience.’15 It is not for nothing that 

one visitor has described arriving at the Mémorial as ‘like entering ‘an upside-down 

cavernous cathedral at dusk or dawn.’16 

 

Throughout the course of the exhibition, there is no view to the exterior of the monolith; all 

around is concrete, interned, interred. The sensation of being buried beneath the ground, 

enclosed within the monolith, leads some visitors to draw allusions to the tomb or the crypt,17 

investing the physical environment with a particular understanding of the histories on display. 

 

For Rudy Ricciotti, the interior spaces of the Mémorial are designed to engender a certain 

sense of reflection amongst visitors. ‘The atmosphere,’ he writes, ‘incites silence.’18 The 

visitor to the site, he suggests, is not truly ‘visiting’ the site, but rather, when visiting the 

Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, ‘[w]e should speak more of paying our respects, of 

remembrance.’19 He is clear, however, that the site should not, properly, be read as 

representing a tomb.20 Instead of a crypt, the interior spaces of the Mémorial are designed to 

be warm, welcoming spaces that encourage reflection and engagement on the part of the 

visitor. In this sense then, visitor experience is conditioned by an understanding of the interior 

elements of the site as memorial, rather than museum. Here, it is the architecture that is the 

Mémorial. As Michaela Giebelhausen suggests: ‘it is precisely the architectural configuration 

that gives the [memorial] meaning. The architecture determines the viewing conditions both 

conceptually and physically. It not only frames the exhibits but also shapes our visitor 

experience.’21  

 

 
15 Irit Dekel, ‘Subjects of Memory? On Performing Holocaust Memory in Two German Historical Museums’, 
Dapim: Studies on the Holocaust, 30.3 (2016), pp.296-314 (p.305). 
16 Lyndsey Stonebridge, ‘Sacred Memory/Prosaic History: Rivesaltes Memorial Camp’, Refugee History, 
13/11/2017 [Online] <http://refugeehistory.org/blog/2017/11/13/sacred-memoryprosaic-history-rivesaltes> 
[Accessed 20/01/2019]. 
17 This was a description often referenced by visitors on guided tours. See also Daniel Wancier, a Jewish 
survivor’s description of the Mémorial as ‘a large tomb’ : ‘Rivesaltes, un mémorial, Daniel Wancier 
témoigne…’, Le Blog de l’AMEJDAM, (2015) [Online] 
<https://amejdam06.blogspot.co.uk/2015/10/rivesaltesun-memorial-daniel-wancier.html> [Accessed 
08/08/2017], or Miguel Mora’s description of the memorial as a ‘great coffin’: ‘France’s Camp of Shame’. 
18 Ricciotti, Découvrir le Mémorial. 
19 Marc Niño, ‘Mémorial du camp de Rivesaltes’, MarcNino, (2015) [Online] 
<https://marcnino.wordpress.com/2015/11/25/memorial-du-camp-de-rivesaltes/> [Accessed 08/08/2015]. 
20 Philippe Moreau and Mathieu Sudres, ‘Restitution de l’entretien du 22 février 2017 avec Rudy Ricciotti’, 
Plan Libre: Le journal de l’architecture en Midi-Pyrénées, (May/June 2017), pp.16-17 (p.16). 
21 Michaela Giebelhausen, ‘The Architecture Is The Museum’ in Janet Marstine (ed.) New Museum Theory and 
Practice: An Introduction, (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2006), pp.41-59 (p.42). 
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Just as the architecture is the memorial, equally, so too are the visitors. The architectural 

philosophy that underscores the site rejects the notion of a museum as a ‘container’ of history, 

displaying and narrativising a particular view of the past. Such a view of the museum space 

engenders a static, reified view of the past, ignoring the extent to which such sites can have 

transformative effects on their visitors.22 In Rivesaltes’ case, the very term ‘museum’ was 

discounted as being ‘too closed’ a word; rather, the site is to be questioned and interpreted by 

all who visit, intended to function as a ‘living’ site of memory.23 Reflecting on this sentiment, 

on a pre-opening tour of the site, Agnès Sajaloli placed clear emphasis on the importance of 

the Mémorial’s visitors: ‘we are open for you, the real work begins now.’  

 

Ricciotti’s design for the exhibition hall is deliberately open, with the roof supported by a 

series of hypostyle columns.24 Simon Unwin suggests that the enclosed, undifferentiated 

nature of the hypostyle hall can create a feeling of disorientation, a ‘placelessness that makes 

us feel uncomfortable.’25 Such a feeling permeates the exhibition space at the Mémorial du 

Camp de Rivesaltes; though the exhibition hall remains an open space, there is nevertheless 

an uncanny, uncomfortable sensation of being enclosed. As Serge Klarsfeld indicates, ‘[t]here 

is something disturbing about it. It reflects the sentiment that must have engulfed each of the 

populations when they arrived at the camp.’26  

 

Louise Purbrick notes that ‘[h]esitancy within museum spaces is a common experience’ as 

‘[h]istorical problems are felt, translated into the uneasy movements of the body of the visitor 

in the museum.’27 It is undoubtedly the case that visitors to the site feel a sense of uncertainty 

on arriving at the exhibition; the twin sensations of being out-of-place and enclosed arguably 

replicate the spatial conditions of the camp environment, recalling Camp Joffre’s engagement 

as a military training base and civil internment camp. It is not for nothing that certain visitors 

suggest that the memorial is reminiscent of a ‘bunker’.28 For some, resonances of military 

 
22 Hansen-Glucklich, Holocaust Memory Reframed, p.2. 
23 Agnès Sajaloli:The Role of Art and Culture in the Project of Rivesaltes Memorial. 
24 Ricciotti, Découvrir le Mémorial. Hypostyle columns were a notable feature of early mosques - see: Fred S. 
Kleiner, Gardner’s Art Through the Ages: The Western Perspective, (Boston, MA: Wadsworth, 2010), p.265. 
25 Simon Unwin, The Ten Most Influential Buildings in History: Architectures Archetypes, (Abingdon, 
Routledge: 2017), p.102. 
26 Anon., ‘Rivesaltes: bataille politique autour d’un mémorial’, Le Monde, 16/10/2015, [Online] 
<http://www.lemonde.fr/societe/article/2015/10/16/a-rivesaltes-inauguration-d-un-lieu-de-memoires-
multiples_4790654_3224.html> [Accessed 08/08/2017]. 
27 Louise Purbrick, ‘Museums and the Embodiment of Human Rights’, Museum and Society, 9.3 (2011), pp.166-
189 (p.176). 
28 Delpiroux, ‘Rivesaltes: les oubliettes de l’Histoire’. 
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architecture can equally be found in the memorial’s scenography. A member of staff explains 

that the exhibition space can be viewed as a direct replication of the landscape above, with 

each of the elements that make up the exhibition representing a facet of Ilot F: ‘When you 

look at the exhibition, there are no contours, there are no curves; once again you find that 

symmetry, the rule of the right angle, that you find in military architecture…When you look 

at the plan of the Ilot, [the exposition] is exactly like it.’29 With such a reading, each of the 

elements within the permanent exhibition mirrors an aspect of the site as viewed from above. 

The central table that carries the main historical narrative of the exhibition recalls the 

Mémorial building, with the supporting layers of media representing the clusters of barrack 

buildings. Figuratively speaking, the passage of visitors through the space is thus a 

replication of the passage undertaken on the external walkway above, the visitor reinhabiting 

the landscape of internment, but this time mediated through their experience of the 

exhibition. Such a spatial configuration re-emphasises the entanglement of history and 

memory and the synergy between site and structure.  

 

This interdependency is further conveyed by the structure of the exhibit. Within the 

Mémorial, information is conveyed to the visitor through a series of layers of media, which 

overlay the site’s individual history with global narratives that reach far beyond Rivesaltes’ 

particularities.  

 

• The central exhibit, figuratively and spatially, takes the form of an information ‘table’ 
that extends the length of the memorial building. This table narrates Rivesaltes’ 
history as an internment camp, presenting the visitor with a series of 
contemporaneous documents, interactive displays and objects belonging to the 
internees. Interwoven with the main narrative are the trajectories of several individual 
internees, whose stories are used to both provide a ‘humanistic connection’30 with the 
camp’s history, but equally serve to demonstrate the wider migratory flows that led to 
such a culturally and linguistically diverse inmate population.  

 
• To the exhibition hall’s exterior there are a series of six double-sided panels, each of 

which treat the camp’s genesis as part of a broader European and global context (1: 
The 20th Century: A Century of Camps; 2: The Retirada; 3: Exclusion of the 
Undesirables: Camps in Vichy France; 4: The Genocide of European Jews; 5: The 
Exodus of the Harkis During Decolonisation; 6: Camps: A Question Posed to the 21st 
Century) Proceeding thematically, each of the panels has a written explanation, facing 
out towards the main exhibition, and a supporting video installation, facing the walls 
of the Mémorial.  

 
29 Interview with Nathalie Fourcade. 
30 Richard Sandell, Museums, Prejudice and the Reframing of Difference, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2007), p.114. 
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• Between these panels are a series of interactive ‘listening posts’, which allow visitors 

to watch individual witness testimonies that relate to the themes of the panels. 
Testimonies are drawn from each of the communities interned onsite. 

 
• Whilst listening to the testimonies, visitors are confronted with a final layer of media, 

as large video projections are beamed above their heads onto the concrete walls. Each 
projection considers a different moment in the camp’s history that correspond with the 
surrounding panels. Each video consists of a variety of still images and black and 
white video footage from contemporary newsreel. By projecting these images onto the 
walls of the Mémorial, Rivesaltes’ histories are, in a very real way, imbricated in the 
wider international histories of conflict.    

 
◦ At either end of the Mémorial are located, respectively, the so-called ‘Map Room’, 

containing an interactive exhibit on the ‘Century of Refugees’ and the temporary 
exhibition space, designed to accommodate supplementary exhibits by artists and 
researchers.  
 

 
Figure 16 - The Structure of the Central Exhibition - Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, 

Exhibition Record Booklet 
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As demonstrated in the diagram above, the main exhibition space at the Mémorial du Camp 

de Rivesaltes consists of a series of interlocking layers of media. Throughout the exhibition 

historical narratives are interpenetrated with the memories of those who lived them. Video 

footage, as one tour guide put it, ‘reactualise’ the events of history, whilst artefacts provide a 

tangible link to the memories of past communities.31 The particular and the global intersect at 

every step, macro-histories relativised by the micro-perspectives of individual memories. 

Such a layering ‘allows the exhibition to be subject to both simple and also complex readings 

and interpretations, and for it to appeal to the intellect and intuition, to be both visceral and 

vital.’32 

 

While circulation through the space - as demonstrated in the diagram above - is expected to 

proceed largely chronologically through the displays, there is no established protocol. 

Passage between the realms of history and memory is thus the subject of a fluid interchange; 

where it is common to see visitors watching the video projections that correspond with the 

testimonies they are listening to, it is not uncommon to see, for instance, visitors listening to 

audio testimony from a Spanish Republican about the Retirada, whilst watching images 

across the hall recorded at the height of the Algerian War. Thus, alongside the overlapping of 

history and memory, there is a similar layering of times and spaces-in-time within the 

permanent exhibition. The deployment of various forms of media within a singular space 

creates a discordant overlapping of times that is manifested both visually and sonically. The 

visitor can therefore be confronted with images of boats leaving the port of Algiers in one of 

the projections, or, indeed, of migrant boats washing ashore in the Mediterranean, as, 

elsewhere in the Mémorial, the distinctive howl of a Stuka beginning its descent echoes out. 

This disruption of a conventional chronology can equally be manifested by visitors 

themselves. Though the central table conveys a narrative that is chronological, engagement 

with the site does not necessarily proceed chronologically; the open space of the exhibition 

hall does not preclude achronological passage from one period to another. Here, again, the 

Mémorial is palimpsestic in its structure, where ‘one element is seen through and transformed 

by another.’33 

 

 
 

31 Graham Black, ‘Museums, Memory and History’, Cultural and Social History, 8.3 (2011), pp.415-427 
(p.417). 
32 Stephen Greenberg, ‘The Vital Museum’ in Macleod (ed.) Reshaping Museum Space, pp.226-237 (p.230). 
33 Silverman, Palimpsestic Memory, p.4. 
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1% Artistic Part 2: The temporal dimension of commemoration is addressed 
through a second work by Emmanuel Régent: ‘The Guard’. When the Mémorial 
opened, Régent donated his personal wristwatch to the collections. The watch is 
exhibited in a case on the welcome desk: an automatic Breitling Sprint. The 
timepiece makes reference to Antonio de la Fuente y Ferraz’s safe-keeping of 
one of his guard’s watches to allow the guard to play football.34  

 
The watch is intended to be used as a pedagogical tool; when school groups visit 
the site, they are welcome to use the watch, recalibrating the device to display 
the present time. As an automatic piece, the watch is charged through 
movement, rather than a removable or chargeable battery. Thus, the time of the 
watch is accurate only to the degree of its own use. By using the watch, each of 
the student groups conducts an act of memory, but one that lasts only as long as 
the watch maintains its charge. In this way, ‘The Guard’ makes reference to the 
specific ‘timescape’ of each visit to the memorial site, through a very physical 
representation of Ruth Kluger’s suggestion of ‘the nature of a place in time, that 
is, at a certain time, neither before nor after.’35 The inherent fragility of the act 
of remembrance is thus directly addressed through the deposition of the watch; 
the time of remembrance is actualised only through the intervention of the 
visitor.  
 

 

The eruption of other times and spaces within the Mémorial’s chronology can be 

disorientating and, as certain critics have suggested, might contribute to a disjointed visitor 

experience.36 I would, however, suggest that such a representation of past time is a very 

deliberate device that underpins the Mémorial’s narrative arc and fundamental premise of 

‘questioning the world today.’37 In the following section, the Mémorial’s core narratives are 

analysed - the institution of the camp and the body of the refugee - with reference both to the 

specificities of individual communities and time periods, but equally, the Mémorial’s 

depiction of these narratives in the context of a ‘[p]alimpsestic, concentrationary memory’. 

Conceived of in such a way, the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes can be read as a:  

 

merging and re(e)merging of traces [that] gives us a way of understanding the 
concentrationary not as belonging to any one time or place nor as a universal 
phenomenon but as occupying a new space and time in-between the two, composed of 

 
34 See Chapter 2. 
35 Kluger, Landscapes of Memory, p.73. 
36 Jordi Font Agulló, David González Vázquez, Gemma Domènech Casadevall and Salomó Marquès Sureda, 
‘La memoria del exilio republicano a través de sus espacios: patrimonio, turismo y museos en el territorio 
catalán transfronterizo’ in Iñaki Arrieta Urtizberea (ed.) Lugares de memoria traumática, (Bilbao: Universidad 
del Pais Vasco, 2016), pp.71-98 (p.81). 
37 Agnès Sajaloli:The Role of Art and Culture in the Project of Rivesaltes Memorial. 
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overlapping or superimposed sheets of time…38 
 

Rivesaltes’ multiple histories of concentration, and, I would suggest, the politics of 

internment in general, are thus invoked as a series of superimposed sheets whose traces 

continue to emerge in the present. Such an understanding, according to Silverman, ‘draws the 

present…into the realm of history and politics by revealing its complicitous concentrationary 

shadow.’39 The ‘text’ of the permanent exhibition at the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes 

thus creates a dialogue between present and past that invites consideration of the ways in 

which the cries of past violence continue to echo in the present. As the introductory 

projection first encountered by visitors suggests: ‘The history of the Camp de Rivesaltes is a 

key to understanding a reality that is still present.’ 

Narratives Within the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes 
 

Given the diversity of the groups commemorated within the Mémorial, navigating the site’s 

histories is fraught with potential difficulties. Constructing any single narrative of the camp’s 

history involves steering a path through events that have fundamentally shaped group and 

individual identities. This contested landscape involves diverse claims for recognition and 

representation from victims who, though united by geographical happenstance, for the most 

part, have little in common. In this section, I analyse the ways in which the curatorial team at 

the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes have narrativised the past throughout the text of the 

central exhibition. As a central part of the process of making meaning within the exhibition 

space,40 attention to the detail of the core text is essential. Throughout the central exhibition, 

a number of key narrative threads reveal themselves. Each of these, in its own way, forms a 

thematic bridge between the different periods of Rivesaltes’ past. Though they could be seen 

as a homogenising feature of the exhibition, teasing each of the threads reveals a sense of the 

politics of memory that underline the creation of the Mémorial. The body of the refugee, cast, 

as in 1938, as the ‘undesirable’, represents past, present, and future Otherness through the 

lens of a particular historical moment. The ambiguous role of aid agencies, at once heralded 

for their sacrifice and implicated in practices of violence, draws attention to our ongoing 

complicity in traumas taking place around the world. The spectre of the camp, deployed 

across time and space, reveals a sense of the concentrationary shadow that implicates the past 

 
38 Silverman, Palimpsestic Memory, p.46. 
39 Ibid., p.47. 
40 Louise J. Ravelli, Museum Texts: Communication Frameworks, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2006), p.3. 
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in the present, and the past as a corrective for the future.      

The Figure of the Undesirable  
 

In his history of the Vichy regime, Gerard Noiriel argues that a line can be drawn from 

Pétain’s government to those of the preceding III Republic.41 Central to these ‘Republican 

origins’ of Vichy were measures targeted at excluding foreign nationals and so-called 

‘undesirables’. Throughout the first half of the 20th Century, economic difficulties and a 

growing fear of the war to come saw discourse surrounding outsiders begin to grow. These 

fears reached a peak in 1938, with a series of laws passed by Daladier’s radical government 

that enhanced controls over those entering French territory and increased scrutiny on those 

who were already present in the country. More insidiously, the decree of 12th November 1938 

allowed the government to strip French nationality from naturalised citizens if they were 

adjudged to be ‘unworthy of the title of French citizen’ and made provisions for the 

internment of those considered undesirable,42 (and thus for camps like Rivesaltes) Title IV of 

the decree explicitly targeted ‘undesirables’, ensuring that the notion of ‘undesirability’ 

acquired both ‘juridical existence and functionality’, and increased currency with the wider 

public and those officials destined to control immigration policy.43 As 1938 drew to a close, 

there was, according to Marrus and Paxton, a ‘quiet but thorough mobilization’ of the public 

administration that sought to target ‘undesirable foreigners’.44 For Aurélie Audeval, the 

problem ran far deeper: the figure of the ‘undesirable’ - never defined nor specified - became 

‘a veritable obsession for the public authorities.’45 

 

Within the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, the spectre of the ‘undesirable’ is inscribed 

within the memorial text from the moment of entry. A first projection, ‘Undesirables’ 

establishes the context of the visit:  

 

There was never just one camp in Rivesaltes, but many camps: a camp for Spanish 
Civil War refugees, a camp for Vichy’s Undesirables during World War II, a camp for 

 
41 Gerard Noiriel, Les Origines républicaines de Vichy, (Paris: Hachette Littératures, 1999). 
42 See: Jackson, France: the Dark Years, pp.104-105; Marrus and Paxton, Vichy France and the Jews, pp.55-56; 
Mary Dewhurst Lewis, The Boundaries of the Republic: Migrant Rights and the Limits of Universalism in 
France 1918-1940, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2007), p.235. 
43 Emmanuel Blanchard, ‘Les “indésirables”. Passé et présent d’une catégorie d’action publique’, GISTI: 
Figures de l’étranger. Quelles représentations pour quelles politiques?, (2013), pp.16-26 (p.22). 
44 Marrus and Paxton, Vichy France and the Jews, p.54. 
45 Aurélie Audeval, ‘L’indésirable des années 1930: une figure genrée’, GISTI: Figures de l’étranger. Quelles 
représentations pour quelles politiques?, (2013), pp.27-35 (p.27). 
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assembling Jews before deportation during the genocide, and a transit camp for 
Harkis after the Algerian War.   

 

As a whole, according to the projection, the exhibition seeks to demonstrate how the destinies 

of these individuals ‘who were displaced by force, arbitrarily interned or held as refugees, led 

them to the same destination.’ It is also suggested that the exhibition as a whole reminds the 

visitor of the extent to which those considered ‘undesirable’ remain a pressing phenomenon: 

‘[t]he last panel speaks of today’s forced displacement of populations, reminding us that these 

camps remain a question for the 21st Century.’  

 

Rivesaltes’ varied communities are thus contextualised by reference to what is at once a 

general category - ‘the undesirable’ - and a quite specific, indeed, historically loaded term. By 

deploying the concept of ‘undesirability’, the exhibition projects itself forward in time to the 

present and backwards to the particular moment of 1938. The specific statutes concerning 

‘undesirables’ initiated by Daladier’s government and the institution of ‘Republican 

internment’,46 underpin an understanding of Vichy’s politics not as a caesura but as a 

continuation of trends initiated under the III Republic. As Marrus and Paxton suggest, in their 

treatment of so-called ‘undesirables’, ‘[t]here was no sharp break in 1940; there was, rather, a 

long habituation through the decade of the 1930s to the idea of the foreigner…as the enemy 

of the State.’47 Such a categorisation of Rivesaltes’ victims is, therefore, arguably 

underscored by an implicit commentary on the politics of French memory: clear continuities 

exist between the III Republic and the Vichy regime, and, as such, Pétain’s government 

cannot be understood as a rupture.     

 

Equally, the concept of ‘the undesirable’ raises the issue of continuing state violence against 

migrants, and the camp as an exclusionary solution to migratory flux. As a theme within the 

exhibition, ‘undesirability’ therefore serves as an embodiment of what Lebourg and Moumen 

describe as the Camp de Rivesaltes’ ‘ultimate’ narrative: ‘the willingness on the behalf of the 

state to arrive at a total control of the body of the migrant on its territory…’.48 Deploying the 

figure of the ‘undesirable’ allows for the construction of a future-oriented dialectic 

throughout the exhibition: state violence against migrants opposed to the relief efforts of aid 

agencies. The answer to the question that the camp continues to pose in the 21st Century, 

 
46 Nicolas Fisher, ‘L’internement républicain’, Plein Droit, 58 (2003), pp.8-21. 
47 Marrus and Paxton, Vichy France and the Jews, p.54. 
48 Lebourg and Moumen, Rivesaltes, Le camp de la France, p.156. 
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alluded to in the introductory projection, it is suggested, may lie somewhere between the two.    

Aid Agencies 
 

In 2005, when the design competition for the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes was launched, 

the future site was described as having a dual dimension, ‘articulated between the tragic 

phenomenon of the undesirables and the hopeful message of the humanitarian aid agencies.’49 

As alluded to in Chapter Two, these humanitarian organisations, operating at first legally and 

subsequently clandestinely in the internment camps, succeeded in operating, according to 

Christopher Browning, ‘in a manner without parallel in the rest of Nazi-dominated Europe.’50 

Throughout the events of the Second World War, organisations operating in Rivesaltes were 

able to provide comfort and a semblance of communal life to internees. Ultimately, they 

succeeded in rescuing large numbers of people, and were able to save almost all of the young 

children present in the camp.51 For this reason, Rivesaltes has been described as ‘one of the 

most emblematic sites in the rescue of Jewish children in France.’52 These humanitarian 

efforts continued throughout the camp’s subsequent existence, with aid agencies providing 

important cultural and legal support to detainees. Significantly, the aid agencies and 

individual aid workers have left behind a notable archival trace, with numerous 

contemporaneous accounts, photographs, and diaries, as well as a number of memoirs and 

oral history interviews. 

 

Throughout the central exhibition at the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, experiences of the 

camp are supported by the voices of the aid workers present onsite. Quotes from the likes of 

Friedel Bohny-Reiter and Vivette Samuel punctuate the narrative, providing 

contemporaneous eyewitness accounts of life in the camp. These vignettes elucidate the 

horror of the conditions in the camp, but also subtly focus attention on the importance of 

cultural life in the camp, and the critical role that the aid agencies played in facilitating such a 

communal existence. These activities are framed within the narrative as a form of resistance, 

a means by which to preserve ‘physical and psychological integrity.’ Use of the aid agencies 

as a story-telling vector is thus one way to avoid reducing those who were interned to nothing 
 

49 Conseil Général des Pyrénées Orientales, Maitrise d’œuvre du Mémorial de Rivesaltes: Programme général, 
April 2005, p.3. 
50 Christopher R. Browning, ‘From Humanitarian Relief to Holocaust Rescue: Tracy Strong Jr., Vichy 
Internment Camps, and the Maison des Roches in Le Chambon’, Holocaust and Genocide Studies, 30.2 (2016), 
pp.211-246 (p.239). 
51 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.366. 
52 Doulut, Les juifs au camp de Rivesaltes, p.109. 
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more than internees. As Agnès Sajaloli suggests, addressing this point: ‘[t]hese men, women 

and children who passed through Rivesaltes…had their own culture, their own idiosyncrasies, 

their own heritage, their own music even, and it is that that brings them to life…’.53 Elisabeth 

Perdrizet’s account from December 1941, deployed within the museum text, gives a sense of 

the vibrant throng of humanity living that winter: 

 

Currently, there are endless concerts and Christmas parties, all day yesterday we 
celebrated the Jewish holiday [Hannukkah] […] Tomorrow will be non-stop 
rehearsals, Monday, Cahn will give a concert […]. Two parties have been organised 
for the 14-year-olds on December 28, one in block B with a big treasure hunt as well 
as a musical programme, the other in K with the full Spanish arts group. 

 

Such accounts reassert the agency of the internees, whilst underlining the contradictions and 

complexity that lay at the heart of internment. Though the state sought to control the bodies 

of ‘undesirables’ through the institution of the camp, thanks to the interventions of the varied 

aid agencies, individuals were able to continue manifesting their fundamental humanity. 

Internees, as a subheading makes clear, were able to ‘Live in Spite of Everything’. 

 

In this sense, the aid agency narrative serves a valuable purpose, humanising the 

dehumanised. It also goes some way towards establishing how over half of Rivesaltes’ Jewish 

population were able to survive the war,54 and, provides a tempting conclusion as to how, 

more broadly in France, so many Jews were able to escape persecution.55  

 

The risk of foregrounding such a humanitarian narrative is that the stories of aid become 

‘celebratory, even hagiographical,’ seeking redemption in the face of the horrors of 

deportation and collaboration.56 At a national level, celebration of France’s Righteous 

Amongst Nations has been such that they have, at times, seemed to be the ‘incarnation of the 

nation’.57 By equating the actions of brave individuals with those of the nation, Sarah 

Gensburger suggests, there was an attempt, on behalf of the state, to reconcile the nation with 

itself.58 Such discourse clearly mirrored the ways in which the Resistance had been 

 
53 Agnès Sajaloli:The Role of Art and Culture in the Project of Rivesaltes Memorial. 
54 Doulut, Les Juifs au camp de Rivesaltes, p.108. 
55 See the conclusions of Jacques Semelin: Persécutions et entraides dans la France occupée: comment 75% des 
Juifs en France ont échappé à la mort, (Paris: Editions les Arènes, 2013) 
56 Browning, ‘From Humanitarian Relief to Holocaust Rescue’, pp.212-213. 
57 Sarah Gensburger, National Policy, Global Memory: The Commemoration of the “Righteous” from 
Jerusalem to Paris, 1942-2007, (trans. by Katharine Throssell) (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2016), p.73. 
58 Sarah Gensburger, ‘Les figures du Juste et du résistant et l’évolution de la mémoire historique française de 
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remembered, and indeed, was mythologised for so many years previously,59 giving new life 

to a ‘heroic configuration’ of memory discourses and ushering in a new era in the memory of 

the Vichy period.60  

Aid as Resistance?     
 

A humanitarian narrative that equates resistance with rescue has become, according to Robert 

Gildea, ‘the dominant narrative or myth of the Resistance’. This is a myth, not in the sense of 

being false, but rather a narrative that provides the past with new meaning; foundations 

around which a new national identity has coalesced.61 It is imbricated in the memory 

frameworks that for so long held up an understanding of the Resistance as the incarnation of 

‘true’ France, but equally in an understanding of acts of rescue as acts of resistance. As the 

text of the Mémorial makes clear, such distinctions are not necessarily so clear cut. 

 

One morning in the Mémorial, a visitor told me that I ought to devote my attention to Paul 

Corazzi, who was a ‘great man’; someone who had saved many people; someone who 

deserved greater attention. Pointing at his photo, contained within the permanent exhibition, 

the visitor was clear that Corazzi’s story was the story of Rivesaltes. In 1942, Corazzi was a 

senior departmental official in the Pyrénées-Orientales and its representative in the Camp de 

Rivesaltes. He came from a far-right background and, as a young man, had lost an eye in a 

fight with members of the Front Populaire.62 Corazzi was thus a far cry from the typical 

conception of a rescuer; Jöel Mettay reports that survivors of the camp he had met held 

Corazzi in dubious esteem as a man who had only ever served the préfecture: a cog in 

Vichy’s machinery.63 Though he was technically working for the Vichy regime, Corazzi was a 

man of conscience, and rejected the principle of deportation. Through his position on the 

screening committee, Corazzi was able to rescue a number of individuals, liaising in secret 

with aid agencies to secure release and generously applying exemption criteria. In 1989, 

Corazzi was named Righteous Amongst Nations by Yad Vashem for his work at Rivesaltes. 

 
l’occupation’, Revue française de science politique, 52.2 (2002), pp.291-322 (p.308). 
59 Clifford, Commemorating the Holocaust, p.216. 
60 Gensburger, ‘Les figures de la Juste’, p.316; p.320. 
61 Robert Gildea, Fighters in the Shadows: A New History of the French Resistance, (London: Faber & Faber, 
2015), p.474. 
62 Mettay, L’Archipel du mépris, p.60. See also the interview with Denis Peschanski, at ‘Etiquette: Paul 
Corazzi’, Mémoires Vives, (2015) [Online] <https://memoiresvives.net/tag/paul-corazzi/> [Accessed 
24/08/2017]. 
63 Mettay, L’archipel du mépris, p.61. 
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His file, held by the institution, lists five Jews that he was able to rescue, although it is 

certainly the case that he was able to rescue many more through his interventions.64 

 

Several years later, in 1998, Corazzi was named in the trial of Maurice Papon, described as 

someone who had ‘made it possible to protect and save children, by distorting the system.’ 

Asked about Corazzi’s work, Papon responded that he did remember Corazzi, and others like 

him, suggesting that they were excellent ‘colleagues, or collaborators.’65 Corazzi’s story is 

illustrative of some of the tensions at the heart of rescue at Rivesaltes. His story was raised at 

Papon’s trial as demonstrating ‘how responsibility to mankind had impregnated the 

functionary’s responsibilities.’66 Yet Corazzi’s work, as Papon alluded to (albeit in a 

mendacious defence of his own actions), was undertaken in the context of complicity with the 

regime. For the aid agencies, presence in the camp entailed a sense of validation, giving the 

regime a ‘clear conscience’.67 More troubling still, as Denis Peschanski suggests, 

humanitarian work was carried out between the teeth of a snare: the rehabilitation of internees 

increased the likelihood that they would be fit enough to be deported.68 The aid agencies were 

thus, as described by Madeleine Barot, a CIMADE worker: ‘a link in the immense chain of 

Jewish suffering.’69 

 

In discussing the ‘essential role of welfare agencies’, the Mémorial is explicit in the 

difficulties faced by aid workers. Caught in a double bind, ‘[t]he agencies had to work in an 

emergency situation to save threatened lives, improve living conditions in the camps, without 

actually supporting the system.’ Their action was therefore underscored by a fundamental 

contradiction between their stated aim of abolishing the camps, and implicit justification of 

the regime, through their deployment by the Vichy regime as a form of ‘security’. Aid was 

thus administered with humanitarian aims, but was ultimately predicated upon consorting 

with the Vichy regime. This balancing act continued at least until the moment of the 
 

64 See: ‘Corazzi, Paul’, Yad Vashem, (2017) [Online] 
<http://db.yadvashem.org/righteous/righteousName.html?language=en&itemId=4014379> [Accessed 
24/08/2017]. 
65 Quoted in Pascale Nivelle, ‘Maurice Papon ressort la thèse du complot. Il a reproché à l’avocat général son 
<<indulgence>> pour René Bousquet.’ L’Humanité, 07/03/1998 [Online] 
<http://www.liberation.fr/societe/1998/03/04/maurice-papon-devant-ses-juges-papon-ressort-la-these-du-
complot-il-a-reproche-a-l-avocat-general-so_232161> [Accessed 24/08/2017] See also: Sorj Chalandon and 
Pascale Nivelle, Crimes contre l’humanité: Barbie, Touvier, Bousquet, Papon, (Paris: Plon, 1998). 
66 Quoted in Nivelle, ‘Maurice Papon ressort la thèse du complot.’ 
67 Pierre Laborie, Les mots de 39-45, (Toulouse: Presses Universitaires du Mirail, 2006), p.34. 
68 Peschanski, La France des camps, p.336. 
69 Madeleine Barot, ‘La Cimade: une présence, une communauté, une action’ in d’Aubigné and Mouchon (eds.) 
Les Clandestins de Dieu, pp.29-38 (p.36). 
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deportations, when action shifted from legal to increasing clandestine means.70 Tellingly, the 

exhibition uses a quotation from André Dumas, whose work for CIMADE was carried out 

‘with total commitment’, even if conducted ‘on the fine line of legality.’71  

 

This unhappy coupling of non-government organisations and state institutions arguably 

undermines a simple understanding of the work of the aid agencies as pure acts of resistance. 

Accommodating the officials and institutions of the Vichy state was necessary to secure the 

rescue of as many people as possible. Indeed, some of those very officials were themselves 

involved in the process of liberating those who they were supposed to be incarcerating. There 

is therefore a certain sense of ambiguity that underscores the representation of 

humanitarianism at Rivesaltes. Recognising the 55% of Jewish internees who were able to 

escape deportation - an incredible statistic, given the camp’s function as regional assembly 

centre for the entire southern zone - the actions of aid agencies are nevertheless represented 

in a nuanced fashion that underlines the difficulties of working alongside a regime of state 

violence against ‘undesirables’. 

 

1% Artistic Part 3: ‘Do Not Forget Us’ takes the form of a small engraving on 
a window to the Mémorial’s exterior. Bearing the German phrase 
‘VERGESSEN SIE UNS NICHT’, the engraving is dedicated to an 
anonymous Jewish woman who, on being deported, rushed to the window of 
her boxcar to address Friedel Bohny-Reiter: ‘Sister Friedel,’ she cried, ‘don’t 
forget us.’ From that point on, Bohny-Reiter suggested, she had drawn courage 
from this woman; the courage to bear witness and conviction in the necessity to 
do so: ‘I believe that, to this phrase, to that woman, I have stayed faithful. 
Because even if I wanted to, I cannot forget them.’  
 
‘Do Not Forget Us’ is a work that is not immediately apparent to visitors to the 
Mémorial. Though situated at eye level, Régent’s inscription only becomes 
visible to the visitor through immediate proximity. In this sense it must be 
sought out, visitors physically manifesting the work of memory. Through 
situating his work ‘at the limit of the visible’,72 Régent poses a fundamental 
question about the commemoration of the past within public space, indeed on 
the very question of what it means to say ‘Do Not Forget Us’. Just as the 
work’s (in)visibility belies the desire to ‘not forget’, so too the anonymity of the 
original voice undermines the commemorative impetus of the carved words: we 
do not and cannot possibly know the people we are encouraged not to forget. 
The memory recalled in this instance is not our own, but rather a recollection of 
a recollection, as mediated through the intervention of Régent’s artwork. The 

 
70 See: Boitel, ‘Agir, tégmoigner, résister’. 
71 Note Vichy policy as representing ‘legality’ - Vichy is, as such, portrayed as the legal and thus legitimate 
representation of the French state. 
72 Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, 1% Artistique: L’œuvre d’Emmanuel Régent, [Leaflet] 2015, p.3. 
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work is thus an exploration of both the necessity of memory, and the incapacity 
on the part of artist and visitor to recall events of which they have no direct 
experience.73  

 
Just as each of Régent’s interventions is focused upon individual accounts, the 
‘small, almost insignificant details’ of individual life-histories, the moment of 
encounter with each piece is intended to invite self-reflection. Here, the line 
between those considered ‘perpetrator’ or ‘victim’ is intentionally blurred, as 
Régent suggests: ‘each man can be at once victim and perpetrator; horrors 
committed do not always appear as such at the moment of action, and History 
has shown us that very few stood up at times of tragedy.’74 
 

Perpetrator/Victim/Bystander 
 
In his pioneering work on the Holocaust, Raul Hilberg suggested that there were three 

categories of actors: perpetrators, victims, and bystanders. Perpetrators were those who 

‘played a specific role in the formulation or implementation of anti-Jewish measures’, whilst 

victims ‘were perpetually exposed…identifiable and countable at every turn.’ Bystanders 

represent a more diffuse, and yet numerous category, those who ‘were not “involved,” not 

willing to hurt the victims and not wishing to be hurt by the perpetrators.’75 As we have seen 

above, such categorisations are difficult to impose upon Rivesaltes’ actors, particularly, as 

Christopher Browning points out, those rescuers, whose actions form an amorphous category 

in their own right.76 But what of the other categories at Rivesaltes?  

Perpetrators and Bystanders 
 
In common with other memorials/museums of its kind, perpetrators are largely absent from 

the main exhibition at Rivesaltes.77 Guards at the camp are mentioned infrequently, aside 

from a handful of photographs in the main exhibition that detail the camp’s personnel. The 

camp’s staff, as the main text makes clear, were usually drawn from the local community, 

young men hoping to draw a meagre salary. Camp personnel were often incompetent, guilty 

 
73 Young, The Texture of Memory, p.27. 
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76 Browning, ‘From Humanitarian Relief to Holocaust Rescue’, p.211. 
77 See, for instance, Edward T. Linenthal’s discussion of perpetrator narratives in The United States Holocaust 
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of theft and black marketeering, whilst frequent resignations led to a chronic lack of staff.  

 

As Edward T. Linenthal argues, images of perpetrators ‘offer visitors the opportunity to 

reflect on the moral choices made by ordinary people who were not victims.’78 Such an 

explanation is suggestive of the fluidity that underscores Hilberg’s categories, probing the 

boundaries between perpetration and those looking on. This friction is particularly relevant at 

Rivesaltes, where, as discussed previously, the camp’s geography meant that there was 

significant interaction between the local community and the camp. With large numbers of 

locals joining the camp administration, representing perpetrators in situ carries clear moral 

ambiguities. The administration of the camp is an understandable source of tension with the 

local community. In spite of the declassification of all documents relating to the Vichy regime 

in 2015, Perpignan’s departmental archives still refuse access to documents detailing those 

who guarded the Camp de Rivesaltes at the time of the deportations. Mémorial staff suggest 

that many of the same families continue to live in the area and, as such, the fear of reprisals 

remains a very real concern.  

 
 
A middle-aged woman approaches the resource centre in the Mémorial, looking 
a little lost. Entering the book-lined confines of the room, she asks to speak to 
the archivist about the camp’s guards. Staff at the Mémorial are regularly asked 
about the guards, but this request is different. ‘I would like to see a list of the 
guards of the camp’ she asks. She is politely told that the Mémorial do not have 
such a list and that public access to such materials would likely be restricted. 
Pressed as to why she wishes to look at the list, she responds bluntly: ‘My 
father was a guard here.’ He was present at the camp during some of the 
deportations. Though the woman is aware of her family history, she feels the 
need to see his name recorded on paper. ‘Psychologically’, she says, ‘I feel the 
need to see his name written there to help me come to terms with the past.’ She 
leaves quietly, her quest unsuccessful.   
 

 

The only named administrators within the Mémorial text are thus senior officials: the camp’s 

directors and their subordinates. Rather than a focus on key individuals, the text is instead 

clear on the role of the state as a perpetrator. A subsection of the main text details how the 

camp was controlled by ‘A French Administration’; responsibility for internment was the 

ultimate responsibility of the Ministry of Interior. Images projected onto the walls are explicit 

in their portrayal of collaboration and the active involvement of many of the instruments of 

 
78 Linenthal, Preserving Memory, p.210. 
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the state. Indeed, there is a particular focalisation on aspects of French collaboration. Two 

images, depicting a round-up and the de-training of Jewish deportees, are noteworthy in this 

respect. Where such images have arguably become tropological, saturating historical 

consciousness of the Holocaust, these images are subtly manipulated to demonstrate their 

French specificity. In both instances, the camera pans and zooms to pick out particular 

elements of the photographs: the round-up takes place outside a ‘Charcuterie’; the cattle 

wagons belong to the ‘SNCF’, their ownership stencilled for all to see.79 Other images are 

more explicit still in their portrayal of collaboration: French kepis80 are juxtaposed with 

Wehrmacht helmets, French gendarmes are photographed alongside their SS counterparts.  

 

 
Figure 17 - Collaboration - A French gendarme working with a German SS officer - 

Author’s own image. 
  

Institutional and state-level perpetration is thus, I would suggest, foregrounded over the 

particular actions of any individuals. This is in notable contrast to the numerous accounts of 

victims and aid workers whose stories are deployed, both in the main text, and at the listening 

 
79 The SNCF’s role throughout the Vichy period has, in many ways, reflected wider discourses in French 
memory: railway workers were at first celebrated as valiant resisters, before coming under scrutiny for their role 
in the deportations. For a discussion on the role of the SNCF in memories of Vichy France, see: Ludivine Broch, 
Ordinary Workers, Vichy and the Holocaust: French Railwaymen and the Second World War, (Cambridge: 
CUP, 2016), pp.1-12. 
80 The kepi is a French military cap, emblematic of France’s armies. Both Pétain and de Gaulle are frequently 
represented wearing the kepi. 
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posts, as a means to personalise the historical narrative. If, as Silke Arnold-De Simine 

suggests, these stories ‘foster affective and imaginative engagement’ in those consuming 

them,81 then it is perhaps unsurprising that no such accounts are dedicated to Rivesaltes’ 

guards. The difficulty in not deploying these perpetrator narratives lies in the underlying 

ideologies that led to such events becoming super/supra-human: metaphysical and 

irresistible.82 Individual motivations and an understanding of how people come to commit 

such acts are thus lost.83  

Multi-Perspectivity: Shifting Between Perpetrator, Victim, and Bystander     
 
The implicit assumption at sites that memorialise past violence is that visitors will empathise 

with those considered victims.84 While visitor engagement with the perspective of the 

perpetrator may allow an understanding of the motivations that lay behind such acts, it 

equally risks an empathetic response to that perspective. Identification with those committing 

such acts carries a clear moral dilemma. Within the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes’ main 

text, two interactive exhibits break the main narrative, both of which challenge the subject-

position of the visitor. As previously discussed, there are several spaces within the Mémorial 

where visitors arguably adopt the perspective of the victim. With these interactive exhibits, 

the visitor takes on a series of ambiguous positions that serve to undermine a simple 

identification with any of Rivesaltes’ historical actors.  

 

Each of the interactive exhibits is presented within the parameters of the central table and the 

Mémorial’s core historical text. The first consists of a series of administrative documents that 

detail everyday life for the internees in the camp. Initially, the visitor adopts the role of the 

historian. The opening shots of the video establish that these documents are taken from an 

archive: the camera pans through row upon row of archival stacks, before proceeding down 

one of the aisles and stopping before a box of materials. Opening the box, the visitor becomes 

an integral part of the historical process, uncovering the traces of the past that led to the 

Mémorial’s creation. Some of the documents belong to the detainees - ID cards, an 
 

81 Arnold-De Simine, Mediating Memory in the Museum, p.94. 
82 See criticisms of the USHMM in Linenthal, Preserving Memory, p.201. 
83 Bjørn Tore Rosendahl and Ingvild Ruhaven, ‘The Stiftelsen Arkivet Experience: Second World War Gestapo 
Regional Headquarters in Norway’ in Jenny Kidd, Sam Cairns, Alex Drago, Amy Ryall and Miranda Stearn 
(eds.) Challenging History in the Museum: International Perspectives, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2016), pp.71-79 
(p.74). 
84 G.J. Ashworth, ‘The Memorialization of Violence and Tragedy: Human Trauma as Heritage’ in Brian 
Graham and Peter Howard (eds.) The Ashgate Research Companion to Heritage and Identity, (Aldershot: 
Ashgate Publishing, 2008), pp.231-244 (p.237). 
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anthropometric passport belonging to a Roma internee - whilst others detail the inner 

mechanisms of the camp - registers of those who entered and left the camp, lists of those who 

died in the camp, lists of those who were deported. The visitor watching the video is thus 

perusing documents created by camp administrators: the perpetrators’ paper trail. Though the 

perspective adopted is originally that of the historian, there is a subtle shift as the video 

continues. Gaps within the documents are filled with animated script to show the destinations 

of internees - a Spaniard is thus presented as being handed over to work for a CTE - a 

typewriter taps out a communication from the camp commandant: ‘I have the pleasure of 

informing you of the names of those conveyed to the demarcation line…’. The camera pans 

down the list of deportees, before again, animated cursive script appears - the name of a 

deportee: Herbert Traube. Where previously the visitor is presented as simply reading the 

documents, with the overlaying of animated script, their perspective becomes far more 

problematic: the visitor’s gaze has shifted to that of the perpetrator. 

 

This shift in perspective is unwitting and passive; the visitor has no agency in the process. 

This is in direct contrast to the second interactive exhibit within the main text, which consists 

of a computerised database of Friedel Bohny-Reiter’s photographs, taken within the camp. In 

this exhibit, the visitor adopts the perspective of the aid worker as mediated by Bohny-

Reiter’s camera lens. The visitor is able to flick through the album on a touch screen and can 

zoom in on elements of the photographs at their discretion. Here, the visitor is active, 

controlling the flow of time through their interaction with the photographs in the exhibit. 

Contrastingly, as the names are inscribed on the itinerary of death, the visitor is passive, a 

complicit part in the process of deportation. Action/passivity, complicity/resistance 

characterise the protagonists and yet, as Bohny-Reiter’s annotations of those awaiting 

deportation indicate, control is perhaps always illusory: ‘Direction: Poland’ ‘To their deaths?’ 

 

Bagnall and Rowland suggest that participatory strategies, such as those outlined above, are 

increasingly common in museological settings, as attempts ‘to unsettle the viewpoint of 

unreflective visitors who look on the “object” of history as if it had no relevance to the 

contemporary world.’85 The animated inscriptions are particularly unsettling; if photographs 

are ‘ghostly revenants’,86 then in this exhibit the spectral hand of the perpetrator is revealed 

as perpetually present: the revenant never left in the first place. The appearance of Herbert 
 

85 Bagnall and Rowland, ‘The Imperial War Museum North’, p.69. 
86 Hirsch, Family Frames, p.22. 
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Traube’s name on the deportees’ register is a continuing act of violence and the separation 

between the past and the contemporary world is broken down. Similarly, Bohny-Reiter’s 

unanswered, accusatory question - ‘To their deaths?’ - becomes a question that the visitor to 

the Mémorial is left to answer. Bohny-Reiter’s resignation in the face of the deportations 

renews nagging uncertainty around the humanitarian’s capacity to act. 

 

Located adjacent to the interactive Bohny-Reiter album in the Mémorial’s main text are a 

series of photographs from the collection of Tracy Strong Jr., a fellow aid-worker present 

throughout the deportations. Strong’s stills are believed to be the only photographs in 

existence that document the assembly process prior to deportation in France. These 

remarkable images are contextualised within the main text as ‘essential proof of the 

deportations that were taking place.’ The images are hurriedly composed, taken in great 

secrecy from within one of the barracks. This amateurish composition undoubtedly adds to 

the demonstrative power of the image, illustrating the frantic nature of the deportations and 

the dangerous, illicit actions of the photographer. The perspective of the photographer allows 

visitors access to the interior of the camp from the position of a concerned witness, an 

identity that visitors can comfortably adopt.87  

 

Both these images and stills from Bohny-Reiter’s album are reproduced in the video 

projection that accompanies the Mémorial’s discussion of Rivesaltes’ role in the genocide of 

the Jews of Europe. Here, the photographs appear without context, inserted into a broader 

European narrative of the Shoah. Once again, for the visitor viewing the images, there is a 

mixing of perspectives that dissolves the comfortable embrace of humanitarianism conveyed 

in the main text. Here, Strong’s images are placed alongside various photographs that are 

taken from the perpetrator’s perspective - a series of Nazi propaganda images play out: Hitler 

gives a speech, rally crowds are shown saluting. Subsequently, we have a selection of stills 

from the ‘Auschwitz Album’, depicting the arrival of Hungarian Jews at Auschwitz-Birkenau 

in the summer of 1944. Alongside this array of differing perspectives are a series of images 

that are perhaps the most visually similar to Strong’s images from Rivesaltes. These frantic 

stills, taken from inside a building, portray Jewish victims shortly before they enter the gas 

chamber, and, subsequently, a funeral pyre burning their bodies. These are the 

Sonderkommando photographs, taken from within the gas chamber at Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

 
87 Williams, Memorial Museums, p.59. 
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The visitor’s viewpoint is thus now that of the victim. 

 

 
Figure 18 - The Detraining of Hungarian Jews on the Ramp at Auschwitz-Birkenau - As 

taken from the Auschwitz Album - Author’s own image. 
 

 
Figure 19 - Sonderkommando Image - One of the four Sonderkommando images, depicting 

the burning of bodies at Auschwitz-Birkenau - Author’s own image. 
 

Given that there is no contextualisation to any of the images within the wall projection, it is 

possible that visitors to the site will be unaware of their provenance. The juxtaposition of 

perpetrator image alongside those of the victims is therefore particularly uncomfortable. As 
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Paul Williams suggests, the display of perpetrator images must surely be staked upon a new 

explanatory context overcoming their original purpose.88 Images from the Auschwitz Album 

were not intended to commemorate. They create a vision of reality that sees the Hungarian 

Jews purely as victims, devoid of agency. In this sense, they embody Susan Sontag’s 

understanding of the act of photography itself and her reading of the camera as a sublimation 

of the gun: ‘to photograph someone’, she argues, ‘is to violate them, by seeing them as they 

never see themselves, by having knowledge of them they can never have; it turns people into 

objects that can be symbolically possessed.’89 The Auschwitz Album images strip those 

photographed of their identity and their humanity, objects not to be possessed, but destroyed. 

Considered in this projection, the images seemingly lack any new explanatory context; there 

is no challenge to this perpetrator’s viewpoint and the visitor is left viewing through the eyes 

of ‘a murderous National Socialist gaze.’90 This gaze is problematic as the photographs are 

not, in and of themselves, terrible: the images from the Auschwitz Album conceal the act of 

murder, and there reigns an atmosphere of calm, non-aggression.91 The images that do 

represent the act of destruction are those of the Sonderkommando. The suspicion must be that 

the Sonderkommando photographs are reproduced precisely to illustrate what is not shown in 

the Auschwitz Album images rather than for their own documentary value.92 Given the 

extraordinary lengths the Sonderkommando went to snatch these fragmentary frames, their 

juxtaposition in this way with the professional, calculated imagery of the perpetrators is 

instinctively uncomfortable.93   

 

How then to read the mixed perspectives offered by such a projection? Where some have 

argued that the reproduction of these images can only be attributed to capacity to shock94 - 

indeed it is clear that certain visitors to the site infer such a motive95 - it would rather seem 

 
88 Ibid., p.57. 
89 Susan Sontag, On Photography, (New York, NY: Picador, 1977), p.14. 
90 Marianne Hirsch, ‘Surviving Images: Holocaust Photographs and the Work of Postmemory’, The Yale 
Journal of Criticism, 14.1 (2001) pp.5-37 (p.26). 
91 See Gideon Greif’s review of the published Album: ‘Das Auschwitz Album - Die Geschichte eines Transports 
(The Auschwitz Album - The Story of a Transport)’, Yad Vashem, [n.d.] 
<http://www.yadvashem.org/yv/en/education/books/das_auschwitz.asp> [Accessed 12/09/2017]. 
92 See: Isabel Wollaston, ‘The Absent, The Partial and The Iconic in Archival Photographs of the Holocaust’, 
Jewish Culture and History, 12.3 (2010), pp.439-462 (p.453). 
93 That the images used are the cropped versions of the original photographs, removing the doorframe of the gas 
chamber to focus more fully on the victims, further reduces the images’ power as acts of resistance and the 
bravery of the photographer in taking them. See: Georges Didi-Huberman, Images in Spite of All, (trans. Shane 
B. Ellis) (Chicago, IL: Chicago University Press, 2008), pp.35-36. 
94 Dan Stone, ‘The Sonderkommando Photographs’, Jewish Social Studies, 7.3 (2001), pp.132-148 (p.141). 
95 alaric313, ‘le camp de la honte’, TripAdvisor, 11/06/2018 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ShowUserReviews-g1202684-d8761007-r586550545-
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that these photographs are rather reproduced for their ‘evidentiary punch’,96 as a means to 

inform and educate. In the case of the Sonderkommando images, such a display is thus in 

keeping with their original status as providing the world with evidence of what was 

happening at Auschwitz-Birkenau.97 Both the Sonderkommando images and the photographs 

taken from the Auschwitz Album have become tropological representations of the Shoah, 

vectors of memory that have been used repeatedly ‘iconically and emblematically to signal 

this event.’98 By displaying Tracy Strong Jr.’s less well known images alongside these 

images, Rivesaltes is thus inserted into the wider history and memory of the Holocaust in 

Europe. Though it could be argued that this approach diminishes Rivesaltes’ particularities 

and French specificity - the Hungarian Jews of summer 1944 depicted in the images are not 

the Jews deported from Rivesaltes in the summer and autumn of 1942 - the images broadly 

recall the wider histories in which Rivesaltes is implicated.  

 

More important than the images themselves, I would suggest, are the ways in which they are 

displayed. Describing the ways in which such photographs are presented at Yad Vashem, 

Rachel E. Perry argues that the Shoah ought to be approached through a ‘bifocal optic’. For 

Perry, the bifocal viewpoint describes mediatory interventions that allow visitors to see the 

past through a different lens. The bifocal is ‘[a]n instrument or tool that facilitates a kind of 

double vision which brings objects both close and far into sharp focus, bifocals are a 

corrective device which improves perception…’.99 Within the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes, I suggest that such a bifocal optic is approached through the intersecting 

perspectives of victim, aid worker, and perpetrator, and through geographic scales, that 

situate Rivesaltes both within a particular French context and that of wider pan-European 

stages.  

 

Throughout the Mémorial, visitors are confronted by a variety of different layers of media 

that interpenetrate each other. Immediately in front of the projection displaying the 

Sonderkommando, Auschwitz Album and Tracy Strong Jr.’s images are interactive listening 

 
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
01/08/2018]. 
96 Susan Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others, (London: Penguin, 2003), p.23. 
97 Wollaston, ‘The Absent, The Partial and The Iconic’, p.445. 
98 Hirsch, ‘Surviving Images’, p.7. 
99 Rachel E. Perry, ‘Remediating Death at Yad Vashem’s Holocaust History Museum’ in Elena Styliano and 
Theopisti Styliano-Lambert (eds.) Museums and Photography: Displaying Death, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2017), 
pp.216-237 (p.225). 
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posts, containing the testimony of Rivesaltes’ Jewish internees. This layering of media 

constructs a dialogue between the particular and the general; individual stories of life that 

overlay the historical documentation of death. Each element is read through the other 

simultaneously, in a coupling of personal memory and public history. This interaction 

decentres the historical archive, implicating the historical register with the memories of  

Rivesaltes’ internees.100   

 

One of those internees is Herbert Traube - the only name that is written onto the list of 

deportees in the first interactive exhibition described above. Through his testimony, the 

visitor is able to discover that Traube survived the war, escaping from the cattle wagon that 

was taking him to Drancy. His escape was remarkable: 

 

I managed to put my head between the two bars [of the boxcar window] and then my 
head was outside and I was looking around. The weather was great, the train was 
passing through idyllic countryside. Then, whilst I was up there, there was a guy 
behind me, he said: “You know, if you can get your head out, you can get your body 
out.”  

 

After a considerable effort, Traube was able to squeeze his torso out of the window and leapt 

off the train.101 The mobilisation of the stories of Traube and others like him disrupts the 

historical narrative of destruction, reasserting some of the agency and ingenuity of those 

facing deportation. Traube’s story is, of course, out of the ordinary, but other fragments from 

the testimonies are perhaps more common: Margot Wicki-Schwarzschild was saved from 

deportation by a photo of her mother at her communion, proving that she, and, as a 

consequence, her daughters, were not to be considered Jewish; Frida Schramm was sent to a 

children’s convalescent home at Saint Privat-de-Vallongue in the Lozère and was able to 

shelter there. The dialogue between these testimonies and the images projected on the wall 

allows the visitor access both to documentary records of the Holocaust and to the particular 

insights of those for whom the Holocaust was lived experience.102 This remediation ‘offers a 

corrective, bifocal vision that supplements the iconic images of anonymous Jews victimized 

and objectified with a counter-image so that we cannot see one without the other’; 

 
100 Ibid., p.226. 
101 See: MCR_77_2013 Entretien témoignage de M. Herbert Traube. 
102 This is, of course, not the full experience - that alone is reserved for those who were murdered in the gas 
chambers. See: Primo Levi, The Drowned and the Saved, (trans. by Raymond Rosenthal) (London: Abacus, 
1989), pp.63-64. 
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anonymous death can only be read through personified life.103  

 

These individual voices serve the purpose of disrupting received narratives, in the words of 

Saul Friedländer, ‘like lightning flashes that illuminate parts of a landscape: They confirm 

intuitions; they warn us against the ease of vague generalizations.’104 Where the listening 

posts provide counter-images and counter-narratives of the Holocaust, they equally form part 

of a broader deconstruction of categories of victim, bystander, and perpetrator within the 

exhibition. This is, I would suggest, both a ‘history against the grain’ in a Benjaminian 

sense,105 and also a reading of imagery against the grain, as Susannah Radstone explains, by 

‘undercutting the sense of an absolute distinction between ‘good’ and ‘evil’ and by 

proffering, or even foregrounding potential identifications with perpetration as well as with 

victimhood.’106 This is not, as Radstone makes clear, to suggest that the distinctions between 

victimhood and perpetration are blurred, but rather that identification, based upon a 

‘perceived resemblance derived from a fantasy’, could be made with both perpetration and 

victimhood.107 This is fundamental both when considering visitor interaction with the 

exhibition,108 and on a broader, national level, when considering France’s narration of its own 

national history.  

 
A member of the Mémorial team suggests that visitors from the local area are 
worried about how they might be portrayed in the exhibition. Generally 
speaking, they are relieved that there is little information about the camp’s 
guards, many of whom were drawn from the local community.  
 
Susanne C. Knittel suggests that ‘the representation of perpetrators at sites of 
memory reveals the ideological underpinnings of a country’s conception and 
production of its own history and reflects a nation’s attitudes toward questions 
of guilt and victimhood.’109 At the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, 
representations of perpetration draw out tensions between national conceptions 
of guilt that are freely admitted - France closed her doors to Spanish refugees; 
France was complicit in the Holocaust; France committed atrocities in Algeria - 
and the difficulties of representing perpetration locally.  
 

 
103 Perry, ‘Remediating Death’, p.231. 
104 Saul Friedländer, Nazi Germany and the Jews: The Years of Extermination, (New York, NY: Harper 
Perennial, 2008), p.xxv. 
105 Quoted in Perry, ‘Remediating Death’, p.230. 
106 Susannah Radstone, ‘Social Bonds and Psychical Order: Testimonies’, Cultural Values, 5.1 (2001), pp.59-78 
(p.65). 
107 Ibid. 
108 The concept of ‘fantasy’ as a motivation for tourists has been discussed by Graham Dann in ‘Tourist 
Motivation: An Appraisal’, Annals of Tourism Research, 3.2 (1981), pp.187-219 (pp.191-192). 
109 Knittel, The Historical Uncanny, p.290. 
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One visitor tells me of their profound shock that it was French guards 
administering the camp. Another quietly suggests that local families were 
hungry too.  
 

Memory in Complicity 
 

Discourses surrounding Vichy, the Resistance, and the Occupation have fundamentally 

revolved around conceptions of perpetration and victimhood; Manichean oppositions 

between right and wrong, résistant and collabo. Furthermore, the recent conceptualisation of 

the Shoah within France as ‘a singular incomparable event’,110 has been grounded, mirroring 

wider memorial discourses, upon a ‘reductive, absolutist’ understanding of the Holocaust ‘as 

a code for “good and evil”’.111 Given Rivesaltes’ diverse histories, this tendency for the 

Holocaust to become a moral paradigm is problematic. This is particularly the case when 

considering the inclusion within the Mémorial’s main narrative of Frenchmen suspected of 

collaboration and Axis prisoners of war, interned onsite following the end of the Second 

World War.  

 

Within the exhibition text, the internment of these prisoners is placed into relation with the 

so-called ‘administrative internment’ of early 1940, albeit with a different exclusionary logic. 

Where internment in the early 1940s was arbitrary, based upon ‘the supposed potential 

danger’ that internees represented, the Liberation saw the need on the behalf of the state ‘to 

manage the exceptional, fleeting, post-war situation within a democratic system.’ A 

correlation between the different regimens is thus established. Reference to the ‘democratic’ 

postwar system is suggestive of a contrast between the creeping authoritarianism that 

characterised the last years of the III Republic and the Vichy regime on the one hand, and the 

postwar IV Republic on the other, but equally points to the enduring institution of the camp, 

even within the bounds of a democracy. This ‘democratic’ internment demands existential 

questions of the state, opposing supposed universal values with the desire for revenge.112  

 

Initial reactions to the German prisoners in France were hostile: Germans were judged 

collectively responsible for the war, and were to be put to work in repairing its effects, 

 
110 Sanyal, Memory and Complicity, p.2. 
111 Rothberg, ‘From Gaza to Warsaw’, p.540. 
112 Fabien Théofilakis, Les prisonniers de guerres allemands: France 1944-1949. Une captivité de guerre en 
temps de paix, (Paris: Fayard, 2014), p.8. 
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regardless of individual allegiances to the vanquished regime.113 As previously discussed, 

conditions in prisoner of war depots were particularly poor in the summer of 1945, 

contributing to a comparatively high mortality rate.114 Though frequently mentioned in 

guided tours, the terrible conditions that the Axis prisoners were subjected to at Rivesaltes are 

only briefly mentioned in the text of the permanent exhibition. A small caption accompanying 

a photograph of the camp cemetery details the deaths of 500 men, but it is by no means made 

clear within the text that this was, by far, the highest number of deaths that the Camp de 

Rivesaltes ever experienced. This situation is described as improving only in June 1946, 

when thousands of prisoners were sent outside of the camp to work. The improved conditions 

are referenced through the communications of the depot’s German head doctor: ‘Camp 

installations and housing are constantly being improved thanks to the current commandant’s 

exemplary concern.’ 

 

The representation of the Axis prisoners is brief. Where the majority of collabos were moved 

on quickly, German POWs were present at Rivesaltes for four years between 1944-1948. It 

would appear that the commemoration of these prisoners remains a point of tension. A 

proposed memorial stele to the German prisoners was rejected by the local Mairie who 

deemed such a monument inappropriate. The juxtaposition of a memorial to the Jewish 

victims of the Shoah and a similar installation commemorating Axis forces was deemed 

unacceptable. It would seem, as one local journalist argues, that Rivesaltes’ memorial politics 

are predicated upon a sense that even within the context of a united Europe, German 

atonement for the past remains incomplete.115 Here, the complex geopolitical context of the 

1940s is collapsed: the French administered Rivesaltes throughout its operation; many of the 

deported Jews were expelled from Germany; many of the Axis POWs were foreign 

conscripts. Instead, binary oppositions between good and evil, victors and vanquished, 

support a competitive politics of memory. All this is in spite of the significant role played by 

prisoners of war in assuaging public opinions of the Germans, laying the groundwork for 

rapprochement between the two former enemies in the context of a rapidly restructuring 

 
113 Diamond, ‘‘Prisoners of the Peace’, pp.445-447. 
114 Some 3% of German POWs in French captivity are estimated to have died. This is comparable with the 
French POW mortality rate in German captivity. See: Ilse Dorothee Pautsch, ‘Prisoners of War and Internees in 
the Second World War: A Survey of Some Recent Publications’, Contemporary European History, 12.2 (2003), 
pp.225-238 (p.230). 
115 Michel Lloubes, ‘Une mémoire sans mémorial’, Le Blog Abonnel, 13/11/2016 <http://leblogabonnel.over-
blog.com/2016/09/patrimoine-du-pays-catalan-camp-de-rivesaltes-par-un-rivesaltais-le-cahier-du-barcares-par-
jean-ortiz-la-bataille-de-peyrestortes-pa> [Accessed 15/10/2017]. 
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European continent.116 The complete absence of Axis POW memories at a national level until 

comparatively recently has been described by Fabien Théofilakis as a ‘paradoxal point of 

absence’ given the significant role prisoners of war played in normalising relations between 

France and Germany.117 Just as their labour helped to secure relations between the two 

countries, memories of their peace-time internment were deemed a danger to post-war 

reconciliation.  

 

For a nation that was at once occupied by and resistant to Nazi forces, representation of the 

Axis experience at Rivesaltes presents clear difficulties. An over-arching narrative of 

‘undesirability’ that includes those who fought as a part of Axis forces strikes at the very core 

of a French identity struck at the victors’ table of the Second World War. The deaths of Axis 

POWs juxtaposed with those of Jewish deportees, deported at the instigation of French 

authorities, presents additional ethical considerations. Though the histories may be 

proximate, can the respective memories be reconciled? Beyond their coincidental spatial 

relationship, what might it mean to bring Axis, Harki, Spanish Republican, and Jewish 

memories together? More than this, how might we bring together memories of local 

perpetration with those of the victims? 

 

In summing up the central exhibition, the Mémorial text suggests that ‘[a]lthough their 

memories will always remain numerous and individual, the history of these populations who 

fell victim to forced displacement, is rooted in the same physical location, thus giving rise to 

a common story and a shared memory.’ As stated above, the central exhibition gives rise to a 

variety of different subject positions that form a part of this ‘shared memory’. In a nation 

defined by such complexities, Debarati Sanyal makes the case for an understanding of 

memory through the lens of complicity. In her reading, drawing upon transcultural theories of 

memory, the French context is a significant locus for the exploration of ‘complicitous 

memory’, both in the sense of complicity as ‘participation in wrongdoing, or collaboration 

with evil’, but equally (drawing on the Latin roots of ‘complicity’ - complicare - “to fold 

together”) as a nation where multiple histories of violence touch, and are folded together. In 

this sense, complicity ‘conveys the gathering of subject positions, histories, and memories’ 

that Sanyal takes as her object of study, and those which are present at Rivesaltes.118   

 
116 Diamond, ‘Prisoners of the Peace’, p.457. 
117 Théofilakis, Les prisonniers de guerres allemands, pp.11-12. 
118 Sanyal, Memory and Complicity, p.1. 
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Where Michael Rothberg’s suggestion of a ‘differentiated solidarity’, discussed in Chapter 

One, refers, generally speaking, to the victims of violence, Sanyal’s notion of complicity is 

more capacious, proffering the potential for the consideration of our ‘sometimes 

contradictory position within the political fabric of a given moment, as victims, perpetrators, 

accomplices, bystanders, witnesses, or spectators’.119 As with Rothberg’s suggestion that 

comparison is too often understood as equation,120 Sanyal argues for a distinction between 

‘proximity’ and ‘intimacy’; histories can be usefully put into dialogue, without resort to 

discourses of competition and equation.121 Understood in this way, the memories of 

Rivesaltes’ Axis prisoners of war can be understood to be ‘proximate’ with those of the 

camp’s other internee populations, without being ‘intimate’, just as the visitor can be said to 

be proximate with the camp’s historical actors, without being intimate. Returning to Denis 

Peschanski’s suggestion, also cited in Chapter One, that the Syrians of today are not the Jews 

of the 1930s, we can propose that the separate histories, explicitly drawn together within the 

context of the Mémorial, are very much proximate. Inasmuch as this is the case, visitors are 

drawn into a complicitous relationship both with Rivesaltes’ pasts and 

contemporaneous/future acts of violence against ‘undesirables’.  

Artefacts 
 

 
‘Choosing What to Save and What to Leave Behind’ is a BBC video that 
documents the plight of the Rohingya arriving in Bangladesh having fled 
for their lives from Myanmar. Several refugees describe the most 
precious objects that they were forced to leave behind. Perhaps the most 
affecting is a young girl who speaks of her favourite yellow dress, left 
behind in the chaos. Her simple drawing of the dress, held up to the 
camera, provokes a visceral reaction to an otherwise distant tragedy.122  
 
A child of a similar age wanders through the Mémorial du Camp de 
Rivesaltes. Her mother looks into one of the display cases that bears a 
Jewish religious armoire, discovered in the camp some time after 1950. 
The intricately decorated cabinet, used to hold the scrolls of the Torah, is 
presumed to have belonged to Jews from Germany or the Alsace. ‘It’s 
treasure!’ the young girl cries out, staring into the display case. Today, the 
armoire certainly looks like a treasure chest. For its owners it was surely 
a treasured reminder of home, culture, and identity. What was once saved 

 
119 Ibid. 
120 Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory, p.18. 
121 Sanyal, Memory and Complicity, p.268. 
122 Rohingya Refugees: Choosing What to Save and What to Leave Behind - BBC News [YouTube video], BBC, 
13/09/2017 <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcYZegG3mZQ> [Accessed 25/09/2017]. 
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was then left behind: witness, relic, treasure. 
 

     

Throughout the exhibition hall at the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, the central narrative 

is punctuated by a series of artefacts that recall the site’s histories of internment. Where for 

some memorial sites the display of objects has become a ‘pervasive tactic’ in the pursuit of 

disclosing past crimes,123 there are comparatively few artefacts on display within the 

Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes. As a site that commemorates histories of migration and 

displacement, it is perhaps not surprising that the material record is somewhat ‘object-

poor’;124 these are stories of what little was saved and what was left behind by a series of 

dispossessed peoples.  

 

 Display 1: 
 Breezeblock from Ilot F  
 A cinderblock used to construct the barracks at Rivesaltes. 
 
 Display 2: 
 Photo of Libertad Fernandez Lafuente  

Libertad Fernandez Lafuente was two years old when she arrived at Rivesaltes, her 
family having fled Franco over the Spanish border. Her father was interned at 
Argeles-sur-Mer. 

 Notebook of Mercedes Abadia-Traver and her laissez-passer and ID card 
Mercedes Abadia-Traver was a Spanish refugee who organised classes for Rivesaltes’ 
children in Block K. 

 
 Display 3: 
 Standard issue blanket   

Given to Spanish internees, the blanket is military made and was given out to 
internees in the beach camps then at camps like Rivesaltes. 

 
 Display 4: 

Everyday objects of internees: cut throat razor, clippers, brush, scissors, can, 
improvised drinking cup 
Hair cutting equipment belonging to José Salnerron, a Spanish refugee interned at 
Argeles, Le Barcares, and Rivesaltes. 

 
 Display 5: 
 Jewish religious armoire  

Found in a barrack after 1950 and designed to keep Torah scrolls. The door design 
references medieval synagogue design; such a style would indicate that it belonged to 
a German/Alsatian family. 

 
 

123 Clark, ‘Never Again and its Discontents’, p. 73. 
124 Arnold-De Simine, Mediating Memory in the Museum, p.10. 
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 Display 6: 
Miniature furniture made in the camp  
Toy furniture made in the camp with fragments of fabric and feathers. The collection 
was kept by the Perez family; the father and eldest son were detailed to construct the 
Tunnel de la Croix Rousse in Lyon, whilst the mother and two other sons were 
interned at Rivesaltes. 

 
Display 7: 
Barbed wire and iron posts 
Installed in 1942 around the Jewish barracks before the deportations began. 
 
Display 8: 
Wooden sculpture  
A wooden soldier carved by German prisoner of war, Wilhelm Schieger. He was given 
the tools to make the sculpture by the camp commandant. 
Photo of camp orchestra 
Prisoners were given instruments by the YMCA to create an orchestra within the 
camp. 
Letter and censors note 
Letter dated 28/01/1948, which was sent to ‘Meine liebe Annemarie’ in 
Gelsenkirchen, Zone Anglaise.  
 
Display 9: 
Suitcase  
Used by the Nehman-Amallou family on their transport from Algeria, June 1962. 
 
Display 10: 
Everyday objects used by the Harkis in the camp: football, bike saddle, 
children’s shoes, food tin, spoon, pill bottle, bike/pram/buggy wheel  
 
Display 11: 
Military rucksack 
Used by Mohamed Mestar when he was in the SAS (Section administrative 
specialisées) in Algeria, then at Rivesaltes, and the forestry hamlet of Mouans-
Sartoux. 
 
Display 12: 
Mural found in Barrack 32 of Ilot F 
The mural shows the layout of the Ilot, with various drawings to illustrate the 
functions of the individual buildings and places of interest within the block.  

 

The artefacts on display reflect both the experience and technologies of internment 

throughout the camp’s existence. Artefacts are presented to visitors within the central table 

display that conveys Rivesaltes’ site-specific history. Items are placed in large, glass-fronted 

cabinets that are illuminated from below. The artefacts are thus presented on the horizontal 

plane, conveying a specific understanding of their relevance within the Mémorial. Similarly 

to his reading of new forms of memorialisation, discussed in Chapter Five, Jay Winter argues 
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that the horizontal axis is also used within museum spaces to evoke the language of 

mourning. This displacement of the vertical axis both counters potential voyeurism in 

representing war as exciting or full of positive meaning, whilst challenging the perception 

that visitors will be able to interact with the past as it really was.125 By presenting visitors 

with artefacts in such a way, it can be argued that there is a ‘sanctification’ of the objects on 

display. The language is that of mourning: in a literal and metaphorical sense - as when they 

are initially confronted with the Mémorial building itself - visitors are forced to bow their 

heads when considering the items.  

 

The objects on display within the Mémorial were chosen for their particular resonance, 

deriving emotional force from ‘their validation of memory and physical connection to the 

past.’126 More than simply validating memory, objects can be framed as ‘carriers of 

memory’,127 making concrete abstract memories, ‘especially those of intense experiences not 

easily captured in words…’.128 Those objects that were saved were saved by owner and 

curator for the memories they are perceived to represent. Fundamentally, they are deemed to 

say something important about the past.  

 

The capacity for material objects to make reference to the past can be argued to be of 

particular importance for the Spanish Republican community in making present the 

experience of the Retirada. As the exodus proceeded, one of the defining images, and most 

painful of experiences for the refugees, was the loss and eventual confiscation of personal 

items. This loss of property on an individual level mirrored a broader sense of loss: the defeat 

of the Republic and the beginning of a long exile from the Spanish homeland.129 As 

‘[p]erhaps the most evident of transitional objects,’ frequently depicted in photographs of the 

Spanish exodus, the military blanket on display at Rivesaltes is a particular example of a 

‘carrier of memory’. Its versatility, as a form of bedding, makeshift clothing, and, 

increasingly for the Spanish refugees, as a form of shelter, made, and continue to make, the 

blanket an object of particular value.130 In this sense, the blanket on display at Rivesaltes can 

 
125 Winter, ‘Museums and the Representation of War’, p.160. 
126 Rachel P. Maines and James J. Glynn, ‘Numinous Objects’, The Public Historian, 15.1 (1993), pp.8-25 
(p.10). 
127 Crispin Paine, Religious Objects in Museums: Private Lives and Public Duties, (London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 
p.52. 
128 Maines and Glynn, ‘Numinous Objects’, p.10. 
129 Soo, The Routes to Exile, pp.47-48; Gemie, ‘The Ballad of Bourg-Madame’, pp.30-31. 
130 Soo, The Routes to Exile, p.47. 
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be said to demonstrate the ways in which memories of the Retirada have focused on feelings 

of loss associated with exile and on the terrible conditions encountered in the makeshift beach 

camps. Where the spaces themselves no longer exist - tourists now throng the beaches and the 

scrabbled mountain paths are known only to the hardiest of ramblers - such an artefact can be 

said to materialise these pasts. In this sense, the blanket is able to provide some ‘solidity and 

[a] common reference point for collective memory.’131  

 

 
Figure 20 - Blanket on Display - The blanket is believed to be of military origin, which 
could explain the embroidered date ‘1938’, prior to the establishment of the camps in the 

South West. The year of Daladier’s ‘undesirable’ decrees, ‘1938’ connotes the Mémorial’s 
overarching discourse of ‘undesirability’ - Author’s own image. 

 

Though the objects are thought to reveal something profound about the past, perhaps, as Paul 

Williams suggests, they can equally speak to the future. For Williams, the museum artefact 

lies at ‘the intersection of authentic proof, reassurance, and melancholia’, a position that 

creates a unique temporal moment for those viewing the object. The ability to display an 

artefact on the one hand reassures the visitor that the event the piece relates to has been 

determined or resolved: we have some control over what the past meant and are assured that 

the situation is not ongoing. On the other hand, the object stands as unsolved, its concrete, 

unchanging presence making clear the visitor’s inability to unmake the past. This conflicted 

feeling of helplessness at being unable to change what has been and relief at not having 
 

131 Williams, Memorial Museums, p.49. 
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personally experienced these histories, it is hoped, inspires a future-oriented pledge: ‘“never 

again”’.132  

 

Two artefacts within the Mémorial vividly embody this temporal disjuncture. Both relate to 

the technologies that underscored internment: a concrete breeze block from a barrack 

building and iron pilings covered in strands of barbed wire. Neither object is given particular 

context beyond bland explications of their functional purpose. These objects provide 

authentic proof, in Williams terms, but little resolution, much less redemption.  

 

Instead, each item conveys figurative and allusive meaning. The breeze block, cracked at its 

centre, conveys a sense of the site’s decay, weathered by the passing of time. If the artefact 

represents ‘a rupture with history’,133 the cracked concrete can be said to materialise the 

tearing of the object from its past to become ‘artefact’ in the present. The ‘return’ of the 

object before the public gaze engenders the temporal disconnect between past and present; 

we believe we have control over the narrative of the past, and yet we are unable to ‘“make 

history better.”’134 We can reconstitute the block, but we cannot un-crack the concrete.  

 

 
Figure 21 - Concrete Breeze Block - Concrete breeze block on display at the Mémorial. The 
block is the first object visitors come across in the central exhibition - Author’s own image. 

 
132 Williams, Memorial Museums, p.50. 
133 Timothy P. Brown, ‘Trauma, Museums and the Future of Pedagogy’, Third Text, 18.4 (2004), pp.247-259 
(p.255). 
134 Williams, Memorial Museums, p.50. 
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The barbed wire exhibit has much clearer connotations as a symbolic representation of state 

exclusion. Appearing within the context of the ‘Camp de Rivesaltes and the Genocide of the 

Jews of Europe’, the barbed wire functions as a marker of what Leshu Torchin refers to as a 

‘genocidal imaginary’: a series of universalised symbols that reference the Holocaust, whilst 

equally ‘provid[ing] an interpretative frame through which other genocides are produced and 

understood.’135 As physical object, the barbed wire installation provides the visitor with 

‘authentic proof’ of a particular past, but as Torchin’s words allude to, offers little 

reassurance that the same circumstances are not being reproduced again. Though commonly 

ascribed meaning through the lens of the Holocaust, ultimately, as a symbol, barbed wire is 

‘generic’, and occurs across cases.136 In this sense, though the historical context of the barbed 

wire at Rivesaltes is very particular - erected in the summer of 1942, the barbed wire 

concentrated the camp’s Jewish population before their departure to Drancy - the ubiquitous, 

banal nature of the wire allows allusions to other sites and histories. Here, the wire acts as an 

anchor for collective memory, connoting wider histories than those necessarily 

communicated at Rivesaltes. As artefact and symbol of the concentrationary imaginary, the 

wire thus represents ‘a simultaneously porous but painful marking of boundaries…figuring 

the complex relationship between past and present, and here and there.’137  

 

 
Figure 22 - Barbed Wire Fence - Part of the fence erected to surround Ilots K and F during 

the period of deportations - Author’s own image. 
 

135 Leshu Torchin, ‘Since We Forgot: Remembrance and Recognition of the Armenian Genocide in Virtual 
Archives’ in Frances Guerin and Roger Hallas (eds.) The Image and the Witness: Trauma, Memory and Visual 
Culture, (London: Wallflower Press, 2007), pp.82-97 (p.91). 
136 Oren Baruch Stier, Holocaust Icons: Symbolizing the Shoah in History and Memory, (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 2015), p.19. 
137 Rothberg, Traumatic Realism,p.131. 
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The discussion thus far has been predicated upon the implication that artefacts are 

fundamentally objects of remembrance. There is, however, a fundamental duality at each 

object’s core. Where artefacts have been saved, they have also necessarily been left behind, 

either at the time of the event they are said to symbolise, or in the act of their deposition at a 

memorial institution. It can therefore be suggested that artefacts are fundamental 

embodiments of amnesia: these objects were left behind, and, through their emplacement 

within the fabric of an exhibition they have been divested of their context, meaning, and 

power.138 The original meaning of the object to its owner is lost; the visitor knows not 

whether the item was essential to the person who owned it, or entirely redundant. Emplaced 

within the fabric of the museum, the item takes on any number of new meanings, as visitors 

and curators ascribe their own interpretations to the artefact. As the object is not able to speak 

for itself it is required to evoke meanings greater than the world of objects from which it is 

drawn.139 As Kenneth Hudson memorably puts it: ‘A stuffed elephant in a museum is a 

stuffed elephant in a museum, not an elephant.’140  

 

 
Figure 23 - Objects Belonging to the Harkis - Objects found within the camp grounds dating 

to the Harki period - Author’s own image. 
 

A collection of objects that were left behind by the Harkis exemplifies this duality. The items 

are pathetic. They bear the scars of time passed discarded in the camp grounds. The meaning 

 
138 Michael Willis, ‘Detritus to Treasure: Memory, Metonymy, and the Museum’ in Bruce M. Sullivan (ed.) 
Sacred Objects in Secular Spaces: Exhibiting Asian Religions in Museums, (London: Bloomsbury, 2015), 
pp.145-152. 
139 Williams, Memorial Museums, p.30. 
140 Kenneth Hudson, A Social History of Museums: What the Visitors Thought, (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: 
Humanities Press, 1975), p.12. 
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behind them is not apparent. Presented as ‘daily objects used by the Harkis’, it is nevertheless 

difficult to determine their function.  

 

Walking the camp grounds to photograph the remaining physical traces on the behalf of the 

Conseil Général des Pyrénées-Orientales, Nicole Bergé found hundreds of similar items 

littering the alleyways of the site. ‘If one object had been found,’ Bergé suggested, ‘it could 

have been there accidentally, but 50 or 100 of the same thing says for sure that they are part 

of the camp’s history.’141 Placed within the context of the permanent exhibition, these objects 

are divested of their meaning. Though they gesture to the people who owned and used them, 

as Andrea Liss suggests of similar objects, ‘they are strangely devoid of the bodily presence 

indexed through their metonymic traces.’142  

 

Tellingly, one of the artworks that Bergé created using objects from the camp was entitled 

‘Rivesaltes’ bins, or memory crates’. Packed full of found objects, the work interrogated the 

artist’s own sense that all of the objects were profoundly ordinary, and yet each one had 

meant something to someone. Faced with the accumulated piles of objects, ‘each visitor’ it 

was suggested, ‘[could] take stock of the human dimension of Rivesaltes’ history.’143   

Living Under the Sign of the Suitcase 
 

At Port-Vendres, along the coast from Rivesaltes, Pierre Content’s Le Voyageur 

commemorates the arrival of thousands of people from the colonial diaspora on the 

Mediterranean coast. A figurative bronze sculpture of a person with two suitcases, ‘the 

traveller’ mounts his plinth as if boarding the gangway of some transport ship destined for the 

Hexagon. The passer-by is invited to remember those who arrived here, ‘whose luggage was 

often only two suitcases.’ Le Voyageur has been described by William Kidd as performing 

significant memorial work for the post-colonial diaspora. According to Kidd, the non-realist, 

non-documentary quality of Content’s work references the experience of exile in a universal 

way that points both to the events in Algeria of 1962, but equally to wider, more diverse 

 
141 Nicole Bergé, ‘Savoir une chose comme l’ayant vue’ in Michel Cadé (ed.) Chemins d’exils, chemins des 
camps. Images et représentations, (Canet en Roussillon: Editions Trabucaire, 2015), pp.119-123 (p.121). 
142 Andrea Liss, ‘Artefactual Testimonies and the Stagings of Holocaust Memory’, in Roger I. Simon, Sharon 
Rosenberg and Claudia Eppert (eds.) Between Hope and Despair: Pedagogy and the Remembrance of Historical 
Trauma, (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2000), pp.117-134 (p 121). 
143 Nicole Bergé, ‘Poubelles de Rivesaltes ou « Caisses de mémoires »’, Nicole Bergé 
<http://www.nicoleberge.com/NicoleBerge.com/savoir0.html> [Accessed 08/11/2017]. 
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associations. 

 

   
Figure 24 - Pierre Content’s Le Voyageur - The memorial is situated on the quayside in 

Port-Vendres, Pyrénées-Orientales - Author’s own image. 
 

Kidd positions Le Voyageur as a potentially significant lieu de mémoire in the Pyrénées-

Orientales, juxtaposing the sculpture’s allegorical treatment of post-colonial France with the 

then forthcoming Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes. More broadly, and in line with other 

scholars, Le Voyageur’s suitcases are read as a vector of memory in their own right: a symbol 

of the disastrous end of empire.144   

 

Within this context, it is perhaps no surprise that two of the three exhibits relating to the 

Harki experience at Rivesaltes consist of items of luggage. One of these, a military rucksack, 

represents Harki contributions to the conflict in Algeria. The other, a suitcase belonging to the 

Nehman-Allou family, represents the familial experiences of exile. Within the context of the 

Algerian War, the suitcase carries significant figurative weight. A ‘symbol of the European 

predicament’145 in the post-conflict period, the suitcase figures in two phrases that have come 

to embody the conflict and its aftermath: ‘the suitcase or the coffin’ and ‘suitcase carriers’.146 

 
144 Kidd, ‘Unpacking the Suitcases’, pp.140-141. See also: Michael Rothberg, ‘The Witness as “World Traveler: 
Multidirectional Memory and Holocaust Internationalism Before Human Rights’ in Claudio Fogu, Wulf 
Kansteiner and Todd Presner (eds.) Probing the Ethics of Holocaust Culture, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 2016), pp.355-372 (fn. 54, p.488). 
145 Martin Evans, Algeria: France’s Undeclared War, (Oxford: OUP, 2012), p.319. 
146 ‘The suitcase or the coffin’ was an ultimatum given to settlers in Algeria by the FLN. The ‘suitcase-carriers’ 
were French men and women involved in the procurement of funds, documents, and occasionally weaponry for 
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These oppositional representations of the war - the devastating consequences of exile versus 

the fight for liberation - figured through the suitcase, speak to Benjamin Stora’s reading of 

Algeria’s memory as ‘cloistered’:147 each group has carried its own suitcase full of memories, 

separate and distinct. As an artefact, the suitcase thus carries significant symbolism, 

functioning as a sort of lieu de mémoire for the Algerian conflict.  

 

Of course, such symbolism is not limited to the Algerian context. Suitcases are common 

tropes within museums detailing histories of migration,148 positioned as the ‘visual currency’ 

of migrant memory,149 and the most ‘quintessential signifiers of displacement’.150 In these 

displays, suitcases are both carriers: ‘full of history, culture and different experiences’;151 and 

metaphors for loss, vulnerability, and a lack of material goods.152 Though they can be seen to 

represent ‘utopian new beginnings’, more commonly they come to stand for ‘tragic doomed 

endings’153. Suitcases thus represent ‘displacement, memory and something left behind.’154  

 

 
Figure 25 - Suitcase Belonging to the Nehman-Allou Family - Author’s own image. 

 
the FLN. On the associative link between the phrases, see: Kidd, ‘Unpacking the Suitcases’, pp.129-131. On the 
‘suitcase carriers’, see: Hervé Hamon and Patrick Rotman, Les porteurs de valises: la résistance française à la 
guerre d’Algérie, (Paris: Albin Michel, 1979). 
147 Benjamin Stora, Imaginaires de guerre: Les images dans les guerres d’Algérie et du Viêt-nam, (Paris: 
Editions La Découverte, 2004), p.190. 
148 Kerstin Poehls, ‘Europe, Blurred: Migration, Margins and the Museum’, Culture Unbound: Journal of 
Current Cultural Research, 3 (2011), pp.337-353 (p.347). 
149 Sharon Macdonald, ‘Museum Europe: Negotiating Heritage’, Anthropological Journal of European 
Cultures, 17 (2008), pp.47-65 (p.56). 
150 Soo, The Routes to Exile, p.244. 
151 Willems, ‘No Sheltering Sky’, pp.42-43. 
152 Elizabeth Cooke, ‘The Migrant and the Museum: Representation and Place in Ireland’ in Laurence 
Gouriévidis (ed.) Museums and Migration: History, Memory and Politics, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2014), 
pp.189-201 (p.191). 
153 Irit Rogoff, Terra Infirma: Geography’s Visual Culture, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2000), p.37. 
154 Susan Kelly and Stephen Morton, ‘Annie Moore and the Archives of Displacement: Towards an Immigrant 
History of the Present’, Social & Cultural Geography, 5.4 (2004), pp.633-650 (p.638). 
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Though the suitcase has come to stand as a symbol of the end of empire in France, its 

association with the Harkis’ experience of exile is ultimately problematic. Displayed next to 

an ID card belonging to a Harki, the suitcase raises fundamental questions concerning Harki 

identity. In the text of the exhibition, the Harkis are described as refugees, and the camps, in 

both Algeria and France, are described as refugee camps. Harki associations have reacted 

angrily to these descriptions, claiming that they were not refugees: the Harkis arriving at 

Rivesaltes considered themselves to be French. For these groups, reference to the Harkis' 

‘refugee’ status amounts to ‘a falsification of history’.155 The isolation of the Harkis at sites 

such as Rivesaltes undoubtedly contributed to a symbolic linking of the community with the 

refugee communities who had preceded them, contributing to a perception that they were 

refugees rather than citizens.156 Official discourse followed suit, with repeated reference to 

the Harkis as refugees in reports and written communications. They were, however, never 

granted official legal status as such; to do so would have allowed international organisations 

the right to intervene in administering and protecting them.157 References to the Harkis as 

‘refugees’ within the main text is thus problematic, conveying a status that was neither 

wanted, nor granted. Such monikers risk reproducing the victimhood felt by the Harkis and 

the perceived complicity of the French state in their abandonment. Within the memorial 

space, the visual currency of the suitcase could be said to reinforce the associative link 

between the Harkis and discourse surrounding refugees.  

 

This nuance attests to the complexities that underpin the construction of a singular Harki 

identity. Undefined by a singular ethnicity, tribal allegiance, or geography, the Harkis, as 

Géraldine Enjelvin suggests, ‘do not constitute a single, homogeneous group.’158 For Laurent 

Muller, such is the heterogeneity of the Harkis, ‘they cannot [even] be considered as a 

community.’159 Brought together through varying degrees of allegiance to France, the Harkis 

have arguably coalesced and constructed a sense of self through the figure of the camp, and 

their collective experience of exile and abandonment. As such, representing the Harkis 

 
155 Arnaud Andreu, ‘Le Mémorial de Rivesaltes accusé de "falsifier l'histoire" des harkis’, L’Indépendant, 
05/11/2015 [Online] <http://www.lindependant.fr/2015/11/02/le-memorial-de-rivesaltes-accuse-de-falsifier-l-
histoire-des-harkis-video,2107727.php> [Accessed 15/11/2015]. 
156 Claire Eldridge, ‘The Empire Returns: ‘Repatriates’ and ‘Refugees’ from French Algeria’ in Matthew Frank 
and Jennifer Reinisch (eds.) Refugees in Europe, 1919-1959: A Forty Years' Crisis?, (London: Bloomsbury, 
2017), pp.195-212 (p.206). 
157 Miller, ‘A Camp for Foreigners and Aliens’, p.27. 
158 Géraldine Enjelvin, ‘The Harki Identity: A Product of Marginalisation and Resistance to Symbolic 
Violence?’, National Identities, 8.2, pp.113-127 (p.114). 
159 Italics in the original. See: Laurent Muller, Le silence des harkis, (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1999), p.16. 
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through the figure of a suitcase in many ways reflects the ways in which they have narrated 

their own pasts. Irit Rogoff’s description of the museological suitcase, could very well have 

been written specifically for the Harkis. For her, the suitcase:  

 

signifies the moment of rupture, the instance in which the subject is torn out of the web of 
connectedness that constrained him or her through an invisible net of belonging. The 
equation of the suitcase with some thing, some part of the self’s being or history which 
has been left behind, both affirms and celebrates feelings of loss and of nostalgia.160 

 

As discussed in Chapter Two, the sensation of being uprooted is a consistent feature of Harki 

narratives. Caught between France and Algeria, the Harkis were cast adrift from networks of 

family, culture, and language.161 In light of this fundamental rupture, the camp became a 

place of origin.  

 

In an analysis of second-generation works by the descendants of Harkis, Susan Ireland 

suggests a shift in the frames of reference that shape Harki memory. In drawing upon 

‘intersecting stories and overlapping trajectories,’ Ireland argues that the children of Harkis 

are increasingly drawing upon shared understandings of conflict in order to generate 

‘empathetic identification’ with different actors involved in the conflict.162 Though Ireland’s 

account points specifically to the pied noirs and other groups rooted in the Algerian context, 

we can perhaps propose ties of empathetic identification between the Harkis and (O)thers 

with experiences of conflict and violence. Here, the suitcase acts as a powerful carrier of 

memory.    

 

Michael Rothberg suggests that the suitcase could act as a significant anchor for 

multidirectional memory. Deploying the testimony of Marceline Loridan-Ivens, who writes 

of living ‘under the sign of suitcases’,163 Rothberg suggests that the suitcase might function 

as a ‘polyvalent figure for the post-Holocaust work of memory and testimony.’ In his reading, 

the suitcase functions as a metaphor for the travelling of memories and their circulation in the 

 
160 Rogoff, Terra Infirma, pp.37-38. 
161 See, for instance, the testimony of Mme Claudette Quintane (née Puserver, MCR_17_2009): ‘I think that the 
Berbers found it most difficult to get used to. Because they didn’t speak Arab. They didn’t speak a word of 
French. They arrived in the camp and we could not understand them. We had to find someone who could speak 
a bit of Berber and a bit of Arabic and from there we could get something out of them.’ 
162 Susan Ireland, ‘Moving Beyond the Legacies of War in Second-Generation Harki Narratives’ in Kathryn 
Kleppinger and Laura Reeck (eds.) Post-Migratory Cultures in Postcolonial France, (Liverpool: Liverpool 
University Press, 2018), pp.112-127 (p.113; p.125) 
163 Marceline Loridan-Ivens, Ma vie balagan, (Paris: Robert Laffont, 2008), p.173. 
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public sphere, at once a representation of the burden of suffering and the means for moving 

with that trauma into an as yet unwritten future.164 Just as the suitcase can be said to evoke 

‘the permanently circulatory, infiltrating and co-inhabited nature’165 of contemporary society, 

the same can be said of memory as a shifting, interpenetrating construction.  

 

This link is explicitly made through other projects within the Mémorial. Figures libres, an 

educational tool for use by local schools, consists of five suitcases, each of which makes 

physical the stories of individuals who were interned within the camp between 1939-1963. A 

sixth suitcase represents an asylum seeker arriving in the region in 2007. Containing objects 

and documents that reconstitute the stories of those individuals they represent, the suitcases 

are described both as abstract ‘metaphors for memory’ and ‘the symbol of displacement, the 

common theme that links these six lives.’166  

 

In both the main exhibition space and the educational context, a figurative opening of the 

suitcase is required both to reveal previously occluded memories and recognise the elements 

of commonality between these separate experiences. Rothberg suggests that the suitcase 

references human capacity for travel (and a consequent travelling of memories):  

 

‘as a medium for meanings and actions that take place when one leaves home and 

circulates in the public realm; when one becomes implicated in the world and creates a 

bodily and verbal connection between diverse sites of history, memory, and trauma.’167  

 

In the tourist landscape of South West France, living under the sign of the suitcase thus links 

a multiplicity of sites and times. At the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes, it can be proposed 

as one of the central ciphers linking the century of refugees to the century of camps.  

Century of Refugees/Century of Camps 
 

To the rear of the main exhibition hall, screened from the central text is an interactive exhibit 

‘The Century of Refugees’. Diverging from the largely Euro-centric context of the main 

exhibition, ‘The Century of Refugees’ broadens the commemorative scope of the Mémorial 

 
164 Rothberg, ‘The Witness as “World” Traveler’, p.371. 
165 Rogoff, Terra Infirma, p.37. 
166 ‘Figures Libres’, Nunatak, [Online] <http://nunatak.fr/figures-libres/> [Accessed 06/12/2018]. 
167 Rothberg, ‘The Witness as “World” Traveler’, p.472. 
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to encompass displaced peoples from around the world. Though distinguished both by time 

and geography, these people are nevertheless implicitly linked to Rivesaltes’ successive 

communities. The video installations are surrounded by aerial images of Rivesaltes from the 

1940s overlaid with arrows that circulate around different geographical areas: from Schengen 

to Russia; Mexico to the Near East and Caucasus. Rivesaltes is thus once again inserted into a 

temporal and geographical chain, mobilising diverse histories in support of a broader 

humanist narrative. This exhibit introduces an important sub-narrative to the core text of the 

Mémorial: the creation of a legal status for ‘refugees’. Though, the Mémorial suggests, the 

20th Century has been the century of the camp, it has equally been the century of the refugee, 

representing both the mass displacement of peoples and, more positively, the institution of a 

defined, legal status for those dispossessed individuals. This status, and the existence of aid 

agencies to provide support for those considered as such, is framed as a significant shift in 

modern history, offering ‘hope in the face of these tragic situations.’  

 

‘The Century of Refugees’ is structured around a series of video screens that play a short 

documentary film detailing movements of peoples throughout the 20th Century. Focalising on 

experiences of conflict, the documentary details the experience of refugees from the First to 

Second World Wars, the period of decolonisation, to so-called ‘new conflicts’ in the post-

colonial era. The film concludes in the present day, informing the visitor that record numbers 

of people remain displaced, whilst wars continue to rage, for the most part unrecognised, 

around the globe. The exhibit’s message, as one visitor suggested to me, is more-or-less 

explicit: ‘people don’t realise that all of this is happening again.’  

 

In 2015, when this comment was made, the Mediterranean refugee crisis remained a pressing 

issue, dominating political agendas across Europe. Thousands of deaths on the continent’s 

doorstep combined with local prejudices to create a highly politicised polemic. Images of 

Aylan Kurdi’s body (discussed in Chapter One) washing ashore on the coast of Turkey 

ensured that the crisis was heavily mediatised. In the ‘Century of Refugees’ exhibit, and, 

arguably, throughout the rest of the exhibition, the figure of Kurdi’s lifeless body is a 

haunting presence, a reminder that the memorial space is as much about present and future 

concerns as those of the past. A feature of the documentary film is a timeline; the future (now 

the present) is left blank, as an implicit question to the visitor. That the crisis in the 

Mediterranean has largely dropped off the political agenda, and the wars mentioned in the 

documentary continue to rage unchecked, would indicate that the question remains 
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unanswered.  

 

It is clear from visitor accounts of their visit to the Mémorial that the histories recalled 

represent a pressing contemporary concern.168 There is a sense, as one visitor told me, that 

‘this could happen again, if it isn’t already happening now.’ This is a recurring theme, with 

the Mémorial seen as ‘a reminder that what has happened in the south of France, continues 

today in various places.’169 Beyond this comparative framework, the Mémorial is seen as 

reflecting global structures of power: ‘It's not just about the Holocaust, or localized civil war, 

or colonialism but…how people (of greater power) treat other people (of lesser power);170 as 

challenging narrations of contemporary France: ‘This place invites us to reflect upon the 

challenges for our society in welcoming different people. BRAVO!’;171 and as a solution to 

the threat of the extreme right: ‘How to put the issue of migrants in perspective in 

minutes.[Send an] Invitation to all: Salvini, Orban, Le Pen and other populist extremists of all 

kinds.’172 

 

The ‘Century of Refugees’ exhibit is arguably constructed in a dialogue with the Mémorial’s 

final information panel. Indeed, the final panel suggests the question implied by ‘Century of 

Refugee’s’ empty timeline entry: ‘Camps: A Question for the 21st Century’. Once again the 

past is suggested as a counterpoint to the present: faced with ever-growing flows of displaced 

peoples, what ought our response be? The text of this panel is worth quoting at some length: 
 

168 See, for instance: Patrick T, ‘Architecture étonnante, site indispensable’, TripAdvisor, 14/10/2017 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.fr/ShowUserReviews-g1202684-d8761007-r532941823-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
01/11/2017], Fanche E, ‘une page d’histoire toujours dans l’actualité’, TripAdvisor, 19/08/2017 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.fr/ShowUserReviews-g1202684-d8761007-r532941823-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
01/11/2017], Eugenio1982, ‘Emouvant par so actualité brûlante’, TripAdvisor, 12/08/2017 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.fr/ShowUserReviews-g1202684-d8761007-r511774500-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
01/11/2017]. 
169 mikewestwood666, ‘Stunning, thought provoking and moving experience’, TripAdvisor, 16/04/2018 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ShowUserReviews-g1202684-d8761007-r573741717-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
10/03/2019]. 
170 Crystal K, ‘It’s not just about the French but the world in the last century’, TripAdvisor, 26/08/2018 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Attraction_Review-g1202684-d8761007-Reviews-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
04/01/2019]. 
171 espaalsace, ‘Bien fait. Fait réfléchir aux enjeux de société’, TripAdvisor, 14/09/2018 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ShowUserReviews-g1202684-d8761007-r616479493-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
10/03/2019]. 
172 Alain de Galembert, ‘Review’, Facebook, 30/10/2018 [Online] 
<https://www.facebook.com/pg/memorialcamprivesaltes/reviews/> [Accessed 22/03/2019]. 
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[T]he status of the refugee is in the public forum. It is often publicised and politicised, 
generating compassion as well as fear, without truly finding its place in the memories 
of western societies. However, memory plays a key role in all of this history, by 
justifying or by stigmatising the main players, by justifying, or not, the behaviour of 
welfare organisations, by triggering a reaction from societies.   
 

As with the texts of the other five information panels, there is an accompanying video, taking 

the form of an interview between Denis Peschanski and Philippe Leclerc, the then French 

representative of The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 

(UNHCR). The interview is accompanied by contemporary images from camps and conflicts 

around the world; the opening of the Mémorial, at the end of 2015, is juxtaposed against a 

world in which there were more displaced people than ever before. As perhaps the final 

footage that most visitors see before leaving the Mémorial, the interview problematises the 

relationship between aid agencies, state forces, and the institution of the camp. Where it was 

initially argued that Rivesaltes should not be a ‘memorial to despair’, but rather ‘a memorial 

to the resilience of mankind’,173 this final message is somewhat anti-redemptive.  

Conclusion 
 

Robert Gildea argues that the summer of 2015 was characterised by a redesignation of French 

national identity. Drawing the past into the present, Gildea suggests that instances of jihadist 

terror and the shock of the migrant crisis marked a time where ‘the empire struck back’. The 

French response was ‘to pull up the drawbridge against immigration, to tighten security and 

to redraw the boundaries of national identity even more tightly.’174  

 

The Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes similarly draws the past into the present, but here it 

resonates in different ways. Where Thomas Benjamin White has suggested that visitors ‘leave 

[the Mémorial] with the sense that, perhaps inevitably for a state-run institution, it is looking 

away from the present’,175 it is clearly the case that the opposite is true: the Mémorial du 

Camp de Rivesaltes is very much oriented towards the present. As Denis Peschanski suggests 
 

173 Georges Frêche, former president of the Conseil Général des Pyrénées-Orientales, quoted in Laurence 
Creusot, ‘Le mémorial de Rivesaltes : bien plus qu'un simple musée’, FranceInfo, 15/10/2015 <http://france3-
regions.francetvinfo.fr/occitanie/pyrenees-orientales/le-memorial-de-rivesaltes-bien-plus-qu-un-simple-musee-
823373.html> [Accessed 03/11/2017]. 
174 See: Robert Gildea, Empires of the Mind: The Colonial Past and the Politics of the Present, (Cambridge: 
CUP, 2019), pp.223-237, particularly p.237. 
175 Benjamin Thomas White, ‘A camp in France’, Singular Things, 28/06/2017 
<https://singularthings.wordpress.com/2017/06/28/a-camp-in-france/> [Accessed 20/03/2019]. 
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in the final video, this is ‘a memorial that serves to teach us this complex past, but also to 

help us understand the present.’  

 

Responding to White, Henry Rousso argues that ‘Rivesaltes isn’t a state-run museum but a 

local one,’ whilst Peschanski makes the case that ‘Rivesaltes is not only a French history; it’s 

a global one.’176 Opening at the same time as the redrawing of national identity identified by 

Gildea, the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes sits at the cosmopolitan intersection between 

local, national, and international conceptions of history, memory, and identity. Rather than 

responding to the terror attacks and migrant crisis of 2015 by establishing the familiar as 

‘grievable’ (to re-quote Judith Butler, cited in Chapter One), turning inwards, and generating 

a climate where ‘an amorphous racism abounds, rationalized by the claim of “self-

defense”’177 the Mémorial instead looks outward, questioning how the proximity of 

Rivesaltes’ pasts and events in the global present might engender empathetic responses to 

both.  

 

Within the context of the exhibition, conceptions of French nationhood are fundamentally 

challenged by the circulation of these migrant memories. Though the likes of Manuel Valls 

have tried to claim the site in the name of the state, Rivesaltes is resistant to the imposition of 

any Republican historical hegemony. Instead, the site points to far more cosmopolitan forms 

of citizenship, rooted in the travelling of memories across borders and between groups. This 

opposition can perhaps be summarised by the following visitor accounts: ‘On leaving the 

memorial’, as one visitor wrote in the guest book, ‘one has a few less reasons to be proud to 

be French’,178 but, as another explained, the Mémorial also ‘allows me to rediscover my 

humanity.’179  

 

The open space of the central exhibition acts as a metaphor for the agency that visitors 

possess within and without the memorial space. As discussed in this chapter, visitors to the 

Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes are made complicit in past acts of violence, but are equally 

forced to engage with their own critical agency in writing future histories. With this in mind, 

visitors are encouraged to forge new ties of identification as part of a human community 

 
176 Both Rousso and Peschanski’s comments are quoted in ibid. 
177 Butler, Precarious Lives, p.39. 
178 MCR Livre D’Or. 
179 Jacqui Soucasse, ‘Review’, Facebook, 04/01/2018, [Online] 
<https://www.facebook.com/memorialcamprivesaltes/reviews/> [Accessed 28/01/2019]. 
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implicated in concentrationary violence that continues to resonate. Rivesaltes is thus 

conceived of as occupying a space at the threshold of past and present, but it is up to the 

visitor to decide the future direction of travel.   

    

Speaking of the difficulties of dealing with his country’s colonial past, the current French 

president, Emmanuel Macron, suggested that ‘[t]here is a problem of divided memories. We 

have to reconcile memories.’180 Reconciliation is undoubtedly a difficult aspiration. However, 

if we consider the word’s Latin root, conciliare - ‘to bring together’ - the Mémorial du Camp 

de Rivesaltes’ potential as a site of memory that ‘brings together’ not just colonial, but 

multiple proximate pasts is revealed. There are no guarantees that the circulation of 

Holocaust, colonial, post-colonial, and indeed contemporaneous discourses of memory will 

be a harmonious process, but in rejecting a ‘zero-sum’, competitive approach, we can hope to 

avoid the reinstitution of future Camps de Rivesaltes in the name of those yet to come.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
180 Emmanuel Macron, quoted in Gildea, Empires of the Mind, p.261. Unafraid of wading into historical debate, 
whilst still a candidate for the presidency, Macron suggested that colonialism was a ‘crime against humanity’. 
He has equally suggested that present-day politics compare to those of the 1930s. See: Anon., ‘En Algérie, 
Macron qualifie la colonisation de « crime contre l’humanité », tollé à droite’, Le Monde, 15/02/2017 [Online] 
<https://www.lemonde.fr/election-presidentielle-2017/article/2017/02/15/macron-qualifie-la-colonisation-de-
crime-contre-l-humanite-tolle-a-droite-et-au-front-national_5080331_4854003.html> [Accessed 22/03/2019] 
and Stéphane Vernay, ‘Emmanuel Macron : « Le moment que nous vivons ressemble à l’entre-deux-guerres »’, 
Ouest-France, 15/11/2018 [Online] <https://www.ouest-france.fr/politique/emmanuel-macron/info-ouest-
france-emmanuel-macron-le-moment-que-nous-vivons-ressemble-l-entre-deux-guerres-6045961> [Accessed 
22/09/2019]. 
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Conclusion 

Summary  
 
This thesis has examined the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes in its capacity as a site of 

memory. Drawing on methodologies adopted from the fields of memory studies and 

anthropology, it has considered how the Mémorial makes narratives about the site’s past 

present, and what this might say about conceptions of history, memory, and identity in France 

in the contemporary period. Using material from varied archives, as well as drawing upon a 

series of visits to the site, this thesis bridges the gap between historical and anthropological 

disciplines, whilst considering a site as yet undiscussed within the literature. As part of this 

analysis, a number of different media have been considered to develop an understanding of 

the site that reflects the interpretations of those who experienced Rivesaltes as camp, created 

it as memorial, and visit it today as tourists. Within this framework, various archival, press, 

and online sources were consulted to represent the varied constituents the site can be said to 

concern. These sources have contributed to an examination of the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes that reflects France’s response to particular histories of violence, but equally 

reflects on the global interfaces that are created when memorialising such pasts. In this, it is a 

response to, and particular example of, Richard Crownshaw’s suggestion that ‘future 

histor[ies] of memorials and monuments need…to scrutinize the way in which intersecting 

histories are memorialized, historicizing local inflections of remembrance in the face of 

globalized memory while mindful of the cosmopolitan possibilities of a meeting of 

memories.’181    

 

In Chapter One, the existing literature on memory was investigated in order to establish the 

context of the thesis. Arguing against Pierre Nora’s limited conception of the nation state 

oriented lieu de mémoire, the thesis is instead positioned in relation to theories of 

transcultural memory, which, it is argued, are more applicable to the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes. Though French Republicanism has undoubtedly played a part in onsite 

commemoration, it is equally true that memories of the camp have been shaped by wider 

cosmopolitan currents, and intensely felt localised concerns. Within this framework, a diverse 

range of constituents - memorial associations, NGOs, and individuals - have been of 

particular importance, ensuring that voices otherwise marginalised (often within nation-state 

 
181 Crownshaw, ‘History and Memorialization’, p.233. 
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oriented narratives) are heard. More than this, the camp has always been understood in 

relation to a diverse range of institutions and ideologies, and remembered as a single 

coordinate in a nexus of implicated sites. The case study that concludes the chapter offers a 

suggestion for the ways in which the site has been understood as ‘multidirectional’, and how 

events contemporaneous with the Mémorial’s opening have been intertwined within the 

memorial narrative. It is suggested that Rothberg’s proposal of a ‘differentiated solidarity’ 

mirrors the Mémorial’s commemorative narrative, establishing a framework through which 

Rivesaltes’ diverse populations can be compared, without resorting to discourse that 

promotes a competitive understanding of memory, or equates separate forms of suffering. 

 

Chapter Two focused on the Camp de Rivesaltes as a site of internment throughout its 

operational history. It is thus a contribution to the literature on Second World War internment 

camps in France, but equally on those established during the Algerian War and subsequent 

period. By exploring the voices of those interned in the camp, it provides a valuable addition 

to the existing literature on the Camp de Rivesaltes by providing an understanding of the 

camp as it was lived by internees. This expands knowledge surrounding the ways in which 

the camp was experienced and counterbalances existing accounts that focus more broadly on 

the power structures that underpinned the camp as an institution. These accounts provide 

valuable context for the memorial narratives that have been developed by the various groups, 

whilst elucidating points of commonality and difference between the communities. The 

analysis suggests the importance of the landscape in the ways in which internees imagined 

the camp; beyond the fact of being interned, the surrounding landscape contributed to 

(re)imposing the condition of alterity.    

 

Having discussed the Camp de Rivesaltes in its historical context, Chapter Three began the 

process of analysing acts of commemoration at the former camp. As with the preceding 

chapter, and those which follow, the chapter considered the process of memorialisation 

within a shifting series of scales, drawing attention to the ways in which local considerations, 

(inter)national trends, and international factors impacted upon commemoration at Rivesaltes. 

As demonstrated with the historiographical overview presented in Chapter Two, French 

internment has, broadly speaking, been considered through its impact upon specific groups. 

This historiographical framework has largely been reflected in a memorial capacity. From the 

time it was first considered as a potential site for a memorial (museum), the Camp de 

Rivesaltes has most frequently been considered a memorial to Second World War internment, 
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more specifically as a memorial to Jewish incarceration and deportation. Increasingly, the site 

came to be a microcosm of the national Vichy Syndrome, with a series of polemical incidents 

forcing the camp onto the front pages locally, and, frequently, at a national level. By focusing 

on the Jewish experience of Rivesaltes, the camp’s other histories were arguably 

marginalised, with contemporaneous and subsequent instances of internment deriving their 

perceived value from their links to histories of the Shoah.  

 

In keeping with wider discourse in France, an increasing emphasis was placed upon the role 

of aid agencies in the rescue of internees from the camp. Where it has been argued that such a 

focus made national self-reconciliation possible, at Rivesaltes the shift also allowed for the 

creation of more inclusive histories, drawing the camp’s Shoah histories in to dialogue with 

other times and communities. What is more, the aid agency narrative allowed the camp to be 

projected into the future, with the Camp de Rivesaltes increasingly thought of as 

fundamentally interconnected with diverse sites around the world. 

 

Finally, the politicisation of the camp space was considered, underlining the ways in which 

the camp’s histories have been recruited in support of various political agendas. Where the 

site has often been subject to local party politics, increasingly the site has come to represent 

national struggles to narrate a truly Republican past. In this, the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes has again been drawn into a relationship with other sites and histories and 

embroiled in contemporary instances of identity politics.   

 

Chapter Four began the analysis of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes in its present day 

capacity as a heritage site. Conceiving of the contemporary site as a ‘memoryscape’, the 

chapter considered the various ways in which memory is engendered through visitors’ 

encounters with the remains of Ilot F, arguing that visitors’ interactions with the external 

landscape - beyond the rigid boundaries and prescriptive narratives of the museum space - 

produce potentially progressive memorial encounters. In this, the chapter is situated within a 

growing body of literature that demonstrates ‘the affective impact of place and its potential to 

facilitate a cosmopolitan ethics and productive multidirectionality.’182  

 

In keeping with the historical emphasis on the camp as a part of the wider landscape, 

 
182 Rapson, Topographies of Suffering, p.190. 
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attention was drawn to the ways in which the landscape is curated by its guardians and 

experienced by visitors to the site. Central to visitor experience, it was argued that climatic 

conditions shape interpretations of the site profoundly, ‘making the past present’ in 

unexpected ways. If these encounters are largely unbidden, the chapter also focused on the 

ways in which visitors’ experiences of the external landscape are consciously created at the 

Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes. The lack of an interpretative infrastructure is suggestive of 

a belief in the ruins’ capacity to speak for themselves; though this is a source of frustration 

for some, it also allows a space for visitors to develop their own understandings of the site 

and find their own commemorative voices. This openness to interpretation was suggested as 

one of the ways in which the landscape can be seen as inducing potentially productive 

engagements with the past. The decaying landscape is here seen as dynamic, allowing for 

‘unstructured exploration[s] of possible pasts’ and ‘encounter[s] with involuntary 

memories’.183  

 

The second half of the chapter considered the built landscape at Rivesaltes, analysing Rudy 

Ricciotti’s architecture in its memorial capacity. Mediating between conceptions of 

monument, memorial, and museum, it was argued that Ricciotti’s building has particular 

implications for our understanding of commemoration at Rivesaltes. The Mémorial building 

is, in-and-of-itself, a profound political, historical, and memorial statement that speaks both 

to the camp’s multiple temporalities, but equally acts as a challenge to present-day policy 

makers.  

 

The chapter concluded with a discussion of the arrival sequence at the Mémorial du Camp de 

Rivesaltes, arguing that visitors’ passage through the spaces of the Mémorial be considered 

through the lens of liminality. Conceived of as a series of thresholds, Rivesaltes’ liminal 

landscape was plotted spatially and temporally, analysing the ways in which space is used to 

impart layers of meaning upon the visitor experience. Spaces within the Mémorial are thus 

considered to be transitional, both in their intermediary capacity in conveying visitors around 

the site, but equally in their capacity to influence individual subjectivities.  

 

Where Chapter Four took the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes’ external elements as its 

focus, attention in Chapter Five turned inward, concentrating on the memorial’s interior 
 

183 Caitlin DeSilvey and Tim Edensor, ‘Reckoning with Ruins’, Progress in Human Geography, 37.4 (2012), 
pp.465-485 (p.472). 
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spaces. As with the external walkways, the interior spaces of the Mémorial were considered 

in their capacity to ‘move’ visitors, choreographing the process of the visit as a means by 

which to initiate them in empathetic, cosmopolitan forms of citizenship. In focusing on the 

concept of ‘undesirability’, it was argued that the Mémorial’s central narrative points to this 

future-oriented citizenship. By deploying the figure of the ‘undesirable’ across time and 

space, visitors are forced into confronting the ways in which they themselves may be 

implicated in ongoing acts of violence against those deemed ‘Other’. Thus, though it is 

ostensibly a site concerned with memorialising the past, it was demonstrated that the 

Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes is profoundly rooted in the time and space of the present 

day, indeed, with projecting the site’s pasts into the future. In keeping with this narrative, it 

was demonstrated that visitors to the site consistently read the exhibition space as 

multidirectional: time and again the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes is understood as 

representing ‘the current issue of the reception of refugees.’184 Though it is self-evidently the 

case that not all visitors are receptive to such a narrative, it is clear that a significant number 

do draw these connections. This is the case both in the immediate context of the exhibition, 

and, after a period of reflection, in writing online reviews. 

 

This thesis can therefore be seen to have contributed to knowledge in several important ways. 

Firstly, it has provided a history of the Camp de Rivesaltes that considers the site in all of its 

diversity. In drawing attention to the site’s varied histories, the complex dynamics that 

underpin the site’s memorialisation have been revealed, enabling a richer understanding of 

the Mémorial as it exists today. Through its analysis of the camp’s histories, the processes 

that led to the creation of the memorial site, and the Mémorial as tourist site, the present 

study is the first of its kind to offer a holistic overview of the camp space. More than this, it 

differs from other works in the historiography by giving voice to the internees in such a way 

that, rather than having history imposed upon them, the thesis makes history alongside them, 

restoring something of their agency. This is significant because it provides a more nuanced 

reading of the camp as a historical institution and is essential in understanding the camp as a 

commemorative site. Furthermore, this thesis is the first to fully address the site’s 

environmental histories, and the full implications of the site as an affective landscape. It is 

 
184 david d, ‘Visite scolaire’, TripAdvisor, 26/01/2019 [Online] 
<https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ShowUserReviews-g1202684-d8761007-r648284745-
Memorial_du_Camp_de_Rivesaltes-Salses_Le_Chateau_Pyrenees_Orientales_Occitanie.html> [Accessed 
22/02/2019]. 
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true, as one academic has blogged, that at Rivesaltes ‘[e]veryone talks about the wind.’185 

The reason they all talk about the wind because it is a central component of Rivesaltes’ more-

than-representational landscape, a means by which to feel the past in the present.  

 

In shifting between the national and the local context, this thesis has charted the interplay 

between memorial discourse at a general level within France and through the particular 

example of Rivesaltes. This analysis nuances our understanding of the ways in which the past 

is remembered and suggests some of the limitations of a purely national framework; for many 

locals, the past retains an immediacy not necessarily felt by others, elsewhere. That being 

said, as has been suggested throughout, the Camp de Rivesaltes’ importance for so many 

constituencies at both a local and national level, does make the Mémorial a sensitive tool for 

analysing complex questions of history, memory, and identity in contemporary France. This 

is particularly the case when considering the two great national traumas that the site 

represents: Vichy and Algeria. The second contribution can be found on this level. In 

considering representation of these pasts within a defined memorial context, the thesis has 

made contributions to our knowledge of the ways in which these events are understood in the 

present day. Coincidences of geography mean that (at Rivesaltes at least) the two histories 

cannot help but be linked. However, this thesis suggests the ways in which memorial 

frameworks have been (re)deployed by various groups in more or less productive ways that 

have brought the histories closer still.  

 

Throughout it has been suggested that traditional models of memory are insufficient in 

understanding Rivesaltes’ complex intersecting pasts. Instances of competition over the 

meaning and representation of the camp space have, naturally, occurred since the very 

suggestion of a memorial at the site was first made. Increasingly, however, more inclusive 

dialogues have been initiated, speaking not only to the communities that have been interned 

at Rivesaltes, but equally to diverse groups, events, and places. Writing of the legacies of the 

Vichy government in contemporary France, and in opposition to the theories of 

multidirectional and palimpsestic memory, Richard Golsan suggests that memories of Vichy, 

Algeria, and beyond, ‘remain fundamentally competitive, and even conflictive.’186 This thesis 

demonstrates how the particular example of the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes clearly 

brings diverse memories, both rooted in the locality, and from various sites around the world, 
 

185 White, ‘A camp in France’. 
186 Golsan, The Vichy Past in France Today, p.xxv. 
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together in ways that are far from competitive. In the words of David A. Messenger, the 

Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes is a clear example of a ‘physical location where one can 

find the development of a transnational European memory’,187 indeed, of a globally-plotted 

memory. The Mémorial has thus been considered as a key coordinate within a nexus of 

increasingly diverse sites across time and space: from Charlie Hebdo’s offices to the beaches 

of Turkey, the US-Mexican borderlands to the Bataclan theatre.188 The Camp de Rivesaltes 

has clear resonances with sites of past violence, but continues to be reflected in present acts 

of violence and oppression. In considering these multidirectional dialogues, this thesis is 

therefore an example of a growing body of literature that applies theories of transcultural 

memory to physical memorial sites. The Camp de Rivesaltes functioned as a concentrationary 

palimpsest throughout its operational history; the Mémorial du Camp de Rivesaltes is a 

memorial palimpsest, both in its organisational logic (a layering of media and a literal 

openness to intersecting memories) and in the narratives it conveys to visitors.   

 

In deploying these theories outside of their usual literary and artistic frameworks, other 

methodologies have been appropriated in order to arrive at an understanding of the Mémorial 

du Camp de Rivesaltes’ multidirectional potential. To this end, through observations carried 

out onsite, and analysis of the accounts of those who have visited,  the implications of 

multidirectional narratives have been considered. Though it is beyond the scope of this thesis 

to consider the actions of visitors after they have visited the site, having analysed these 

responses, it is suggested that Rivesaltes’ pasts - as viewed through the lens of 

multidirectional memory - conjure a justifiably ‘optimistic sense of possibilities for the 

future.’189 Though there can be no guarantees that an awareness of these shared histories may 

result in acts of empathy or solidarity, it is surely progressive to initiate these dialogues 

nevertheless.  

 

Just as successive groups of internees have added new layers of history to the site, so 
 

187 David A. Messenger, ‘Contemporary Memory Politics in Catalonia: Europeanizing and Mobilizing the 
History of the Spanish Civil War’ in Christina Kraenzie and Maria Mayr (eds.) The Changing Place of Europe 
in Global Memory: Usable Pasts and Futures, (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), pp.49-62 (p.60). 
188 See: Waitman Wade Beorn, ‘Yes, you can call the border centers ‘concentration camps,’ but apply the 
history with care’, Washington Post, 20/06/2018 [Online] 
<https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/posteverything/wp/2018/06/20/yes-you-can-call-the-border-detention-
centers-concentration-camps-but-apply-the-history-with-care/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.3ab6d92a28c4> 
[Accessed 22/03/2019]; Emmanuel Debono, ‘Le Bataclan, un lieu de mémoire ?’, Le Monde, 15/06/2018 
[Online] <http://antiracisme.blog.lemonde.fr/2018/06/15/le-bataclan-un-lieu-de-memoire/> [Accessed 
22/03/2019]. 
189 Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory, p.309. 
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successive waves of visitors will contribute to the site’s unfolding memorial narrative as they 

contribute to making the place, and the place in turn helps to make them. The Mémorial does 

not remember for itself, it relies on the agency of its visitors and, as Rothberg reminds us, 

‘[s]uch agency entails recognizing and revealing the production of memory as an ongoing 

process involving inscription and reinscription, coding and recoding.’190 Just as the ruins 

above are a palimpsestic layering of historical traces, so the spaces of the Mémorial are 

themselves characterised by layers of memory. Resistant to any single interpretation or 

narrative closure, the impetus for action remains with each visitor to be responsible for the 

writing of future histories.   

Future Research 

This thesis suggests a number of potential avenues for future research. As the first site in 

France that narrates histories of the Harkis in an official museological capacity, the Mémorial 

du Camp de Rivesaltes is sure to become a central part of the group’s mythology. However, 

given that recognition in the annals of French history has, according to Géraldine Enjelvin, 

‘unarguably constituted the core of their identity’,191 research is warranted into the ways in 

which such a site impacts upon the Harkis’ ongoing understanding of self. In late 2018, for 

the first time, the French state was forced to pay damages to the son of a Harki who grew up 

at Rivesaltes.192 With this new form of legal redress, in addition to commemorative 

recognition, further research is due into the potential ‘delegitimisation’ of the Harki 

identity.193 Activism at Rivesaltes has shifted towards ever-stronger demands for the Harki 

‘cemetery’ in the camp grounds to be located and commemorated,194 but it is not yet clear 

what effect these forms of  reparation will have on the community.  

 

In keeping with the multidirectional traffic proposed by this thesis, it would be interesting to 

consider the ways that other areas of the camp space function as lieux de vie, in the sense 

proposed by Alise Hansen.195 Some of the camp’s former barrack blocks remain ‘militarised 

 
190 Rothberg, ‘Between Memory and Memory’, pp.8-9. 
191 Enjelvin, ‘The Harki Identity’, p.124. 
192 See, for instance: François David, ‘L’État condamné à indemniser un fils de harki né au camp de Rivesaltes, 
une première’, FranceBleu, 03/10/2018, [Online] <https://www.francebleu.fr/infos/societe/l-etat-condamne-a-
indemniser-un-fils-de-harki-ne-au-camp-de-rivesaltes-1538573790> [Accessed 20/03/2019]. 
193 Enjelvin, ‘The Harki Identity’, p.124. 
194 See: ‘Demande pose d'une stèle en hommage aux personnes décédées dans le camp de Rivesaltes entre 1962 
et 1965.’, Association Harkis Dordogne, 18/03/2019 <http://www.harkisdordogne.com/2019/03/demande-pose-
d-une-stele-en-hommage-aux-personnes-decedees-dans-le-camp-de-rivesaltes-entre-1962-et-1965.html> 
[Accessed 20/03/2019]. 
195 Hansen, ‘A Lieu d’Histoire, a Lieu de Mémoire, and a Lieu de Vie’, p.120. 
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landscapes’, accounting for the disconcerting sound of gunfire that can occasionally be heard 

onsite. Other areas are taken over by industrial units and the wind farm that dominates the 

memorial site. According to Hansen, ‘a genuine multidirectional dialogue requires engaging 

not only with how these [historical] issues influence our understanding of history and 

memory but also how they affect life in the present.’196 Further research could consider how 

contemporary and future uses of other areas of the site might inflect our narration of the past.  

 

In their work on the Dutch memorial context, Iris van Ooijen and Ilse Raajmakers suggest 

that multidirectional approaches be applied not only to discourse surrounding victimisation, 

but also to those involving heroism. They claim that this ‘heroization’ is apparent in ongoing 

attempts by postcolonial generations to establish that their acts were as worthy of ‘hero’ 

status as those in the Second World War.197 Where ‘heroization’ could undoubtedly be 

considered with relation to Rivesaltes’ postcolonial communities,198 narratives of 

‘heroization’ could also be usefully explored when considering the role of aid agencies 

throughout the camp’s existence. Nationally, the role of ordinary Frenchmen in the 

prosecution of the Holocaust remains a subject of intense debate, with recent attempts to 

explain Jewish survival scorned for their optimistic portrayal of life under Vichy France.199 

Locally, as explored throughout this thesis, the actions of people living in the camp’s vicinity 

remain a source of significant tension. Though foregrounding the role of aid agencies carries 

inherent risks (as discussed in Chapter Five), further research on CIMADE’s (for example) 

consistent presence in the camp - a focus on intervention, rather than undesirability - could 

further contribute to French understandings of the past, whilst assisting in the development of 

historical and political responses to present instances of internment.  

 

The Jungle is not the Camp de Rivesaltes. Neither is Dadaab. Neither is CRA 66, relocated to 

accommodate the Mémorial, close to Perpignan airport. However, to suggest that these 

diverse sites cannot be usefully brought into dialogue is surely foreclosing the potential for 

productive engagement with their respective pasts and the potential for intervention in their 

respective futures.  

 
196 Ibid., p.149. 
197 van Ooijen and Raajmakers, ‘Competitive or Multidirectional Memory’, p.472. 
198 There are clear parallels here with Martin Evans’ work - see The Memory of Resistance. 
199 See, for instance, Richard Golsan’s attack on Jacques Semelin’s work in The Vichy Past in France Today, 
p.xv. 
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